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How about 380 watts per channel into 8ohms and 700 watts
into 4 ohms? Rotel's new RB 1090 delivers high-octane
performance. No matter what the style of music. Of course, brawn
alone doesn't make a great amplifier. Pinpoint soundstaging,
stable imaging and the ability to reveal delicate nuances in music
are the keys to aspine tingling listening session.
We begin by custom winding our own toroidal transformers. In
the case of RBI090, they're twin 1.25kVA toroidals in adual
mono design. This "over-engineering" of the power supply isn't
applied only to our premium designs though. In fact, all of our
amplifiers feature rugged oversized power supplies and select
premium grade components obtained from around the world.
From our five channel RB985 home theater amplifier to the
massive two channel RBI090, each of our power amplifiers will
satisfy even the most demanding users.
Need even more power? Some of our amplifiers can be bridged to
mono for three times their rated output into stereo, or, stack two
stereo

amplifiers

together

for bi-amplification

of your

loudspeakers. What is hip? Rotel's "Tower of Power" choice of
eight superb amplifiers for home hi-fi, home theater or custom
installation. Hear them at your authorized dealer.

RB985 interior shown with
massive power supply and
select grade components.
5x 110 watts per channel
into 8ohms.

54 Concord Street
N. Reading, MA 01864-2699
Phone: 978.664.3820
Fax: 978.664.4109
www.rotel.com
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twas the road signs alongside I-44
that first caught my attention, each
with its twin supports neatly snapped
halfway up. Then Isaw the outlet center
east of Oklahoma City, smashed flat as if
struck by the mother of all baseball bats
swung by acareless god.
Iwas driving back from HI-FI '99 in
May, following the old Route 66 to Santa
Fe, musing on all that I'd seen and heard
in Chicago. And unlike the specific targets for the 318mph tornadoes that struck
the Midwest in April, the current malaise
that has afflicted high-end audio could
have been foreseen.
In this space in April, Barry Willis wondered where the High End's next generation of customers is going to come from,
quoting ICrell's Dan D'Agostino as saying
that "High-end audio is on its way out"
because it isn't attracting anew generation
of music lovers. As you can see from this
issue's "Letters," there are Generation X
audiophiles out there. The problem, as I
see it, is that the High End waits to be discovered by new customers rather than
actively seeking them out. It has so far also
almost totally ignored the sea change talcing place in the recorded-music industry
as more and more young people bypass
the traditional music distribution network
in favor of downloading MP3 files from
the Internet.
Specialty audio retailers report that traditional two-channel sales are flat or
falling, their growth areas are now sales of
home-theater systems and custom installations. Depending on whom Ispoke with
at HI-FI '99, high-end audio manufacturers were either experiencing growth in
two-channel component sales or thanking
their lucky stars that they'd moved the
bulk of their production into home-theater products. But other than at the super
high end, no one at the Show was reporting any significant sales of high-quality
CD playback gear — the forthcoming
launches of the Super Audio CD and
DVD-Audio have successfully poisoned
this part of the market.
Both Sony/Philips and the DVD Forum
used the Show to announce their launch
plans, with the former's Super Audio CD
taking the lead. SACDs will appear in US
record retailers this Fall, with more than 40
titles from such audiophile record labels as
Telarc, DMP, and Mobile Fidelity initially
priced at $24.95. Sony's SCD-1 SACD
player is scheduled to hit dealers' shelves
around October. At $5000, the Sony playStereophiie, July 1999
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DSD decoder and a high-sampling
LPCM D/A converter will involve upgradeable software rather than fixed hardware, to argue which is better becomes
akin to arguing about whether aMac-formatted floppy is better than aDOS-formatted one. As long as the drive recognizes the disk format and the music flows
forth, it just doesn't matter. Some Japanese
companies have already announced that
their forthcoming DVD-Audio players
will recognize and play SACD discs,
There is now more music
though it's unclear whether Sony has
plans to eventually introduce SACD playbeing made by more
ers that will also decode DVD-As.
Unlike me, many industry commentapeople than at
tors seemed more excited about the surround-sound potential of these higherany time in history.
resolution digital media than about their
capacity for better two-channel sound
quality. Yet the audiophiles Ispoke with at
By contrast, in his presentation at
the Show, and the attendees at HI-FI '99's
HI-FI '99, Jordan Rost of the Warner
various seminars and workshops, seemed
Music Group emphasized the fact that
as keen on the two-channel hobby as ever.
DVD-Audio seeks to embrace not only
high-end audio, but also various forms of As Dennis Had of Cary reports in this
issue's "Manufacturers' Comments" (p.114),
video and even Internet interactivity He
the current audio market is almost entirealso made much of aDVD-Audio disc's
ly two-channel. It does seem perverse to
ability to carry separate surround-sound,
regard two-channel music reproduction as
optional stereo, and even Dolby Digital
(at best) obsolete or (at worst) dead when
mixes, in addition to the possibility for on99.999% of music lovers play two-channel
the-fly downmixes from multichannel to
CDs on stereo systems. In fact, ashow of
stereo (as described by Peter van Wilhands at one seminar indicated that three
lenswaard in this issue's "Industry Update"),
quarters of the audience still regularly
depending on the content provider's wishes.' What he was less clear about was the
played LPs!
What we have, Ibelieve, is acrisis of
exact date of the medium's US launch. (I
confidence on the part of the high-end
understood it to be sometime between fall
audio industry Hit by atornado of confu1999 and spring 2000.)
What /'m excited about is the ability of sion about which of many possible futures
will turn out to be the future — surround
both new media to offer better two-chansound or stereo; high-quality SACD or
nel sound quality than CD—in the form
DVD-Audio, or sonically compromised
of DSD encoding for SACD, or up to
MP3 or urs or Dolby Digital; the much192kHz sampling and 24-bit Linear PCM
touted convergence between music and
for DVD-Audio. And as both high-definHome Theater; the equally touted conition media sound better than CD (see
vergence between music and the home
Paul Messenger's interview with recordcomputer, even LP or CD — the High
ing engineer Tony Faulkner on p.19 to get
End seems to be forgetting what its existone industry veteran's opinions), to regard
ing customers are looking for.
SACD and DVD-Audio as being involved
There is now more music being made
in aBeta/VHS-type format war becomes
irrelevant. As the differences between a by more people than at any time in history, and there is also more prerecorded
music being sold than ever before. Icannot believe that the high-end audio indus1Iam skeptical about this downmixing concept. My
experience from making my own surround-sound
try cannot continue to enjoy asuccessful
recordings is that astereo mixdown needs to be "wetniche among all that musical activity. As
ter," ir, more reverberant, than asurround-sound mix.
long as it doesn't forget that its role is to
A stereo feed assembled from the DVD-A's multiple
discrete channels will therefore be probably too dry.
further its customers' enjoyment of their
Give me aseparate two-channel mix on the DVD-A
music in whatever form they prefer, the
and don't ask me to pay asecond set of copyright fees
High End will have afuture.
for the privilege.

er is clearly aimed at the high-end twochannel market. "We are going to start at
the top and work our way down," said
Sony's senior vice president of home
audio/video marketing, Mike Fidler, at the
Show. He was adamant that Sony and
Philips are committed to "revitalizing the
audio industry"; many exhibitors at the
Show other than Sony were using Sony
SACD players and software.
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Letters
Analog is alive?
Editor:
Tonight Iwent to the local Good Guys in
order to purchase astylus. When Iasked
the salesperson, who must have been in
his late 20s, where Icould find astylus
for my Thorens turntable, he responded,
"What's astylus?" He sheepishly directed
me to another salesperson (a good guy
this time), who actually remembered
what astylus was. Analog is alive! Barely,
that is...
Daniel Pfenninger
accuphile@hotmalcom

slightly cowardly. We do not need quantum gravity or superstring theory—
which only apply at the extremely high
energies seen atiny fraction of asecond
after the Big Bang —to explain highend audio. In the end, it all boils down to
"simple" things such as the movement of
aspeaker cone and the acoustics of the
room. In theory, therefore, any change in
our components, no matter how small,
should ultimately be mappable to adifference in sound waves hitting our ears.
Ah, but there's the rub: in theory. And
no, Ididn't italicize the word theory
because Ibelieve standard theory is
We flopped
wrong. Iitalicized it because even simEditor:
ple theory can actually be tremendously
Hendrix is back!
But he didn't come back right-handed complex when applied to reality
In school, engineers are taught for(Vo122 No.5, pp.9 and 153). Check your
photos more carefully. Alan S. Aloupis mulae and rules of thumb that are simRever MA plifications of amuch more complex
physical theory. What one will often
find when talking to the audiophile
Undercurrents
naysayers is that they haven't dug into
Editor:
Reading George Reisch's "Under- many of the issues facing ahigh-end
currents" in the March Stereophile (p.47), manufacturer to the level of detail needIhad two strong, and opposite, reactions. ed to fully understand something as
An explanation of my background simple as, say, aspeaker cable. What
might hint at why: trained as aphysicist, many of these naysayers are really doing
Iam currently an engineer in the new is living in the comfort of their own
field of optical networks. In addition, as intellectual prejudices.
Let's quote an example. In arecent
the only nonmusician in my family, I
had the privilege while growing up of issue of Stereophile, the designer of the
free tickets to the Metropolitan Opera dCS Elgar DAC was explaining how
and numerous other musical events. supersonic frequencies in the audio signal
These Iattended in addition to rock and can have an audible effect Although
Indian classical concerts. In addition, I many engineers are familiar with Gibbs'
Phenomenon, how many have taken the
am an unabashed audiophile.
k is therefore with great sympathy time to recognize that, even in
that Iread Reisch's column. Ihave also theory, it is clear that supersonic frequenheard audiophile bashing, often from
engineers. Meanwhile, despite the fact
Letters to the Editor should be sent
that many of the audible differences —
to The Editor, Stereophile, P.O. Box
caused, for instance, by changing from
one brand of speaker cable to another —
5529, Santa Fe, NM 87502-5529.
Fax: (505) 983-6327. E-mail:
might not currently be measurable, Ihave
Letters@stereophile.com. Unless
no doubts about my ability to hear those
marked otherwise, all letters are
differences. Iam aware that many of the
assumed to be for possible publicanonbelievers in such things cannot hear
tion. If you have problems with
these differences, but that does not faze
your subscription, call (800) 666me. The differences we audiophiles are
3746 or visit wwvvstereophile.com.
talking about are not enormous, by any
Please note: We are unable to
means; it takes alarge amount of listening
answer requests for information on
to learn how to hear some of these things.
specific products or systems.
However, Ifelt that Reisch's main
argument was intellectually lazy, if not
Stereophile, July 1999

cy components can cancel the (probably
audible) ripple on the edge of asquarewave (to alimit, that is!)?' Many naysayers will wave the flag of Nyquist/
Shannon in an attempt to whisk away
this idea, often not realizing that
Nyquist/Shannon is in no way violated.
Cables are another example. As arule
of thumb, engineers are often notoriously bad at electromagnetic theory, and
run at the sight of Maxwell's Equations
when expressed in DIVs and CURLS.
Indeed, for the subjects that most engineers deal with, only the results of EM
theory are needed. It is tempting, therefore, for many engineers to look at an
audio cable in the terms they are used
to: basic impedance.
A very close look at the (classical!)
EM theory behind cables will show that
the issue is actually far from simple. It
should not be inconceivable that the
human ear might be able to distinguish
minute differences in cable design, differences that might or might not be currently measurable by even avery good
engineer (which is not to say that those
differences are inherently unmeasurable, just that amethod for measuring
might not have been developed yet).
No doubt there are alot of wacky
claims out there — for instance, light
can not be used to block out light. I
once purchased aCD demagnetizer, but
returned it because the differences it
seemed to have imparted were so small
Icould not say without doubt that they
were not coming from my own mind.
But despite the witchcraft that might or
might not exist in high-end audio, in the
end Itrust my ears. And frankly, Ibasically trust the ears of the audiophile
community as awhole. But as for measuring or explaining what we hear
when we listen to some high-end
equipment, it isn't necessary to go to
quantum theory or quantum electrodynamics. It does, however, require that
someone look at the classical theory in a
level of detail far beyond that at which
prejudice would normally yell "stop!"
G. Emory Anderson
ganderso@telcordia.com
1See, for instance, Mathematical Mahoch
edition, p.98.

Physics 2nd
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Letters
Loudspeaker currents

n't know that the tweeter he uses goes off
like acar alarm at 17kHz? Do you think
Iknow that critical letters to the editor that he can't afford aMLSSA system, and
can get tedious if the writer gets on a so doesn't realize that his speakers are up
soapbox, but after reading the three loud5-8dB between 40Hz and 100Hz?
speaker reviews in the May Stereophile, I Martin Colloms admits in his Stereophile
feel compelled to comment. Our indusreview that the Wilson's sound is "a ticl
try is languishing (to say the least), and
rich and bass-heavy for a European
maybe it's time to ask if audio equipment room," and says "I can't say that it reprereviewers aren't part of the problem.
sents perfection or is totally accurate." He
The high-end segment of the conthen raves about the MAXX in one of the
sumer audio business has helped me to
longest and most accolade-packed reviews
support my family for nearly 30 years
I've seen in your magazine. His conclunow, and as Iwatch it drift slowly into
sion: the Maroc "represents one of those
oblivion, Ican't help but feel that the degreat experiences in music reproduction."
cline we're experiencing is due to acomDo you believe that Carl Mardisotto
plete loss of direction. In the beginning,
designed the Alón Circe to have +5dB,
the goal was to present amore accurate
-8dB variations in frequency response
depiction of the original musical event in
by accident? The reasonably priced ofthe home. Now it appears that many
ferings in his line don't have deviations
designers are solely concerned with
this large. Yet your reviewer, Wes Phildelivering asound that seduces magalips, described this speaker as having "a
zine reviewers. Accuracy is no longer
midrange and high-frequency purity
relevant, and ridiculous price tags are
that is nothing short of magical." Maybe,
deemed necessary to get journalistic
but it's along way short of correct I
attention. (A three-way speaker with a wonder if he would have thought so
10" woofer for $12,000/pair? That's
highly of this product if its selling price
about what aHonda Civic costs, and the
were directly related to the cost of mancar probably has 20,000 parts.)
ufacturing it — say, $4000/pair retail?
Stereophilds May reviews of the Wilson
Arnie Nudell has been associated
MAXX, the Alón Circe, and the Genesis with some controversial speaker designs
500 present excellent illustrations. Look
in the past, but +6dB, -12dB deviations
at the test results printed with these
in response demonstrate the extremes
reviews: All three are seriously flawed
to which adesigner has to resort today
designs (from the standpoint of accuracy)
in order to deliver asound that is suffithat can't even offer flat amplitude
ciently different to "wow" areviewer.
response within a 10dB window. They
Kalman Rubinson liked the Genesis
range in price from alow of $11,500/pair
500 so much he wanted to keep the
to astratospherically high $38,900/pair.
speaker as areference. He mentioned
Now Iwould be the last to suggest that that the powered woofers made them
frequency response alone can fully repreunsuitable for amplifier evaluations.
sent the sound of aspeaker, but it is the
What about the 18dB response-error
cornerstone of good design. Isubmit that
envelope? How far can aspeaker devino speaker can accurately represent the
ate from flat response and remain suitinput signal if its basic frequency-response
able for amplifier testing? By 20dB?
curve is not reasonably flat In addition,
Ibelieve that all of these speakers were
none of these reviewed speakers is timeartfully designed to fool magazine reand phase-accurate, and while Iconsider viewers — agoal that seems to have been
step response to be afar more important successfully attained. They might also
indicator of performance than John
fool the readers who will buy them
Atkinson does, that matter is up for debased on Stereophilds recommendation—
bate. The Genesis is the least expensive of for a while, anyway. Highly colored
the lot, and the only one to present arespeakers might complement some musispectable cumulative spectral-decay plot.
cal selections some of the time, but in my
The others continue to sing, long after the
experience they won't bring lasting satissong has ended.
faction. Consumers rushing to buy one
I've listened to all three loudspeakers
flawed product after another, in an endand, in my opinion, the printed test results
less search for asatisfying musical experiaccurately represent the sound of each one.
ence, won't lead to industry growth.
They each might remind some listeners of
Adding alittle extra boom and sizzle
some aspect of alive musical performance,
to increase loudspeaker sales was the
but the word "accurate" certainly doesn't
rule before high-end audio came along.
come to my mind. The question is, were
Early high-end speakers were sold by
they ever meant to be accurate?
demonstrating that they were free of
Do you think that David Wilson doesthese colorations. It looks like we have
10

now come full circle. Truly accurate
products just can't get the attention of a
magazine reviewer, so exaggerations
have to be added to both the amplituderesponse curve and the price tag.
You might have countered this trend
by being alittle more explicit when describing and interpreting the test results
that accompany the reviews. Calling these
results "enigmatic" is ahint to the more
knowledgeable reader, but you could
have said alot more. If aspeaker that is
still producing full-bandwidth hash on a
spectral-decay plot after 3ms is delivering
"fine measured performance," how
would you define poor performance?
There are still products being made
that sound good, offer excellent, truly
accurate response, and represent real
value for money. Many of them have
been reviewed by Stereophile, but most
have received tepid verbal support. Dunlavys, pre-coax Thiels, and Vandersteens
are all time- and phase-accurate designs
that deliver good-looking step responses
along with flat frequency response within
narrow limits. Do their reasonable price
tags turn off your reviewers? Is it heresy
to admit that some modestly priced offerings outperform the outrageously costly
products designed for the "carriage
trade"? The measurements are there for
all to see in the back issues of Stereophile,
but commentary about the importance of
these measurements is sadly lacking, in
my opinion.
Listening impressions are still important, of course, but reviewers might need
to become reacquainted with the sound
of live music so that they are less easily
seduced by each new piece of equipment that has been designed to sound
more "hi-fi" than its predecessors.
Ithink that we need to support the few
remaining manufacturers who still adhere
to the original ideals of high-end audio,
and acknowledge their achievements before it's too late. Otherwise, we might all
have to start writing about home theatet
Oops — Ialready have.
Richard L Hardesty
Audio Equipment Review Editor
Widescreen Review
rhardest@pacbellmet
The death of classical?
Editor:
Last week Ihad the pure pleasure of
experiencing Radu Lupu performing
Beethoven's Piano Concerto 3 with
Essa-Pekka Salonen in Los Angeles.
However, Icould not help but notice I
was one of only adozen under-30-yearolds in the audience — the average age
seemed to be 60! Do Idare do the math?
Stereophile, July 1999
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250 watts, 12" active woofer,
18"h x 15"w x 20"d

HPS- 500
SOO watts, 15" active woofer,
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HPS-1000
1,000 watts, 15" active woofer,
two 15" passive radiators, 22"h x 20"w x 24"d
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ink compares with the power and majesty of an orchestra. And nothing
compares to the sonic picture of the event as stunningly portrayed by
the Grande Utopia or its sibling, the Utopia. The technological
breakthroughs that made them possible -W sandwich cone laminate,
Telar 57 high frequency driver and the luscious exotic hardwood
cabinets -are now available in three new Utopias -the Mezzo, the Mini
and the Sub Utopia. Smaller in size and scale, these new loudspeakers
earn the designation "Utopia" with their natural performance of music.
Batons are optional.

Grande Utopia

S70000

4011,
Mezzo Utopia
S13 000

0

11..

Mini Litopc
56500

For more information call 1-800-663-9352
USA: Audio Plus Services P.O. Box 3047 Plattsburgh NY 12901
Fax: 450-585-5862 www.audioplusservices.com
Canada: Plurison C.P. 537 Station Youville Montreal Qc H2P 2W1 450-585-0098
Fax: 450-585-5862 www.plurison.com

Who will be in the audience in 40 years?
Anyone?
Name withheld
tandrews@dpss.co.la.ca.us
Maybe not
Editor:
Iwas deeply disturbed by Dan D'Agostino's statement in the April Stereophile, as
reported by Barry Willis (p3). There are no
Generation X audiophiles? Well, excuse
me, Mt D'Agostino. Iam 29 and enjoy
going to jazz and classical concerts and
attending ballets, operas, and plays. Unfortunately, living in Silicon Valley doesn't
allow me and my wife to attend as many of
these events as we would like to. But that
does not mean we don't appreciate great
performances or music
Frank Cheng
Palo Alto, CA
,eundam91@best.com
Generation Xalarmism
Editor:
After reading Barry Willis' "As We See
It" in April, Icouldn't help but wonder
about some of the metrics Mr. Willis uses
to measure the demographics of the
High End. Fretting about the future of
high-end audio based on the fact that
only pre-Boomers were attending an
opera seems somewhat alarmist. Possibly,
it provides some interesting insight into
what Mr. Willis perceives as normal behavior for an audiophile. But, thinking
back to the various opinions and attitudes
one encounters near the High End, Mr.
Willis is not alone in his restricted view
of who are candidate audiophiles.
Perhaps if we broaden the rules of eligibility for entry to our obsessive hobby,
we might find more potential members,
increasing the odds of its survival.
Bruce Martineau
Greely, ON, Canada
brucemartineau@sympatico.w
The price of entry?
Editor:
In reference to the CES Report in April
(Vo122 No.4):
ICrell's MRA Reference amplifier at
$120,000 costs as much as my garage, and
Burmester's Reference Line System at
$250,000 costs as much as my sports cat
With the high cost of high-end audio
equipment these days, I'll have to fire
my chauffeur and drive the car myself.
Maron Hormizak
Stoutsvilk MO
The bumbling Beavises
Editor:
In response to April's "As We See It," it is
true that there are very few young audiophiles. The High End eludes many young
Stereophile, July 1999

people, not simply because of its high
prices, but because of their attitude toward
the arts. Products of aRolling Stones generation that still believes Elvis lives, many
young people have never been exposed to
any high-quality music, live or recorded.
Iam a23-year-old audiophile. Of the
hundreds of people Iknow, only one
other person in my age group (aged 27)
shares my interest in superior sound reproduction. I even know salespeople
who work in audio shops who prefer the
louder, more affordable, and acoustically
challenged low-end products. It seems
most young people believe all the mass
advertising, and that aBose surround system is the pinnacle of high-end performance. (I cringe at the very thought —
or, worse, sound —of such athing.)
Ithank my mother for the many times
we attended the symphony in my youth,
and for her encouragement to play the violin. (I was playing professionally by the age
of 10.) Mostly Ithank her for surrounding
me with good music and culture. While I
do not have areference-quality system —
JoLida 502a, NHT Super-Zeroes, and
SW3P sub —everyone who listens is
amazed at what a"Recommended Components" system sounds like. But when
they discover the $1000+ price tag of a
decent integrated amplifier, they argue that
for only afew hundred dollars they can get
aloud surround-sound system... speakers
included! Sound quality is not even aconsideration. Instead, it is apopularity contest
to see who can get the loudest, most-advertised piece ofjtmk.
Ilove the beautiful sounds of highend audio. Iwill continue to upgrade
my system despite being the subject of
much mockery due to the price of good
equipment. (Next component: aNaim
CD player.) And Iwill continue to
argue that the High End is relevant! But
for my one set of ears, there are hundreds of bumbling Beavises out there
who are content with low-end systems.
If it was up to young people, highend audio would not even be missed.
Mike Hill
Anchorage, AK
angelalien@hotmail.com
Thank you
Editor:
You mentioned acouple of times the
fact that there will be no Generation X
audiophiles. I think, however, I can
prove you wrong. At only 16, Iam greatly engrossed in the audio hobby. Thank
you for a publication that helped to
shape my views and purchases. Keep up
the great work.
Kenneth Kass
audiophile@att.net
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At Madrigal,® the term Reference carries special meaning. In the literal sense, Mark Levinson'"
Reference products serve as benchmarks. They are designed to be the best available in their
product category — regardless of price. All Reference components feature amodular architecture that allows them to be updated as technology evolves. Our commitment to Reference
product owners is now amatter of record. Audition Madrigal's benchmark components at your
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Letters
It's the music that matters
Editor:
Further to Barry Willis' "As We See It"
in April:
Does one need high-end audio to enjoy
music? Iwould suKest the answer for most
people is "no," especially since, in their
minds, High End =High Cost. Despite the
fact that the quality of CD replay is still
being improved at ever-decreasing cost, we
axe now being told that we need anew, as
yet to be resolved, more expensive format
to really enjoy our music For whose benefit? Manufacturers or the public?
One cannot replicate the live musical
performance in the home, so why spend
afortune trying to achieve the impossible? The fact that young people are not
subscribing to the High End does not
mean they are not enjoying recorded
music. Surely enjoying music is what it
is all about.
Terence Maurice
tmaurice@easicom.com
And for that you need
ahigh-end system
Editor:
I've been reading Sterrophile for ayear now.
Every month, like magic, my new issue
arrives just about the time my well-read
former issue has been nibbled to crumbs.

Ratline c
SPEED • PRECISION •

Ilove it! Ilove all the details on new
equipment, and let's talk about the music,
okay? Not all recordings would be
endorsed as "audiophile," yet there is avast
variety of music to hear recorded by people who are passionate about the music
These few examples meet my standards
of "audiophile quality," and they contain
magic for those willing to try them:
•Pat Metheny Group's The Road to You,
recorded live in Europe (Geffen GEFD24601). Check out track two, "First
Circle," for some classic Pat Metheny guitar and Lyle Mays piano work. It's vibrant, alive, and sonically very exciting.
•James Galway, Meditations (RCA Victor
Red Seal 37731-2). Listen to CD 2, track
9: Rachmaninoffs Vocalise. A hauntingly
rich studio recording that simply puts a
lump in my throat when Ihear it.
•The Dave Brubeck Quartet (Columbia
CK/CJ/CJT 40585). Well, hey, you
might think this is ancient music if
you're under 35, but listen to track 7,
"Pick Up Sticks," for some of the finest
jazz fat chord piano chops ever laid down.
The digitally remastered re-release is a
must for every collection.
•Santana, Sacred Fire: Live in South America
(Polydor 314 521 082-2). This 1993 live
recording shows off some classic Carlos

Santana guitar work. It balances crowd
sounds with the music to bring an experience of being there. I recommend
track 10, "Toussaint I:Overture" — lesser-known Santana, but avery exciting
piece of live music. Classic Latin rhythm
drums, that Hammond B-3 sound, and
Carlos' wailing guitar.
My point is this: The music and the
emotional or energetic experience from
listening to it are the reasons I'm building
ahigh-end system, not the other way
around. So often audiophiles are off in
some esoteric musical terrain looking for
that quirky "audiophile" recording to
show off their systems. Yet commonly
known performers are doing, or have
donc, very exciting, stimulating, emotional recordings that show off the music The
music is shown off better on ahigh-end
system than on arack-mega-home-electronics-store product.
Bill Heestand
bill@heestand.com
Correction
Readers who would like to contact
Acoustic Research concerning the AR-1
loudspeaker (reviewed in the June 1999
issue, p.85) can do so by calling (800)
969-2748, or by visiting www.acousticresearch.com.
-Mana gingEditor

MAKING THE CONNECTION
"I agree with Inner Ear publisher/editor Ernie Fisher that

the SPA4 is the finest cable available at any price"
BARRY WILLIS, STEREOPHILE, DECEMBER 1997

"I've never had anything quite like this happen during areview
before -one product simply blows out everything else
you have ever experienced before."

DOUG BLACKBURN ON SPM CABLES,
SOUNDSTAGE, OCTOBER 1997

"Flatline trades not one iota of sonic prowess
for its convenience. It is simply one of the
most enticing cables we've ever come across."
**** *WHAT
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Nordost Corporation, 42
MA 01701 U.S.A.
Tel:001-508-879-1242 Fax: 001EMail: nordostflatline@msn.com
http:/ /www.nordost.corn

am,

Nordost (UK) Ltd., Unit 7, Aber Park Industrial Estate,
Aber Road, Flint, Flintshire CH6 5EX
Tel: 01352 730251 Fax: 01352 731273
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eMusic You
isten To Says A
Lot About You.
„

How

You Listen Says

Even More.
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Single-Ended
Mono-Blocs

An important event in music history
occurred when Beethoven gave us his love
letters in music.
Without adoubt, the most important
event in the history of Cary Audio was the
creation, in 1989, of the single-ended, class
A, zero feedback triode amplifier: the
CAD-300-SE. Ever since, the Cary sound has
given amuch greater meaning and purpose
to music reproduction in homes
throughout the world.
The distinguishing
characteristic of the Cary
sound is the ease, warmth,
and emotional impact
the music will have on
you, the listener. Cary
Audio is honored to
help you share
musical history.
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111A Woodwinds Industrial Court
Cary, NC 27511
Phone: 919-481-4494 •Fax: 919-460-3829—
www.caryaudio.com

Industry
JAPAN/NETHERLANDS
Peter van Willenswaard
April's announcement in Japan of Sony's
first Super Audio CD player (see
"Industry Update," June '99, p.17) has
caused some confusion. In apresentation
to journalists, Sony Music Entertainment
(Japan) Inc. president Shigeo Maruyama
announced that SACD would not be
backward-compatible with CD, and that
the high-density layer would carry twochannel stereo only. In addition, the player would not be fitted with adigital output for the SACD signal.
The journalists present understood
this to be adeparture from the original
Sony/Philips SACD scheme, which
promised a two-layer disc: a "Red
Book" (16-bit/44.1kHz) layer for compatibility with CD players, and ahighdensity layer containing two-channel
stereo plus six channels of surround, all
in DSD format with near-100kHz analog bandwidth.
This news soon appeared in several
Internet publications, including the
EETimes, and some sources were quoted stating that Sony was about to implement DVD-Audio in its DVD products,
and that Sony and other hardware vendors are considering or even preparing
players that play DVD-A as well as
SACD. All of this seemed to suggest

that Sony was losing faith in SACD as
originally envisioned.
When these rumors started to pick
up some momentum here in the
Netherlands, Icontacted Jerry Wirtz of
Philips, Eindhoven, and David Walstra
of Sony Europe. Wirtz explained that
the Sony player about to be introduced
was only afirst-trial consumer product,
and, priced at more than $4000, was
destined for the Japanese high-end market. The discs accompanying this introduction would have only asingle layer
and two channels of DSD, as CD compatibility would be of negligible interest
during what could be called an "innovation" phase. Wirtz would have preferred that this trial player be named a
DSD-player in order to avoid confusion
with the true SACD players announced
for the end of the year.
Walstra pointed out that only 500 of
these players would be produced, with a
limited number of disc titles issued
especially for them — at pressings of
only 500 discs per title, it would have
been too expensive to go through all the
motions of dual-layer and surround
sound, hence the limitation to twochannel DSD. These players and discs
are only meant to show the consumer
what kind of sound quality DSD can
deliver. Once the production of more

Update
affordable players has begun, discs with
dual-layer teqhnology, surround sound,
and CD compatibility will be produced.
In addition, Walstra underlined that
Sony has no intention of including
DVD-A capability in their DVD players. [Nevertheless, a Sony representative
informed me at lastJanuary's CES that Sony's
video division may well produce auniversal
DVD player that will play DVD-Audio
discs.— Ed.]
So now it looks as if Sony has not
departed from its original SACD course,
but that the introduction of this trial
SACD/DSD stereo-only player could
have been handled abit better. Such a
player may be alegitimate experiment
in the gimmick-happy Japanese market,
and it's sure to raise some eyebrows in
the West. But even Japanese consumers
will be disappointed about the lack of
some sort of DSD digital output (despite the fact that no official DSD-out
format has yet been fixed) —in Japan,
dCS converters are sold in large numbers in high-end circles, and the dCSes
can accept aDSD input.
As for DVD-A, Sony's official stance
is clear, but it's unthinkable that Sony is
not now considering its implementation
in DVD players, should SACD fail to
capture the market —just as the DVD-A
group would eventually have to bow to

Calendar
Those promoting audio-related seminars,
shows, and meetings shouldfax (do not call)
Steven Stoner the when, when; and who at
(505) 983-6327 at least eight weeks before
the month of the event The deadline for the
September 1999 issue is July 1, 1999. Made
thefax cover sheet "For the attention ofSteven
Stoner —Dealer Bulletin Board." We willfax
back aconfirmation. Ifyou do not receive confirmation within 24 hours, pleasefax us again.
CONNECTICUT

• For information about the Connecticut Audio Society, visit www.theatom.cona/cas, or call Carl Richard at
(860) 745-5937.
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FLORIDA

The South Florida Audio Society is
sponsoring the following seminars:
• Saturday, July 31: Joseph Fratus of
ART Audio will introduce the company's new 24/96 DAC and SE amplifiers.
•Saturday, August 31: Mike VanSeevers
will demonstrate his Pandora power
cords, Spatial Lens, and Window System.
For information on times and locations,
and on the club's monthly meetings,
contact Manny Acosta at (91
34) 4363679 or mannyacosta@worldnetattnet,
or visit www.sfas.org.
ILLINOIS
Audio Consultants is sponsoring the

following events. Please call the appropriate stores for more information and
reservations:
• Wednesday, July 21, 7-9pm: Rich
Warren of WFMT will host atour of
the station's studios. Space is limited; to
obtain amandatory entry pass, call (847)
864-9565.
•Tuesday, August 17, 7-9pm, Evanston,
(847) 864-9565: John Lowrey of Unity
Motion will discuss the future of HDTV.
• Wednesday, August 18, 7-9pm,
Hinsdale, (630) 789-1990:John Lowrey
of Unity Motion.
• Tuesday, September 21, 7-9pm,
Evanston, (847) 864-9565: Johnny
Williams of Velodyne will discuss sub17

If Ihad $12,000
I'd buy adCS
Elgar Ring DAC
instead.

"A breakthrough in sub-$2,000 CD players...[The ARCAM Alpha 9] withstood direct
comparisons to players/DACs costing several times as much, and made small potatoes of
the differences. Iwas particularly impressed with the bass extension, detail, and power...
its broad soundstage was truly thrilling with large and small ensembles, with superb
resolution of the music's inner voices. Iwould be hard-pressed to justify buying amore
expensive CD-only player."
Kalman Rubinson, Stereophile Vol. 22 No.1
"Significantly, Inever felt shortchanged by having a$1,599 CD player at the front end
of $60,000 worth of electronics and loudspeakers —the Alpha 9was that musically
compelling, communicative, and expressive. The Alpha 9is not only agreat-sounding CD
player, but atremendous value. Frankly, Iwould have recommended the Alpha 9for
its sound quality had it cost $3,000. What more can one say!"
Robert Harley, Fi —The Magazine of Music & Sound
*"But Idon't, so Ibought an ARCAM Alpha 9. It's the only CD player using a24-bit
chip set based on the Ring DAC technology inside the $12,000 dCS Elgar and the best
professional studio converters. Sure, I'd rather have an Elgar, but sometimes getting
through life requires setting priorities."
Dave Wright, (Happily Married) Alpha 9 Owner

ARCAM
For more information on the complete range of ARC« amplifiers and CD players
call 1-888-ARCAM-LTD or visit www.aelgroup.com
Arcam is distributed in North America by:
Audiophile Systems, Ltd., 8709 Castle Park Drive, Indianapolis, IN 46256 (317) 849-7103 and
Emerald Audio Resources, RR1, Palgrave, Ontario LON1P0, (905) 880-7170
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DSD if DVD-A doesn't catch on. In fact,
if you read the small print in the DVDAudio specification, you'll discover that
room has been reserved for DSD within
the DVD-A format, although the term
DSD has been carefully avoided.
It has recently become clear that, in
contrast to SACD, which will have two
channels dedicated to conventional
stereo, DVD-A has only surround-sound
channels: If the user selects two-channel
stereo output, an on-the-fly stereo mixdown is performed inside the DVD-A
player! Each disc carries parameters, fixed
by the producer in the recording studio,
that control how the mixdown is to be
carried out on aper-track basis. Stereo is
thus reduced to afeature and — especially in classical recording —the art of stereo
recording is thrown out the window.
Meanwhile, Ishudder to think what
we would end up with if all players
would have to be equipped with every
high-sampling format so far coughed up
by the industry. These would be true
technological monsters. After 10 years
of growing awareness and understanding, we still haven't solved jitter control
in something as simple as aone-format,
two-channel, 44.1kHz-only CD player!
UNITED KINGDOM
Paul Messenger
Tony Faulkner bridges the gulf that
often seems to separate the recording
engineer from the audiophile. He runs
his own independent operation, Green
Room Productions, which has a long
track record of engineering recordings
of classical and easy listening music. But
he's also been involved in listening tests
with UK hi-fi reviewers (notably

Update

ence, using ADCs, DACs, and re-sampling DDCs from the English dCS company, 96kHz sampling offers only arelatively small improvement in quality over
the standard 44.1kHz CD rate, whereas
both DSD and quad rates (176kHz and
192kHz) make much more noticeable
improvements.
Furthermore, by being direct-integer
multiples, both DSD and 176.4kHz
In Faulkner's experience,
offer relatively simple downconversion
to 44.1kHz, whereas 96kHz (and
96kHz sampling offers
192kHz) downconvert much less easily
to 44.1kHz. Since regular CD will reonly arelatively
main the primary consumer delivery
small improvement in
format for the foreseeable future, mastering in integer-multiple high-band
quality over the standard
formats makes good sense.
In Faulkner's experience, multibit
44.1kHz CD rate,
176kHz PCM is effectively indistinguishable from 192kHz, and these
whereas DSD, 176kHz,
multibit formats may perhaps have a
slight quality edge over DSD. But he
and 192kHz make
also feels that SACD stands the better
chance of making it as aconsumer formuch more noticeable
mat — it offers superb quality, with
improvements.
options for CD-layer compatibility and
full surround, all with full copyright and
anti-piracy protection. He points out
Faulkner began experimenting with
96kHz PCM way back in 1993, and a that there are possibilities for including
full-resolution SACD replay in newfew months spent with Sony in 1997
model CD consumer players fitted with
gave him early experience of DSD (the
DVD-ROM drives. Moreover, SACD
1-bit/2.8224MHz system used in the
players (see story above) were due to
Sony/Philips SACD consumer format).
start shipping to Japanese consumers in
Since early 1998, Green Room ProducMay 1999, ahead of DVD-Audio's
tions has made more than 40 "high-dendebut. However, Faulkner remains sussity" recordings, only one of which was
picious that the latter's performance
requested at 96kHz. The rest have been
could well be compromised in the mardone in DSD or 176.4kHz PCM, the
ketplace by its flexibility in accommolatter mainly to facilitate multichannel
dating downconverted variations from
surround before DSD Surround was
the maximum quality available.
easily realizable. In Faulkner's experi-

Martin Colloms) for more than 25
years, often helping out by providing
master recordings. His opinions —
which he is never shy of providing—
therefore carry considerable weight,
especially in regard to "high-density"
digital audio (le, with sampling rates
higher than 44.1kHz).

Calendar
woofer basics, including the subwoofer's role in the home-theater system and how to choose the right one for
your needs.
• Wednesday, September 22, 7-9pm,
Libertyville, (847) 362-5594: Johnny
Williams of Velodyne.
•Tuesday, October 19, 7-9pm, Chicago, (312) 642-5950: John McIntosh of
B&W Loudspeakers will introduce
the B&W Nautilus series.
• Wednesday, October 20, 7-9pm,
Hinsdale, (630) 789-1990: John
McIntosh of B&W Loudspeakers.
LOUISIANA

• For information about Big Boys
Stereophile, July 1999

Audio Toys Society, New Orleans' first
and only high-end audio club, e-mail
stockjoc@hotmail.com.
Audio Resource (3133 Edenbom Avenue, Metairie) is hosting the following
seminars, 7-9pm. Refreshments will be
served. For information and reservations,
call Jay Valentino at (504) 885-6988.
•Thursday, June 17: Don Youngstrom
of Martin-Logan.
•Thursday, July 1: Matt Tucker of Wilson Audio Specialties.
NEW YORK

• For information on the monthly
meetings of the Musicalaudiophile
Society, the Audiophile Society, and the

Gotham Audio Society, call David
Nemzer at (718) 237-1094.
• For information on Audio Syndrume
(East Meadow, Nassau County), amonthly dub claming to obsessive-compulsive
audio neurotics from September through
June, call Roy Harris at 516) 489-9576.
OREGON

•Friday and Saturday, June 25 and 26:
The Art of Audio (3625 SW Hall
Boulevard, Beaverton) is holding its second annual "State of the Art" Expo.
Representatives from leading audio and
video companies will answer questions
and demonstrate the latest technologies.
Call (503) 643-5754 for details.
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Update

US: LOS ANGELES
Barry Willis &Jon Iverson
There's gold in them digital music hills.
This obvious reality — supported by the
music industry's near-panic in the face of
the phenomenal growth of MP3 in the
past year—was reinforced in early April
last week, when Sony Corporation and
International Business Machines announced adigital music mutual-aid pact
at apress conference in Los Angeles.
The two technology giants are teaming up to make Sony's copyright-protection technology compatible with IBM's
electronic music-management system.
The combined and finished product will
be used for the distribution and downloading of music via the Internet. Sony
has playback hardware in the works that
will play song files encoded by IBM.
With their proprietary system, the
two are leaping ahead of the RIAA-led
music industry, which is developing its
own set of standards for digital downloading. The industry's standard isn't
expected to be complete until late this
year. Sony has ahistory of influencing
standards as away of maintaining its
market share and its stature as apremier
research and development organization.
The company is reputed to spend alarger portion of its annual budget on R&D
than any comparable large company.
The IBM-Sony alliance was announced just a few days after IBM
linked with RealNetworks to develop an
application for downloading and storing
high-quality audio and video transmissions. RealNetwork's stock surged in
March and April, rising steeply to apeak
of $266 per share — more than 17 times
its value last year. The stock dropped

substantially at the end of April.
Liquid Audio, AT&T's a2b Music,
and Microsoft—through its Windows
Media Technology 4.0 —are all chasing
the same market MP3 recently broke
open. Although downloaded music is
nowhere near audiophile quality, the

Sony has a
history of influencing
standards as a
way of maintaining
its market share
and its stature as
apremier research and
development organization.
only real obstacle to making it so is transmission bandwidth—familiar territory
for both Sony and IBM.
Besides making some of the most
widely recognized consumer electronics,
Sony also builds asubstantial amount of
the world's professional broadcast and
studio gear. The recorded music market
is estimated at $13 billion annually in the
US alone — a market in which Sony
Music has amajor presence. However,
Reuters reported in May that Sony
Corporation is experiencing a20% drop
in profits in 1999, brought about by poor
showings from audio and video product
sales, slow markets, price wars, and a
lack of hit records. The report also stated
that the electronics sector, which nor-

mally generates the bulk of Sony sales,
saw operating profits decline by more
than half compared to the previous year.
In March, Sony announced a dramatic restructuring that it believes will
help straighten out the slide in profits in
the electronic sector. Sony's senior vice
president, Masayoshi Morimoto, stated
that "For the time being, we just have
to grin and bear it."
1998 was arecord year for Sony, with
the bright spot being the computer
game market, driven by the company's
PlayStation console. But price wars for
electronic devices in the US, coupled
with weak demand for products in Asia
and Latin America, more than offset
gains made in the gaming market.
However, Sony says that profits may
slide alittle more in the near future as
PlayStation sales start to sag.
Sony's restructuring will trim approximately 17,000 jobs, or up to 10% of its
work force, in the next four years. The
company has created four new groups,
with computer entertainment and networked products forming the basis for
what it hopes will be stronger electronics sales. Some analysts are reporting
that profits may decline still further
before the effects of the restructuring
are felt, several years down the road.
And, of course, it is yet to be seen
whether Sony's Super Audio CD
reignites the public's interest in highquality recorded sound.
US: LAS VEGAS
Jon Iverson
In March, music labels, distributors,
and retailers met in Las Vegas for the
41st annual National Association of Re-

Calendar
PENNSYLVANIA

eThursday, June 24, 6-9pm: Northern
Audio Exchange (Pittsburgh) will host
Mark O'Brien of Rogue Audio for a
demonstration of the new Ninety-Nine
remote-control tube preamplifier and
M120 monoblodc amplifiers. Refreshments will be served. Call (412) 3665055 for reservations.
WASHINGTON

• Friday through Sunday, June 25-27:
Acoustical Magic (12815 North East
124th Street, Suite R, Kirkland) will
host a three day seminar featuring
Winston Ma of First Impression
Music CDs, Walter Davies of The
20

Last Factory record- and disc-care
products, and Jeff Rowland of Jeff
Rowland Design Group. There will
be magic kits for the kids, lots of food,
and special promotions. Call (425) 8258806 for more information or visit
www.acousticalmagic.com.
• Thursday, July 15, 7:30pm: The
Pacific NW Audio Society (PAS) and
Acoustical Magic of Kirkland will sponsor ashowcase featuring astate-of-theart audio system consisting of Bella
Noté loudspeakers, Kuzma and
Oracle turntables, CD playback from
Thorens, Rowland amplifiers, and
accessories from Bright Star, Vibrapod, and Audio Magic, among others.

The showcase will be held at PAS's
Mercer Island location, 4545 Island
Crest Way. Contact PAS president Tom
Bond at (425) 481-8512, or Dorothy at
Acoustical Magic, (425) 825-8806, for
more information, or visit www.acousticalmagic.com.
WISCONSIN

•Saturday, August 14, 10am and 2pm:
Salon One Audio (264 W Grand
Avenue, Wisconsin Rapids) welcomes
Matt Bastien of Wadia in celebration of
their new store. Call (715) 421-5910 for
reservations.
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Meet B&W's new DM 600 Series 2 loudspeakers.
The ultimate in high performance engineering
without the high price tag. Quite simply, we
completely re-engineered our most successful
speakers ever, starting with our famous yellow
Kevlar cones for superior imaging. Likewise, our
revolutionary Nautilus tapered wave-guide tweeters
have forever redefined high frequency perfection,
especially at these prices. Even our crossovers have
been upgraded to ensure vanishingly low distortion.
Wish you could hear more? Listen to them at your
authorized B&W dealer.

"nothing short of miraculous."

you were here?

DM 602S2
(Stand not miluded)

DM 604S2
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Tel. 978.664.2870 -Fax 978.664.4109
www bwspeakers.com
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LOUDSPEAKER CABLES

Twenty years of avant-garde
manufacturing and engineering enables
KIMBER KABLE to offer the most
significant 'sane' loudspeaker cables
in High End audio.

The Monocle, BiFocal (biwire) and
TriFocal (triwire) cables allow signal to
flow untouched by external vibration

-›ev

and RF influences. Each model
has been engineered and precisely
manufactured by KIMBER KABLE
to deliver the highest fidelity while
maintaining aconservative price.

Visit our web site or contact us for more
information and your nearest dealer.

Monocle X - 58o eight foot pair*
Monocle XL - 88o eight foot pair*
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2752. South 1900 West •Ogden Utah 844oi • 801-621-5530 •fax 8o -1-627-698o • www.kimber.com

Industry
cording Merchandisers convention to
wrestle with several new issues
wrought by the digital age. NARM
chair Rachelle Friedman set the tone
for the event when she stated in the
keynote address that "for the music
industry, the 21st century and the
impact of the Internet have already
thrust themselves upon us."
DVD-Audio took center stage for
much of the event, with several demonstrations and seminars geared toward
informing the industry about what it is
and what it is not. Friedman commented that "I applaud [RIAA president]
Hilary Rosen's plea to the hardware
manufacturers earlier this week to find a
way to resolve the differences between
the two competing versions of DVDAudio. A format war is no way to introduce anew technology, as we all should
know from history."
Jordon Rost, of Warner Music Group,
said that "DVD[-Audio] completes the
multimedia convergence of DVD-Video
and DVD-ROM into asingle high-quality disc system. It offers the next-generation music format" Rost went on to
assure retailers weary of Internet downloads that "with adisc capacity of 4.7
gigabytes, DVD-Audio is abricks-andmortar format" Rost also predicts that
the introduction of DVD-Audio will
drive sales in higher-end audio equipment for both the home and the car.
Regarding copyright protection, he
reveals that one "CD-quality" copy will
be allowed from a DVD-Audio disc,
which will be encrypted to prevent any
high-resolution copies.
During the closing session of the
event, Friedman went on to lay out the
common misconceptions about the Internet held by the industry. "'The availability, in digitized form, of any content
— music, software, movies, and books —
is already becoming amajor factor. Some
are afraid that stores could soon become
dinosaurs. Others seem to think that the
Internet is magic... that anyone and
everyone could become aplayer in our
business. Neither of these extremes
reflects reality." Her list of misconceptions included that it is cheap and easy to
start up asuccessful Internet music business, that Internet retailing will replace
mail-order and retail shopping, and that
Internet companies don't need good customer service.
Friedman also feels that digital downloads are not the Achilles' heel of the
established music business, but instead
are "simply another configuration of
music that can be stocked on awebsite.
And like any other new product on the
Stereophile, July 1999

shelves, Ineed to learn all Ican about it
to effectively merchandise and market
it" She went on to say that "when people don't know the facts about atechnology, or what the strategy behind it is,
human nature is inclined to fear the
worst. The worst for retailers is e-commerce without retailers. The worst for
labels is e-commerce without labels."
UNITED KINGDOM
Barry Willis
Cambridge, England's Meridian Ltd. has
been making digital active (or self-powered) loudspeakers since 1990. Regarded
as the best among the very few companies to offer such aproduct, Meridian
has taken the concept to anew level by
introducing three DSP-series loudspeakers with 24-bit/96kHz capability: the
DSP6000, DSP5500, and DSP5000 —
all bearing the 96/24 suffix to distinguish them from their lower-resolution
predecessors. Meridian introduced two
96kHz-capable
subwoofers,
the
DSW1500 and DSW2500, at the 1999
Consumer Electronics Show.
The new series has powerful 80MIPS
DSPs (80 million instructions per second digital signal processor chips) providing 48-bit crossover filters, and 24-bit
DACs buffered by Meridian's proprietary FIFO (first-in/first-out) technology. Introduced in the 861 Reference
Processor, FIFO is claimed to reduce jitter to "vanishing levels."
One huge advantage to performing
the crossover function in the digital
domain is that the acoustic wavelaunch
remains phase-coherent at all points in
the audio spectrum — something that is
impossible with analog crossover networks. Traditional crossovers always
involve compromises and phase cancellations at certain frequencies. Another
advantage to Meridian's design is that
each driver (with the exception of the
woofers) is controlled by its own dedicated amplifier, connected by the shortest possible length of cable.
The new speakers, like other Meridian
products, is "future-proofed," in that it
can be upgraded via software. Meridian
has long offered affordable upgrades to its
customers, and will continue to do so for
previous models of DSP loudspeakers.
The DSP6000, Meridian's flagship product, remained in Class A of Stereophilès
"Recommended Components" list longer than any other loudspeaker.
Prices: The three-way, six-driver
DSP6000 96/24 will retail for
$19,995/pair. Each DSP6000 96/24 is
capable of 300W of output via four
75W internal power amplifiers. At
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$12,500-$13,000/pair, the next step
down, the DSP5500 96/24, also features
four 75W amplifiers, but sports two
fewer woofers than its larger sibling. The
smallest of the three new speakers, the
DSP5000 96/24, has three 75W amplifiers powering its three drivers, and will
sell for $6950-$7200 depending on finish. A DVD/CD transport or player
with 24/96 digital output and apair of
DSP loudspeakers compose an entire
two-channel audio system.
UNITED KINGDOM
Paul Messenger
Traditionally, subwoofers have not been
as popular in Britain as in the US, probably because our relatively small rooms
and rigid brick construction tend to reinforce rather than absorb low-frequency
energy. This has given subwoofers anotundeserved reputation in the UK for
supplying more inidbass boom than
genuine deep-bass extension.
At the beginning of the 1990s, however, afully accredited bass nut named
Richard Lord set out to change British
prejudices. With impeccable timing —
the home-theater bandwagon had just
begun to roll — he founded specialist
subwoofer manufacturer REL. This
focused alot more British attention on
subwoofers, even though Lord repeatedly pointed out that his models were
aimed primarily at audiophiles, not
home-theater enthusiasts.
Skeptical music lovers (including
yours truly) were impressed to find a
subwoofer with sufficiently flexible
low-pass filtering to allow just the deep
(sub-40Hz) bass to be added, ensuring
that the subwoofer merely augmented,
rather than overlapped and interfered
with, the main stereo pair. Stereotypical
home-theater fans could simply wind
up the filter setting and volume control
for an experience that was altogether
more impressive, if rather less subtle.
Despite specializing exclusively in
powered subwoofers, REL has been one
of British hi-fi's success stories of the
1990s, bringing new respectability to a
component whose quantity of output has
often been confused with quality. REL
now turns over around £1.5 million
annually and exports to about 50 countries. US sales, via distributor Sumiko, are
now second only to UK sales.
Throughout the decade, REEs product
range has both expanded and undergone
various refinements. The longstanding
premium ST series (Strata, Storm,
Stadium, Stentor, Studio) is currently
being upgraded to Mk.III spec, with a
number of improvements to the amplifi23
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Balanced Audio Technology is pleased
to introduce its first special edition
product: the VK-50sE. The VK-50sE
features BAT's exclusive high-current,
low-impedance 6H30 SuperTube.
Eight 6H3O's form a powerful gainstage that is combined with larger

The 6H30 SuperTube:
a BAT exclusive.
In simple terms, the 6H30 triples
or quadruples all the "goodness"
of the industry standard 6922.

transformers, upgraded power supply.

One listen will tell you just how

Vishay Bulk Metal" foil resistor

good that can be!

upgrades and more to create a new
pinnacle of preamplifier design.

26 Beethoven Drive

800.255.4228 13 302.999.8818 fax

Wilmington DE 19807 302.999.8855 le info @ balanced.com
Visit us online at http://www.balanced.com
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cation, input flexibility, and filtering. REL
is increasing the amplifier power, providing adirect (pre-filtered) LFE input for
"point 1" digital surround sources, and
recalibrating RECs traditional switched
low-pass filter arrangement to cover the
24 semitone increments between 22Hz
and 96Hz. But according to Lord, the
est improvement came from using a
better-quality mains toroidal transformer
in the power supply.
However, there's even more excitement down at REL these days over the
new Q200E (US target price: $1200).
The Q-series subwoofers are more costeffective and home-theater—oriented
than the STs, but Lord is very pleased
with the way the Q200E has turned out.
It may not have quite the depth, transparency, and headroom of the big STs,
but his sexagenarian eardrums were
impressed by its enthusiasm in punching
out Metallica. The really interesting
thing is that the Q200E takes up less
than acubic foot of space, the key to its
performance and compactness lying in a
truly radical bass driver that Lord discovered at January's Las Vegas CES.
For obvious reasons, he's not keen to
identify this beast, but does admit that it
comes from California. It represents a
complete rethinking of bass-driver
design, and reflects some the principles
first seen in the Sunfire subwoofers.
Though the cast frame is 10" wide, the
moving diaphragm itself is only 6.5" in
diameter, and is made of avery thick,
heavy composite so as to be more
opaque to internal standing waves. A
large doughnut-shaped surround permits an extraordinarily long cone excursion of around 3" (to make up for the
modest diameter). The high moving
mass is controlled by avery stiff spider,
so that the 38Hz free-air resonance rises
to only 42Hz when mounted in aonecubic-foot sealed box. And in order to
drive that high mass properly, there's a
massive motor system with powerful
magnets and a 3", four-layer, edgewound voice-coil.
One question Lord couldn't answer
was whether four Q200Es, spread
around to give distributed-mode room
drive, would be amatch for asingle
$5000 ST-series model. He's going to
find out, though, by trying it out at
CEDIRs UK show.
CANADA
ion Iverson
Toronto-based Lenbrook Group announced in early April that it had
acquired NAD Electronics from AudioNord International, aScandinavian orStereophile, July 1999

ganization that has owned the brand for
most of this decade. The deal was
expected to close on May 3. Lenbrook
will take over NAD's worldwide marketing and distributorship, but AudioNord will continue to market the brand
in Holland, Belgium, Luxembourg,
Germany, and Scandinavia. Other joint
marketing ventures will follow, according to Lenbrook's public relations agent.
"The close cooperation between
Lenbrook and AudioNord International
will result in aworldwide organization
that combines the talents of both companies," said the Lenbrook Group's
executive vice president, Gordon Simmonds. "Lenbrook sees great opportunities in the further development of the
NAD brand. NM) has natural synergies
with a number of Lenbrook's other
activities, such as the PSB loudspeaker
brand, which it owns and markets
throughout the world." Simmonds also
emphasized that in an age of home theater, where "technical complexity and
lack of attention to sound quality
abound," NM) will focus on "performance, value, and simplicity."
The 27-year-old NM) brand is well
known among North American audiophiles for its high-value products, and is
distributed in over 50 countries. Later
this year, home-theater equipment will
be added to the NAID Silver Series, a
high-performance line of music components. Lenbrook has been NAD's exclusive Canadian distributor since 1978, in
addition to marketing NM) Electronics
products in the US and throughout
Central and South America. Lenbrook
also represents Bang & Olufsen, Marantz, and KEF in Canada.
US: UTAH
Barry Willis
Advances in audio reproduction typically proceed with tiny steps that, in time,
add up to major systemic improvements.
In this industry, quantum leaps in basic
technology rarely happen. DiAural
Doppler decoding may be one of them.
In May '99 (p.18), we reported that
Ray Kimber, of Kimber ICable fame, and
his financial partner, Bruce Bastion, were
in the process of bringing anew loudspeaker technology to market. DiAural,
as they've named the technique, is
claimed to eliminate what Kimber cllc
Doppler-encoding
distortion — the
modulation of high frequencies by low
frequencies of higher amplitude.
According to Kimber, this encoding
takes place in the microphone, survives
intact throughout the recording and
playback chain, and, if left undecoded,
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seriously detracts from any audio system's verisimilitude. The DiAural technique, developed by designer Eric
Alexander, performs decoding at the
speakers themselves, using acouple of
common parts configured in anovel
way that enables awoofer and tweeter
(or woofer, midrange, and tweeter) to
"talk back" to each other, freeing them
to jointly produce sounds more like
those that originally impinged on the
microphone. The DiAural circuit
replaces the traditional crossover network, which means the drivers are connected directly to the amplifier. All of
which made for an interesting telephone discussion with Kimber before I
wrote this story.
Hearing_ the technology in person is
quite adifferent experience. In April, I
was privileged to be one of the first of a
string of journalists to visit Kimber's
plant in Ogden, Utah for demonstrations. The word is this: Ifeel DiAural is
for real, enabling otherwise ordinary
loudspeakers to deliver unprecedented
musical dynamics, detail, imaging, and
clarity in away Iwould never have
thought possible. It also enables them to
fill an enormous space with seemingly
effortless sound.
In apartially walled-off area in the
back of his cavernous building, Kimber
had set up atemporary auditioning space.
(A dedicated listening room is under
construction.) A nice system — Denon
DVD-5000, and Mark Levinson
No380S preamplifier and No335 power amp —delivered the signals through
Kimber Select interconnects and speaker
leads to apair of unimposing two-way
speakers mounted on steel stands. The
drivers were 6.5" Dynaudio woofers and
1" dome tweeters —pretty generic stuff
—and the unfinished endosures, built of
MDF right there in the shop, had horizontal ports near the bottom of the front
baffles. The roughly 2ft3boxes were built
to Thiele-Small parameters, Kimber told
me, but the resemblance to normal loudspeakers stopped there.
For all of one morning and most of
an afternoon, we rocked the place with
every imaginable type of music, including delicate vocals and chamber pieces,
huge, bombastic symphonic works,
incredibly rhythmic Latin tunes, and
warhorse rock recordings. Imagine, if
you will, the delicacy and shimmer of
the best electrostatics, the pinpoint
imaging of the best minimonitors, and
the drive and slam of the biggest
dynamic systems. Imagine localizing
instruments in space as if they were really present — and sustaining that local25
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Dynaudio Tweeters are hand built under laboratory conditions in
one of the coldest places on earth. They also feature our unique
Magnaflux cooling system. The heat produced by the Dynacoll
voice coil is dissipated to the magnet system through amagneticfluid cooling liquid. The magnets are tightly connected to the driver's aluminum front plate which dissipates massive amounts of
heat to the outside. That's why aDynaudio will stay cool •up to
more than 1000 watts transients. We know. Do you?
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ization as you got up, turned around,
walked away, and went to the other end
of the building. The whole affair was
quite extraordinary.
But it didn't end there. Just inside the
plant's wide industrial door was apair of
large three-way professional horn loudspeakers, of atype that might grace the
rafters at any arena rock show. Eric
Alexander had also worked his magic on
these, bypassing adisturbingly complex
crossover network and ignoring the
manufacturer's admonition to use the
speakers only with the recommended
processor. Instead, an old Technics SLP1300 CD player was connected to an
even older BGW power amp, which in
turn was hooked up to the speakers
through maybe 30' of 8TC cable.
Kimber rolled open the door, popped a
disc in the player, and motioned for me
to go outside.
We walked away from the building
about 50 yards and turned around to
hear Jethro Tull's Thick as aBrick with
more clarity and fidelity than Ihave ever
heard. The midrange was especially
lucid, something that took me completely by surprise. Pro loudspeakers tend to
sound raspy, nasty, and congested, but
these were clean and clear as the Utah air.
It was exactly the sound audiophiles wish
for when they attend large concerts, and
it demonstrated to me that it is entirely
possible to move vast quantities of air
without sacrificing sound quality. Kimber even turned it up loud enough to
bounce the sound off a building 100
yards away, and the echo was also startlingly clean So was the reflection off the
inside of the door when he closed it.
Ihave long believed that improving
transducers — microphones and loudspeakers — is the next frontier in audio.
Eric Alexander and Ray Kimber have
validated that belief for me. DiAural
will work for almost any variety of
dynamic loudspeaker, Kimber says.
Transformer-coupled electrostatics and
hybrids probably aren't suitable for the
technique, but he claims Alexander is
near completion on aline-level analog
circuit and a digital signal-processing
technique that will duplicate what they
have done with two ordinary speakers.
Were Ialoudspeaker maker, I'd postpone any urgent business until after I
got in touch with Ray Kimber. DiAural
is the real deal, at least in this reporter's
opinion. License inquiries can be made
by fax at (801) 627-6980.
UNITED KINGDOM
Paul Messenger
More years ago than Icare to remember,
Stereophile, July 1999

Townshend Audio introduced their
Seismic Sink —a simple sandwich of two
steel trays either side of abicycle inner
tube that proved avery cost-effective way
of isolating audio components from environmental vibrations. Two years ago
("Industry Update," May 1997, Vo120
No.5), the awesomely floppy Seismic

Max Townshend has
come up with an
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own outboard air pump; solenoid-controlled valves feed four separate air sections, according to the feedback from
sensors placed in each corner. Dealers
will particularly appreciate the Super
Smart Sink, which will allow the whole
inflation/deflation process to be controlled by aremote-control handset —
the customer can sit quietly at the ideal
listening position in the demo room,
doing before/after comparisons while
the music plays. A demo can't be fairer
than that!

updated version of the

UNITED STATES
Jon
Iverson
3D Seismic Sink, and
In March, the Recording Industry
Association of America released its
the considerably more
annual demographic survey of 3051
elaborate Smart Sink
music purchasers in the United States.
"Several interesting profiles emerged in
platform for isolating
1998, including the boom in R&B and
Gospel, as well as the sharp decline in
high-mass power amps.
Rock sales," said Hilary Rosen, RIAA
president and CEO. "Demographic
shifts also continued, with women outbuying men for the second year, and a
Sink Stand made its debut; the prototype
is still performing daily duties as part of drop in purchases among 15-to-29-yearolds, contrasted by significant growth
my turntable's support structure.
among those age 35 and older." In April,
Now Max Townshend has come up
the RIAA released its annual year-end
with two new products: an updated version of the 3D Seismic Sink for isolating shipments statistics, which revealed the
size of the domestic sound-recording
individual components, and the considindustry in 1998 to be $13.7 billion.
erably more elaborate Smart Sink platRock and Country maintained their
form for isolating high-mass power
decade-long domination of the market,
amps and complete equipment stands.
although Rock continued to decline,
Available in three different sizes
dropping from 32.5% in 1997 to 25.7%
priced from £234 to £270, the 3D
last year. According to the report, the
Seismic Sink is areworking of the origiabsence of hits from established Rock
nal, using larger-diameter air bladders
artists, the continued decline of the
operating at much lower pressures to
Alternative Rock sub-genre (down from
improve long-term stability and longevi11% to 9%, not broken out on the chart),
ty. It uses the same steel trays top and
and the shrinkage of buyers in the
bottom, the upper one fitted with constrained-layer damping. Max was delib- 20-24 age bracket, once astronghold for
Rock, may all be factors contributing to
erately vague about the precise arrangeRock's decline. With 14.1% of the marment of the innards, but the basic eleket, Country remained stable, maintainments are four sausage-shaped air tubes,
ing its second-place market position.
in two pairs set at right angles. The pairs
The hot genres of 1998 were R&B,
are mechanically separated and act as
Gospel, and Soundtracks. R&B growth
rollers, providing high compliance —
(from 112% in 1997 to 12.8% last year)
and therefore high isolation — from latcame mainly in the 35+ age group, and
eral vibrations in both directions of the
can be attributed to the success of artists
horizontal plane, while also inhibiting
such as the triple-Platinum award winyaw (which can be diustrous with beltner Lauryn Hill, Brian McKnight,
driven subchassis turntables). The lateral
Lavert, Sweat & Gill, Erykah Badu, Jon
resonance is at 2Hz, with aQ of 4; the
vertical resonance is at 3Hz, with aQ of B., and Janet Jackson. Gospel surged
from 4.5% in 1997 to 6.3% last year,
4.5; and yaw is at 8Hz, with aQ of 1.
The Smart Sink (no price yet) is a showing the greatest market growth of
any genre.
much more elaborate affair able to hanMovie soundtracks—including City
dle much heavier (up to 500 lbs) and
ofAngels, The Wedding Singer, Armageddon,
very asymmetric loads, with automatic
Hope Floats, and the Titanic of them all —
self-leveling. The standard unit is 22" W
by 18" D by 1.6" H, and comes with its propelled this genre's growth from 12%
27

We're blushing!
With sound like this, Y2K looks to be a
great one."
"It's amazing-we're well into the Digital Age,
but it now appears that TACT Audio, aDanish
company, is the first to realize the full potential of digital audio by radically simplifying the
signal path from digital source to speakers.
Yeah, yeah, sure we've all seen and heard that
sort of hype before. We all know that even at
the most excessive, cost-be-damned levels of
the high end, where technology is continuously reshuffled and repackaged, the edge of the
art only creeps forward in barely perceptible
increments. Well, get ready for agiant step.
The Millennium's technology is so original, and
the sonic revelations it unleashes are so great,
it may require atotal realignment of our
expectations for reproduced music and
sound."

Hold on to your ears: The fi(delity)
in "hi-fi" just got alot higher.
Right from the get-go everyone flipped over
the look and feel of the Millennium. As you
can see from the pictures, it's just plain gorgeous, with amassive and beautifully
machined alloy faceplate, agiant free-spinning
flywheel for volume control, and asuper-clean
industrial design that screams elegance. But it
was the sound that blew 'em away One of my
pals listened for ajust aminute before concluding, "The Millennium will make every
speaker sound like asuper-detailed electrostatic without any of the 'stats weaknesses."
Everyone gushed "Wow!" or "I've never heard
anything quite like this before."

"The sound of the TACT Millennium seems
slightly brighter than our Mark Levinson
reference amps, but not overly bright or
thin. It is more as if several filtering layers of distortion and artificial, electronic reverberation(especially in the
midrange), presumably generated
by conventional analogue circuits,
have been removed."
"The sheer fidelity of the
Millennium is immediately superior
to any analog gear we have ever
heard, including the best LP's!
This was probably the biggest surprise during our first listening session."

"Listening to, no, make that through, the
Millennium can be amind altering experience. Ibecame addicted to the
Millennium's holographic imaging,
midrange palpability resolution way down
at the quietest levels, extended high frequencies, and arhythmically precise bottom
end; for transparency/information freaks
who savor every scintilla of sound,
the Millennium has no peer "
"The Millennium exerted an almost unbelievable degree of control over those speakers drivers; in my opinion, ALL other amps,
regardless of their pedigree, sound vague or
sloppy in comparison."
"We eagerly await the home theater version;
until then, this looks like the audio product
of the year -or maybe the millennium."
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(HI FI & Elektronik, Denmark
May, 1998)

The Millennium's revelatory sound even won
over one of my most rabid audiophile friends,
whose keenly analytical sensibilities were reeling after only afew minutes. This fella loves
vinyl, and only grudgingly listens to CDs.
But he was transfixed.
"No grain, very extended high frequencies,
incredible layering of depth," he ticked off,
shaking his head in disbelief "The sound is
completely free of the loudspeakers.'
Steve Guttenberg, (Digital Home
Entertainment, December 1998)

il

es

Steve Guttenberg, (Home Theater
Magazine, December 1998)

"The Millennium heralds new times"
"If you have already used all superlatives, what
do you when you come across something that
is not just alittle bit better? In my case, I
just
sat there looking stupid while Ienjoyed music
so fluid, so light, and so immediate that it
somehow defied the idea of being reproduced. Here comes the old war horse:
It sounded much more like live music than
anything else Ihad heard at the Show,
or anywhere else for that matter"
"Iexpect not waves, but aregular Tsunami to
hit not just the high end, but the whole audio
industry"
Robert Joergensen
(www.soundstage.com, July 1998)

"I doubt there'll be another audio revolution
so great, until we are born with phono sockets
growing out of our foreheads..."
Stan Vincent (HIFI CHOICE, UK May 1998)

TACT RCS 2.2 "Knocking down
walls"
"The RCS rendered adramatic, wholesale
improvement in the musical presentation.
Taking it out of the system instantly unmasked
the colorations introduced by the room, making them stick out like asore thumb."
"With the RCS, abass drum can cut through
the sound of abass guitar with depth and
impact. Inow hear the dynamic envelope of
each drum rather than having the attacks blur
into acontinuum.
"I also used the RCS subwoofer crossover with
the Revel Gem and Sub-1S. The improvement
in bass clarity dynamic agility and pitch definition was staggering."
Robert Harley (Fi Magazine, July 1998)
Please visit our web site to read
even more reviews and to get
information about TACT Audio!

wwwatactaudioacom
TACT Audio, Inc.
201 Gates Road, Unit G
Little Ferry, New Jersey 07643 USA

Tal
IN LS Cal Ci

Phone

201 440 9300

Fax

201 440 5580

e-mail

info@tactaudio.com

to 1.7% last year. And Classical enjoyed a
healthy year (2.80/o to 33%), also driven
by purchases of 'Titanic, which, with sales
of more than 10 million, is the best-selling orchestral soundtrack in history.
Continuing the trend from last year,
women accounted for ahigher percentage of units purchased than did men
(51.3% vs 48.7%). Women over 30
accounted for the largest share of purchases, and their genres of choice are Pop
and Country (65% and 60%, respective-

Women over 30
accounted for the largest
share of prerecorded
music purchases.
ly). The report says that this increase in
buying among older women can be
attributed to the Titanic phenomenon,
along with the success of artists such as
Celine Dion, Shania Twain, Jewel, Sarah
McLachlan, Sheryl Crow, and Mariah
Carey. Conversely, men under 30 outpaced their older counterparts, and Rock
dominated their purchases, followed by a
combination of R&B and Rap (62% and
51%, respectively).
The report shows that the trend
toward an older purchasing demographic continued. In fact, consumers over 30
were the only age demographic to show
any growth last year. Consumers of age
35 and older accounted for 39% of the
units purchased in 1998, compared to
34% 10 years ago. In 1998, 12% of all
purchases were made by those 50 years
of age and older, compared to just 6%
10 years ago. Country and Pop dominate the music choices made by these
consumers, accounting for 51% and
53%, respectively, of all purchases within these genres.
The report also speculates that the
continuing drop-off in the proportion of
purchases made by 15- to 24-year-olds
(322% in 1996 vs 28% in 1998), once
the mainstay of the market, is potentially aresult of the rise of the Internet as a
free entertainment center, and the
accompanying availability of free MP3
music files.
Accounting for 74.8% of the total
market, full-length CDs were bought at
agreater rate in 1998 than in the past
four years. Full-length cassettes, while
maintaining their second-place position,
continued their gradual decade-long
decline (182% to 14.8%). Singles
declined more than 2% last yea4 music
Stereophi/e, July 1999
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Silver Tongue

The ability of these cables to recreate a sense of depth and
space is exceeded by none that Ievaluated.
Roman Zajcew, The Absolute Sound, July 1998.
Quiet, full-bodied, apparent dc to light extension, extreme
high resolution, wonderful spatial qualities, these cables let
the Jadis amplifiers be all they might.
Jonathan Scull, Stereophile. March 1996.
Why play with firecrackers when somebody hands you
dynamite?...The sound knocked me out. These Goertz
speaker cables and interconnects just totally surpassed
the quality of the cables Iwas using earlier.
Clement Perry, The Audiophile Voice, Volume 3, Issue 2.

fin
Is It Magic? ii
No, It's Physics.
(cited

Extreme Low Series
Inductance.
0.020 microH/m
•eliminates high
frequency roll-off.
Impedance Match.
2.5 ohms
•eliminates ringing and
signal reflections.
Low Loop Resistance.
7.2 mohms/m
•for a powerful bass
and mid-range.
Solid Ribbon Conductors.
0.010 x0.75"
•eliminates strand
interaction microphony.

aloes of GOERTZ AG2)

Micro Thin Dielectric. 0.0012"
•minimizes stored charges.
•for a dead silent background
and a fast burn-in.

The signal travels through GOERTZ
cables at the same speed as in
all other cables.

No garden hoses. No fire hoses.
No strange boxes. No Snake Oil.
Available in high purity solid fine
silver and oxygen free copper.

Alpha-Core, Inc.
915 Pembroke Street,
Bridgeport, CT 06608

Tel: 800-836-5920 (USA) 203-335-6805
Fax: 203-384-8120
Made in the United States Patented Worldwide

N1' NV w.alphacore.com
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Finally,
THIEL engineering
brings you atrue
High Performance
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multichannel
loudspeaker.
We proudly
introduce the new

O

O
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o

o

lirlIEL
MCS1
•Ideally suited for main, center,

o

and rear channel use.
•Very high output, high efficiency
•Innovative coaxial/D'Appolito time

o

coherent driver array and phase correct
crossover design provide exceptional
realism with any type of placement—
vertical, horizontal, shelf, or stand.

e Superb THIEL

o

manufactured ultra-low

distortion drivers provide ultimate clarity.
•Beautiful hand crafted cabinetry
o

integrates seamlessly into any room.

THIEL

Ultimate Per

Loudspeakers

Call or write for our 36-page full -line brochure, MCS1 design white paper, and the name of your nearest 1HIEL dealer.
1HIEL •1026 Nandino Boulevard, Lexington, Kentucky, 40511 •telephone: 606-254-9427 •e-mail: mail@thielaudio.com •web: www.thielaudio.com

Industry
videos recovered their 1996 market share
of 1%, and vinyl held steady at 0.7%.
Last year, more music consumers
(86%) shopped at retail outlets than in
any of the previous eight years. However, the gap continues to narrow
between purchases made at traditional
record stores vs other retail outlets, such
as consumer electronics and specialty
stores (51% vs 34%). The percentage
of consumers who purchased from tape
and record clubs (9%) dropped to the
lowest level since 1990. And for the
second year, the RIAA broke out online
sales, indicating that 1.1% of music buyers made purchases via the Internet.
While instances of online purchasing
are still relatively low, this number was
almost four times last year's figure
(0.3% vs 1.1%), and now equals the
number of acquisitions made from television offers.
UNITED KINGDOM
Peter van Willensvvaard
The ongoing development of CD players
and D/A converters has included 2x or
4x to 8x or even 16x oversampling for
multibit converters, and to high-sampling
1-bit converters, some of which run at
256x fa (Es being CD's inherent sample
frequency; ie, 44.1kHz). The coming
high-sampling Super CD formats, with
961cHz, 192kHz, or DSD and 24-bit
word length or at least 20-bit resolution
calls for even higher converter speeds
and even heavier number crunching.
Audio Note has made amove in the
opposite direction. Their latest digital
audio product, the top-of-the-line DAC5
D/A converter is 16-bit/44.1kHz. There
is no oversampling digital filter, in fact,
there's no digital filter at all — the converter chips run at the basic CD rate of
44.1kHz.'
Audio Note's Peter Qvortrup has
returned to the roots of technology
before. He planted the seed of the single-ended triode power amp in the
audio public's consciousness when he
brought the Ongaku from Japan to the
western world. At the time, everyone
else was using pentode output tubes —
if they were using tubes at all. Triodes
were replaced by pentodes in the '40s,
mainly because of their higher efficiency and higher power output. And it was
he who, in 198Z introduced acommercially available triode amplifier: The
First, featuring 2A3 triodes in class-A
1More than 10 years ago Ireviewed aGerman Burinester CD player that allowed the user to switch off the
digital brickwall filter. Idon't know if the engire filter was
taken out—maybe it still performed oversampling —
but Ididn't particularly like the sound in that mode.
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Update

push-pull and producing only 8W.
Qvortrup has always maintained that
the less time the signal remains in the
-;
digital domain, the better. This gave
ati1
him the idea of investigating what a
converter without adigital filter would
sound like. Two years ago anumber of
modified Audio Note DAC3 proto•
c.
types were built. I've been listening to
one of them for over ayear now, and it
Ftg.1 Audio Note DAC5, approximation of analog
sounds great — and, more important, it
filter curve. Stimulus was 0Hz-20kHz of
sounds different from any other DAC
digital white noise. Note the (attenuated)
sample frequency breaking through at 44kHz.
I've heard. Ihaven't been able to hear
any ill effects, no matter what kind of
music Iplay.
Recently, the actual production model,
AP
the new DAC5, spent afew weeks in my
listening room. Its sound characteristics
are the same as the DAC3's, but on a
higher level —as it should be, at aprice
approaching $25,000.2
What happens when you leave out
the digital filter? Theory teaches that
sampled audio has an infinite spectrum.
The audio band of 0Hz-22.05kHz is
Fig.2 Audio Note DAC5, frequency response, two
repeated at every multiple of 44.1kHz
channels.
(882kHz, 132.3kHz, 176.41cHz, etc.),
showing an upper and alower sideband,
each with abandwidth of 22.05kHz.
Ï
AP
-The lower sideband of 44.1kHz thus
reaches down to 22.05kHz, touching, so
to speak, the audio band. To regain a
clean audio signal devoid of these ultrasonic "images," avery sharp filter must
be placed at 22.05kHz between the
audio band and the first lower sideband:
the well-known brickwall filter.
Sony's first CD player, 1983's CDP-101,
Fig3 Audio Note DAC5, response to a
had no digital filter. It implemented the
0Hz-20kHz multitone signal. Note the
appearance of out-of-band images above
brickwall filter in the analog domain,
20kHz, filtered by the curve of fig.l.
using inductors and capacitors. These
expensive, high-order filters didn't sound
very good because of their humongous 22.05 and 44.01kHz are hardly attenuated. Idid afew measurements on the
phase distortion. Unlike Sony, Philips
DAC5 to illustrate the effects.
couldn't make 16-bit converters at that
Fig.1 gives an idea of what the analog
time —only 1z1-bit ones—and had to
resort to oversampling and noise-shaping filter curve looks like. A close observer
to realize 16-bit resolution and noise floor.
would note the slight sagging at 20kHz.
(This technique eventually led to 1-bit A band-filtered frequency sweep confirms that the amplitude is about 3dB
converters.) For oversampling and noisedown at 20kHz (fig2).
shaping, you need adigital processor chip.
Another way of looking at what the
The next (easy)
is to implement the
DAC5 is doing is the spectrum in fig3.
22.05kHz brickwall filter into this chip:
hence the digital filterr. Sony followed suit The stimulus chosen here is amultitone
signal (generated by the Audio Precision
in their next generation of players.
System Two) featuring logarithmically
By contrast, Audio Note's DAC5
spaced tones up to 20kHz. Remember
doesn't have an analog brickwall
that, within the CD format, it is imposThere is some analog filtering, but only
a rather soft third-order one dipping sible to create tones of higher frequency
than 22.05kHz. In fig3, however, the
down about -30dB at 44kHz to get rid
spectrum output by the DAC5 happily
of the strong sample-frequency compocontinues. Starting at 241cHz and going
nent. Most of the "images" between
on beyond 100kHz is acollection of
spectral components that are images of
2As far as Iam aware, Audio Note products are not
the stimulus.
currently being distributed in the US.
110
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Audiophile dreams come true with the introduction of the

Omega Series Amplifiers & Pre Amplifier
Let your ears be the judge

e:
514-636-6384 e: 514-636-1428

5070 François-Cusson, Lachine, Québec, Canada, H8T 1B3 •

Web site: www.classeaudio.com

Sam's
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Sam

M

arina's Uncle Sam — you
met him in May—would
like to buy an amplifier to
go along with his new Music Hall
MMF-2 turntable.
"I know aRussian who makes amplifiers. In fact, he lives only afew blocks
away, right here in Brooklyn," Isaid, sitting in Sam's barber chair.
"How much do his amplifiers cost?"
Uncle Sam inquired.
"Thirty thousand apair."
Sam dropped his scissors.
"Thirty thousand?"
"That's right. Actually, only $29,290
apair."
"I think Iwill have to find something
less expensive," Sam said, recovering
from the shock.
"Fine. We can get you a Creek
4330R from Roy Hall. It was designed
by aRussian too —Alex Nikitin. And
it's alot cheaper — six hundred bucks."
There's something, well, crazy about a
Russian immigrant in Brooklyn producing amplifiers that sell for so much money. But there's something wonderful, too.
In America, anything is possible. Alex
Nikitin emigrates to Britain and helps
design $600 Creeks. Vladimir Shushurin
emigrates to the States and designs
$30,000 Larnms. (He does make less
expensive amps; the M1.1 monoblocks
retail for amere $15,890/pair.)
Not only that, Vladimir has found
fame in Russia at last. They take him
seriously in the Motherland now — or at
least they did until the Russian economic crash and the hi-fi magazines stopped
arriving. Vladimir has even exported
some of his equipment to Russia.
Despite their high price tags, the
amps from Lamm Industries are reminiscent of... well, Creek. They're plain.
Industrial. They're almost — dare Isay
it? — Soviet.'

Icouldn't let Lars know that.
"These amps are very good," Isaid,
"but they don't quite have the magic of
single-ended triode."
"What are you trying to do, spoil my
yoy?"
"Your what? Ah, yes... yoy. But you
listen too loud. You prefer quantity over
quality."
"Your single-ended triode amps can't
drive any speakers to serious levels,"
Lars shot back. "Look at the ones you've
brought over here — no drive, no
dynamics."
"Ha! You don't think single-ended
triode is the way to go. But ask Vladimir.
He'll tell you."
And ask we did.
Iremember Vladimir telling Lars two
things. First was that Lars was missing
the boat by listening only to digital.
"Quiet, Vladimir," Isaid. "Lars may
decide to get into analog again, and then
he'll want his records back."
Second was that single-ended triode
does indeed represent the ultimate in
sonic purity. Lars wasn't happy about

Tellig

that one, either.
"Someday," Itold Lars, "you will yust
have to learn how to live with less powet"
(When Italk with aSwedish accent,
Lars pretends not to notice. Or he actually doesn't notice.)
"Better watch out," Itold Vladimir.
"Letting Lars hear your single-ended
amps, when you have them, will be
sending Lamms to the slaughter."
About the Lamm MIAs...
For the wham of Lamm, you can't beat
the Lamm Industries M1.1 solid-state
monoblocks. They have other fine
attributes, too, but don't take my word
for it. Read Jonathan Scull's review in
the April 1995 Stereophile (Vol.18 No.4).
"They've got soul, baby," enthused J-10.
The M1.1 offers excellent resolution,
anatural harmonic presentation, and lots
of dynamic drive. Powerful bass, too.
These amps can reproduce very minute
details, and place them precisely within a
broad, deep soundstage. (The M1.1, by
the way, is listed in Class A of Stereophile's
"Recommended Components.")

The Swedish connection
My friend Lars has been afan of Vladimir
for several years. When Ifirst heard the
Lamm M1.1 monoblocks in the Swedish
lion's den, Iwas impressed. But of course,
1Lamm Industries, Inc., 2621 E. 24th St., Brooklyn,
NY 11235. Tel: (718) 368-0181. Fax: (718) 368-0140.
www.lammindustries.com
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Lamm Industries ML2 power amplifier
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Sam's
"But it's not single-ended triode," I
told Lars.
"You can have your single-ended triode," said Lars. "How can you be serious with yust 5, 10, or 20 watts? Iwant
some power. Iwant yuice." (Yes, Lars
actually did say that.)
"Why don't you turn the sound
down?" Icountered. "Listen lower and
you'll hear more."
"It is very impractical to build asingleended-triode amplifier," Vladimir later
explained. "The build cost is very high.
You can't have much power. You're limited as to your choice of speakers."
But then he reminded Lars, "Singleended triode is the way to the ultimate
in sonic purity."
Lars snorted.
Vova-iz-Lvova
Vladimir Lamm is from Lvov. The nickname for Vladimir in Russian is Vova.
And "from Lvov" is iz Lvova. Thus,
"Vladimir from Lvov" iz — oops, is —
Vova-iz-Lvova.
Vladimir would rather forget Lvov,
where he worked for many years in a
factory that produced crappy electronic
appliances and military gear of considerably higher quality. Much of that gear
involved tubes. In his spare time, he produced knockoffs of Western high-end
hi-fi products. Vladimir once showed
me his scrapbook of photographs.
Hey, if you couldn't buy the original
stuff, then you'd be happy to have
Vladimir's copies. Goodness knows,
there was nothing in Soviet stores. (I
saw, firsthand, the junk that passed for
consumer electronics in the USSR.)
This kind of moonlighting was highly
illegal in the former Soviet Union. In
fact, the country had an entire apparatus
whose task it was to root out such activity and punish the "criminals." The organization was organized along military
lines, like the KGB, and was known as
the Department of Struggle Against the
Misappropriation of Socialist Property.
Marina and Iknow aretired colonel
who served in this very organization, so
little known in the West but so greatly
feared within the USSR. Marina and I
call him druk polkovnik — our friend the
colonel. Maybe we should introduce
the colonel to Vladimir.
On second thought, no. Vladimir
probably had enough mn-ins with this
organization.
Imagine doing time for producing
and selling hi-fi equipment —not that
Vladimir did. Hmmm. Ican think of
some US hi-fi manufacturers on whom
I'd like to sic druk polkovnik.
Stereophiie, July 1999

Anyway, this kind of after-hours economic activity was quite common in the
Soviet Union. Lots of people had some
business going on the side, which meant
that most Soviet citizens were guilty of
something or other and could be sent to
prison. This is how you keep apopulation in line. Fear. Terror. Vladimir knows
all about it.

When you purchase
Conrad-Johnson,
for instance,
you buy Bill Conrad
and Lew Johnson.
Their personalities,
their priorities,
their musical tastes are
reflected in their products.
Which is why all great
high-end hi-fi
products have soul.
Lamm or Shushurin?
This changing of names is aRussian
tradition. Witness Vladimir Ilyich
Ulyanov, who reinvented himself as
Lenin —perhaps, in part, to obscure his
largely non-Russian origins. Lev Bronstein turned into Trotsky. Josef
Dzhugashvili, aGeorgian, became the
man of steel, Stalin.
No, Vladimir did not aspire to
Communist public life. Few Russians
are more bitterly anti-Communist than
Vladimir. Solzhenitsyn maybe.
Actually, Vladimir's mother changed
the family name from Lamm, aJewish
surname, to Shushurin, which sounds
ethnically Russian. Being named Shushurin was probably very handy for Vladimir. It could have meant the difference
between his holding a top-level engineering job and working on the assembly line — or sweeping the floor.
Of course, Vladimir's bosses knew he
was Jewish, but they wouldn't have to
explain to their masters in Moscow why
they'd hired and promoted one Vladimir Lamm. That's the way things
worked in the Workers' Paradise?
2Among the Russian public figures who scuttled their
Jewish surnames arc prime minister Yevgeny Prirnakov
and former prime minister (briefly) Serge Kiriyenko.
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This bit of biography matters. When
you buy apiece of high-end hi-fi gear,
you don't just buy the product, you buy
the person who designed and made it.
When you purchase Conrad-Johnson,
for instance, you buy Bill Conrad and
Lew Johnson. Their personalities, their
priorities, their musical tastes are reflected in their products. Which is why all
great high-end hi-fi products have soul.
When you buy Lamm, you buy
Lamm — or Shushurin, or whatever his
name is.
Vladimir fits acertain Russian mold.
Idealist. Perfectionist. Uncompromising. There's something colorful
about the man.
"I don't never listen to any design.
Never," he once told Lars and me.
(Russians love double, even triple negatives.) "If Iget the engineering right,
then it will sound right. Period."
"So it's better if you don't listen."
"Precisely. Waste of time. I've got
work to do."
This doesn't mean Vladimir goes in
for crappy parts. Far from it. Parts quality does count —providing consistency
and reliability as well as sonic performance. Vladimir specifies the highestquality parts he can find.
Another Vladimir vignette: One
afternoon, not far from Brooklyn, I
caught up with Vladimir while auditioning an insanely expensive amplifier —
one that retailed for more than twice
what apair of Lamm Industries ML2
amplifiers costs.
One of these insanely expensive
amplifiers was partially disassembled for
servicing, and Vladimir casually peeked
inside. Ididn't have to ask him what he
thought of the amp's build quality and
price; it was written all over his face.
Imention this because the Lamm
Industries amplifiers, while very expensive, are not about overbuilding in order
to overcharge. They are not about ricepaper capacitors steeped in fish oil, or
whatever. Vladimir absolutely refuses to
indulge in mystical mumbo-jumbo.
Like Isaid, when you buy apiece of
high-end audio gear, you buy the
designer who made it. In the case of
Vladimir, this is often literally true. If
you purchase apair of his amps — sold
only through authorized dealers —
Vladimir will try to personally deliver
them, if he can.
But you'd better give him very specific driving directions. Like many
Russians, including my wife, he can
hardly find his way around the corner.
At least in acar. Einstein had the same
problem, and gave up trying to drive.
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Perfect tone controls do exist!

The rdp-1 reference digital preamplifier: Stereophile's 1998 Editor's Choice and Joint Digital Source of the Year

"I used it to apply some mild EQ to tonally distressed recordings. Iused it to equalize out of existence some
room anomalies that Ihadn't been able to eliminate despite hours, even days, of moving speakers around.
Iused it to provide some tonal shaping on my live recordings. And no matter the circumstance, other than
the desired change in sound, the musical magic remained intact... So the Z-Systems rdp-1 is my 1998
Editor's Choice. With its transparent control of tone, it points to afuture in which audiophiles can eat
their cake and have it too."
John Atkinson, Stereophile (Vol. 21 No. 12)

z-systems audio laboratories
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Signature product
The Lainm Industries ML2 amplifier is
Vladimir's signature product — his most
expensive design and, to hear him tell it,
his least compromised (in terms of output power).
But he almost had to force the amplifiers on Lars, who was bent on keeping
his pair of more powerful Mils. In fact,
he did force Lars to listen. He delivered
them and set them up side by side,
M 1.1 sand ML2s.
"Now you're going to hear single-ended
triode," Isaid to Lars. "Heh-heh-hch."
But we heard nothing conclusive that
night. The Ml.ls had been well brokenin. The ML2s were brand-new.
"Did you listen to them, Vladimir?"
"Not yet. Idon't never listen, never. I
did test them, however, as Ido with
every pair of amplifiers Imanufacture.
You listen."
Vladimir is not big on subjective
audio reviewing, to say the least. He
thinks that subjective reviewing lacks
objective criteria — the very criteria he
believes he has developed, and which
make designing by ear unnecessary and
irrelevant. He seems to know where
he's going. Perhaps that's because he's
developed amathematical model of the
human "hearing mechanism," which he
uses to design audio equipment.
There is something very Russian
about this approach. In the Soviet
Union, it was impossible for Vladimir to
build his no-compromise amplifiers, so
he built atheory instead. And maybe
now he produces better amplifiers
because of it. You can read more about
his theory on the Lamm Industries
website (www.lammindustries.com).
So... what do you get for your $30k?
You get two 68-lb amplifiers built
like Soviet — oops (sorry, Vladimir) —
like Russian tanks. The input stage uses
a single 12AX7 tube, its two triodes
connected in parallel. The driver stage
uses a Russian military 6N6Pi tube,
which Vladimir says can swing more
than twice the voltage required to drive
the output tube.
Ah, that output tube ... It's aRussian
6C33C-B, sometimes known as "the
Russian boob tube" because of its three
nipples (one small, two large). The ML2
has two of these boob tubes, as you can
sec: one is an output tube, the other is
part of the voltage regulator section,
along with a6AK5/5654 and a5651.
Two user-adjustable trimpots are provided —along with probe points. One is
for adjusting the plate voltage; the other
is for adjusting plate current. Iuse adigital multimeter from RadioShack to take
Stereophile, July 1999

measurements. But in the nine months
since Vladimir set the trimpots, Ihaven't
had to change them.
When you turn on each amplifier,
there is adelay of approximately two
minutes before plate voltage is supplied
to the output tube. This is to extend the
life of the output tubes and to prevent
any unpleasant turn-on transients. In
my nine months with the amps, I've had
no problems.
There are separate 4, 8, and 16 ohm
taps, and the amplifier has both RCA
and XLR ("pseudo-balanced") input
connectors. The amplifier is not abalanced design, nor (being single-ended)
could it be.
Why so expensive?
Well, all wiring is point-to-point. But
mostly it's amatter ofparts cost and design.
Take the toroidal power transformer.
It's suspended in a"special encapsulant"
(Vladimir's not saying what it is) that
absorbs mechanical vibrations and isolates the transformer from the chassis
and from the transformer cover.
Vladimir says this isolation is important
for "clarity and microresolution."
Ihave had no problems with buzzing, or what the French call le ronflement
du transformateur (the snoring of the
transformer). Indeed, the silence of the
Lamms is remarkable.
The output transformer is designed
to handle the high-current, low-impedance output tubes and to reproduce
audio frequencies of approximately
15Hz to 70-80kHz, at any level of output power up to the rated maximum.
Vladimir said he could have saved
money on the output transformer, at
the expense of some bass extension.
But he didn't wish to do so on this, his
signature product.
Limited power
Vladimir says the MU can drive most
speakers, but will "realize its full potential" with speakers rated at 94dB sensitivity or higher. He cites the Wilson
WITT II, rated at 93dB, as particularly
well suited to his ML2.
Mostly Iused the MU with the
Verity Audio Fidelio speakers, which
are nominally 8 ohms and rated at
89dB/1W/lm. Ialso used the Triangle
Lyrr speakers, which are rated at 94dB
sensitivity and a nominal 4 ohms —
another excellent choice.
Meanwhile, Lars has been using the
ML2s with the Verity Audio Parsifals —
atougher load, with anominal 4ohm
impedance and 89dB sensitivity.
So... have Irun out of power with
the Fidelios?

Space

No.
Did Lars with the Parsifals?
Yes ... Ithink.
On Lars' Parsifals, with the volume
cranked up, I heard some dynamic
compression rather than gross clipping.
Icheerfully pointed out to Lars that his
amplifiers were running out of steam.
Quite clearly, the M 1.1s played louder
without compression and delivered
more ample bass.
"What to do?" asked Lars.
"Listen at lower levels. Listen lower
anyway. You'll hear more. Or go back to
the Mil... if you can." Ibegan to sing:
"How ya gonna keep 'em down on the
farm after they've heard S-E-T?"
Lars told me to shut up.
"This is the nature of single-ended
triode," Icontinued after a moment.
"You don't have to listen at very loud
volume levels to get pleasure. Listen for
the resolution, the delicacy of sound,
the rightness of the harmonics."
Of course, Idid most of my listening
at home, in private, without any of this
audiophile horseplay. And Idid so for
the better part of ayear. No reason to
rush. But it was interesting—and
instructive — to have the identical
amplifiers to listen to chez Lars. Particularly since the MU does not conform to my usual SET expectations.
Now take SET amplifiers that use the
845 output tube —ancient technology
from the 1920s, but still quite viable.
These amplifiers tend to have acharacteristic sound —spacious, romantic, harmonically rich — and they excel in
atmosphere. To some extent, the tube
and the amplifiers may create this atmosphere —a little phasey, awee bit misty.
Not the last word in resolution, perhaps.
I've had considerable experience with
various amplifiers that use the 845 output tube. These include the Cary 805C,
Jadis 845, and Bel Canto SETi40.
It's in this area of resolution — or
microresolution, if you speak audiogeek — that the Lamm ML2 is the
finest amplifier Ihave encountered in
my system, and the finest amplifier that
I've heard at Lars' place. For the most
part, I listened with Ed Meitner's
Museatex Bidat digital processor feeding
directly into the Lamms. Since Vladimir
is so keen on analog, Ialso listened with
the Analogue Productions AcousTech
PH-1 phono stage into aPurest Sound
Systems Model 500 passive "preamp."
Harmonic presentation?
This is another reason some audiophiles gravitate toward SET. But the
Lamm MU has adifferent way with
harmonics than amplifiers that use the
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POWER DRIVE DNA-0.5
DELUXE EDITION

Writing about the Budget Component of
1996, the critics said, "The McCormack DNA-0.5
Deluxe Edition amplifier [$1795] offers
performance that rivals much more costly
competition —in fact, the McCormack came in
second to the ($35,0001 Krell Audio Standard in
the running for Amplification Component 1996.
"That puts it in pretty exalted company, but
our respondents were unequivocal in their
enthusiasm, lauding the McCormack's
palpability, crisp transients, punchy
percussiveness, and effortless sense of detail.
(Sam Tellig) called it 'one of the best amplifiers
period.' And that's without factoring in 'bank
for the buck.'"

Ifyou still think big sound means big bucks, baler Milk
again.

Visit your local McCormack Audio Dealer, or

contact us al:
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the Applause, Bravo and Ovation deliver
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that are easy-to-place, blend comfortably into
the home, and are more accessibly priced.
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Sam's
845 output tube. It has alittle more
edge, more bite. The ML2 doesn't
round off the sound, the way 845-based
amplifiers tend to do.
How about deep triode amps — those
that use the low-powered 300B or 2A3
output tube?
Again, the Lamm sounds different. Is
its presentation more accurate? Perhaps.
But it doesn't quite possess the stunning
immediacy of the finest 300B or 2A3
amplifiers. This immediacy could be
created by excessive second-order harmonic distortion, Iknow. It may be an
artifact — a sort of hyper-reality. The
ML2 does not offer this, and thus may
be adisappointment to those seeking
this particular kind of SET sound.
But no amplifier can be all things to all
people. The Lamm sounds clean, crisp,
harmonically pure — not particularly
"atmospheric," àla 845-based amplifiers,
and not hyper-immediate in the manner
of 300B- or 2A3-based amps. But perhaps more satisfying in the long run. More
resolving. More neutral. More accurate.
Transient response?
Unsurpassed (the ML2 uses no negative feedback), but almost equaled by the
Pathos Twin Towers — a single-ended
integrated amplifier that sells for roughly afifth the price of the Lamms. True,
the Pathos lacks the Lamm's liquidity (it
uses MOSFETs for output devices). I
think, too, that it ultimately lacks the
Lamm's resolution. Being a stereo
amplifier, the Pathos cannot reproduce a
soundstage that extends as deep and as
wide as the Lamms'. Also, the Pathos
seems to do less well into low-impedance loads than does the Lamm, which
did afar better job of driving the nominal 4ohm Triangle Lyrrs.
This is not to disparage either amplifier — only to say that Ilike the Lamm
for many of the same reasons Iflipped
over the Pathos: superior resolution, a
stunning way with transients, and harmonic purity of akind Iassociate with
single-ended designs.
So what to do if you have $29,290 to
spend on apair of amps?
Listen to the Lamms. And, if you can,
compare the Lamm M1.1 — a superb
100Wpc, mainly solid-state amplifier —
with the all-tube Lamm ML2. See what
differences you hear between solid-state
push-pull and single-ended tube, both
from the same designer.
If you're considering an extremely
powerful pair of monoblocks, listen to
the Lamm ML2 as well. You can get
some real brutes in terms of power for
$30k/pair. Listen to what you give up
with a more powerful amplifier in
Stereophile, July 1999

terms of delicacy, fine detail, and accurate portrayal of harmonics.
Overall, Ithink the Lamm ML2 is the
finest amplifier Ihave heard to date. Ican
be more seduced, though, by the verylow-powered SET amps that use the
300B or 2A3 output tube. (But these

Overall, Ithink
the Lamm ML2
is the finest amplifier
Ihave heard to date.
amps are far less capable than the Laman
when it comes to driving awide range of
speakers.) And Ican get sound that
comes very close to the Lamm for far less
money—with the Pathos Twin Towers.
Ultimately, the difficulty Ihave with
the ML2 is not the sound, the performance, the engineering, or the build
quality, but the price of such perfection.
Now, the good news
For those who can't afford the ML2
"statement" amplifiers, Vladimir Shushurin is working on something more
appropriate for proletarians like me.
He's adapting the ML2 design for asin-

Space

gle-ended triode stereo amplifier that
will put out almost as much power—
maybe around 14Wpc — and sell for
$10k or $12k. Vladimir says he thinks he
can provide at least 90% of the performance of the ML2. Just a little less
power, and alittle less extension in the
bass, which with many speakers may
not be noticeable.
Now that should be interesting. k
would certainly make Lamm more
price-competitive. In fact, that amplifier
might be something rd want to buy.
Ibroke the good news to Marina's
Uncle Sam.
"Sam! Ihave wonderful news. You
may not have to spend $30,000 for apair
of Lamm amplifiers. You may be able to
get aLamm single-ended triode stereo
amp for as little as ten thousand dollars!"
"Nyet. Eeees for r-r-reech Amyericans.
I'll come over and listen at your place."
Still, it would be nice if Vova-izLvova could produce something that
Syoma-iz-Minska (Sam from Minsk)
could afford — agreat $1000 solid-state
integrated, perhaps. Vladimir admits
that he's done everything he can with
the ML2. He doesn't think he can
improve on it.
So now, how about an amp for The
People?

Looking for a
eea‘
recommendation?
www.taralabs.com
Get instant answers to your system matching
questions on the TARA Labs website, along
with news, reviews and the technical story
behind the world's best cables.

TARA I_Pil3S
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Want to hear something great ?
Now, you can increase your system's performance by 30-40%
Join the hundreds of audiophiles who are
enjoying their systems more than ever.
Most of them are reporting 30% to 40%
improvements in resolution, dynamics.
transparency, focus, and clarity. What's
the secret to their new found audio
enjoyment 7Well, It's magic...
Audio Magic.

An established pioneer of high performance
silver audio & video cables.
Audio Magic cables feature the latest cutting
edge technology. Ultra pure silver ribbon
conductors, air dielectrics, handcrafted
construction, and the worlds finest connectors
are just afew of the technical features that
make these cables such agreat performance
value.
However, our customers tell us the real
value is in the enjoyment they get from
using them.
For acopy of our new product guide
and more information on how you can
try a set of Audio Magic cables for yourself.

Call us toll free at 1-888-464-8202

Visit us on the web
www.audio-magic.com
Audio Magic Inc.

456 S. Potomac way Aurora CO 80012

.MAGIC.
ph 303-364-8202

fx 303-364-8102

L/131
The X Series:
Supersymmetric Design
US Patent # 5,376,899
2Gain Stages
No Feedback
Flat to DC
156 dB (26 bit) Dynamic Range
X1000

1000W Mono

X600

600W Mono

X350

350W Stereo

Pass Laboratories, 24449 Foresthill Rd,
Foresthill, CA 95631.
tel 530-367-3690, www.passlabs.com
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an you believe this is the fiftieth
installment of "Analog Corner"?
Ican't. Ithought I'd run out of
things to write about, or for one reason
or another Stereophile would have run
me out of town by now. But here we
are, qualifying for membership in
AARP, and analog keeps on spinning in
an increasingly digital world.
Perhaps you've heard the distressing
news that DCC Compact Classics, purveyors of 180-gram LPs and gold CDs
tube-mastered by Steve Hoffman, has
gone belly up. It didn't make sense to
me —they've been issuing great titles
that, according to my retail sources, have
sold well. Igot an advance on the gold
CD of Joni Mitchell's Blue, and it's stunning —in some ways, better than an original pressing. Then came the news that
the 180gm vinyl, originally scheduled for
simultaneous release, was "delayed."
To get the full story, Icalled DCC
Compact Classics' president, Marshall
Blonstein. He was more than forthcoming about his company's problems,
which, as Isuspected, have nothing to
do with sales of CDs or LPs. What happened was, Blonstein got sucked into a
business venture that "couldn't miss" —
one involving disposable cameras. DCC
Compact Classics had guaranteed the
debts and the loans, and when the camera business became truly disposable,
the bank came a-calling.
Blonstein, who had a12-year relationship with the bank, was sure he could
work out apayment plan spread over
five years, but no! According to Blonstein, a new banker — presumably a
nonaudiophile — demanded immediate
payment in the form of the liquidation
of the assets of DCC Compact Classics.
To protect his company, Blonstein
threw it into Chapter 11. He hopes to be
out within two months and to resume
LP production shortly thereafter with
Blue, two Sinatra titles (Sinatra '57 and
The Summit, with Sammy and Deano)
that have already been issued on gold
CD, and the long-promised Paul Simon
solo series. Blonstein sent me the Sinatra
jackets just to reassure me that the vinyl
will come. Disposable cameras. Jeesh!
Blonstein also told me that the Pacific
Rim's economic downturn had hurt
Stereophile, July 1999

Fremer

looked right. And the more Ilearned
about their construction, the more
enthused Ibecame.
The design comes from acollaboration
between Luis Fernandes — aprofessional
translator, an audiophile, and former
chief of production at Audio Physic, the
German loudspeaker company — and
his partner, Bernd Brockhoff, an industrial
engineer who works with an aluTo protect DCC Compact
minum company that supplies high-tech
parts for Audi, Mercedes, Porsche,
Classics, Blonstein
Volvo, and others. He also designs furnithrew it into Chapter 11.
ture. Entirely by coincidence, it was Mr.
Fernandes who translated my Virgo
He hopes to be out
review into German for the factory. I
had no idea there was aconnection bewithin two months and
tween AP and Infinite Elemente when I
fell for the stand.
to resume LP production
The idea was to design alightweight
support system with controlled resonant
shortly thereafter.
behavior. The stand itself uses abase
By the way: Sinatra '57, recorded live in frame of solid maple, four anodized aluSeattle by the great Wally Heider and minum uprights, and apair of solid maple
previously unissued, is essential listening crossbraces. The shelves sit in solid maple
for any Sinatra fan. Frank is in good frames that, instead of being bolted in
voice, loose and affable before an adoring place, are tension-mounted via eight
audience, and Nelson Riddle leads a spikes, which press into tiny dimples in
string-tinged orchestra of Hollywood the aluminum uprights. The physical
studio greats. It's magic. On "They Can't connection between shelf and upright,
Take That Away from Me," hipster while minuscule, is thus spectacularly
Frank makes a 1957-vintage marijuana rigid. The shelf itself sits in the frame on
joke ("The way you smoke your — er, sip its own set of spikes, which rest on frame
your tea"), and the grandparents of the crosspieces inlaid with aluminum.
Shelf height can be adjusted, but not
grunge generation get it.
easily. Shipping the stands across the
ocean isn't easy either — because FerStands that deliver
Iwas talking with Ayre's Charlie Hansen nandes and his partner insist on tensionshortly after buying my K-1 preamp ing the main frame at the factory, the
stands can't be shipped broken down.
when the subject of stands came up.
"Solid maple," he said to me. "That's Thus, when you add the cost of materials, manufacturing, and shipping across
what I'd use."
Hansen thinks maple "sounds" bet- the ocean, the final retail price in
ter. Of course, maple doesn't "play," but America would be very high — easily
the component placed on it does. over $3000, based on what Ipaid.
But well worth it, aesthetically and
Coincidentally, I'd just purchased a
Pagode HDO3 stand, with shelves of sonically. The Ayre K-1 on the Pagode
solid Canadian maple, made by Infinite stand sounds more open and effortless —
Elemente in Germany. I'd seen part of especially perched on Symposium
the company's extensive line at the Rollerblocks (not enough clearance for
1998 Heathrow Hi-Fi Show I'd attend- Walker Valid Points), which Sam Tellig
ed in the UK, and even though no one wrote about in his April '99 column. I
imports the stands to the US, Ihad to hope someone reading this will consider
have one — their looks killed me. importing the Pagode line, and that Mr.
Satiny finished maple, anodized alum- Fernandes will teach some American to
inum girder uprights — the stand just tension the stands so they can be shipped
vinyl sales, but that licensers like
Warner Bros. were willing to lower the
minimum sales guarantee, so the vinyl
will continue to flow — for awhile. But
folks, the sales numbers are becoming
grim. Unless you buy some of this great
new vinyl, the time will come when
there'll be no more.
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Brooklyn (left), Germany (center),
Czech Republic (right)

shell—which also lets you rotate it for
azimuth adjustment. The 5-lb balanced
alloy platter, plastic subplatter, and bearing assembly also come from the same
manufacturer. The motor is amore substantial German product. The MDF/
acrylic plinth is both heavy and attractively finished.
But enough small talk: sonically, this
'table doesn't make the cut. Itried a
Grado Reference and the Shure
V15irMR, and with both Igot rhythmibroken down, which will keep the retail encounter aproblem when Iput the cally sluggish sound with some serious
Simon Yorke turntable on the top shelf. colorations — particularly some midbass
price down to adull roar.
The noise from the Yorke's external bloat (probably the source of the rhythCloser to home, Zoethecus Audio'
produces awell-regarded series of stands. motor, rather than draining through and mic constipation) and an edgy top. Iwas
Before discovering the Pagode, Ibought a being absorbed by the shelf, instead really surprised, because the Grado is
five-shelfer, framed in solid maple (the traveled along the "skin" of the alu- usually such asweetheart — and both
bottoms of the upright posts are hollowed minum and up into the 'table's base, and the Pro-Ject and Music Hall 'tables have
always impressed me with their decent
out and filled with sand) and fitted with was clearly audible.
sound and outstanding performance/
"Too much energy, not enough mass"
finely machined floor spikes, for $1397.
Zoethecus offers three shelf options: in the motor for the energy to drain, said dollar ratios. The $299 Music Hall
designer Christian Lewon. If you're using sounds better than this. So what hapmedium-density fiberboard (M DF)
e.Slabs ($34 each), and sophisticated, nine- aturntable on the Zoethecus — especial- pened? Perhaps the fault lies with the
layer, constrained-layer-damped z.Pods ly one with afreestanding motor — and electronic motor control, or the loss of
($140) and z.Slabs ($200). The damped you're hearing noise, you might consider arm rigidity caused by the removable
shelves feature an aluminum top surflce aVibraplane (expensive) or aBright Star headshell, or the "lively" sound that
poured through the speakers when I
followed by elastomer, high-density fiber- Air Mass product (much less expensive).
After "listening" to both stands with gently tapped the plinth top.
board (HDF), elastomer, phenolic, elasWhatever the cause, this $1000 mix of
tomer, HDF, elastomer, vinyl, and pheno- the same component (the Conradlic. Each Pod is atwo-piece unit with a Johnson Premier 15 Phono Section), I Czech outsourcing and German upgradventilation space in the middle, and is find the Pagode stand to be faster and ing did not gel. As adedicated 78rpm
meant for tube amps and other electronic rhythmically more taut, the Zoethecus player it might be okay, but you can get
devices; the solid Slabs work better with warmer and richer but sounding less aRega 78rpm model for less, and it
mechanical devices like turntables and snappy. I like "snappy." Of course, would be at least as good and probably
CD transports. The shelves, which do not changing feet, cones, pods, pads, or much better. Ihope this pan doesn't
touch the frame, rest on phenolic comer whatever also changed the sound. mean that now Iwon't be able to get my
hands on Thorens' new top-of-the-line
Knock yourself out.
crossbraces dotted with elastomer (foam
Ambiance —that looks interesting!
and air) Isodiscs.
The concept: Use the frame, pheno- Thorens TD295 Mk.2 turntable
lic crosspieces, and Isodiscs to isolate the Thorens' aim was to produce areason- Asleeper from Slovenia
On the happier side (I changed "brighter"
shelves from floor- and airborne vibra- ably priced ($995) three-speed turntable
tions, and use the shelves to drain ener- with amodicum of convenience: end-of- to "happier" because Idon't want to leave
gy away from the components placed record shutoff and electronically con- you with the wrong sonic impression) of
on them. The isolation part works trolled, flip-of-the-switch speed change. analog playback comes the Kuzma Stabi S
extremely well: Ibanged on the frame But before unpacking the 295, Iknew its turntable,2 which originally caught my
top and the disturbance was not audible country of origin was not Germany, but eye at last year's Heathrow Hi-Fi Show.
on anonsuspended turntable sitting on the Czech Republic. Irecognized the My experience with the Simon Yorke
az.Slab. The energy-draining shelves box from my Music Hall MMF turn- Designs Series 7turntable has convinced
seem to work as well, though Idid table review (in the October '98 issue).
Inside Ifound adeluxe version of the fac2 Imported by Muse Electronics, P.O. Box 2198,
tory's
familiar arm, but this is the first one Garden Grove, CA 92842. Tel: (714) 554-8200. Fax:
1Zoethecus Audio, 481 Van Brunt Street, Brooklyn,
I've come across with aremovable head- (714) 554-5643.
NY 11231. Tel: (718) 422-7990.
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bearing assembly is sunk into aheavy,
solid brass tube that also holds the arm.
I've decided to begin anew colA smaller, stabilizing hunk of solid brass
umn feature — alist of what's spintubing with 0-ringed training wheels
ning at Fremer's House of Wax.
(just being colorful; these wheels don't
This month's culprits:
turn) is affixed at a90° angle. A nicely
machined aluminum subplatter is at1) Paul Weller: Modem assies
tached to asubstantial one-piece bear(2 import LPs)
ing spindle that's larger in diameter than
Elliot Smith: X0 (LP)
one usually sees in a'table at this price
3Jim O'Rourke: Eureka (LP)
point and fits into anonmetallic sleeve.
4 The Pine Valley Cosmonauts:
The oversized aluminum platter
Salute the Majesty ofBob Wills
weighs almost 8lbs. It's damped with a
(2 LPs)
rubber insert on the underside and an
5) XTC: Apple Venus (import LP)
integral rubber/textile mat on top. Ro6) Olivia Tremor Control:
tational power is applied via aflat, preciBlack Foliage (2 LPs)
sion-ground belt and standalone motor
7) Sarah Vaughan: Sassy (LP
housed in brass and fitted with a
reissue)
crowned plastic pulley. (A larger
8) Roy Gaines: TBone Walker
crowned pulley fits over it for 45rpin.)
Blues (LP)
The 'table's compactness is enhanced by
9) Glom soundtrack (LP reissue)
the placement of its motor, which is
10) Little Hatch: Coin' Bade (LP)
mostly under the platter. A cutout on
11) Jason Faulkner: Can You Still
the platter bottom accommodates the
Feel? (CD)
pulley shaft.
12) New Orleans Klezmer All
The Kuzma Stabi S is solid, stable,
Stars: Fresh Out the Past (CD)
brawny, runs at precisely 33 1
/
3 and 45 as
it's supposed to, and just plain looks like
it means business. And it costs only
me of the potential of aplinthless
$1200. One beef: The spindle is too tall
and the Stabi Sconfirms it. The platter- to take aclosed-top record clamp like
In Heavy Rotation

the SME. Kuzma's literature lists an
optional clamp, but none was supplied
with the review sample.
The final version of the Stogi Sann
wasn't ready when the 'table arrived, so
Igot hold of aRega RB600, which uses
the same size mounting hole as the
Kuzma arm. The Rega arm's threaded
mounting shaft fits into ahole drilled
into yet another chunk of cylindrical
brass, and is fixed via apair of large setscrews. Ihad to be careful about how
much pressure Iapplied to the setscrews; Ididn't want to flatten the arm's
mounting threads.
The final arm assembly fits snugly
into ahole approximately 2" in diameter drilled out of the main brass tube,
and is itself fixed via alarge set-screw on
the side of the main structure. Yes, this
means you now have aRega arm that
does VTA — but not in the sense that
you can vary it once you've set overhang, because the hole in the brass
insert is not drilled concentrically.
When you loosen the set-screw to
change the ann's height, the arm holder
is free to rotate as well. In other words,
you get one shot at VTA; if you decide
to change it after setting overhang,
you're going to have to reset overhang —

Available at these fine dealers:
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The Brick Wall is the finest surge
suppressor/line filter money can buy.
There is no product on the face of
the earth that will protect your
valuable audio/video equipment better.

The problem with other line filtering
equipment is that their surge suppression is
severely lacking. Almost every line filtering
device that claims to have surge suppression is using asmall component called an
MOVIMetal Oxide Varistor). There is one
not so slight problem with the MOV. It fails.
How's that for protection.

One customers simple statement
on the "essence" of music while
comparing aconventional loudspeaker to the crossoverless
Brentworth.
Now ask yourself,
is just avoice enough ?
With perfect phase
coherence, true full-range
performance, and sensitivities
starting at 100 db;
this just may be the speaker
you've been waiting for.

For information or the location of
adealer. contact North Country Distributing
(315)287-2852 or visit ow web site.

1RENT WORTH
SOUND LAB

MOV's also divert surge current
to the ground line contributing to
power line noise. Isn't getting rid of power
line noise why you're looking for such a
device in the first place?
The Brick Wall does not fail.
The Brick Wall also does not divert surge
current to the ground line causing irritating
power line noise. All testing information
and methods are available for you
to review for yourself.
No frustrating proprietary claims here.
We at Price Wheeler believe everyone
should have achance to try out the Brick
Wall. Which is why we offer a30-day trial
period. This way you can know for sure that
our system is for you, your equipment and
your listening area.

Filsh Defuutlon -F5t,Eitici,eoy
Cronoverless Louckpe. ,, Pr Systems

4'we (Lk'
That's The Effect Our New
K2003 Has On It's Owners.
O Single-Ended (triode mode)
O Point to Point Wiring
O 4 Watts Per Channel
10 2/EL-84 Sr 1/12AX7 Tubes
O Extremely Low Noise
• Exceptional Quality & Sound
Fully Assembled $499.00 Kit $399.00
Chrome Chassis Add-On $60.00
We also carry other models of amplifiers,
preamplifiers, phono-preamplifiers with
complete step-by-step manuals.
Call for your catalog today.
"Niadt in I

Antique Sound USA
6717 NE 181" St, Kenmore, WA 98028
tel: 425-481-8866 fax: 425-485-3836
E-mail: asusa@earthlink.net
web site: www.as-usa.com

Accessory for the Room, Necessity for the System
Cleaner Bass, Higher Definition
for your Hi Fi & Home Theater System
More recording studios, high end audio manufacturers and
reviewers choose ASC Tube Traps than any other acoustic
treatment. Now, ASC brings its patented technology to your
living room or home theater -- the PROPONENT Series enhances
both the sound and appearance of your listening environment.
PROPONENTS are designed to work like Tube Traps and are
graceful pedestals for your artwork, greenery and lighting.

Finally there is aproduct built on
principles of sound engineering instead of
over-priced hype and "voodoo electronics".
How Important Is Your System?

BRICK WALL
SURGE FILTERS

Cem.pmettà,

Starting at the real world price of

— CORNERSTONE -Stand these in the corners behind
your speakers to improve bass and clear up the vocal range.

$ 19900

— FRESCO -Goes up against the side and end walls to
develop articulation, open up the soundstage and
define image.

30-day trial available
Available in avariety of forms;
Paint-of-use as well os rack mount

1-800-528-0313

-- FOUNDATION -The best base for your
bass. It's asu6woofer stand that doubles as
abass trap to smooth out and add impact to
your bass line.

BRICK WALL DIV.,
PRICE WHEELER CORP.
Fax. 1-800-528-6623

E-Mail: info@brickwall.com
Web: www.brickwoll.com

"Deep Impact!"

"That's funny, her voice
is still here, but she's
gone"

http://www.brentworth.com

THE
WORLD'S
BEST SURGE
SUPPRESSOR
— ÇteAg-.

CALL US FOR A DEALER NEAREST YOU
AM. Aix cu."

al S. Jet FL

On«.

I800 -ASC TU BE

www .tu Ls etrap .crom
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Analog
not the best part of the design.
A lineup marker on the arm
shaft and main tube would
allow you to change VTA
while returning to the original
overhang setting, so Iguess
you could always scribe one
yourself. Can:fit/1y Also, with
the Rega arm, the cable coming through the bottom didn't
clear the shel£ so Ihad to raise
the 'table an inch or so. Iused
A.R.T. Q dampers, which
designer Franc Kuzma said
would work, though he cautioned me against gummytype supports like Sorbothane.
Iset up the Rega arm with
both the Grado Statement and the
Clavis D.C. cartridges, and what Iheard
floored me. This is agreat 'table! It has
gravity and weight — and this with AC
sourced directly from the wall. The
main tube's mass and makeup ensure
rigidity, but I was concerned about
bearing noise and vibrations reaching
the arm. Iput astethoscope on the arm
end of the main brass tube and, with the
platter spinning, was greeted by dead
silence — not surprising, given what
music was sounding like.
The Rep/Stabi S combo offered a
level of background "blackness" you usually hear only with far more expensive
'tables. Bass extension and solidity were
really impressive, as were the very low
levels of midbass overhang and creeping
bloat. The Stabi Sgets down! This is a
'table that's in control of the music.
Large-scale dynamics were surefooted, and while not quite as well developed as you'd get with the very best, the
top of the dynamic scale exhibited plenty of "punch" and never threatened to let
go. What impressed me most about the
Stabi Swas its low tonal coloration, top
to bottom. With the Rega arm, the 'table
does give up abit of bottom-end extension and warm afterglow, and is slightly
dry in the mids and on top — common
with nonsuspended 'tables — but the
sonic picture it draws is big and
extremely well balanced, if slightly forward of neutral and not particularly
warm or lush.
The balance does favor the front of
the stage, with somewhat less clarity
toward the back corners, but this is in
comparison to the Yorke fitted with the
Graham 2.0 on aVibraplane, so please
keep these comments in perspective!
After all, the Graham costs substantially
more than the Stabi Sand Rega combined. In fact, the Vibraplane costs more
than twice as much.
Stereophile, July 1999
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uncontrolled, probably because, as with the Immedia, the
bottom of the bearing housing
is a wide, flat surface that
comes into contact with apool
of damping fluid, which you
can inject to taste. The Kuzma
uses thick silicone, the Immedia synthetic motor oil.
Antiskating is via aconventional pulley/shaft/weight mechanism. There is no fingerlift.
Itried the Grado Statement
and Clavis D.C. cartridges
with the Stogi S, and found the
arm (effective mass: 1lgm) to
be avery good tracker with
The Stabi S/Stogi Scombo on ART. Q dampers.
both. Damping fluid is amust,
as the arm's stability greatly depends on
Stogi Stonearm
some fluid contacting the surface of the
If imitation is the sincerest form of flatbearing housing. The Stogi Sdidn't quite
tery, Immedia's Allen Perkins will be
match the Rega's bottom-end extension,
sincerely flattered when he sees the
but it was somewhat richer in the midunipivot Stogi S. While the final iteraband, which benefited the 'table's overall
tion looks somewhat less like the
sound. Ialso felt the Stogi's top-end
Immedia RPM 2arm than did the original Isaw last year, it still lifts anumber extension and sparkle were slightly
diminished compared to the Rega's
of very original Immedia concepts, like
the damping cup/platform and central
(though that can be varied with the
amount of silicone applied), but focus,
bearing post. But while the two toneweight, and image stability were outarms are superficially similar, there are
standing. The combination of Kuzma
big differences. For instance, the Imarm and 'table with the ultra-detailed
media's bearing post is sunk into the
Clavis D.C. was something quite special.
armboard, thus mechanically grounding
The Grado/Rega/Stabi S combo was
the arm. That's not the case with the
Stogi S. But what do you expect from a also in the pocket.
As with any suspensionless turntable,
$700 arm when you're comparing it to
the results will depend on what supone that costs almost $3000?
ports it. Kuzma offers an optional MDF
When you set up the Immedia, you
slab, but you're going to need some
place the bearing height at record level, so
kind of isolation platform or stand to
it doesn't change as you change VTA —
get the most from the Stabi S.
an important feature unique to the
It's unfortunate that areviewer can't
Immedia. The Stogi Sitself doesn't allow
have every product at his disposal when
for VTA adjustment, though on the
writing areview like this. Idon't have
Stabi Syou can set arm height by adjustthe Basis 1400 on hand, which at $1400
ing the arm-mount cylinder. The arm
would be alikely competitor, but given
gets the basics correct, placing the brass
how it's built and sounds, the Kuzma
counterweights below the pivot point
Stabi Swould seem to be the 'table to
for added stability. Azimuth is set by
beat at the $1200 price point.
rotating one or both of the two counterAdd aRega 250 or 300 and you're
weights around their shaft. Effective arm
really sailing for under $1500. Use a
length is only 229mm (the Rega's, for
Rega 600 or Kuzma's Stogi Sand you're
example, is 239mrn). Longer means less
still under $2k. The Stabi/Stogi Scombo
theoretical tracking error, which is why
some audiophiles go for 12" arms. But at $1900 is an astonishingly good value.
Listen to them set up on agood stand
longer also means greater effective mass,
and you'll think you're hearing someless rigidity, and more tracking error
when you don't set up correctly. So put thing that costs at least twice as much.
I'm over my word limit and Ihaven't
that in your armpipe and smoke it.
gotten to the Walker/VPI motor-drive
As on the Immedia arm, the Stogi S's
shootout (very interesting!), the cararm wire (Cardas) makes one continutridge reviews I promised, or the
ous pass from cartridge clips to RCA
updated Lewis Electronics absolute
plugs, which is good, but the main armpolarity switcher. Those will come
tube, though internally damped, is quite
after the next column, which will be
"live." Tap it and it just about fibrillates.
The arm doesn't sound bright or devoted to HI-FI '99.
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Award-Winning
Five Gold Star CD Player:
Musical Fidelity X-Ray
Experience your CDs in awhole new light. Don't just
play them, X-Ray them with Musical Fidelity's new 24bit X-Ray CD player. This aptly named innovation is
incredibly transparent, revealing every last angstrom
of musical detail.

What Hi-Fi?'s "Supertest" Verdict
Once each year editors of England's What Hi-Fi? magazine put their brains (and ears) together to decide which
CD player is the overall best value. This year's winner?
Musical Fidelity's exceptional X-Ray.

Outstanding X-RAY
The X-Ray stood out—both visually and sonically—from
the rest. "There's no restraint or softness in the way the
X-Ray plays music—instead you get the kind of insight
that ensures the machine lives up to its name—but at
the same time there's never that apprehension that it's
all about to go horribly wrong. The music pours forth
in ahighly addictive manner," reported What Hi-Fi?'s
editors in February 1999.
"What the X-Ray has, in keeping with its oh-so-apt
name, are fabulously naked, Zeiss-inspired transparency,
the sort of detail retrieval which would make aHornsby
collector swoon, and top-to-bottom consistency which
means I'm making the X-Ray my sub-$1,700 reference,"
adds the bowled-over Ken Kessler in Hi-Fi News &
Record Review, October 1998.

!et
AUDIO
ADVISOR

Inside the gracefully styled cylindrical metal chassis,
the X-Ray boasts an advanced Sony laser transport and a
state-of-the-art Burr-Brown PCM1716 24-bit processor.
The internal circuit offers remarkable 0.0025% total harmonic distortion and unbelievable 140 dB dynamic range.
Both coaxial and Toslink digital outputs are included
along with afull-featured remote.

Summary: Don't Let The Money Burn
"This is aplayer that does music—it's as simple as
that —and does it across ahuge range ofgenres and
in awide variety of systems," raves What Hi-Fi? "It's
also superbly built and we love the looks: if we had
($1,300) burning awhole in the corporate pocket,
this is the player with which we'd be going home."

Order X-Ray With No Risk!
You won't find the X-Ray in any store in the US, but
it's very easy to get one. Call toll-free (800) 942-0220 and
tell us you want to "x-ray" your CDs. We'll send you the
amazing X-Ray for only $1,295 plus $19.95 shipping in
the US.
If you're not thrilled by the ultra-revealing sound of the
X-Ray, let us know within 30 days and you can return the
X-Ray for afull refund of the purchase price.

Audio Advisor, Inc. 4717A Broadmoor SE Kentwood.MI 49512
Phone (616) 975-6100 (800) 942-0220 •FAX (616) 975-6111 •www.audioadvisor.com
M. AUDIO ADVISOR, and design are registered trademarks of Audio Advisor. Inc

Audio Advisor
is the exclusive US
distributor for
Musical Fidelity
products.

Fine

Tunes

Jonathan

S

o where and on exactly what
should you plunk your precious
audiophile components when you
get them home? And why even bother?
If you read last month's "Fine Tunes,"
perhaps you've already checked that
your equipment is set up at an acoustically null point, avoiding resonances
induced by the speakers and their interaction with the room. That applies to audio
racks as well as "incidental shelving,"
heaven forbid. Phono cartridges, phono
stages, and tubed preamps are most
prone to these rnic-rophonic effects. If
you pop the top of your preamp and
scream directly at that costly New Old
Stock tubeset while the gain is up, you'll
hear your voice from the speakers! Even
adamped, shielded phono cable reacts
to vibration and resonance.
As aresult, many resonance-control
products attempt to decouple the component from the shaky, gettin'-jiggywid-it world we live in. During the day
especially — and even now, late on a
Saturday night — I'm stunned by the
way my monitor occasionally rocks on
its pedestal in small, hectic cycles from
the rumbling street below.
None of this is good for your audio
equipment. Whether from sound waves
direct from your speakers, standingwave "hot spots" in your room, or footfalls and truck rumbles, it's all bad.
Now let's turn the picture inside out.
What do you think is happening inside
those serenely glowing 6922s, 6SN7s,
and what-have-you? Believe me, there's
awhole lotta shakin' goin' on. Tap some
of those much-sought-after NOS smallsignal tubes with the gain up —gently,
please — and most of them will tinkle,
chatter, and roar like acannonade. I'm
not saying they can't sound wonderful,
just that, when using them, one is best
advised to consider some form of damping. This applies to power tubes as well
(though to some more than others), and
even to solid-state components, which
can also be shown to react to vibration.
The point is, all internally generated resonances — in everything from the
capacitors to the circuit boards they sit
on — ultimately affect the sound.
Consider the CD transport. Within
the tray, the platter tries its best to reliStereophile, July 1999
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Now what, you're asking yourself,
can you do to test these outlandish ideas
without spending afortune? Iused to
keep several butcher blocks of maple on
hand — avery fine wood to use under
front-end components and amplifiers, if
the amps aren't enormous. These blocks
are relatively easy to come by and can
be had for $40 or so. If you must, oak
isn't terrible, but it doesn't sound as
You think you're
good as maple, for whatever reason.
Butcher blocks are dense and weighty,
sitting still as you read
which helps decouple the component,
these words?
especially if spikes or cones are used.
You don't actually have to use footers;
Take it from me, you're
just getting your components up on the
block should help. But Istrongly recvibratin' like crazy.
ommend them. DH Labs and PolyCrystal cones are relatively cheap and
watched in absorbed, horrified fascina- very effective. The original Mod Squad
tion as one particularly offending disc Tiptoes are still available, as are anumdrove the tracking mechanism into a ber of more costly footers. The best
paroxysm of corrective motions. Re- thing is simply to try some and hear for
member, even small, light parts in the yourself what happens. Use your ears,
laser assembly have mass, and can m'dears —you'll be surprised.
Another cost-effective decoupling
induce resonant modes in nearby parts
material is bubble wrap. Iknow one
by their movements.
And turntables? Don't get me started. audiophile and VTL enthusiast named
In short, it's aresonant universe. Deal Earnest, bless him, who swaths agood
with it. You think you're sitting still as deal of his system in the stuff, and even
you read these words? Take it from me, uses it as aturntable platter mat. (He's
built afantastic system, by the way.) You
bubbie, you're vibratin' like crazy.
What to do? One theory has it that can place your tubed or even solid-state
creating a drain path with spikes or preamplifier — or your CD player —
cones for internally generated reso- on acushion of bubble wrap and see if
nances is the way to go. Iagree, al- you hear an improvement.
A slightly less elegant but inexpensive
though it's fairly controversial —many
deride the notion that footers of what- and effective way to decouple involves
ever shape can act as diodes, allowing an placing small inner tubes beneath frontoutbound path for resonances without end components. You can settle and level
allowing them back in again. What is your CD player or preamp on one, with
incontrovertible, to my ears, is that cou- or without bubble wrap, and see if that
pling acomponent to the shelf it sits on works for you. While the notion of improving the sound of audio components
often benefits the sound.
A trio of footers most often does the by placing air bladders under them has
trick — three points define a plane. elicited gales of derisive laughter from
With some components, even the some quarters on rec.audio.opinion, I've
cones' relative positions can make adif- heard it work wonders. From there, it's
ference. When spiking aCD transport, only arelatively short and inexpensive
for instance, you might consider placing step to Bright Star's Air Mass products,
one footer under or near the spindle, if which Ialso highly recommend. Iuse an
possible. Setting them up directly be- Air Mass 2 with aBig Rock sandbox
neath power transformers is another under the SpJ/La Luce turntable to
favored technique, as transformers can excellent effect.
mechanically vibrate and hum, chatterNext month: More vibratory invesing away like magpies in atree.
tigations!

ably spin what is often an eccentric,
wobbling disk while the laser mechanism gamely tries to keep up. The huge
amount of physical effort this involves
was driven home clearly when Ipeered
into aYBA CD-1 Blue Laser whose
top had been removed. Like arubbernecker at a Cronenberg car crash, I
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lhe Cable Company

THE
CAI3tE
‘11111COMPArlY

offers the
only "Library" of broken-in
samples of nearly every cable for

Good people. Good advice.

you to try at home. We also do

Great systems,

this for dozens of powerline filters,

one customer at atime.

and many, many components. This
service for our customers
guilt-free

is

cost-free and

(5-10% deposit required- call for details)

RACKS
Arcici
Atlantis
PolyCrystal
KoomTune
Salimander/Synergy
Solieteel
Sound Anchors
Target
Townshend

RESONANCE CONTROL
AudioPoints •PH Labs. Harmonix •Marigo •PolyCrystal
Shun Mook •Signal Guard •Townshend •Vibraplane

Room Acous rics
ASC/Acoustic Sciences
Argent RoomLens
Combak Harmonix
Echobusters
RoomTune
Shun Mook

POWER LINE FILTRATION
Audio Power Wedge •Audioprism •Bybee •Chang
Lightspeed •PAC 1005. Quantum •Tice

Everyday low prices and ¡real specials.
THE CABLE COMPANY
PO Box 579 •Point Pleasant, PA 18950
10800•FATWYR

•215.297.8824 •Fax: 215.297.8

1•Email: fatwyre@fatwyre.com •www.fatwyre.com
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Undercurrents
George

Reisch

I

fthe bestseller was about the politics
of audio, it would be called Audiophile
arefrom Mars and Pro Audio Engineers are
in.un Venus. That's what Ilearned from the
audio seminar Idescribed in March's
"Undercurrents." In this issue's "Letters,"
Gordon Emery Anderson seems to
agree. As aphysicist and audiophile, he's
no stranger to audiophile bashing from
engineers and scientists.
Still, Mr. Anderson thinks Iwas too
easy on Jim, the seminar leader who
poked fun at audiophiles. To debunk
Jim's prejudice that golden-ear audioz»
philes are phony, he says, Ishould have
rested my argument on my ears. Forget
psychoacoustics and quantum theory 4
the proof is in the listening. Some cables
sound different, period. Line conditioners can make adifference, period. "I trust
my ears," Mt Anderson writes, "and
franldy, Itrust the ears of the audiophile
community as a whole. So when it
comes to understanding what we hear
when we listen to high-end equipment,
it isn't necessary to go to quantum theory or quantum electrodynamics."
You're preaching to the choir Mt
Anderson. Iknow you're right, and so do
most audiophiles. Idon't need or want
differential equations to appreciate how
much better my system sounds with my
new Monster Cables. But naysayers like
Jim are "living in the comfort of their
own intellectual prejudice," as you say, so
there's only one way to reach them:
make them look squarely at the allegedly "scientific" basis of their prejudice.
Telling Jim that Ireally do hear subtle differences — really! — among cables
would play into his prejudice. To hin4
I'd be just another silly audiophile, and
about as persuasive as new-age mystict
who've "seen" auras and "heard" spirits
talking through channelers. Unfortu+
nately, that's how many pro audio engi+
neers see us. Audiophiles claim to hear
things in components and cables that
engineers think aren't there to be heard.
Maybe if those prejudices are shaken,
our critics will be less apt to dismiss us,
Well, Itried.
Indirectly, Mr. Anderson suggests
another way to build abridge from Mars
to Venus. By comparing engineering
rules of thumb and complicated physical
Stereophile, July 1999

Whether from Mars or from Venus, audiophiles need engineers the way Plato needed Aristotle.

theories, he points to atraditional division
in the world of physics —that between
applied physicists and theoretical physicists. The two camps tend to think about
scientific knowledge and where it comes
from as differendy as audiophiles and pro
audio engineers think about equipment
and sound. In fact, both divisions bear the
stamp of an ancient dispute.
It's all in Raphael's famous renaissance painting, The School of Athens. As
the great minds of antiquity mull about,
Plato and his greatest student, Aristotle,
walk through the crowd, conversing and
gesticulating. With his right arm, Plato
points up to the heavens. Compared to
this imperfect, ever-changing world, he
believed, the heavens were perfect and
eternal. Studying how the planets and
stars circle the world with geometric
regularity and precision would train the
mind properly to understand the highest abstract concepts, such as justice,
goodness, and beauty. For Plato, those
were the ultimate goals of knowledge.
Like any good student, Aristotle added
acaveat to his teacher's pronouncements:
"Not!" He insisted that the path to
knowledge begins and ends at home, not
in the clouds. Aristotle insisted that we
study the world around us, using all the
information that our senses provide.

That's why Aristotle (above) points
toward the ground before him. This
debate laid the groundwork for the history of Western knowledge: Plato, the
rationalist, vs Aristotle, the empiricist.
Ask any physicist, "Are you an experimentalist or atheorist?" They'll know
what you mean because the two kinds
of work are so different. With Plato's
devotion to mathematics and abstract
concepts, theorists often need little
more than apad, apen, and their mind.
Experimentalists, on the other hand, are
more like Aristotle. They'll spend weeks
and months surrounded by instruments
and machines, taking careful measurements or observing how nature behaves
under conditions they've created in
their labs. Not surprisingly, experimentalists and theorists sometimes poke fun
at each other. (And both pay attention to
whether an experimentalist or theorist
wins the Nobel Prize.)
Compared to the world of audio,
however, physicists get along famously.
Despite joking and rivalry, there's a
sense of community — ashared feeling
that the two camps are contributing to a
common goal. Why is it so different in
audio? What have physicists learned
that audiophiles and pro audio engineers haven't?
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Wholesale or Better!
The Warehouse Sale
on the Second Floor
at Sound by Singer
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40%
40%
40%
50%
40%
60%
60%

July 6
and
July 7
Only!

aminimum of 40% off list. The entire new second floor of Sound
by Singer will be stacked with sale gear. We're clearing out our
demos and used equipment to make room for our new second
floor showrooms. Don't miss this once in a I
ifetime opportunity.

IS

or more
or more
or more
or more
to 60%
or more
or more

Buy the world's greatest collection of high-end audio and video at

off
off
off
off
off
off
off
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al
al
al
al
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demo CD players and processors
demo preamps and amplfiers
demo hi-end loudspeakers
demo audio/video receivers
demo Laserdisc players
demo A/V furniture
demo cables

Just asampling of the incredible savings!
Model

Retail
1095

[AD DSP7000111
Forsell Air Reference

3040
9900

Demo

Sonic Frontiers SFCD1

New

Demo

1295

650

2695
12900

1375
7000

1495

Audio Note M2 (incl phono)
Audio Note M7 ((one)
Audio Note M7 loncl phono)
Ayre V3
CAT SL1 SigIll lone)

3795

2277

Sonic Frontiers Transport 1

7000
7000

4895
4895

4200
4200

CAT SLI Sogll
CAT SL1 S'el

DVD and LD Players, Transports
6000

Retail

Aue. Note MI (incl. phono)

Sonic Frontiers Processor 1

Faroudia DV1000

Model
Preamps and Amplifiers

595
4995
2100

3000

CJ Premier 8A

Pioneer Elite DVL90

1700

1095

CJ PF2

Pioneer Elite LDS2
Pioneer Elite CLD97

3500
2500

1600
1100

Klyne 6LE 3 3
LAMM MI 15

22500
3750

2450

5500

4000

11000
2200

6000

3100

5000
17000

2500
11000

1795
1950

1250

13380

6900

1200

1000
1200
6500

Pioneer Elite CLD99

2400

1200

Sonic Frontiers Line 2

Pioneer Elite CLD79
Theta Data II

1440
4500

725

Sonic Frontiers Line 1

2500

1400

2700

Sonic Frontiers Power 3

10000

4900

Theta Data

2200

1100

Sonic Frontiers Power 2
Sonic Frontiers Power 1

5000
2500

2600
1250

3500
1400

1750

AV Recelvers

850
1300

Pioneer Elite VSX99
Pioneer Elite VSX79

2400

1100

2595

Pioneer Elote VSX59

800

550
475

Pioneer Elite VSX53

900

400

3200

1700

Speakers
JMLabs Spectral 908
JMLabs Daline 3 1

Ali items on display and
available for demo. No
refunds, no exchnages,
and no substitutes. Ail
demos come with full
manufacturers warranty. Sale prices include
remote controls when
available All used items
sold 'as is'. Delivery
and installation available at extra cost. All
major credit are cards
accepted.

New

CD Players, Transports. Processors
Creek CD42

JMLabs Daline 6 1
2600
Monitor Audio Studio 20 blk gls 5395

1100
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Undercurrents
For one thing, physicists know that
the greatest hits of physics — from
Copernicus, Galileo, Newton, Einstein,
and others—involved just the right
blend of theoretical speculation and
empirical observation. The 17th-century physicist Galileo is agood example.
Besides making some profound discoveries, he wrestled with critics who dismissed him as casually as audio engineers dismiss audiophiles.
The story begins in 1609, when
Galileo caught wind of an amazing new
invention by the Dutch lens grinder,
Hans Lipperhey —the telescope. Galileo
immediately made one and pointed it at
the stars and planets. With "incredible
delight," he wrote, he saw things that
would settle the controversy between
geocentrism and heliocentrism. Were the
ancients right that the earth was in the
center of the world, or was it the sun?
On the moon, for example, he saw
shadows from valleys and mountains.
The moon was no smooth, pearly
sphere, as astronomers believed. And
the Milky Way wasn't milky, either.
Galileo saw awash of tiny, faint stars
that are too close together for the naked
eye to distinguish. Through the telescope, nothing appeared as it should.
Then he noticed four small stars near
Jupiter that strangely changed places
night after night —Jupiter had moons.
That nearly cinched it. Orthodoxy held
that all celestial bodies revolved around
the center of the universe, where the
earth remained motionless. But these
"new stars," as Galileo thought of them,
clearly did not. If they could orbit
Jupiter, why couldn't the earth orbit the
sun, as Copernicus proposed?
The crowning evidence was Venus.
With his telescope, Galileo could faintly
see that it went through afull cycle of
phases. Sometimes it was only barely
illuminated, like acrescent moon. At
other times, it was nearly full. But, since
geocentric models traditionally positioned Venus below the sun, more or
less between the sun and the earth,
Venus should never appear full.
Convinced that Copernicus was right,
Galileo spent the last part of his life
defending heliocentrism and getting
into all kinds of trouble. Eventually, he
was placed under house arrest by the
Inquisition for his refusal to recant his
Copernican beliefs.
At one point, Galileo was in an audiophile's shoes. Here he was, claiming that
his senses, aided by this new device,
revealed startling features of the heavens
that orthodox theories said should not—
and could not — exist. Sound familiar?
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what things should sound like) and
audiophiles (who care mostly about
what things do sound like) don't even
acknowledge the other's point of view.
By publishing both subjective and
objective reviews of equipment, Stereophile is abeacon of hope for rapprochement. I'm biased, but it's true.
Pro audio magazines should follow
To Giulio Libri,
suit. Ethan Winer's "Dispelling Popular
Audio Myths," in arecent issue of Audio
Galileo was aphony
Media (April 1999, p.95), ought to
"golden eye" astronomer
appear in the dictionary next to "myopic." He writes, "Myth: Using audiowho claimed to see
phile speaker cables improves the
sound, compared to an equally heavy
things that, of course,
gauge of normal electrical wire." Never
mind that "normal electrical wire" and
weren't really there.
"audiophile speaker cables" are never
defined. Winer focuses on damping facOne scientific authority in Pisa, Giulio tors, impedance, and capacitance, but
Libri, refused even to look through the writes not one word about listening to
device when Galileo presented it to him. or comparing cables. Hello? This alHis beliefs about the "true" nature of the leged myth is about sound—an empiriheavens convinced him that Galileo must cal phenomenon. Winer assumes he
simply be imagining things. To Libri, can refute it exclusively on the basis of
Galileo was aphony "golden eye" as- electrical theory.
Even if audiophiles were from Mars
tronomer who claimed to see things that,
and pro engineers from Venus, you
ofcome, weren't really there.
Libri and others may have been stub- couldn't tell from Wmer's column that
born, but they weren't stupid. Besides a we all live in the same solar system. CI
host of astronomical reasons for believing
that geocentrism was true, ordinary common sense says that the earth can't be
spinning like atop (how would anything
stay put on its surface?) or careening
around the sun at unbelievable speeds.
The ground beneath us simply doesn't
seem to be hurtling through space.
Had Ilived in 17th-century Florence,
I'm not sure whose side Iwould have
taken. And that's just the point. Discoveries usually emerge from avexing
clash of theoretical beliefs and surprising
observations. Until the dust has settled,
it's hard to know who's right. All the
reasons in the world made Galileo seem
like afool, but his observations were
revolutionary.
Sometimes it's the other way around.
eLeading Audio, Home Theater,
At first, all the observations in the world
&Automation Specialist
seemed to prove that Einstein's bizarre
OUSTICS •A.,D,S •ARCAM •ARCICI •ATLANTIS
theories of curved space and time distorK•BENZ MICRO. ILLY BAGS •BOW TECHNOLOGIES
CLEARAUDIO •CRESTRON •DISCOVERY •DRAPER
tion were sheer fantasy, but they weren't.
EGGLESTONWORKS •ELAN •EQUI=TECH •ESP
Whether advances come from the top
•FAROUDJA •FUSION DESIGNS •GOLDEN TUBE
EATER •GRADO •GRAHAM •JEFF ROWLAND
down, beginning with theoretical specuCT •MERIDIAN •MYRYAO •PHILIPS •PIONEER
•YSTAL •PSB •REL. •REGA •SONANCE •SONIC
lation, or from the bottom up, with new
FRONTIERS • STEWART • SUMIKO • THETA DIGITAL
observations, there is always ameeting in
• TOWNSHENO •TRANSPARENT CABLE • VIBRAPLANE
•VIDIKRON •
TON TRIPLANAFI •Z.SYSTEMS •AND MORE
the middle. Experimentalists and theorists
need each odier, and they know it. So did
Raphael. In his painting, Aristotle and
Plato are at least talking to each °then
But there's not much camaraderie in
the world of audio. Too often, audio
engineers (who uphold theories about

Many distrusted Galileo's new device.
Given the quality of glass and lens grinding at the time, and problems such as
condensation on the lenses, you can't
blame them. You had to know how to
use the telescope effectively. But others
flat out dismissed Galileo's observations.
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Acousinfl
Ella Fitzgerald and Louis
Armstrong /Ella And Louis
LP .AVEC 4003 $30.00

The Oscar Peterson Trio /
Night Train
LP .AVER 8538 $30.00

Cet?
LP AVER 8545 $30.00

Ben Webster
Quintet /Soulville
LP .AVER 8274 $30.00
V

DECCA
SPECIAL PRESSING •

Bach — The Musical
Offering /The Stuttgart Chamber Orchestra /
Karl Münchinger
LP .ADEC 2204 $30.00

Gabriel Faure — Pelléas et
Mélisande (Suite). Pénélope
(Prélude). Masques et
bergamasquest Claude
Debussy -Petite Suite /OSR
/Ernest Ansermet
LP =ADEC 2303 $30.00

Beethoven — Complete
Incidental Music to Goethe's
Egmont /Pilar Lorengar /
Klaus-Jürgen Wussow /VPO
/George Such
LP .ADEC 6465 $30.00

Tchaikovsky — Swan Lake
(ballet) /L'Orchestre de la
Suisse Romande /Ernest
Ansermet
LP =2107/8 $55.00 (2 LP)

Mana Callas -Operatic
Recital/Arias /Philharmonia
Orch./Seratin
LP .AEMI 1231 $30.00

Bruckner -Symphony No 4/
PHO/ Klemperer
LP .AEMI 2569 $30.00

Strauss - Don Quixote /Op.
35 /Till Eulenspiegels /
Berlin Phil. Orch. /Kempe
LP .AEMI 326 $30.00

EMI
Jacqueline Du Pré —
Cello Concerto /Janet Baker — Sea Pictures
/Sir John Barbirolli /LSO
LP .AEMI 655 $30.00

rnerM Ifl

BLUE

Jimmy D Lane /Legacy
LP AAPO 2005 $25.00
CD .CAPO 2005 $16.00

Jimmie Lee Robinson ;
Remember Me
LP .AAPO 2006 $25.00
CD .CAPO 2006 $16.00

Little Hatch Coin Back
LP .AAPO 2007 $25.00
CD .CAPO 2007 $16.00

Eomot RaSun /Three Days
Walkin
LP .AAPO 2008 $25.00
CO =CAPO 2008 $16.00

LP .AAPO 2009 S25 00
CD =CAPO 2009 516.00

The Complete Music &Video Library System
1111W1161
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Rick
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Visits
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George Cardas

L

et's face it — most people in the music
industry listen to prat)' low-ad systems. If
you want real high-end insight, ye:1.e to
the High End. And to that (»lid, Gee: Cardas is
the ideal choice. An audio jack-of-all-trades,
Cardas not only produces some ofthefillet interconnects on the planet, he build; microphones, he
works extensively with other mannlaaurers in
their design processes, and he records, engineers,
produces— in /act, at one time or another, he's
been imbed With lust about everyfaca oftnusic
When Idropped in at the Cardas ranch in
Bandon, Oren, George was working with
his monitoring/editing system: Rowland
Gmcentra integrated or VTI. 90 amplifias,
Merlin VSM and Joseph Audio RA/Psi
speakers, and Pioneer 9601 96kHz DAT
He played me adelightful recording e
Bella aCapella group doing "Mr. Sandman."
The way each overlapping voice seemed to
come.
from adistinct space was impressive
"That sounds neat, George. Where
did you find them?"
"Oh, they're local housewives. They
come from the cranberry bogs and stuff.
They live out in the hills. You wanna
hear it on the main system ... ?"
If the monitoring system was compact and
focused, the main system was Cinerama! The
majatiç custom-fiamed Magnepan MG3.5/R
speakers, fed by aRowland Coherence preamp and Wavestream Kinetics V-8 monoblocks, threw apresentation big or bigger than
life, yet imparted anatural feel and adepth
and dimensionality to the vocalists. Next we
listened to another Cardas recording, Nancy
King's King on the Road. Glenn Moore's
bass ides credibly rich and detailed — no mean
featfor any recording.
"I dug the version of 'Caravan,' George.
That sax is killer."
"That guy Rob Scheps can blow. He's
funny, too. When he gets to pumping
up, boy, he's just hysterical. He was
envisioning himself as acamel there,
and he just goes off"
W.' continued with "Send In the Clowns,"
from an original pressing ofBill Henderson
Live at the Times, on the stunningly elegant
SPJ La Luce turntable and Rowland Cadence phono stage. The magnitude, warmth,
and depth from tisis modern audiophile classic
was unparalleled in my experience. We followed with several cuts firm Tom Waits' new
album, Mule Variations, on the Muse 2/5

î

dit.
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CD front-end. The system conjured an image
of Waits' face behind amicrophone like I'd
never "seen" before Infect, it came across as perhaps the most "visual" audio system I'd heard.
"What's the difference, for you,
between the two systems?"
"When I'm mixing—cutting and
pasting and stuff— Iuse the system with
the Merlins, because it's so damn quick
and it's articulate. It settles very quickly.
The main system is the basic system I've
had as long as I've been in audio. I've had
Magneplanars, or some variant, and — I
mean, I've lived and slept in these things
for years and years and years. Ifind them
quite accurate, but also easy to listen to,
and the sound's just huge. It's all involvement. So the big system is more emotional and physical, and the small system
is more mental, although they've got a
lot of common ground."
"The big system has asort of glow to
it, too."
"Yeah, it does. It gets alot of oohs and
ahhs. It's also part of my life and my
hobby. I've changed the crossovers and
had the whole thing apart and rewired it
100 times. It's atest bed for everything I
do. If things aren't right in that system, I

don't feel right, you know? Iget moody
and depressed."
"How much work have you done on
the rooms and the acoustics?"
"The main listening room took six
months to build and get rid of all the
parallel surfaces and pad the walls just
right and get the shape of the room. I
spent alot of time. Imean, like, aton.
The biggest variable in astereo system is
the room that it's in. But the live room I
record in just worked as is."
"That's the hot-tub room?"
"Yeah. No parallel surfaces, and just
wood everywhere. And something to
do with the hot tub being in there. It's
goofy as hell, but the room just sounds
so gorgeous. It was aserendipitous act
of God. Who knows? That's where
everyone wants to record."
I
got to experience the magic of the hot-tub
room firsthand. We cut some 96kHz demos of
yours truly singing "The Coffee Song" and
"Love Me" to help determine the best linking
style and placementfor the evening's upcoming
session. It sounded pretty good, too. Musta been
the equipment.
"You used to be such an analog kinda
guy. What happened?"
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It's Time To Upgrade Your Power Cords.
audioquest

Save up to 60% on Auchoquest AC Cords
IfAC power were water, your audio and video components would be drinking from the sewer! That's afact. The quality of our AC power is worse
than ever. And it continues to degrade as radio and cellular phone transmissions increase. Plus, the rapidly increasing number of computers and
digital A/V components being used in your home and the homes around you are having sonically degrading effects on your system.
Adding ahigh quality AC power filter is agood start in dealing with some of these AC related problems. And we recommend adding one ro any
quality system. But the single most overlooked component in most audio and video systems is the AC power cord.
We are often asked how apower cord can have any effect on performance in an audio/video system. Let's take alook...
All the way from the power station to the wall outlet, AC cable is solid. Nothing at all like the stranded cords supplied with virtually all high end
components.
If you were to simply replace your stock cords with the wiring found in the wall, the improvement would be obvious.
The primary cause of distortion in apower cable is electrical and magnetic interference between strands. Audioquest power cables eliminate this
problem by using multiple solid conductors made from their own superior quality LGC copper. Each solid conductor is electrically and magnetically
isolated by its own application of dielectric material.
The helical array of the multiple solid conductors provide ahigh level of airborne RFI rejection. But to guarantee that nothing gets thru, Audioquest
attacks the problem with brute force by installing their specially tuned ferrite RFI filter on each cable.
The thorough design of the Audioquest cable not only eliminates the problems caused by stock cords, but it goes much further by dealing with the
serious problems of RFI induced distortions. All in all, you get awell engineered product that yields avaluable improvement in sound and visual
quality, for afraction of the price demanded by other high end cable manufacturers.
Two models are available. The AC 15-1.6 is suitable with all components except for extremely large power amplifiers. For those of you who do own a
mammoth power amplifier, the larger AC12-3.3 is the best choice. Plug options are also available, ranging from the standard high grade plugs picture(
above, to the upgraded Hubbell AC plug and/or Schurter IEC. Models with the "H" designation have the Hubbell 5965. Ask about other upgrades.
12 awg (3.3 sq. nun) each
Hots
Neu trals
Iarth

Electrically and magnetically
isolated conductors

18 awg solid
LGC copper

Model

Length

List

AC15-1.6H
AC15-1.61-I
AC15-1.6H
AC15-1.6H
AC15-1.6
AC15-1.6
AC12-3.3H
AC12-3.3H
AC12-3.311
AC12-3.3H
AC12-3.3
AC12-3.3

1meter
2meter
3meter
4meter
2meter
4meter
1meter
2meter
3meter
4meter
2meter
4meter

$109
$120
$131
$142
$98
$120
$199
$224
$249
$274
$195
$245

Hafler Refurbished Power Amps
Dual Mono lbw, Supply
LED Deipley

Ile l'ofver Lateral Alden

Front lit., Gain Ceurrol,

4
kese,
f• 14y RDiebng heas
Nreu
Flertrown.
hue

Jim StreLuotel's TraxeMeree Deugu

Hafler P7000
Hafler 9303 THX

$799 Hafler P3000
$649 Hafler PI500

HCM

$399
$299

15 awg (1.6 sq. mm) each
Earth
Neutrals
Hots

AC/5-1.6
18 av7g solid
LGC copper

Electrically and magnetically
isolated conductor

Demo, Used & Closeout Cables -More on the Web
Audio Magic Spellcaster 8' pr
Audio Magic Sorcerer Im pr
Audio Magic Sorcerer Balanced 301 pr
Audioquest Diamond X 2 I.5m
Audioquest Lapis Hyperlitz 2m
Audioquest Emerald-x3 Balanced 2m
Audioquest Quartz-x3 15m
Audinqucu Quartz-x3 2m
Audioquest Argent 4 pr
Aural Symphonies Hybrid Gcn2 Bi-Wire 8'pr
Cardas Golden Cross Interconnett 3.5m pr
Cardas Cross Balanced Interconnect 6ni pr
Ouadlink 5C Interconnect 5n, pr
Codas Httlink Golden 5C 10' pr
Jena Labs Sineweave 7Balanced 3' pr
MIT M H-750 Plus 10' pr
MIT Terminator 2Bi-Wire 10' pr
Mlette Metre Signature Interconnect In, pr
Music Metre Signature Speaker Cable 8' pr
Music Metre-111 Interconnect In, pr

$499.95
$349.95
$699.95
$499.95
$349.95
$339.95
$129.95
$149.95
$279.95
$1099.95
$899.95
$699.95
$369.95
$699.95
$799.95
$359.95
$289.95
$139.95
$179.95
$69.95

Get the rest of the deals on the web at:

Nordost Blue Heaven Speaker Cable 2.5nt
$269.95
Purist Audio Collossus Rev A 3m pr
$699.95
Purist Audio Proteus Digital 1.5m
$329.95
Straightwire Maestro-11 Interconnect 1m pr
$179.95
Suaightwire Maestro-11 Speaker Cable 6' pr
$239.95
Synergistic Research MK-V Balanced 5 pr
$299.95
Tara RSC Decade Balanced I
m pr
$399.95
Tara RSC Decade Balanced 2m pr
$649.95
Tara RSC Decade Balanced 36'
$1999.00
Tata RSC Reference Gen II 2m pr
$199.95
Tara RSC CD Balanced 1m pr
$79.95
Tara RSC CD Balanced 2m pr
$119.95
Tara RSC Decade Power Cord 6' 20 amp
$279.95
Transparent Balanced Music Link Ultra 15m pr $799.9!
Transparent PLUS BI-CABLE I2'pr
$599.95
Wireworld Eclipse II Balanced
pr
$149.95
Wireworld Gold Eclipse!! Speaker Cable 2ni pr $999.95
Wireworld Gold Eclipse Speaker Cable 2m pr $799.95
XL0 Signature 5.1 6' pr
$699.00
XL0 TYPE 6 10' pr
$179.95

www.hcmaudio.com

800-222-3465 • 530-345-1341 • Fax 530-345-7269
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Sale
$39.95
$49.95
$59.95
$69.95
$44.95
$64.95
$79.95
$99.95
$114.95
$129.95
$89.95
$119.95

2725 Hwy 32 West, Suite C, Chico, CA 95973
e-mail address: info@hcmaudio.com
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goes together as abig ball."
"I'm still an analog kinda
"Does live music make hi-fi
guy. If I've embraced digital,
redundant for people here?"
it's only because of the 96k
"Well, Ithink if you particstuff. Ican work with it all day
ipate in the music, then you
long and not be bothered by it
learn to love it. And you get
abit. But Ifind the last step,
your home, and someday you
the 44.1kHz downgrade, to
begin to build your environbe most depressing. At 96k,
ment and your family, and
you can really get some aweyou're gonna want to have a
some sound out of it."
sound system and you're
The Houghton Sisters, an
gonna want to have music in
°rigor, country-gospel vocal trio,
the house."
came by to record. Neither George
On the way back to the house,
nor Ihad met them, and we both got
we stopped at George's lakefront
aInge kick out ofthe way thty concabin and listened to alittle Willie
versed in unison, completing each
Nelson on an inexpensive system
other's sentences. Our jaws hit the
made up of aRadioShack Optifloor when IVe heard them sing their
mus 25-CD changer and inteexquisite harmonies, with an appargrated amp, and Hales Revelent telepathic communication borne
ation 3loudspeakers spaced wide
ofthree lives spent singing together.
apart with aview of the lake
It was arare ,ge to hear somebetween them. Oddly enough, it
thing so heavenly live, and it was
sounded eminently musical.
another treat to compare the record"I probably get more enjoying directly aftenvard. It was topment out of this system than I
notch, doing ample justice to the
do the other two, all in all. I'm
vocals. At 96kHz, the highs were
talking about abasic relaxsweet and not in the least etched,
ation response, sitting around
and the sense of space and depth,
and listening to music. Ireally
and the position of the vocals was Above: The official Cardas 96k recording/monitoring/editing system, with
like not being bogged down
faithfully reproduced, as was the Merlin VSMs and Joseph RM7si's standing by. Below: The heavenly
by concerns about the condiway they blended together. It was harmonies of the Houghton Sisters light up the hot-tub room.
tion of the system and so on. It
dear the girls really dug the simplicisome place to perform, you'll get 500 does the best vocals ... it's just the most
ty ofthe process as well as the results.
intimate of systems. And yet it's worry"I never would've thought that Ban- people to show up."
"Out of apossible population of... ?" free. Everybody needs to have this kind
don could be such ahotbed of musical
"Well, in Bandon, 2500. You'll get of system."
activity."
"How does it feel when you've been
500 people! But Ithink the most
"Well, that's what we have for entertainment here, Rick. We don't have TV. impressive thing Iever saw is the high listening at the cabin, and then you go
[laughter] You can almost get two stations, school kids, their own peers, going crazy, back to your home system?"
"You know what, man? Igo to
one crappy and one awful. I've got yelling and screaming and cheering
them on. They all have their favorite shows, Igo traveling, and Ilisten to
something else you should hear ... "
other systems, and when Icome back
It was the Oregon Coast Lab Band, anoth- player. These kids are heroes."
"That's so cool. Many musicians I've and Iturn that big system on, it just
er Cardas recording project. It blew my mind
when I
found out these big-band jazz players interviewed have lamented the disap- makes me feel like I'm at home. It
and soloists were local teens and pre-teens. I pearance of music education for kids. A always gives me afeeling of reassurance
was knocked out even more the next day, lot of the jazz tradition came out of and confidence. That effect can last for
that. It fills me with hope to see an en- several days. Then, after awhile, I'm
when George took me to see them play.
"This grew up here over the last few tire community with acommon inter- back to work again, it starts integrating
itself with my life and I'm listening
years. The schools cut out their music est in music."
"One of the big problems we have in more critically, and I'm still happy with
programs. The local folks decided they
wanted to support football or something. our society today, Rick, is that people it until it... has some slight anomaly of
So, mainly, aguy named Greg Young got don't really get exposed to music. They some sort. And then I'm disturbed
parents together and started to teach get exposed to very sterile recordings that again, you know?"
"You were talking alittle bit about
music and get these kids interested. dither along in the background, playing
Within ayear or so, he had about 50 to the same stuff over and over. It's asingu- the relaxation response you get from a
75 kids. The next year there were 150, lar internal personal experience. If you system..."
"Not everybody wants arelaxation
and the year after that, there's like 300 look at the kids in the Lab Band, what do
kids fighting for 120 positions in seven you see? You see love. And these kids, response. Some people want afight/
many of them come from broken fami- flight response. And you can very easily
different bands."
"That's amazing. In Bandon, espe- lies, no families—horrible existences. induce either one of these responses by
They have this place that they can go to, the way the waveforms are shaped. Now
cially — the Edge of the World."
"Oh, it's stunning. You'll notice there and they can make people happy and if asystem is sharp, it tends to overshoot,
are people from five to 95. If they actual- they can find friendship and love and it has avery quick leading edge to it.
music and discipline, and it all kind of That system will make adrenaline flow.
ly announce that they're going to be
Stereophile, July 1999
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compare it to what's considered a
It's like you're on edge, and it's
state-of-the-art commercial aid.
snappy and quick. Some peoOuch! Ilw consumer model just
ple, maybe that's what they
seemed to make everything loud
like. Certainly there are prodand distorted, whether it was closeucts out there that induce this
up or far atvay, and it amplified
type of sound in asystem."
my own voice in my head to the
"Maybe less conducive to
exclusion of all else. The Cardas
long listening sessions, though."
model sounded natural, directional,
"I can't tolerate it. It's why I
and clear.
got into the cable business,
We got to talking about another
because Ifound that alot of
of George's pet projects.
cables tend to bring about this
"I'd like to record the
type of effect in asystem.
ocean. Istill can't do it. I've
Conversely, asystem that has
gotten pretty close from time
avery rolled leading edge to
to time. I've even gotten wet
it, and has aspoogey, inarticuin the process a couple of
late, womblike sound, tends
times. It was amazing because
to put you to sleep. Ifind a
my setup actually recorded
system that's too soft is borprofanity underwater."
ing. Usually it's inarticulate.
"You'd think the ocean
You have to have articulation
wouldn't be that difficult."
without etching. Numero uno
"Sure seems like it, doesn't
is keeping that harmonic
it? Did you ever hear arecordstructure intact. The pace, the
ing of the ocean that sounded
timing, and the harmonic
like the ocean to you?"
structure — they're all locked
"I guess not. No."
together."
"There are many common,
"So you want to find abaleveryday, very complex sounds
ance ... "
that are very easily identified
"Right, somewhere beAbove: B.AJ. — Big Audio Jewelry. The SPJ and Rowland analog front-end.
by the ear, of which the ocean
tween the two extremes."
Below: The Cardas listening room, with Wavestream V8s and
is one. If they don't sound
"When you bring local folks Magneplanar 3.5/Rs (custom-tweaked by George).
right, they don't sound right.
into your house, what's their
Ampex and all the stuff that was hip in The ocean, to me, has this very broad,
reaction to this high-end stuff?
"Oh, they're all blown away. But I the '50s and '60s. When the cat's away hashy, complex spectrum, and yet it modthink they'd be blown away whether it the mice will play, so we had agood time ulates itself in acertain way to where you
sounded good or not. Imean, this is with Dad's stereo. Ican't ever remember have to have real, real good phase integrity
to get it to image right, so you can hear
probably the only dedicated system for not having music be part of my life."
"What do you remember listening to the waves and what the waves are doing
about 150 miles that doesn't belong to
and all that stuff."
one of my employees. Most of the peo- when you were young?"
"I don't know, George. Every time I
"I think my turn-on was Harry Belaple think it's areally great thing, but I
think they listen to more live music than fonte, the Carnegie Hall record. When hope you'll say something crackpot, you
end up making alot of sense."
they do stereo, and Ihaven't seen that it was new, okay?"
"Disgusting, isn't it?"
"George, you are aborn audiophile."
I've converted anybody. And yet alot of
"But you do use Shun Mook stuff,
"I wore out many sets of those. I
people here are really into music. Some
of the best record scores I've made have was very, very fascinated with the real- right?"
"Yeah. Igot Shun Mook platforms
been within 10 miles of my own home." ism, the liveness ... well, everything
"I wonder why more people aren't that that album was. It really commu- under my amps. They made abig difference. Idon't think it's hocus-pocus.
nicated to me."
into quality playback."
"How many records would you say Stereo is all about resonance. What
"I've never been without it, so I'm not
sounds good when it resonates? Wood.
sure. It seems natural to me. Idon't know you have now?"
[laths] 'Too many. Probably 15,000..." You take awood block, you hit it, and it
what the trigger mechanism is that
"So long as you live to be 300 years sounds like it's tuned. It's in tune with
makes people get into this thing. We're
itself. So, yeah, I'm awood fan. Wood
obsessives. But we're not even 1% of 1% old, then you're set, right?"
"Yeah, Ithink about that alot. Iprob- rooms, wooden floors. If Icould put a
of the people on the face of the planet.
We just can't take and apply this stuff to ably have more records than Ican listen wood jacket on my cable ... Iwould.
[laughs] Is that kooky enough?"
to the rest of my life, at the rate I'm
the general population out there."
"Better."
"What was your experience with going. Iworry about my hearing hold"See, the thing about wood is, it's got
ing up."
audio when you were growing up?"
One ofthe many projects up George's sleeve all these different layers in it. As amatter
"Oh, Dad was an audiophile. Actually,
is ahearing aid he's been developing for his of fact, there's avery good chance that if
Granddad was, too. My grandfather was
in the movie industry and was very father. It's based on acouple of his own tiny you look at the different thicknesses,
microphones, Etymotic earphones, and a you'll see little Golden Ratio progresmuch into sound. My dad kind of picked
it up from him. My old man was a mod¡fied HeadRoom AirHead battery-pow- sions. Imean, there are all kinds of
tubeaholic. He had McIntosh and ered amp. Very cool. Iwas subjected to atest to plants and things that grow in this proStereophile, July 1999
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Acoustic
Innovation
Acurus
Ampro
Anthem
Apogee
Arago

ASC
Audio
Control
Audio Prism
Audio
Rostra

Balanced
Audio
Technology
B&K
B&W
Benz
Mic

Chan
Plus
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Dynaudio
EgglestonWorks
Fanfare
Fa

Grado
Krell
Lax

Magnum
Dynalab
Mark
Levinson
Mirage
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Bud

Onkyo
ROM«
EOM
ProAc
Proceed
RBH
Rope

meticulous engineering, the finest
cornéonents
MatetWs tyorn mound
the world... and compulsive attention
ciet»5 of construction- a» to create
totidspee(cet «tat vvM s:rinsq
lifetime of music pleasure
yoy YNorne!

"after all, your pleasure
has been our business since 1958"
1100 Easton Road • Willow Grove, PA 19090
tel. 215.659.8815
- ire're

)No Mail Order

1/2 mile mile front PA Turnpike Exit 27, south on Rt. 611^

AUDIO • VIDEO • HOME THEATER.

brilliant views, sound solar ans

Rick
gression. Idon't want to take credit for
wood sounding good." [laughter]
"How much audio stuff out there do
you just have to go with on faith?"
"Well, there are many things you
can measure that you can't hear, and
there are many things you can hear that
you can't measure. It's like trying to
measure everything you smell, man.
It's silly. Idon't know if you can measure the difference between ahot and
cold amplifier, but you certainly can
hear the difference.

"I know you can sense alot about a
person, their integrity, and whether
they've got their heart in what they're
saying by the tonality of their voice. The
place that demonstrates this best is
music. Ithink that stereo systems sometimes take that element out. So because
of that, there's something substituted
into the environment that appears to be
music but that's really not. Remember
the green-pen thing on the CDs?"
"Sure."
"There was ademo they did right on

George's Partial Equipment List
Turntables: SPJ La Luce tumtable/
tonearrn, Oracle Delphi, Kuzma
Stogi/Stabi, Versa Dynamics 2.0,
Pierre Lurné Reference.
Preamplifiers/phono preamplifiers: Rowland Coherence/Cadence,
MFA Reference, VTL Ultimate.
Power amplifiers: MFA 250s,
Wavestream Kinetics V-8 monoblocks, VTL 90s (300B), Ayre V3.
Integrated amplifiers: Rowland
Concentra, Aronov LS 9601, Optimus.
44.1kHz digital processors: Muse

2/5, Theta Pro Gen.5.
96kHz digital processors, decks:
Theta Casablanca, Sound Forge system,
SEKD system, Pioneer 9601/D O.
Loudspeakers: Avalon Avatar,
Hales Concept 5/Revelation 2/
Revelation 3, Joseph Audio RM7si,
Magnepan Magneplanar 3.5/R and
1.6, Merlin VSM.
Miscellaneous: Fanfare FT1 FM
tuner, Nitty Gritty record cleaner,
Keith Monk's record cleanet

Visits

NBC-TV. They took aCD and played
it, and then they put agreen pen around
the edge and they played it again. For
whatever it did or didn't do, it changed
the emotional content of the music in a
way that the emotion carried in the
voice was changed — enough so that
you could hear it over your TV set. So
they sent this guy from one of the networks and let him listen to it, and he
said he couldn't tell any difference.
Now, that amazed me! Iwent, 'Well,
gee, how can he not tell any difference?
If he couldn't, then how could he communicate with people?' He must have
been very insensitive to people's feelings. Either that, or he did hear it but
couldn't admit it, because of his training
or beliefs or something."
"Sometimes it's tough to separate
expectations from experience."
"It's difficult to work out, Rick. But I
think it's an ability you're born with.
Somewhere on your way through life
you lose it. And then you have to get it
back again. Ithink it requires acertain
set of disciplines and acertain lifestyle to
hang on to the ability, or it will atrophy.
For that reason, this hobby, the involvement in high-end audio, is acharacter
builder. It's good for you."
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noise
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Noise Sniffer

1-NI

-This little wall-wart squelches ACborne noise right at the outlet,
audibly lowering your system's
noise floor. One of the most
dramatic and cost-effective audio
improvements money can buy."
Barry Willis, Stereiphile. 0(1.98. Vol.21 No.I0

and turn up
the volume...its small built-in
loudspeaker will reveal where
your problem outlets are.
The louder the buzz, the
worse the noise. Carry it around
the house and experiment...it will expose sources
of noise you weren't aware of."
Barn Willis, Stereophile. Dee. 98. Vol.21 No.I2

Foundation III

AcFXTM

Foundation I& II
also available.

imaging,
and apparent power all
improved substantially, so
much so Ideemed the
Foundation Ill an "essential
component" and mailed AudioPrism acheck."
Barn Willis, Stereophile, Dec.98, Vol.21 No.I2
"Clarity. dynamics,

system

Cable

Line 2 '
\I 10db more noise suppression!
'RECOMMENDED COMPONENT'

ACpower

Viave Guide TM

"The improvement in detail and dynamics...in an
already superb reproduction...impressed even the
Shaman's designer, Vincent Bruzzese. We aren't
crazy! Stereophile's Bob Deutsch, Brian
Damkroger, and ahalf-dozen other
audionuts were there...they heard it too.
Barn Willis, Inewstereophile.com

Stereophile, July 1999

"Simply plug it in

No current limiting, great for amps!

"Like the Noise
Sniffer, the LFI
Quietline filters,
and the Foundation
Ill line conditioner,
it's an excellent addition to your system."
Barry Willis, Stereophile, Dec.98, Vol.21 No.I2

Available From

1022 Rolling Band Rd
Pendiel( ,!! IN 46064
Info: 765-778-2715
Fax: 765-778-2669
Email: ElusDiscv ,;101.com
Wel.
yummdusi\cdp.c.coin

ORDER TOLL FREE: 800-782-3472
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People are unique. As much as we may
seem alike superficially, our tastes, moods
and styles vary as do the sands in the
desert. That's why the cookie-cutter,
one-size-fits-all sales approach just does
not work. Bringing together people with
the audio/video system of their dreams calls
for aspecial sensitivity to our individual
traits. That's why at Sound by Singer
we custom tailor our business to fit your
needs, not the other way around.
Here are three ways that we make owning
the world's most enjoyable audio video easy.

*Delivery •Super System Set-up *Custom Instal

•Audio/Video Cabinetry 'Home/Office Trials •

How to Buy a $40,000 System for a
$10,000 Investment
-Nobody can get the gear you want into
your home easier than Sound by Singer.
Our Leveraged Buy-In Program lets you
get what you want now with alimited
initial investment. You can buy your dream
state-of-the-art component surrounded
with blue-chip demo components (fully
warranted, of course) which you can trade
in item by item towards your next desired
component for up to two years from the
date of purchase. Our payment plans fit
your needs and your planned expenditure.
Real Values for Used Equipment
Trade-Ins
-Tired of trading in equipment at 25%
of retail value? Sound by Singer has away
to help realize cost savings of up to 45%
and help save the world at the same time.
Call for details and aquote.
The Best Customer Demonstrator
Plans in the Business
-Our customers don't have to regret the
road not taken. With our Zero Error
In-Home Demo Plan, you select the two
products you really want to compare.
Buy both and evaluate them for up to seven
days in your home and return the one
you don't want for afull refund. With
our Preferred Customer Demo Plan, we
can arrange an in-home Demonstrations
for any of the components we have on
the floor.
At Sound by Singer, we make your
audio dreams come true!

Now 6Months 0% Interest Financing!
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HARDWARE e ACCESSORIES :MAW

MANY LIMITED
TIME OFFERS!!
ACT NOW!!

BEST PRODUCTS! BEST PRICE!
BEST SERVICE! GUARANTEED!!

A Sampling of the Latest & Greatest Hardware & Accessories For Summer 99
$449.99
Harmonic Recovery System

Restores
Harmonics!

$499.99 with
"Blacknite"
Power Cord

Improves
Dynamics!

•

30 Day Money Back Guarantee!
Restores harmonics & improves dynamics of any stereo/home theater system.
HRS makes your CD's sound better than ever by providing a higher level of
focus, timbre. texture & dimension. Installs easily between your CD player or
Preamp & your system. Experience what the reviewers are raving about.
"The sound was richer, fuller, more dynamic. The soundstage was wider &
deeper -more dimesional. l'in keeping the HRS & have a second unit on order."
Sam 7'llig. Stereophile. Ang.'98,

Vol. 21 #8

BEITZ-MICRO MC CARTRDGES
RUBY H 0.3 or 0.6mV KALI. W/ TradeSCALL
THE GLIDER
REFERENCE 0.4mV KAU. W/ TradeSCALL
Factory
MC I-120; MO.9; L0.4. «ALL W/ Trade$CALL
MC GOLD 0.4mV
$3150
TradeSCALL
Authorized
MC SILVER 2.0mV
$350 W/ Trade$CALL
1.0 &
MC-20E11 2.0mV
8150
Trade-in Sale!
2.0me
LUKASCHEK PP-1 PHONO STAGE
$750 Or
Output
Benz/Aesthetix Cartridge Demagnetizer
Available
•
I,cronc uho's lino analog is smyttt SCALL -With Trade
mill, 10 Nam one •a ih
The_Glicier sc ie, SOUilded S
OGood FocSo.littlel
hancry-powcrtvl cantidge
$Call
'This is akiller canridgc....more lifelike.
di:magnetite', from Acsthenv
more holographic. [mire 'mot, ing, ... more musical.
Liiil..J.S.11(iS Own. N.,'
...the Glider is way recommended. -leml.od lb•wn
hnner FInnon
p r ier
4Fon t 1.4 a4
Sn'n'nphilr. Aug. 96. 14,1.19 Miti

sow.

BASIS Turntables & Accessories
Models 1400, 2000 thru 2800 and Debut.
Available with Rega RB250, 300. 900 and

Tonearms. Package prices
available for all models! SCall

Graham 2.0

"It adds a level of vibrancy & substance to the music that is completely intoxicating"

•

Sound Stage Magazine... July '98
"It unlocks the music! Favorite recordings sound like new-found treasures!"
Nathaniel Rosen...world fatuous Cellist

u rf: tism

"The mat works an abig way.
Idid not have to strain to hear
the improvement. Improved
definition, detail, dynamics, a
more analog-like soundstage.
Ihe im pro veent
m
si
To tell you the truth.
/51. Olsher Si,'r,'iipi,il Y
1...hegged Victor for amat on
$16.9.e / 3 OR MORE S14.99ea
Limited Time
lic ,pot."
Ti/hg.
Sale Price! $34.99
Apr.'96 LN. /9#4
Wave Guide, Ouietline Filters, Powerline Foundation 1, 2 8. 3 Power Filterss$CALL

Pens ore bock!!!

"tic tried better tables, arms, cartridges, preamps. cables, and isolation
NITTY GRITTY" scheines....nom have ever given nie the kinds or Myra, miens in noise
reduction. darns. and elimination amid-to-treble ringing that these record-I •nim n .hi .ha e....Irs on listen to records. you need arecord-cleaneECORD CARE PRODUCTS ing machine. Period." •Corry Greenberg. Sterrouhile, .51ny '94. tall #5
All models are also
MODEL 1.0 - Manual application onion/.
Mashing & rotating while vacuuming.
MOOEL 1.5
available in
"•.'"1 Solid Oak Cabinet
\teedgrein Cobinet-ITEM
or 220v version.
MODEL LE
Auto scrubbing, &
ridallrlII, ,ilde.011: waste fluid tray.
NITTY GRITTY CD MASTER
Vinyl Woodgrain Cabinet-ITEM ill-ANIT1.5....SCALL
(CD Cleaner)
039.99
MODEL 1.591- Auto fluid application. scrubbing. & rotation. Vinyl Woodgrain Cabinet
ITEM ill -ANIT1.5F1
IECALL
MOD L MINI-PRO 1
Wet scrubs h varmints hod, vides ' !famously.
Vinyl Woodgrain Cabinet
ITEM it -ANIT1.5FI
0CALL
Record Brutih,Vec or Capstan Kit: ... 814.99 Purifier 2 Cleaning Fltiiineoz.
$15.99
Dust Covers:
$19.99, $22.99 & $38.99 1/2 gal. Pure 2-$38.99 /1 I.Pure 2 $59.99

eum

E

THE LIFTrm

Ultra
er:
9.99
Limited Time •

Protect stem sts his! I
Gold
Sl/./.99

Image., seemed .14111. 3-1) & palpable. &
high, ...mailed more relined &
l'a,'
inipnet - ilta. deeper &
919.9l1
lighter xilh belier pilrh.dilTerenlialim.....
Sirt.,phl... hi , 46 lid ion:
•w.' The I •er, 119.99 he.alwrr

CD Clarifier
34.99

audiotruth 61 audioquest cables!
Interconnects available: Jade. Turquoise. Topaz. Ruby. Opal. Emerald & Lapis.
Speaker Cables available Type 2, 4. 8 Indigo. Crystal, Midnight, Forest, Argent, Clear. Sterling &
Dragon
All Digital & Video Cable also available!
-6 8 PT-8 Tonearms
Binding Post Wrench
$7.99
UltraConnect 2: (w/cleaners) Ultra-high-purity contact cleaner. No residue
$29.99
Record Brush: Anti-stat Carbon Fiber
$14.99
RF Stoppers: RF & Digital Noise Fitter (set of 4).Juniors: $31.99
Seniors: $49.99
S-4 Silver Tonearm Cable: NEW!!
All Power Cords also available!
SorboGel Little Feet(set of 4) 539.99 New!
SorboGel Big Feet:(set of 4) $59.99 New!

Creek Phono Stages: OBH-8/8SE and
Purist Audio System Enhancer Disc
The ultimate burn-in and demagnetization Disc!

Gruv-Glide II -

OBH-9

SCall

NOW ONLY S129.99

ingtatutegi

•fiamwurs

Improves sound, removes static, improves tracking, records and styli last longer

$21.119

RECORD SLEEVES INNER S30/100 OUTER $20/100 JPN Resealable -$30/100

made

in

TURNTABLES:

(765) 778-2669

E-MAIL: ElusDisc@aol.com

1022

ROLLING BARREL RD.

PENDLETON,

IN

46064

WEB: www.elusivedisc.com
FOR INFO (765) 778 2715
"ALL In -Stock orders shipped

ANALOG SALE!!!
Hw- 19.111 Turntable w/ Audioquest PT-6 Arm': SCall
•Add Sumiko Blue Pt. Special': SCall
FREE expert
•Add Benz-Micro Glider': Kali
cartridge installation
Add The LIFT & get it installed for FREEI
upoii inquest
Please ask about our Package Pnces For ALL VPI Turnioble Models!

111e19_1UNIOR -A totally dead-solid acrylic plotter, precision machined for direct
coupling to recor ds, with reflex clamp and dustcover.
Fully Upgradeable to HW-19 Mork Ill ($599) /HW-19 Mark IV (511991
11111,19 MARK Ill -Stainless steel chassis, acrylic motor & ormboord, black acrylic
10Ib planer and spring suspension
KW-19 MARK IV -TNT bearing 8 spindle assembly. 20 lb black acrylic platter.

SCALL
SCALL

SCALL
ARIES -Near TNT performance non HW-19 sizel Requires only o 22" x 16' space,
Features TNT 3/4 platter, bearing & motor. Beautiful block acrylic finish! Upgrodable! SCALL
TNT JUNIOR -Huge sound stage is balanced by a solidity only available from super
tables. Now affordable to a larger audience. 21 lb. Stainless steel motor assembly.
iM701/0s
TN/ SERIES 3 á 4 -The ultimate in turntable technology. Analog product of 1997.

SCALL
SCALL

TONEARMS:
THE JMW MEMORIAL -WI has designed on oll-out affordable
toneorm reference that is extraordinary in its ability to extract information from an LPs grooves. Soundstage is wide & deep with air &
separation between instruments. Feeling of solidity of images & top
to bottom coherency is unmatched. Also available in 12' version for
TNT 5-star rated in TAS issue 106)
UAL!.

SPECIAL LIMITED TIME SALE!
UP TO 50% OFF JMW TONEARM!
CLEANING MACHINES: •ZE:teill
half »and Me NW. /6.5 to be an mastanding
o dUmier. The record surfaces am micrustopially clean & are so priaine they look new!" Audio Magazine
NW-16.5 -SCall!!!
110 or 220volt
Semi-Au Ionia tic
Ltd. Time Offer!!!

ACCESSORIES:

Features: Self -contained liquid pump: Applies
liquid and scrubs record al same time: Bidirectional cleaning: pu,hintuon commis; "The
moo deluse mcord cleaner on the 'maker!"
14W-17F - gall!!!
HW-17F 220v - gall
Fully automatic, Bidirectional cleaning!!

ILtd.

Cooling lon

Time Offer!!!
POWER LINE CONDITIONER -Speed controller and power filter. GREAT UPGRADEil
1E399.99
SYNCHRONOUS DRIVE SYSTEM -New flagship speed controller and power filter
$Cedi
HW-19 STAND ALONE MOTOR
KAU. STROBE DISC -Set turntable speed
017.99
CARTRIDGE ALIGNMENT GAUGE514.99 CROSS CHECK LEVEL(Newl) $9.99
WE CARRY THE COMPLETE LINE OF WI SPARE PARTS, UPGRADES AND ACCESSORIES)!

SUMIKO

CARTRIDGE & TURNTABLE
CARTRIDGES:
TURNTABLES:
Blue Point Special Cartridge
SCALL Pro-Ject 6.1 Turntable
Blue Point Cartridge
KAU. Pro,lect 1.2 Turntable

ORDER TOLL FREE: , t
1-800-782-3472 nor
ORDER BY FAX

are

VISA

SALE!!!

SCALL
KAU
t

150+pagel$3" U.S.A. /$5" INTL.
CATALOG .1 FREE WITH ORDER!!
O.

DOMESTIC SHIPPING:
UPS Ground/PriorityMail:eaj
1-4 Items: $5 (adtl. items .50e
/3-Day Select: 1-3 Items $7 (odtl. Items 51 ea.) /
2nd Doy Air: 1-3 Items: $8 (odd Items 51.25 ea.)
INTERNATIONAL SHIPPING: CALL OR FAXI

in 24 hrs!"

CANADA: 1st Item $7.00 (adtl. items $1-'9

Equipment
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Jonathan

Scull

Classé Omega line-level preamplifier

0

ne room at the 1999 CES in Las
Vegas that knocked me for a
loop was the Avalon/Classé
installation mentioned in my April show
report. Classé had just debuted the
Omega preamp, the companion piece to
the Omega amplifier Ireviewed in
March. It proved avery suave, musical,
and high-performance marriage.
Returning from CES, I thought
about some of the trends I'd noticed.
With the ca $150k Boulder system, the
pricey Burmester electronics, and the
slew of new X-series components from
Pass Labs, there are suddenly anumber of
no-holds-barred solid-state super rack
systems available. In my experience of
them so far, the synergy between the
bespoke components of such systems is
real, and makes for an appreciable difference in sound quality and overall
refinement. Thus, the filaments of the
tiny 2A3 over my head began to glow,
and I determined to audition the
Omega pre- and -amp together.

Classé Omega preamplifier

prising 12 "high-sensitivity" mechanical
relays. The contacts are heavily goldarc of avery high order. Its power sup- plated for low-noise operation and
ply is housed in aseparate chassis, in near-zero contact resistance. The 48 rewhich two toroidal transformers handle sistors are handpicked, proprietary,
the left and right channels, and athird high-precision (0.1%), low-noise, lowthe digital micro-controllers. There are distortion, metal-film types offering
four high-voltage (±40VDC from fully 120 gain steps in 0.5dB increments.
±50VDC), high-current (4A) regulators Bottom line: At any volume setting, the
for the analog section, and more than signal travels through amaximum of
12,00011F of main storage capacitance. four resistors and four relay contacts.
High-performance Deutsch connectors With 100% passive attenuation, and balterminate the umbilical running be- anced operation's inherent commontween the control unit and the power mode noise rejection (provided the
supply. The control unit is dual-mono, "hot" and "cold" halves of the circuit are
fully balanced, fully symmetrical, and optimally matched), tracking error is
fully remote-controlled. Its own power said to be vanishing low.
The output stage of the fully difsupply, pulling DC from the companion
chassis, is made up of four sections of ferential Omega preamp comprises four
discrete, stable, high-current, high-pre- identical, totally discrete, fully symmetrical circuits. All small-signal trancision regulators, which power the
amplifiers within the control unit with sistors are tested and matched for each
more than 50,000g of filter capaci- unit. The input transistors are matched
tance. Tantalum bypass capacitors ride pairs of low-noise, low-distortion JFET
devices followed by low-noise, low-diseach output transistor.
The volume control is aspecial beast tortion bipolar transistors for the voltage
billed as alogic-controlled 12-bit relay- gain-stage, and high-power MOSFET
resistive network. It's based on two pairs devices in the output stage. All circuitry is
per side of discrete R2R networks corn- fully potted and shielded. Sounds abit

Tech briefing
The Omega's technical specifications
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like apower amp, doesn't it?
Using high-quality, gold-plated WBT
connectors, inputs and outputs are
ranged across the slimline rear panel of

Description: Line-level preamplifier. Inputs: 3 line-level, XLR and
RCA. Frequency response: 20Hz20kHz, ±0.00dB. Input impedance:
33k ohms. Output impedance: 50
ohms. Maximum voltage gain:
12dB. Maximum output: 27V
peak—peak. Sensitivity: 120mV.
S/N ratio: 95dB, A-weighted.
THD+N: 0.0006%. Power consumption: 25W.
Dimensions: 19" W by 21
/
2"H by
10 1
/
4"D. Weight: 35 lbs.
Serial number of unit reviewed:
0240004.
Price: $10,000. Approximate number of dealers: 90.
Manufacturer: Classé Audio, 5070
François-Cusson, Lachine, Quebec
H8T 163, Canada. Tel: (514) 6366384. Fax: (514) 636-1428. Web:
www.classeaudio.com
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the control chassis in balanced XLR (pin
2hot) and single-ended RCA configurations. There are three inputs and atape
loop for each connector format, along
with two pairs of output connectors, also
in both formats. Front-panel adjustments include Volume, Mute, Input
selection, Power, and Standby. The
handsome, weighty remote controls volume, input selection, tape, display characteristics, and mute. You can also turn
the Omega power amplifier on and off
with the remote when the IR inputs on
the amp's back panel arc employed.
The preamp is good-looking, even
rather sporty, in acontemporary, hightech way —anything, please, but another
bland box. If you're atactile type, you'll
love the nicely weighted volume-control wheel protruding horizontally from
the housing riding the chassis' right side.
You grasp the rim of the solid semicircle
and give it apush one way or the other.
Your position along the gain continuum
is indicated by red LEDs in the display
window, along with other operating
parameters. But despite the fun of spinning this Wheel of Fortune, Imostly
used the remote. There's aseven-second
auto-mute function on turn-on, and
everything worked smoothly and without problem.
Like the Omega stereo amplifier, the
Omega preamp arrives in its own nicely

turned-out traveling case, which more
closely resembles photographer's kit
than anything I've ever seen in audio.
The leather-bound manual also speaks
volumes about the thought, quality, and
preparation behind the entire Omega
presentation. Classé's cluf d'orchestre,
Mike Viglas, knows how much wellheeled audiophiles like their little
touches of luxury. Spending this kind of
money, why shouldn't the tactile senses
be part of the bargain? Irest my case.

"sound" of the preamp chassis top when
knuckle-rapped, Ifound that using a
footer with slightly more compliance
sounded better than those made from
harder materials. Black Diamond Cones
and 'Things proved best under the control unit and power supply.'
A Bright Star Air Mass 2 and Big
Rock sandbox kept the La Luce
turntable beautifully, serenely independent of the environment. It was a
pleasure clomping around without
affecting the spinning vinyl. The
turntable's separate Bauhaus-style motor assembly sat primly decoupled from
the madding crowd on aSignal Guard II
anti-resonance platform, and the entire
front-end was installed in and on the
highly recommended PolyCrystal equipment racks and shelves.
For best sound, Islightly prefer and
recommend the dCS Elgar D/A converter wide open at Oc11:3 for maximum
digital resolution, and run balanced into

Setup matters
It certainly does. The control unit's top
panel is arelatively broad expanse of
metal, somewhat stiffened by the volume control's additional wraparound
housing. Iplopped aShakti Stone in the
middle of the panel, more for its weight
and damping characteristics than for any
electrical field-related matters. Suggestion to M. Viglas and the Classé
design team: stiffen up the top cover, or
damp it in some way, on general resonance principles. It would, as aresult,
"feel" more like the extraordinarily inert
and completely unflappable Omega
amplifier, and the solid brick that is the
power supply.
While the power supply and control
unit can be stacked, I'd advise keeping
them well separated, as Idid. Because of
the relatively undamped metallic

1Let's keep this in perspective. Ibegin by auditioning a
component stark raving naked, as delivered. (Ile equipment, not me!) Over time, as Icome to hear its voice. I
make changes in associated components, cables, power
cords, footers, and accessories in an effort to bump up
the level of performance. The more revealing, the individual component, the more these changes become evident. Inasmuch as 510k preamps are unlikely to be
dropped onto rickety old shelves, these machinations
are mostly optional, and largely unneeded to get the
base level of sound quality described.

the right (21.2k ohms unbalanced, left
channel). This dropped to 13.7k ohms
at unity gain (36.0 on the level control),
and 11.3k ohms at alevel-control setting
of 20. The output impedance at the tape
output is 989 ohms and varies only 02
ohms between a50 ohm and a600
ohm source impedance, indicating that
the tape outputs are buffered.
DC offset at the Omega's outputs
measured 0.5mV in the left channel,
02mV in the right (and 1.4mV and

22mV unbalanced, left and right,
respectively). The preamp is noninverting from its line inputs to its main outputs in the unbalanced mode; in the balanced mode, pin 2is positive. Maximum
voltage gain was 754dB balanced, 6.9dB
unbalanced — lower than specified. S/N
(ref. 1V) measured 97dB unweighted
over a bandwidth of 22Hz-22kHz,
832dB unweighted from 10Hz to
500kHz, and 99.4dB A-weighted.
The Omega's frequency response is

Measurements

IJ

nless otherwise noted, the measurements presented are for balanced operation, and were taken with
the level control at maximum.
The output impedance of the Omega
at its line output measured 96.7 ohms
(47.9 ohms unbalanced) in the left channel, maximum gain, with negligible differences between channels and at various level-control settings. The line-level
input impedance measured 25.1k ohms
in the left channel and 24.3k ohms in
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1110, 1.0.1

Classé Omega, frequency response into
100k ohms, balanced mode (0.5dB/vertical
div.).

111

Fig.2 Classé Omega, crosstalk (from top to
bottom): L-R, R-L, balanced mode
(10dB/vertical div.).

1411

Fig.3 Classé Omega, THD+noise (%) vs
frequency at 2.15V (balanced) and 820mV
(unbalanced) into 100k ohms.
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Classé
an active preamp rather than direct
from its own analog outputs.
Reaching for Omega
While it does have an identifiable character, the Omega preamplifier doesn't
have much voice of its own. That's exactly as it should be. Open, fast, transparent, and extended, it always controlled the associated amp with alinear,
frill-range signal. In that way it proved a
perfect match for the sweep and
romance of the suave, richly powerful
Omega power amplifier.
When Ifirst wired up the preamp, I
heard just afew molecules of dryness in
the upper-midrange/lower-treble region,
as well as ahairsbreadth of grain. Iwas
relieved when these disappeared after just
a few hours. The preamp's inherent
nature is nonetheless extremely linear
and extended, something like the character of the Boulder Balanced 2010 preamp:
flat-sounding from DC to ultraviolet.
As Iharnessed the Omega preamp to
the various power amps on hand, certain elements of its presentation became
evident. Its dynamic palette was beautifully variegated, every small nuance of
timing, pitch, and subtle dynamics laid
out cleanly for the listener. The way
Count Basic holds back or just leads the
beat in "Rent Party," from The Timekeir
ers (JVCXR-0206-2), was beautifully

shown in fig.l. Since the 50kHz limit of
our normal plot would indicate that the
frequency response is rising at that
point, we have extended the frequency
response here out to 200kHz to better
show the significance of the ultrasonic
peak. Its maximum of just over +1dB
(left channel) above 100kHz will be
audibly irrelevant. The response is similar in unbalanced mode (not shown),
but with the peak above 100kHz
approximately 0.2dB lower in magni-

revealed, for example. At the other end
of the spectrum, macrodynamics of
every kind were hugely available for any
amp with the guts and wherewithal to
pump it out big time.

The Classé Omega
preamp proved aperfect
match for the sweep and
romance of the suave,
richly powerful Omega
power amplifier.
The Omega preamp was rather stern
in its way, hiding nothing of poor
recordings or problems elsewhere in the
system. Yet, paradoxically, it usually
sounded quite attractive. The overall
level of transparency was nearly as great
as the YBA Signature 6 Chassis, an
astounding feat given the lofty bar set by
the YBA. But where the YBA components sound a touch detached and
removed — perhaps afunction of their
palpable elegance — the Omegas, when
run together, give of themselves alittle
more freely. They're more willing to
give you alap dance and athrill.

tude. Measurements taken at other level
settings indicate no significant change in
frequency response and excellent volume-control tracking.
Fig2 shows the Omega's crosstalk. It
increases with frequency in typical fashion, but the separation overall is so good
that this will be of no practical significance. The input voltage used for this
measurement was high enough —
820mV — to keep the effect of noise on
the readings to aminimum.
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Classé Omega, distortion (
0/4) vs output
voltage into 100k ohms.
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Classé Omega, spectrum of 50Hz
sinewave, DC-1 kHz, at 10V into 100k
ohms (linear frequency scale).
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Omega

Listening to Tony Overwater do Alanis
Morissette's "Ironic" (from Up Close, Turde 198119), I
jotted: "The sound is sensuous beyond description, the air and reverberant acoustic open and beautifully
delineated in a dimensional, spacious
soundstage." Focus was excellent: Ienjoyed "visually" tracking the movement
of the bell on the tenor sax as the musician swayed to the beat. The soundstage
was utterly transparent, extremely 3-D
and wraparound, palpable and involving.
The sense of acoustic space was enhanced, and while it didn't leap out at me
in an unseemly manner, the midrange
was "utterly luscious" (more jottings), and
"rich with luster and harmonic depth."
The focus and clarity made for afastsounding presentation that, rather than
coming off zippy, allowed aheightened
sense of color and vigor to develop —a
bit like the Nagra PL-P.
Searching for openness in the highs, I
spun female vocals, beginning with
favorites like Patricia Barber's Modern
Cool (Premonition PREM-741-2) and
Morcheeba's Skye Edwards on Big Calm
(Sire/China 31020-2). On each disc, the
Omega filled out the soundstage with a
sharply focused spotlight on the lady in
question. "Visually" the preamp always
imaged superbly well, sounding open
and sunny, but not hot or even especially
warm. In fact, its sound was more Octo-

Referenced to these same input levels, the plot of THD+noise vs frequency
is shown in fig3 —a very good result.
The rise in the readings at higher frequencies reflects the high input voltage
used (as above) to minimize the impact
of noise on the result. (The input voltages were 2.15V balanced and 820mV
unbalanced.) Fig.4 shows the THD+
noise vs output voltage at 1kHz. The
minimum points in the curves, just
before the distortion starts to increase,
are the output values used for the measurements plotted in figs2 and 3.
The spectrum of the Omega's output,
driving a50Hz sinewave at avery high
output level of 10V into 100k ohms is
shown in fig.5. The distortion is very
low, with no artifacts above -95dB
(about 0.002%).
Except for the measured gain —
which will be sufficient for most systems but is still less than specified — the
measurements taken of the Classé
Omega indicate impeccable operation.
—11tomas.l. Norton
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ber-like: clear, clean, and crisp, leaves
rustling in a freshening breeze. The
Omega dropped both chantoosies nicely
back between the speakers —very palpable, the accompanying musicians on
their own cushions of dimensional air
spread out to either side. The JMIab
Utopia speakers utterly disappeared; the
separation and imaging on the soundstage was virtuoso. Barber and Edwards
came across with alovely smoothness
and aslight lift in the lower treble, especially on the AudioPrism tube amps.
Male vocals were totally boss. Try
"Dreamgirl," from Yhig Tan's re-release
of Roy Gaines doing "I Got the T-Bone
Walker Blues" (Groove Note GRV
2002-2) — a great recording. Notes:
"Lots of punch and tonal color, no soggy
chestiness, just BIG tight a' n
loaded
with sound and color. The palp factor is
extraordinary, no element of the presentation confused or ambivalent." Ifelt the
same way listening to my man Lou
Reed do the fab "Faces and Names,"
from Songsfor Drella (Sire 26140-2).
Regarding the bass: Try Loop Guru's
Loop Bites Dog (World Domination
WDM 10066-2). The astoundingly

deep, powerful bass line had the meters
of the Accuphase M-2000 monoblocks
flailing around like mad, while the
Omega amp got radar-range toasty.
Notes: "The dynamics are huge and
encompassing, very solid, very BIG.

experienced asimilar level of tautness
and transparency. Keep the upper bass
clean and in control, and the rest of the
frequency response has a chance to
make it out alive. The trick is to avoid
drying out the upper bass and harmonics
while doing so. The Omega preamp's
lows were always taut and supremely
controlled, pitching the associated amp a
The Omega preamp
tight, deep bass line to amplify. While it
conveys incredible
sounded ultimately atouch drier than
the Passions in this region, it was still a
heft, authority,
virtuoso performance.
Listening to "The Mooche," agrand
and weight in the
old Ellington number, on the Jerome
Harris Quintet's Rendezvous (Stereobottommost octaves.
phile STPH013-2), beautifully highlighted the Omega preamp's many
strengths. There are several telling moThe preamp conveys incredible heft,
ments, beginning with Marty Ehrlich's
authority, and weight in the bottomalto sax at around 1:40. Notes: "The
most octaves. It's rich, but taut and texclarity is awesome, the tonal color burtured, in the mid- and upper midbass."
nished and glowing." Following an
Now that was interesting. Until then,
extended and groovin' musical converthe absolute best upper bass I'd heard
sation, enjoy the vibe solo beginning
through the Utopias was with the YBA
about 3:15. That's about the best vibraPassion monoblocks. But running the
phone recording I've ever heard. Sure,
Omega pre into the Accuphase monos,
you'll accuse me of bias —Rendezvous
or especially the giant Omega amp, I was recorded by John Atkinson — but
really, it's astounding, and extremely useful when setting up asystem, not to
mention
the quality of Jerome Harris'
Associated Equipment
bass chugging along in accompaniment.
II compared the Omega preamplifier
anced runs of Designer's Reference
And the music is fabulous.
II mostly to the similarly priced
interconnect fitted with the Discrete
At 3:51, groove to aseries of powerful
Nagra PL-P, with short bursts on the
Shielding option filled out the rest of
mallet strokes, each rife with shimmer
hugely more expensive Burmester the system and remained areference
and color. The solo that follows is incred808 Mk.V and YBA Signature 6 throughout the auditioning period,
ibly ambient, the listener able to track the
Chassis. Power amplifiers tethered to
along with Designer's Reference
position of the mallets as they strike the
our JMIab Utopia loudspeakers inspeaker cables.
tonebars. It's easy to "see" that the vibes
cluded the big stereo Omega, apair
LPs were played with the Spotare set at an angle, the upper registers
of AuclioPrism Mana Reference 6L6- heim La Luce turntable, its elegant
closer and angled away from the left
powered tube monoblocks, and apair form cradling an SpJ tonearm fitted
speaker. I've always found that acoustic
of cute but entirely brawny Accu- with aKoetsu Rosewood Signature
"visual" keys enhance my involvement
phase M-2000 solid-state mono- Platinum cartridge. The digital frontin almost any performance I'm listening
blocks. Iran both sides of the dual- end was the dCS 972 Sample Rate
to. This one's acomplete knockout that
mono Omega and the monoblocks
Converter into the dCS Elgar D/A
way. Listening to the last few minutes
using the balanced-power-from-two- converter at 24/192, fed by the
of "The Mooche" that evening really
phases-of-positive trick Inoted (and Burmester 989 CD transport. All digcaptivated me. The soundstage was a
highly recommend) in June's edition ital cables were the amazing XLO
joyous, musically coherent whole. The
of "Fine Tunes."
The Limited.
location, specificity, and palpability of
Power cords included AudioArgent RoomLenses and ASC Stueach performer were as high end as it's
Prism's own ACFX and Synergisties
dio Traps, as per usual, evened out
possible to be. There was plenty of starscary-expensive and scary-good Dethe frequency response, tamped
tle factor, but never at the cost of the
signer's Reference Squared.' Flowing down standing waves, and tightened
music's luster. Clarity and transparency,
electrons were kept happy and in
up the bass most effectively. Speaker
guts and color, plus encompassing linorder with an API Power Wedge
cables and long runs of interconnect
earity — the Omega preamp managed
Ultra 116 on the front-end and apair were held aloft by acombination of
it all quite masterfully.
of API Enhancers on the amps. Bal- Right-Way Audio Suspendors and
PolyCrystal Cable Towers. The La
Comparisons
1The power cool used throughout Bill Gates' sysLuce was held steady by aBright Star
Playing around with the balanced and
tem, it's said. Do you think he's out there someAir Mass 2and aBig Rock sandbox.
single-ended connections, I'd say Iprewhere on The Root! Ahead. reading Stereophik? Wonder if he has aturntable...
—Jonathan Scull
fer balanced both in and out. Over time,
as more equipment becomes available
with balanced connections and, better
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yet, fully differential operation, I've
become something of afan. Singleended was alittle less quiet than balanced running, not quite so large in the
soundstage. On apositive note, there
was a touch more vividness in the
upper-midrange/lower-treble presence
region — but ahair more grain as well.
Also, the bass was astitch tighter singleended, but didn't sound quite as deep
or powerful.
The Nagra PL-P—$10k out the door
with aphono stage—benefits from a
touch more color throughout the frequency band. Tubes, no doubt. The PL-P
offered acertain minimalist yet welcome
plushness in the mids. It wasn't overdone,
sloppy, or sentimental; just atad rich,
while remaining, like the Omega, tight as
a drum — in short, very Nagra. The
Omega preamp has abit less bloom, and
is more commanding than the Nagra or
the YBA 6Chassis (which costs much
more, of course). The Omega's presentation is weightier than the little Swiss
Wundermachine, and somewhat more
brawny. The Omega put alittle more
spotlight on the performers than did the
Nagra, its highs more illuminated. The
Nagra set up amore intimate, closein view of the soundstage, however.
Whether or not this is agood thing depends on your taste.
Me? Iappreciate them both for what
they are. After much careful listening,
I'd say the Omega's highs were atouch
more open-sounding than the Nagra's,
but tubes still do space and air as nothing else can. While the PL-P didn't dig
as deep into the nether regions, it
remained alittle more beautiful and
womanly than the more masculine, heman Omega.
Omega: The final point
The balance struck between the Omega
preamplifier and Classé's partnering
Omega power amplifier made for a
coherent, linear, super-musical presentation that was well worth the effort to
hear together. The synergy was undeniable and entirely special. The preamp
worked its particular magic with the
other amps on hand as well, bringing to
each its many fine qualities. The Omega
preamp let these amps set up asoundstage as they would, never imposing any
particular signature or limitation on the
proceedings, but doing everything possible to provide aclean, musical pathway for the signal.
Crisp — that's the word for Classé's
Omega preamplifier. It is astunning
performer that Iheartily recommend to
all who can afford the tariff
Stereophile, July 1999
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Equipment
Michael

Report

Fremer

Conrad-Johnson Premier 15
phono preamplifier

A

talu-ti show in Germany afew
years ago, an audio club had set
up aroom filled with adozen
well-known turntable/tonearm combos. Irecall seeing the Clearaudio/
Souther, Immedia RPM-2 and arm,
VPI TNT Mk.IV/JMW Memorial,
Basis 2500/Graham 2.0, Oracle/
Graham, Linn LP12/Ittok, SME Model
20/SME V, and some others Ican't
remember, including a few not exported from Germany.
Idon't recall whether or not every
setup included the same cartridge, but in
any rase, every hour the hosts would play
the same recorded selection on each
'table so listeners could try to hear what
each was capable of bringing forth from
the grooves. Unfortunately, my schedule
didn't allow me to sit for an hour, and anyway, I'm not sure what one could really
expect to hear in alarge, crowded room.
Sitting in my listening room auditioning this $3995 Premier 15 phono
section from Conrad-Johnson — aprocess that Imade sure went on for
months! — Icouldn't help but think of
all of the phono sections I've heard and
reviewed over the years, and how convenient it would be to have them all
here to compare to the C-J. But Ifeel
reviewing is not and has never been
about making those kinds of impossible
comparisons. While some readers
would like to have alineup and ahierarchy, that's an impossible task — and in
any case, what might work best in my
system might not in yours.
After months of listening to the Premier 15, Ishuffled through my scribblings, about to sit down and write this
review, when UPS showed up with
Audio Research's new $6000 Reference
phono section. There it sits on the shelf,
cold. There it will remain until this
review is handed in.
Can you understand why this job can
lead to madness? What about the FM
Acoustics 122 Ireviewed in March 1997,
which Isaid was essentially neutral?
Where does that fit in now? Where
does the new AR Reference go? Or the
$699 Lehmann Black Cube, the Audio
Research PH3SE, the Pass Ono? The
Ayre phono section built into the K-1
70

Conrad-Johnson Premier 15 phono preamplifier (bottom)

preamp, which is now my reference?
The next two phono sections I've
already committed to review? In the
meantime, cables and accessories have
come and gone, as well as cartridges,
turntables, arms, upgrades. Sure, Ihave
a"reference" system, but it cannot remain static; inevitably, parts of it have
changed over the years.
So, having cleared my head (and
maybe yours?), let's dig into the Premier
15. It's adeceptively straightforward zerofeedback design, meaning it had better
have low distortion to begin with —
there's no distortion-reducing "safer)
net" of anegative feedback loop. The
input signal feeds the first amplifier
stage — apair of paralleled 12AX7 twin
triodes per channel. The output is routed to apassive RIAA network featuring
better <1%-tolerance resistors and
capacitors, the output of which feeds yet
another 12AX7-per-channel gain stage.
Two 6GK5s provide acathode-follower
output stage for low source impedance.

Description: Vacuum-tube phono
preamplifier with svvitchable subsonic filter. Voltage gain: 53dB. Input sensitivity: not specified. RIAA
accuracy: within 0.25dB. Hum and
noise: -85dB ref. 10mV input. Distortion: not specified. Input impedance: svvitchable between 47k
ohms, 9.6k ohms, 1.9k ohms, 500
ohms, and 200 ohms. Output
impedance: <200 ohms. Rated
output capability: 10V. Tube complement: six 12AX7s, two 6GK5s.
Dimensions: 19" W by 3.75" H by
15" D. Weight: 22 lbs.
Serial number of unit reviewed:
0501042.
Price: $3995. Approximate number of dealers: 70.
Manufacturer: Conrad-Johnson
Design, 2733 Merrilee Drive, Fairfax, VA 22031. Tel: (703) 6988581. Fax: (703) 560-5360.
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Conrad-Johnson
So why should such astraightforward
circuit design cost so much? Lew Johnson told me that in order to avoid noise
and distortion, and to maintain equal
gain between the channels during manufacturing and for years to come, hightolerance parts and channel matching
are essential. This eats up worker-hours
and greatly increases component costs.
Conrad-Johnson lavishes the same
attention to detail on the power supply,
which uses all polypropylene and polystyrene capacitors in the DC regulation
circuit instead of the more commonly
used electrolytics. (There are electrolytics
in the less critical heater circuit.) There
are separate regulators for each of the
amplifier stages, and for the buffer stage.
Johnson eschews the use of electrolytics
(they're "evil," he says) because of their
propensity to store the "ghost" of the previously stored signal even after the cap
discharges—this is due to dielectric
absorption. This ghost signal then gets
mixed in with and discharged with the
next stored signal. Not agood thing —
especially in the signal path.
Not that Ineeded convincing. Back
in the stone age (1979-80), when the
sound of capacitors became abig issue, I
replaced or bypassed every cheap capacitor in my Hafler DH 101 preamp with
polypropylenes and polystyrenes. The
same-value poly cap is much bigger and
heavier than the equivalent electrolytic,
when Iwas finished, the Hafler's formerly empty, lightweight chassis was so
heavy it literally flexed when picked up.
Icould barely get the cover back on.
But the sonic transformation exceeded
my most fervent expectations. The improvements in image focus, rhythmic
certainty, tonal purity, bass authority —
you name it — were astonishing.

Associated Equipment
Analog source: Simon Yorke, Kuzma Staioi Sturntables; Graham 2.0,
Immedia RPM2, Rega RB600 tonearns; Crown Jewel SE, EMT TU,
Lyra Parnassus D.C.t, Transfiguration
Temper, Grado Statement cartridges.
Preamplifier: Ayre K-1 remote.
Power amplifiers: Conrad-Johnson
Premier 12, Ayre V-1, KR Enterprise
VT 8000.
Loudspeakers: Audio Physic Virgo,
Sonus Faber Amati Homage, Audio
Physic Rhea subwoofer.
Cables: Hovland phono cable (on
Graham arm). Interconnects: Yamamura Millennium 6000, Cardas Neu-
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One of the reasons for the Premier 15's
large size and gaudy retail price is its
capacitors. "They're expensive and take
up alot of real estate," Johnson told me,
"but they sound better, don't dry out,
maintain their value, and have along life."

One of the reasons
for the Premier 15's large
size and gaudy retail
price is its capacitors.
Other noteworthy features of the
Premier 15 include a"floating" circuit
board to reduce microphonics (you have
to remove four transit screws), and a
minimalist approach to RFI rejection,
which C-J feels can degrade the sound.
Instead, the instructions urge the end
user to pay attention to choice and
placement of interconnects in order to
avoid interference and noise.

Premier

15

with the DIP switches, Ichose to leave
the Premier 15 at 47k for all the cartridges Iauditioned.
Where you place the Premier 15 can
be critical for low noise and RFI rejection. In one position in my room it
picked up ahorrendous RFI hum masquerading as a60Hz ground problem.
Even fooled Jonathan Scull when he and
Chip Stern paid avisit. Moving the unit
to asecond stand and turning it 90°
eliminated the hum, though the 15
remained plugged into the same socket.
C-J's hard-wired AC cord prevented
experimentation with alternative cords. I
ended up using Walker Valid Points and
Discs under the Premier 15, with apair
of Discs on top to damp the cover.

Sound
The Premier 15 was auditioned with a
variety of cartridges, including the
Grado Reference and Statement, Crown
Jewel SE, EMT TU2 (medium-output
version), Transfiguration Temper, and
Parnassus D.C.t. While each cartridge
has its own distinct tonal character, the
C-J's sonic disposition shone through.
Setup and placement
When you're spending four grand on
Conrad-Johnson recommends 47k
aphono section, you should expect one
ohms for most cartridges, but they do
include an internally mounted DIP that is essentially without sonic character — one that inverts the RIAA curve,
switch so you can easily experiment
and amplifies the signal it's fed without
with five loading values. The switch is
changing it. Unfortunately, that never
out of the circuit in the 47k "default"
position. Johnson recommends listening happens—at least in my experience.
using the switches to select different val- Every phono section I've auditioned has
ues first, then, once you decide on a had its own particular disposition, but
once you reach this economic plateau,
value, hard-soldering the appropriate
there should be no gross deviations from
resistors in parallel with the 47k ohms
ones already in place. For avariety of neutral. Tubed phono sections should
not be noisy, or noticeably "bloomy" or
reasons best discussed in "Analog Corsluggish; solid-state ones should not
ner," I've backed off from my "all movsound etched or "mechanical." In fact,
ing-coil cartridges should be loaded
down" dogma; after experimenting the best of both technologies should and
can sound remarkably alike.
My experience of tubed phono sections consists of FET "head-amp"
stages driving 6DJ8 (6922) MM sections (Audio Research PH3 and
tral Reference and Golden Reference,
PH3SE, Audible Illusions Modulus
Electraglide. Speaker cables: Yama3A). Pure-triode 12AX7 sound is difmura Millennium 6000, Cardas Neuferent: less analytical and somewhat
tral Reference. AC cords: Yamamura
less detailed, but intoxicatingly rich and
Quantum, Electrag,lide.
creamy in the midband, where most of
Accessories: Sounds of Silence
the musical action is. Some listeners
Vibraplane active isolation platform,
find the 6DJ8 sound abit thin and anaVP! SDS and Walker motor drives,
lytical, some find the 12AX7 sound
Infinite Elemente, Pagode, and Zoesomewhat "tubey."
thecus equipment stands, A.R.T. Q
My notes for this review repeat the
dampers, DJ. Kasser Black Diamond
words "plush" and "liquid." The PreRacing cones, Walker Valid Points
mier 15 offered arich harmonic palette
and Discs, Harmonix feet, ASC Tube
that allowed acoustic instruments to
Traps, Shakti Stones.
—Michael Fremer
bloom nicely without ripening and rotting. This is no "colored" phono section
with soggy bass or syrupy, suffocating
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highs, but it does have atonal "character" similar to that of the C-J Premier 12
amps Ireviewed last February.
There was ahint of avivid "glow" in
the midrange and upper midrange that
enhanced but did not bloat images, and
gave them apleasing, natural solidity —
no singing heads without bodies, no
ivories without sounding boards. Wellrecorded female voices never sounded
chesty or congested. While something
like Songs of the Auvergne (Vanguard
VSD-2090/Analogue Productions APC
0020) is not my thing, Idid sit through
side one of an original pressing, marveling at the convincing, focused, threedimensional picture of soprano Netania
Davrath standing before me. Her body
was intact, but never overwhelmed her
head and throat.
The Premier 15 did violins as well as
any phono section I've heard, and better
than most, getting an ideally rich balance
of wood, string, and bow throughout the
instrument's range —lush and sonorous,
yet with plenty of "bite." In the lowermidrange/upper-midbass region the 15
was exemplary, giving cellos and male
voices just the right amount of body and
weight. Nat King Cole's Love It the Thing

(DCC Compact Classics LPZ-2029)
showcased the 15's strongest suits. The
string tone on this Capitol studio recording is luxurious with aslight hint of boxiness, which the 15 delivered perfectly.
Cole's voice —close-miked and way larg-

cr than life, with an exaggerated chesty
emphasis and aslight upper-midrange
peak —sounded well focused and tonally
correct. While the Premier 15's bass was
both extended and well developed, it was
not as clearly defined and focused on the
very bottom as some phono sections rve
heard. Though there was aslight softening of deep-bass attack, it was still suffi-

ciently authoritative to drive the rhythms
of rock music —kick drum and electric
bass — without apology.
On top, the Premier 15 was unerringly sweet yet extended, and extremely well focused without "etch."
Here's where even modest tube designs
have the magic — abalance — that only
the best solid-state can approach and, on
rare occasions, match. Well, the 15 is far
more than a"modest" tube design; its
top-octave performance was velvetsmooth and richly detailed.
The 15's handling of large-scale
dynamics was just what you'd expect
from aphono section endowed with a
sophisticated, carefully implemented
power supply, and it was equally adept
at the small-scale gestures that make
recorded music sound "alive." The 15
was the phono section of record for my
Sonus Faber Amati Homage review in
the June issue — aspeaker that portrayed microdynamics better than any
other speaker in my experience.
The Premier 15 revealed no serious
sonic shortcomings, but, like any tube
design — especially one called on to
amplify the tiny voltages emanating
from amoving-coil cartridge — noise

The 12.5k ohms offered by ConradJohnson's own ART preamp is about as
low as you should go, Ifeel.
The Conrad-Johnson's R1AA error is
shown in fig.l. The top two traces are
with the unit's subsonic filter switched
out, the bottom pair with it switched
into circuit. As well as rolling off the
bass (-3dB around 16Hz), the filter
drops the overall level by 0.5dB. Otherwise, the Premier 15's response is very
flat, the preamp easily meeting its
R1AA specification. Channel separation
(fig2) was only fair, but still better than
any phono cartridge. Some high-frequency spuriae could be seen riding on

top of the crosstalk, but this was well
down in level.
Despite its use of tubes, the C-J's
noise levels were acceptably low, at least
when referred to a10mV input signal at
lkHz: 68dB unweighted (10Hz500kHz bandwidth), 71dB unweighted
(22Hz-22kHz bandwidth), and 90dB
A-weighted. These figures were for the
left channel, the right channel being
around 3dB quieter. Fig3 shows awideband spectral analysis of the Premier
15's noise floor, again referenced to a
10mV/1kHz input level. There is arise
in noise at low frequencies due to the
gain stage following the R1AA equal-

The 15's handling of
large-scale dynamics was
just what you'd expect from
aphono section endowed
with asophisticated,
carefully implemented
power supply.

Measurements

T

lie Premier 15 was noninverting, as
specified, and its voltage gain at
lkHz was also to spec at 5325dB, with a
0.04dB difference between channels —
which is superb matching, considering
the lack of any loop negative feedback.
As used by MF, the review sample was
set to 47k ohms input impedance; Iactually measured 41.5k ohms. The output
impedance was slightly higher than specified, at 323 ohms at 20kHz and 328
ohms at lkHz, with arise to 1602 ohms
at 20Hz. The line preamplifier with
which the Premier 15 is partnered should
have as high an input impedance as possible if you don't want a"lean" balance.
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Conrad-Johnson Premier 15, RIAA error into
100k ohms at 5mV/1kHz input (right channel
dashed, 0.5dB/vertical div.). Bottom traces
are with subsonic filter switched into circuit.

Fig.2 Conrad-Johnson Premier 15, crosstalk
(from top to bottom): L—R, R—L (5dB/
vertical div.).

Fig.3 Conrad-Johnson Premier 15, spectrum of
noise floor ref. 10mV input at lkHz (right
channel dashed).
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Conrad-Johnson
became afactor with such low-output
cartridges as the Transfiguration Temper
and the Parnassus D.C.t. But even then, I
didn't experience the noise as noise per
se, but as alack of background "black."
The Premier 15 had sufficient gain for
both of those ultra-low-output cartridges (and sufficient headroom to not
overload with higher-output movingiron and moving-magnet cartridges), but
with 53dB of gain, Iwouldn't recommend using it with apassive line stage.
Some listeners will demand ahigher
level of transparency and greater resolution of inner detail, some of which the
Premier 15 sacrifices in favor of arich,
satisfying tonal balance. Some will yearn
for greater soundstage depth and the last
word in air and reverberant tailing,
which the Premier 15 doesn't provide.
But the overall performance of this
phono preamplifier should make any
music lover happy.

huge shifts in sound when Iswitched
between them. But there were subtle,
significant differences. The solid-state
phono section delivered the music on a
black bed of interstitial silence, better
revealing tiny bits of low-level detail in

Premier

15

ent, but the textural difference was. The
Ayre slipped where the C-J gripped —a
tiny but compelling piece of the sonic
puzzle, but the one that had me staying
with the Premier 15 throughout almost
all of the review period.

Up in the Ayre
Comparisons between the Premier 15
and my reference, the solid-state Ayre
K-1, proved fascinating. These two are
pinnacles of their respective technologies, so Ididn't expect, nor did Iget,

Conclusion
Yes, you'll find some phono sections that
are somewhat quieter, some that offer
the Premier 15
slightly greater transparency, afew that
deliver ashade more extension at the frehad were more than
quency extremes or are better able to
resolve low-level detail and perhaps yield
overshadowed by its
slightly greater depth —but few will be
overwhelmingly strong
as well balanced and musically satisfying
as the Conrad-Johnson Premier 15. It
overall performance.
was neither sluggish nor "speedy," didn't
sound syrupy or clinical, and didn't suffer
from any obvious tonal anomalies.
What few, minor weaknesses it had
greater three-dimensional relief. The
Ayre's phono section also developed were more than overshadowed by its
greater sounclstage depth, and delivered overwhelmingly strong overall perbass dynamics with somewhat greater formance —especially in the midrange,
focus and authority. But from the where it was mesmerizingly good. In the
midrange up, while the Ayre was nei- end, if you just sit down and listen to
ther bright nor thin, the CI offered both music and forget the little slices of the hibody and, for lack of abetter term, a fi pie, you may very well conclude that
musical "traction" that the Ayre didn't. the Premier 15 is the phono section
The tonal balance was not all that differ- you've got to have.

ization, but the noise is otherwise low in
level. Some AC components can be
seen in this graph —180Hz in the left
channel, 120Hz in the right channel,
60Hz in both —but these are still sufficiently low not to be aproblem.
Distortion levels were below 0.1%
into 100k ohm loads, but rose drastically into loads of less than 1
kohm or at
high levels, and less so at the edges of
the audio band. Fig.4, for example,
shows the spectrum of the C-J's output
while it drove 50Hz at avery high level
(3.3V) into 100k ohms. Even so, the
only significant distortion components
present are the second harmonic

(100Hz) and third harmonic (150Hz),
at 0.3% and 0.03%, respectively. Considering the complete absence of negative feedback other than what's inherent in the output cathode-follower
stage, this is astonishingly linear behavior. But again, the Premier 15 needs to
see aline preamplifier with ahigh input
impedance if that superb linearity is not
to be compromised.
Finally, fig.5 shows the preamp's
THD+noise percentage plotted against
its output voltage. The apparent reduction in THD as the signal level rises
toward 1V is due to the noise increasingly becoming asmaller fraction of the

What minor weaknesses
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Fig.4 Conrad-Johnson Premier 15, spectrum of
50Hz at 3.3V RIOS into 10k ohms.
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THD+N figure. This is followed by a
"knee" in the trace representing the
unit's residual distortion level, and arise
as the circuit becomes less linear with
increasing level. The leftmost trace is
for 20Hz, followed by 20kHz and
lkHz. With typical MC cartridges, the
Premier 15 will not be asked to deliver
an output signal that will drive it into
significant nonlinearity. The overload
margins, assuming atypical MC output
level of 5001.LV at 1
kHz, are 10mV,
46dB (20Hz); 63mV, 42dB (1kHz);
and 310mV, 35.9dB (20kHz) — all
superb figures, and the best Ihave ever
measured. Although Iassume it has
been optimized for use with MC cartridges, this phono stage has sufficient
high-level linearity to work with typical
MM cartridges.
It is always apleasure to measure a
component that has so obviously been
designed by engineers who know
what they're doing. Such was the case
with Conrad-Johnson's Premier 15
phono stage.
—John Atkinson

Fig.5

Conrad-Johnson Premier 15, distortion (WO
vs output voltage (V) into 100k ohms with
(I-r) 20Hz, 20kHz, and IkHz signals.
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check out our catalog online at

Audio Prism Quiutline Filters
Audio Prism Power Foundation 3

Audio Prism CD Stoplight
Black Diamond Racing cones (3)
Custom Power Cord Co. Model 11
An incredible power cord value
Ensemble Tubesox
Highwire Powerwrap

PATRICIA BARBER:
MODERN COOL
After the wild success of Patricia Barbers
Café Blue (Record to Die For twice! -available on Music Direct LP or CD), the dreamy
chanteuse follows with Modern Cool. It's
Barbers clear-headed reductionism at its
finest. CD, $14.99. or 1E10-gram LP. $29.99.
Patricia Barber Café Blue
Café Blue (Goldl

hbtp://www.amusiodirecb.com

S24 99

$59959
$1659
$59.99
$269.99

Lightspeed 6400 line conditioner
call
McCormack Micro Headphone drive ...$794.99

Rightway Audio Suspenders (each)

LAST record preservative

Ultimate Field Optimizer
This is the one audio tweek you cannot do

$64.99/pr
$49.99

back in production!
MSB Technologies link DAC
Nordost ECO3 anti static spray
Rega Planet CD Player

Benz Glider cartridge
call
Disc Doctor record brushes
$
34 .
99ffx
Disc Dr Miracle Record Clog Fluid $19.99/pt
Grado Reference Platinum cartridge
call
Gray-Glide II
$21.99
HiFi News Test LP
$24.99
Hunt Brush
$19.99
KAB Speedstrobe
$8459
KAB Record Grip
$29.99

$349.99
$39.99
call

$29.99

$14.99
$24.99

feature CDs

without! The UFO dissipates the magnetic electrostatic ghosts that inhabit all audio equipment and cabling One treatment restores your
system's high frequency extension, dynamics
and transient response. Music Directs most
highly recommended accessory. UFO $299.99

analog
memos

Music Direct carries the best in analog
accessories. Call for products not listed.

Treasure (limited)
It Happened One Night
Don't Smoke In Bed
Temptation
Girl Talk
Arrto Moreira Killer B's (British)
$21.99
Dead Can Dance (British)
$21.99
Into The Labyrinth
Toward The Within
Charlie Haden/Chris Anderson .
None But
The Lonely Heart (Naim)
$17.99
Audioquest .
$12.99

SCE Harmonic Recovery System
Sennheiser HD600 headphones
Sennheiser HD580 headphones
Shake Stone

$449.99
$349.99
.
$199.99
$19999

Clarity Recording
Classic Records Gold CO Sale

$14.99
$12.99

Shakti On-Lines
$9999/er
Signet Cleaning Tools (pkg of 41 .
$11.99
TDS Passive Audiofile Processor
5394 99

DCC Gold CDs
Donan xCDs
JVC XRCDs

$22.99

Teknasonic CTVibration Absorber

$13.99
$25.99

Vans Evers Pandora power cord
XL0 TPC wipes (pkg of 10)

$299.99
$9.99

3M Vacuum Tube Dampers
3M Damping Sheets

$3.49 ea
$459 ea

.$22.99
$13.49

bhe fine prinb
first order.

Audio Prism Waveguide
This incredible sonic advance from Audio
Prism eliminates cross channel noise on
power cords, interconnects and speaker
cables down to DC frequencies. The Waveguide is light-years ahead of ferrite-based noise
eliminators. $99.99

$13.99

Reference Recordings

$24.99
$79.99
Shure v15VxMR
call
Shure Stylus Force Gauge
$16.99
Sumiko Blue Point Special
call
Sumiko HS-12 Headshell
$29.99
VPI 185 Record Cleaning Machine ..$429.99

time. Saturday, 10 to 3. For acatalog, leave
your name and address on our voice mail.
There is a$5 charge for catalogs mailed
outside North America, refundable on your

Chesky Records

Mobile Fidelity Gold CDs

Nitty Gritty 1.0 record cleaning mach..$219.99
Record Research Labs LP 9
Ringmat 330XLR

Were open Monday to Friday, 9to 6central

The following domestic and import CDs
are just asampling of what we carry.

IHolly Cole Canadian Pressings) ...$18.99 ea
Dear Dark Heart

$25.99

Lehmann Black Cube phono stage .1694.99
Milty Zerostat
.$59.99
Music Hall MMF-2 turntable
...call

S99 99

In addition to items featured here, we
carry aone of the country's largest inventones
of domestic and import vinyl. CDs, and other
products from: Acoustic Disc. Analogue
Productions, Alto Edition, Audioquest,
Chesky, Clarity, Classic Records, DCC,

Grado The Statement phono cartridge
John Grado introduces the finest fixed coil phono
cartridge in the world! (and maybe the finest
cartridge of any design) This low output
(.75mV) cartridge delivers alush, warm tonal
balance that is exceedingly natural without
being bloated. Its high frequency extension
is the equal of any moving coil. Best of all, you
can tryout The Statement with Music Direct's
unique cartridge demo program. $2499.99
Aesthetix Cartridge Demagnetizer
Allsop Orbitrac 2

$179.99

$34.99

Decca, Delos, DMP, Donan, First Impressions
Music, GRP, Harmonia Mundi, Mapleshade,
John Marks Records, JVC XRCD, MCA
Heavy Vinyl, Mercury, Mobile Fidelity, Naim,
OJC, Reference Recordings. Sheffield Lab,
Sony Legacy, Telarc, Water Lily.

Music Direct also features accessories
and hardware from: Arcici, API, Audio Prism,
Audioquest, Bedini, Benz Micro, Black
Diamond Racing, Bright Star Audio, Creek,
Echo Busters, Grado, Last, Lightspeed, Mari.
go, Monster Cable, MSB Technology, Nitty
Gritty, Perfectionist Audio, Regs, RingMat,
Roomtune, Sennheiser, Shake, Shure, Solid'
steel. Sovtek, Sumiko, Svetlana, Synergistic,
Target, Vans Evers, Versalab, VPI.

long-playing records

compact disks
audio system accessories
Triphazer Every audio system regardless of price suffers from the
same basic physics problem called frequency skew. This distortion
of frequency over time causes smearing of images, production of
non-musical artifacts and thin bass. The incredible new Triphazers
restore this skew to its proper place in time by delivering the high,
mid and low frequencies to your equipment in step. The result is
precision 3-D imaging, lower noise floor and incredible dynamics.
Amust have for music lovers Triphazer Level 2. $599.99/Pf
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Bedini Ultra Clarifier II This new and improved Ultra Clarifier uses
adual magnetic beam to direct twice the clarifying power to your
compact discs. CDs treated with the Clarifier sound fuller and richer
with more top end information. The table-top design is easy and
convenient to use and includes abonus CO cleaning kit. Attention
current owners of Ultra Clarifiers! Call Music Direct about our
Clarifier trade-in program. Bedini Dual Beam Ultra Clarifier $179.99

800.449.8333

1327 W. Washington Blvd.. suite 102
Chicago, Illinois 60607
in Illinois: 312 433-0200
fax 312 433-0011
e-mail: mdeamusicdirect.com
http://www.amusicdirect com

secure web ordering!
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JMIab Mezzo Utopia loudspeaker

L

oudspeakers are all about balancing conflicting variables: accepting that you can't have electrostatic transparency and horn dynamics;
finding something to suit the size of
your room and credit rating; and picking
the best all-around compromise to suit
your particular taste. Goldilocks had the
right attitude for loudspeaker reviewing. All that too-soft/too-hard, toohot/too-cold merely sets the scene;
"just right" goes straight to the heart of
the matter.
Which is why Isuggested to John
Atkinson that JMIab's Mezzo Utopia
would make agood subject for my first
Stereophile loudspeaker review. I've reviewed alot of speakers in the past
decade — mostly mainstream massmarket models, mostly for the British
magazine Hi-Fi Choice, and mostly to a
sound-bite length of around 600 words.
But among the (literally) hundreds of
mainstream speaker models, there's
been agood sprinlding of more upmarket examples, most of which qualify for
the adjective "extreme."
Logic might suggest that the further
upmarket one goes, the more engineering constraints are lifted and designers are
better able to achieve the One True Goal
of Ultimate Accurac-y, the more speakers
would tend to sound alike. Logic doesn't
come into it. The more upmarket you go,
the more dissimilar speakers tend to
become, as the designers get arare opportunity to indulge their fantasies.
Don't get me wrong — Ilike extreme

Description: Three-way, floorstanding, reflex-loaded dynamic loudspeaker. Drive-units: 1" (26mm)
inverted Tioxid dome tweeter with
0.75" (20mm) voice-coil, 2" (51mm)
neodymium magnet, and Telar 57
pole-piece; 6.5" (165mm) W-sandwich midrange cone with 1.5"
(40mm) voice-coil and 4" (100mm)
magnet, phase plug. 11" (270mm) Wsandwich woofer with 1.5" (40mm)
voice-coil and 5.25" (135mm) magnet. Frequency response: 30Hz25kHz, ±3dB. Sensitivity: 92.5dB/
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JMIab Mezzo Utopia loudspeaker

2.83V/1m. Nominal impedance: 4
ohms (EN 60065). Minimum impedance: 3.8 ohms. Crossovers: thirdorder at 350Hz and 2.8kHz. Maximum power handling with music:
250W. Recommended amplification:
50-200W.
Dimensions: 46" (1170mm) H by
14" (350mm) W by 18" (465mm) D.
Weight: 139 lbs (63kg) net each.
Finishes: high-gloss black lacquer
(center), veneered natural Anigré
(sides), solid Tauari (baffle covers).
Serial numbers of samples reviewed:

9811546Cb178/179 (auditioning);
9810434Cb112 (measuring).
Price: 813,000/pair. Approximate
number of dealers: 35.
Manufacturer: Focal .1Mlab, 15 rue
Jean Claude Verpilleux, B.P. 20142013 Saint-Etienne, Cedex 2, France.
Tel: (33) 04 77 43 16 16. Fax: (33) 04
77 37 65 87. US Distributor: Audio
Plus Services, P.O. Box 3047, Plattsburgh, NY 12901. Tel: (800) 6639352. Fax: (514) 493-4547. Web:
www.focal.tm.fr
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•Newest Processor from Classé

eiaSSé
SS P-25

•Includes DTS, AC3
•Simple User Interface
•Silver or Black Faceplate

Master Control Center
•Active Shielding Now Available
•Actively Reduces System Noise Floor
by 12 db for Breathtaking Inner Detail
•One Master Control Center can power
up to Six Pairs of Interconnects
•Doubles Sound Stage Size for Both
Audio and Home Theater Systems

AVALON
ACOUSTIC

Arcus
•New
Generation
Loudspeaker
from Avalon
•Breathtaking
Clarity and
Soundstaging

ROKSAN

XERXES.X

•Outboard DC Power Supply
•Ultra Quiet Swiss DC Motor
•Outboard Speed Selector (No Belt Changing)
•Rosewood or Black Finish

•Stunning
Cosmetics,
Available in
Seven Finishes
•Rave Reviews
from
Press and
Consumers
Designed by Neil Patel
for Avalon Acoustics

•New Lower Price Makes it aBargain

Convergent Audio Technology
New! SL-1
Ultimate

New! JL-1
Signature

Improves on
the SL-1 MICIll
in the
Following
Ways:
•More
Powerful
Bass with
Greater
Authority

From the design
genius of Ken
Stevens comes his
latest master
stroke. CAT now
uses improved
wire, better
capacitors and
new transformers.
Ills is without
question the
world's finest
amplifier.

•Reduced Gram, Less Mechanical Sound
•Liquid Free Flowing with Huge Crescendos
•Makes All Other Pre-Amps Sound Coarse and Mechanical
by Comparison

$29,995.00/pair

PRODUCTS AVAILABLE:
•?MANTIS •AUDIBLE ILLUSIONS •AUDIO MAGIC •AUDIO PHYSICS •AUDIO TECHNICA •AUDIOMEC.A •AUDIOQI EST •AVALON ACOUSTICS •AYRE
•RAIANCED AUDIO TECHNOLOGY •BASIS •BENZ-MICRO •BRIGHTSTAR •CHANG LIGHTSPFED •CLASSÉ •(TEAR AUDIO PHONO PRODUCTS •CODA •CONRAD.
JOHNSON •CONVERGENT AUDIO TECHNOLOGY •DLSCOVERY CABLE •DUNLAVY LOUDSPEAKERS AND CABLES •[AD •EAR •ESSENTIAL SOUND PRODUCTS
•FANFARE •GENESIS •GRAFF •GRAHAM TONEARMS •IMMEDIA •K1MBER KABLE •KULMA •LYRA •MAGNUM DYNAIALI •MARANTZ CLASSIC •MELDS
•MESA •MICROMEGA •MORDAUNT.SHORT •MUSE •MUSIC METRE •MUSIC REFERENCE •NAGEA
•NORDOST CABLES •PLINIUS •REFLECTION AUDIO •REGA •EEL ACOUSTICS •ROGUE AUDIO
•ROKSAN •RPM •SILTECH •SME •SOLIDSTEEL •SONUS FABER •SUMIKO •SYNERGISTIC RESEARCH
•TARA LABS •TARA LABS DECADE •TICE •TOWNSHEND •TRANSFIGURATION •VON SCHWEIKERT
RESEARCH •VPI •KAMA DIGITAL •WEATON TRI-PLANAR •WILSON BENESH •YEA •ZOFTHITTS
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1Mlab
loudspeakers. Indeed, Iuse acouple of
pairs regularly myself: Reviewing them
is as educational as it is fun, and there's
always plenty to write about. But I'm
chary of recommending such designs
without heavy qualification, because
stunning performance in one area always seems to come with adownside
elsewhere. The really difficult trick is
getting asuperb all-around performer
with no serious chinks in its armor.
Which is where the Mezzo Utopia —
and Goldilocks, of course — come in.
Mezzo
My first exposure to the Utopia came
vicariously through the pages of this very
publication, in Jack English's May 1996
cover story on the Grand Utopia (Vol.19
No.5, p.125), before JMlab had gotten
around to distributing its brand in the
UK. Iwas sufficiently intrigued by its appearance, the enthusiasm of the reviewers, and the reputation of the company's
Focal drivers to take up an invitation to
visit St.-Etienne last summer (see "Indus-

Mezzo

Utopia

loudspeaker

try Update," October 1998, p.41). At
some point in the proceedings, Manhattan retailer Andy Singer and Idecided it
was time to check out the Utopias with a
few CDs I'd brought along. The speakers
sounded very fine driven from some
rather tasty Lavardin amplifiers, but of
the four Utopia models, from Mini up to
Grande, the then-brand-new Mezzo
most took my fancy. It might not have
had quite the weight and scale of the bigger models, but Iwas very taken by its
delicac-y, coherence, sweetness, and "just
rightness." It also looked like asensibly
sized match for my listening room.
Iarranged to borrow apair when I
returned to England and reviewed them
for Hi-Fi Choice in amini group test
alongside the B&W Nautilus 801 and
the Ruark Excalibur. Ihad afun few
weeks alternating between the three
very impressive yet quite distinct designs. I've always had aweak spot for
15" bass drivers, and so developed enormous respect for the big B&W. But
when Iasked myself "Which would

you most like to keep?," the answer
kept coming up "Mezzo." This had
something to do with room size (of
which more anon) and my predilection
for low, late-night listening levels, which
go at least some way toward explaining
why an Englishman has ended up
reviewing aFrench loudspeaker in an
American magazine.
The downside is the price. At
$13,000/pair, the Mezzo Utopia costs
22% more than the Nautilus 801 in the
US, whereas in Britain ies 15% (and in
Germany 4%) cheaper. Such surprising
discrepancies may well handicap the
Mezzo's US sales, but the two designs
are sufficiently different to find their own
constituencies. The Mezzo might not
look like such good perceived value,
therefore, but it has its own very special
touch of genuine class.

the Mezzo's impedance magnitude
(fig.1) dropped to 3.4 ohms in the upper
bass, combined with anasty capacitive
phase angle in this region, it remained
above 4ohms above 200Hz: the speaker will be relatively easy to drive if you
don't play bass-heavy music. Trip-hop
fans had better use agood high-current
amplifier. The saddle in the impedance
magnitude at 29Hz is the tuning frequency of the large-diameter port and
su Kests excellent LF extension.
The wrinkles in the impedance traces
between 20kHz and 30kHz are due to
the tweeter's ultrasonic resonances,
which will be benign. However, the
sharp discontinuity in the traces at

200Hz sultlests the presence of aserious cabinet resonance at this frequency.
Still, investigating the cabinet panels'
resonant behavior with an accelerometer revealed that the only significant
mode lay at 360Hz, and that although
this was detectable on all surfaces, it was
actually quite well down in level (fig2).
The 200Hz mode must therefore be
an internal acoustic or airspace resonance. This can be seen in the very sharp
discontinuity in what should be the
smooth curve of the woofer's nearfield
response (fig3). It is difficult to predict
the subjective effect of this problem, but
Iwould have expected it to add some
chestiness to male spoken voice and to
obscure low-frequency transparency. I
note that PM was bothered by both a
lack of textural clarity in the bass and
some energy storage problems. The

Technology
The Mezzo follows the "separate box"
tradition established by the big Utopias.
Each of the three drivers has its own

Measurements

M

yestimate of the Mezzo Utopia's
B-weighted sensitivity was slightly lower than specified, at 90dB(B)/
2.83V/m, but this is still high. While
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fliAlab Mezzo Utopia, electrical impedance
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vertical div.)
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Fig .2 1Mlab Mezzo Utopia, cumulative spectral-decay plot of accelerometer output fastened to side
wall 12" from base. (MLS driving voltage to speaker, 7.55V; measurement bandwidth, 2kHz.)
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enclosure, the midrange above and bass
driver below atweeter situated exactly at
seated ear height (34"). There's no
attempt to decouple one section from
the others, as the chunky slabs of plain
but attractive Anigré hardwood veneered
side panels hold everything together.
A particularly nice styling feature unique to the Mezzo, Ibelieve -is that
you can actually see right through the
speaker. The narrow slits that separate
the three sections add alightness of
touch to an otherwise rather monumental front view. The Mezzo is not
particularly big, especially by US standards, and is relatively slim front-toback, but the decisions to use an 11"
bass driver and to place the midrange
above the tweeter add up to significant
frontal area.
The slim tweeter baffle is made of
solid Tauari hardwood and looks similar
to the side panels, while the upper and
lower enclosures are finished in glossy
black lacquer, which makes an attractive
combination, though the lacquer isn't

the smoothest or classiest around, and
some "orange peel" effect is visible. The
speaker is used nude, without any form

Each of the three drivers
has its own enclosure,
the midrange above
and bass driver below
atweeter situated exactly
at seated ear height.
of permanent grille, but is supplied with
matching hardwood panels that cover
up the drive-units and protect them
from prying fingers when not in use.
Only the tweeter baffle is vertical, the
midrange enclosure leaning forward at
the top, while the bass chamber leans
slightly backward, which creates what
amounts to aconcave baffle, the better
to time-align the drive-units.

The three-way, third-order crossover
network looks conventional enough
from the circuit diagram. It uses aircored inductors and SCR polypropylene capacitors, and is fitted into the
back of the tweeter box, giving some
isolation from the vibrations generated
above and below, but meaning you have
to put up with aconnecting cable trailing 3' down to the floor. Just one cable,
mind -JMlab doesn't believe in bi- or
triwiring, and fits just asingle pair of
very chunky multiway WBT terminals.
(I am sympathetic to this approach,
welcoming the freedom from the ambiguity and angst involved in mixing cable
cocktails!) Internal wiring uses aspecial,
locally produced OFC copper with
8mm2 conductors, and the feeds to the
upper and lower drivers are channeled
into the side panels.
The JMIab operation was founded on
raw Focal drivers, which are seen in
many of the best places (Wilson Audio
is amajor customer), and the Utopias
naturally use the current state of the

Measurements
other traces in fig3 show the nearfield
output of the midrange unit (right),
which rolls off gently below 400Hz,
though with a-20dB shelf in that rolloff
for acouple of octaves. The sharp minimum in the woofer's output at 29Hz
coincides nicely with the electrical tuning of the port (fig.1), and the port's output (left trace) covers quite abroad
bandpass: from below 20Hz to 100Hz.
Fig.4 splices the complex sum of the
nearfield woofer, midrange, and port
responses to the anechoic farfield response, averaged across a30° lateral
window on the tweeter axis. From the
lower midrange up, the Mezzo's response is superbly flat and even, broken
only by aslight peak at lkHz and the
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Focal art. Hefty magnets and quite firmly rued cast frames present agood
mechanical virtual ground for arelatively new diaphragm material referred to
as a"W-sandwich."
I'm old enough to remember the successful Leak Sandwich speakers from the
1960s, designed by the late Dr. Don Barlow and memorably marketed via aphotograph of Harold Leak himself standing
on aboard supported by one of the
aluminum-foil/polystyrene sandwich
cones. In the quest for high stiffness and
low mass, asandwich arrangement has
always seemed to make intuitive sense,
while the wide choice of materials available today offers considerable potential
for finely tuned damping as well.
Focal's W-sandwich diaphragms use
woven fiberglass sheets on either side
of aspecial structural foam borrowed
from the aerospace industry. The midgray color is pleasantly neutral, especially after the rather lurid yellow of
the Keylar/rnicroball sandwich Focal
used previously.

The tweeter is abit special too —perhaps the most special bit of all. It has
Focal's traditional inverted-dome diaphragm, here made from ablack oxidecoated titanium, with an integral pleated
surround. The dome itself is 1" in diameter, but the inverted shape doesn't need
to be edge-driven. Think of it as asaucer,
with the voice-coil attached around the
ridge on which the saucer stands, allowing arelatively small (
/") voice-coil with
4
1
correspondingly low inductance and
wide bandwidth. The most intriguing
bit is the special carbon-free iron used to
make the pole-pieces. Known as Telar
57 (it was first produced in 1957), this
material allows exceptionally high magnetic flux without saturation. JMlab had
to buy aton of the stuff to persuade the
foundry to make it!
Build is extremely solid. The total
weight of 139 lbs each is partly duc to the
lead sheeting used to damp (lmm thick)
and mass-load (2mm thick) the braced
enclosure walls. Spikes are supplied for
floor coupling, as are little steel discs to

protect your hardwood, but the spikes
themselves have no locknuts and have
only 6mm-diameter threads. I'd have
preferred something more substantial.

tweeter's inconsequential ultrasonic
misbehavior. A number of minor ripples in the treble are due to early reflections from the wide baffle. While these

amplitude-domain ripples will not be
heard as colorations, the reflections that
cause them might slightly interfere with
imaging specificity. Note that fig.4 indicates that the Mezzo's bass region is lifted by around 6dB. This will be partially
due to the nearfield measurement technique, which assumes a2pi environment. But as PM did comment on the
Mezzo Utopia's generous bass balance
even when the speakers were placed
well out in the listening room (the closest thing to a4pi environment), this
graph indeed tells it like it is.
Other than aresidual flare at the base
of the tweeter's passband, which will
add aslight brightness in very lively

rooms, the Mezzo Utopia's horizontal
dispersion (fig.5) is superbly well controlled, the speaker's output falling off
smoothly to its sides. It may be physically large, but the JMIab behaves more
like aminimonitor in this respect. In
the vertical plane (fig.6), the speaker's
balance doesn't change significantly
over a30"-42" range of listener ear
heights. Above and below that sensible
range, asuckout appears at the upper
crossover frequency.
In the time domain, the Mezzo's step
response (fig.7) indicates that all three
drive-units are connected with positive
acoustic polarity, but that the speaker is
not time-aligned, despite its slanted
midrange and woofer baffles. The cumulative spectral-decay plot (fig.8) is not
as clean in the treble as Iwould have
liked, but what might be thought to be
ridges of delayed energy due to resonances are actually the results of the
early reflections mentioned above.
Other than its bass balance, which
will be amatter of personal taste, the
JMIab Mezzo Utopia measures as well
as it sounds.
—John Atkinson
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Fig.7 1Mlab Mezzo Utopia, step response on
tweeter axis at 50" (5ms time window,
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Sound
Igave the Mezzos aweek of warm-up
and run-in in before installing them in
my main room and system. Though
they worked well enough in my smaller
room (a complex space of around 1500' 3,
with alistening zone only 8' from the
speakers), it wasn't an ideal match.
My main room is around 2500ft3—
quite large by UK standards—with
solid plaster-on-brick walls, suspended
wood floor, and plaster ceiling. Large
beams and other irregularities, plus
loads of clutter and lots of LP storage, all
help break up the reflections and standing waves. The main room modes occur
at 55Hz, 30Hz, and below 20Hz, and
my usual listening distance is 12-14'.
This space suited the Mezzos much
better. Iagree wholeheartedly with JA
that afarfield room measurement, com-
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bining direct and reverberant sound, is a
very good indicator of actual perceived
balance. les especially useful when the
measurement is taken in the room
where listening takes place, with the
speakers in position and the measuring
mike's output averaged across the listening arc. (With smaller speakers than
these, afarfield measurement also provides avery useful guide to whether a
speaker needs some close-to-wall midbass reinforcement.)
Wall reinforcement clearly wasn't
necessary with the Mezzos, whose
traces still showed atendency toward
bass richness when well out from the
wall. The broad midband seemed very
well ordered, if lacking alittle smoothness, while the presence region of
2-4kHz was slightly suppressed (by
about 2dB).
That description seemed to correlate
very well with the perceived subjective
balance. The Mezzo did sound atouch
rich and heavy, but only atouch —I dare
say aslightly larger room, or one with
greater low-frequency absorption, might
suit it even better. The sound was also
just ashade laid-back and reticent, especially in the way voices were projected —
yet not sufficiently so as to spoil my
enjoyment, even at very low listening
levels. Though Itend to favor amore
open and forward upper midband, Ihad
little trouble living with and even getting
to like the Mezzo's slighdy laid-back and
essentially forgiving nature.

Associated Equipment
Analog source: Linn LP12/Naim
ARO/Linn Arkiv 2 with Naim
Armageddon and Norton Air
Power power supplies; Linn LP12/
Ekos/Lingo.
Digital source: Naim CDS, CDS
Mk.II CD players.
Preamplification: Nairn NAC52
preamplifier, Naim Prefix phono
stage.
Power amplifiers: Naim NAP135 monoblodcs, Ekctrocompaniet
AmpliWire 250-R dual-mono
amplifier.
Cables: Naim Audio and Chord
interconnects, NACA5 and Nordost SPM speaker cables.
Accessories: Mana Acoustics and
Townshend Seismic Sink Stand
equipment supports, RATA AC
mains distribution. —Paul Messenger
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singing stuff, which usually tends to
make me reach for the Mute button.
Neither organ recitals nor choral works
are part of my regular musical diet, yet I
found myself paying surprising attention to both, and deriving considerable
pleasure and enjoyment therefrom.
After that baptism, the familiar stuff
was adoddle [Britspeak for "piece of
The way aloudspeaker
cake" Ed.]. Though Iwouldn't depresents sound is
scribe the Mezzo as the fastest or most
dynamic speaker around, it tripped nimimportant in formulating
bly enough through my toughest Dance
tracks. The Chemical Brothers, Prodigy,
an initial impression,
and Fatboy Slim all sounded suitably
raucous and went satisfyingly loud as
but says nothing about
required, even though this speaker wasn't their natural métier.
its skills in musical
It was the acoustic material that really
communication.
highlighted the Mezzo's strengths. I've
had avinyl bootleg copy of Dylan's elecbass power handling while improving tric "Royal Albert Hall" concert for
phase linearity.) Sometimes it sounded years, but acquiring the official Columslighdy preferable too, but this was by bia/Legacy CD of Live 1966 concert
no means aclear-cut improvement; the gave me some sympathy with the slowresult tended to vary from disc to disc, handclapping audience. The acoustic set
depending on how the recording itself is so toe-curlingly good, so expressive,
had been balanced. While port blocking clear, and real, that it is the disc Iplay
remained an option, Iended up with most often. The Mezzos brought an
the ports open for most of the time, astonishing "you are there" musicality to
enjoying the richness and warmth while this 33-year time warp.
This achievement of genuine musical
admitting that JMIab actually seemed to
intimacy was maybe the Mezzo's greathave got it about right.
All of the above is just window dress- est strength. ft's something Inormally
ing. The way aloudspeaker presents associate with small loudspeakers, and
sound is important in formulating an that big speakers often don't handle too
initial impression, but says nothing well. But the Mezzo managed it, no
about its skills in musical communica- sweat, along with the sort of weight,
tion. The ear-brain is actually quite tol- scale, and dynamic freedom no tiny
erant of differences in frequency bal- lightweight will ever match.
The Mezzo also proved exceptionally
ance, and usually makes its own adjustment to achange of loudspeakers after tolerant of "difficult" source material.
half an hour or so, just as it does to a I'd dug out my very old Velvet Underchange of rooms. The real reason Ifind ground albums acouple of weeks earliit important to specify the perceived er, when a pair of Wilson-Benesch
balance accurately is to avoid being Bishops were occupying the soundstage.
fooled by some anomaly or other. Once The Bishops gave asalutary reminder of
the balance has been defined, it be- what remarkable music lay locked in
comes much easier to separate the fun- those grooves, but the warts'n'all predamental underlying qualities from the sentation had led me to cherry pick
tracks. Iwent back to these albums with
superficial character.
Superficially, the Mezzo seemed as the Mezzos, and spun my way happily
good as any and better than most Fun- through all four sides, with repeats.
Idon't think the Mezzo was covering
damentally, it was akiller. One of the
biggest challenges for any loudspeaker is up the undesirable bits, though its more
whether it can open the doors onto new laid-back presentation probably helped.
types of music. The UK has afairly It just had an uncanny knack of drawing
highbrow, commercial-free, classical the music out from the grunge, helping
music radio station called BBC Radio 3, the brain focus on the bits that mattered
which Isometimes turn on for general and ignore the detritus.
Just how and why it could do this is
background relaxation while working.
With the Mezzo Utopia, Idiscovered I harder to answer. Several factors spring
wasn't getting much work done. Ikept to mind, all of which probably play a
sitting back and finding myself getting part. There's the healthy sensitivity (I
sucked into the music — even the wouldn't seriously dispute the manufac-

One way of modifying the Mezzo's
bass output involved rolling up some
very large socks and stuffing them into
the ports. It may not do much for the
aesthetics, but it did trim 2-3dB from
the bass output below 150Hz. (Theoretically, such stocking stuffing also reduces
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turer's claim for 92.5dB/W, though my
earlier Hi-Fi Choice samples were about
3dB below this, which remains mysterious); and there's the time-aligned baffle,
which allows the three drivers to more
closely replicate apoint source than
with most large speakers.

comparison to some of the competition
I've heard recently, it would seem to lie
in the bass. It didn't, for example, have
the drive, grip, and authority of the
magnificent 15" driver used in the Nautilus 801 —though that, in turn, could
be atrifle overwhelming in my room.
Nor did it have the uncanny freedom
from box colorations that I've heard
The Mezzo's biggest
from the carbon-fiber-composite enclosures used by Wilson-Benesch in the
strength was the way
A.C.T. One and Bishop. In ranking
it combined the sort
order, I'd put the Mezzo somewhere
between the two VVB models. It had
of intimate musical
comfortably more weight and authority
than the A.C.'T. One, but also adegree
coherence and
of thickening to textures. Iwas slightly
conscious of the energy build-up in the
communication of a
heavy box, which lacked the Bishop's
overall smoothness and clarity.
high-class two-way
Power handling and loudness capadesign with the scale
bilities are impossible to define with any
meaningful precision, because both
and weight of a
depend to avery large extent on the
choice of program material. With the
full-size floorstander.
assistance of the big 250Wpc Electrocompaniet AmpliWire, my heaviest
Dance/Techno type material did rather
But above all, Ifind myself contemplating the tweeter. As ageneral rule, I push the excursion capabilities of the
don't much like tweeters, which tend to Mezzo's 11" woofer, especially with
be spiny little things altogether too keen vinyl sources (as tends to be the case
to draw attention to themselves. Many with ported systems) —and there wasyears ago, Iremember hearing are- n't anything like the reserve headroom
spected speaker designer (I can't re- and freedom from stress that were evimember who) dismiss them as "nasty dent with the 15" driver in the big
little resonators," a description I've B&W Nautilus 801. That said, the
never forgotten. This Focal tweeter Mezzo's three-way configuration and
seemed to be the exception that proves decent sensitivity together provided
the rule. It hasn't been potted down to ample loudness for almost all applicahide its inadequacies (a technique com- tions in my listening room.
mon enough among mass-market
speakers); rather, it tended to be bal- Conclusions
anced just atouch bright, but got away Every loudspeaker represents aseries of
with it by sounding clean, clear, free complex compromises between a
from unwanted fizz, and full of musical whole series of conflicting capabilities.
information. Ican't prove the tweeter's The Mezzo Utopia doesn't attempt to
superiority, of course, but have ahunch break the rules of physics, but it does
that this might be the key factor in the deliver aremarkably fine all-around
performance in amedium-size (2000Mezzo Utopia's undeniable charm.
I'm not the best person to criticize the 3000ft3) room. For me, its biggest
Mezzos' stereo imaging; I've never man- strength was the way it managed to
aged to tune myself into the subtle minu- combine the sort of intimate musical
tiae of soundstaging, which some con- coherence and communication of a
temporaries analyze to the nth degree. high-class two-way design with the typStill, Iwas happy enough with the Mez- ical scale and weight of afull-size floorzos in this arca, and appreciated their fine stander. This may sound like an easy
focus and general freedom from boxi- enough task, but in my experience a
ness. Even sitting well off-axis (as is often three-way seldom works as well as a
my wont), with the speakers slightly simpler two-way at low or normal listoed-in, there was plenty of audible space tening levels, while the two-way will
around, between, and beyond the speak- tend to run out of steam when you
ers, and no tendency for the sound to crank up the volume. The Mezzo
Utopia's real strength is that it is, in so
"clump" around the boxes.
The Mezzo is not an easy speaker to many ways, "just right," as Goldilocks
criticize, but if it had aweak spot in might have put it.
Stereophile, July 1999
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We Are Serious About Music.
At David Lewis Audio
We Specialize in State-of-the-Art 2-Channel Music Systems
Including Analog, Digital, Vacuum Tube (single & triode types) and Solid State
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ntroducing the new Fully Differential
high power Mosfet amplifiers from

Sierra Audio. Over thirty years of

design experience, testing and critical
listening by legendary designers Erno
Borbely and Peter Noerbaek have created
a solid state amplifier that defies the sonic
boundaries of semiconductor amplification.
The engineering staff at Sierra Audio has built a

Sierra Audio Denali

line of amplifiers that are beautiful, powerful and
above all musical.

Plug it in let it play. Sierra Audio Amplifiers are designed and built for music lovers, by music lovers.
We build every amplifier like it is going to play in our own homes. Every part is custom fabricated for one
purpose. To build the ultimate power amp. This is our pledge.
Sierra Audio Power Amplifiers

IN STOCK!...
The Montana KAS
Frequency Range: 20-22,000Hz
Impedance: Nominal 4ohms(3-10D)
Sensitivity: 93.5 d13/2.83V/1 meter
Power Handling: 800W Continuous 12Kw peak)
X-Over Points: 80Hz/500Hz/4000Hz
Size HxWxD: 68" x19' x22"
Weight: 400 lbs. (ship wt. 966 lbs/Pair)
MSRP: $27,500/pair

SPECIFICATIONS:
Transformerisi
Power output 8ohm load
Power output 4ohm load
Power output 2ohm load
Total Harmonic Distortion (THDI
Dynamic Headroom db

Everest

Denali

EA 2x55 VAC 02 I
00 VA
1250 Wx 1
2500 W xl

IEA 4x4 0VAC @2200 VA
650 W x 1
1300 IN x 1

3750 W x 1
<0.001 .for all
0.5 db db for all

1950 W x 1

Input Impedance k-ohms
Slew Rate
Dimensions ¡WxHxD1

100 K12 single ended 2200U balanced
70 Volts/p second

Weight
M.S.R.R

170 lbs/ea
$19,495/pair

19 x115 x24

19 x11 5 x17
115 lbs/ea
$13,995/pair

Now on Display at David Lewis Audio
Accuphase •Acoustic Energy •Air Tight •Altis •Audible Illusions • Basis • Bel Canto • Benz-Micro
• Cary • Dynavector • FanFare FM • Grado • Graham •Jadis •JM Lab • Kimber Kable • Kimber
Select • Klyne • Koetsu • Magnum Dynalab • Michell • Monitor Audio • Montana • Morch • Muse
• NAD • Nitty Gritty • Nordost • Osiris • Pass Labs • Platinum • Plinius • Promethean • Rega
Research • Rogers • Sierra Audio • Siltech • Spendor • Stax • Synergistic • System Audio •
Transfiguration •VAC •Van Den Hul •VPI •Wadia Digital •Wavelength •YBA

We Are the Philadelphia Audiophiles Choice

David Lewis Audio LTD
8010 Bustleton Avenue • Philadelphia, PA 191 52-2802

(215) 725-4080 • Fax: (215)725-4495
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Snell XA9Ops loudspeaker

T

he patter of the snare drum began
softly and Ileaned forward in my
seat. Avery Fisher Hall fell silent as
Riccardo Mutt led the New York Philharmonic in Ravel's Boléro. Ravel once
described his masterpiece as "lasting 17
minutes and consisting wholly of orchestral texture without music —of one long,
very gradual crescendo." Though the hall
was silent and expectant, the stage was
packed with musicians waiting for...
what? To gradually join in, one by one
and layer by layer, to drive that gentle but
relentlessly mounting crescendo. Ravel
accomplished this by "having solo instruments play the melody... [then progressing] to groups" and finally "arranging the
scoring so that the dynamics are self-regulating."' When the final, thunderous Emajor chord stopped the piece by locking "all its harmonic gears," the hall
erupted in ecstatic applause as we all
leapt to our feet.
Hearing and seeing this performance
left me with an unforgettable mental
image. From that point on, the realistic
high-fidelity reproduction of Boléro had
to match the many steps of crescendo
and fiill dynamics Iheard that evening.
No wonder J. Gordon Holt once warned
readers that "many trained ears have
never heard alive orchestra, so they are
hardly qualified to tell you what is and
what is not realistic" (Test CD 1, track 5,
1Michael Steinberg, MVP program annotator.
January 1999, p36.

Description: Four-way floorstanding
loudspeaker with 5-element "Expanding Array" line source and rearfiring tweeter. Integrated with internally powered, dual-driver subwoofer
with reflex alignment. Drive-units: 1"
(25mm) aluminum-dome tweeter, 1"
(25mm) rear tweeter, two 2.5"
(60mm) midrange drivers, two 6.5"
(160mm) midwoofers, two 10"
(250mm) subwoofers powered by
internal 300W amplifier. Crossover
frequencies: 100Hz, 400Hz, and
2.5kHz (9kHz for rear tweeter).
Crossover filters: 2nd-order electrical,
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Snell XA9Ops loudspeaker

4th-order acoustical. Frequency response: 32Hz-22kHz, ±3dB. Equalized response in reviewer's listening
room: 25Hz-10kHz, ±3dB. Rearpanel level controls: amplifier power
on/off, automatic signal sensing
on/off, remote link, parametric equalizer panel (level, bandwidth, frequency), LFE level, overall bass level, rearfiring tweeter on/off, placement midbass shaping (normal/boundary).
Remote: bass level, bass shape (Cinema, Reference), treble Boost/Cut).
Nominal impedance: 4 ohms. Sensitivity: 90dB/W/m.

Dimensions: 54.5" (1380mm) H by
11" (280mm) W by 19.5" (500mm)
D. Weight: 198 lbs (90kg) each.
Finishes: black oak or cherry, standard; others by special order.
Serial numbers of units reviewed:
12375, 12376.
Price: 87000/pair. Approximate number of dealers: 90.
Manufacturer: Snell Acoustics, 143
Essex Street, Haverhill, MA 01832. Tel:
(978) 373-6114. Fax: (978) 373-6172.
Web: www.snellacoustics.com
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Stereophile STPH002-2). With the
memory of that long orchestral crescendo heard live and arecording of Boléro by
the New York Philharmonic, Iset out to
review the Snell XA9Ops loudspeaker.
Description
Snell's new XA9Ops is afour-way, floorstanding loudspeaker with eight driveunits: two 1" tweeters, two 2.5" midranges, two 6.5" lower-midranges, and
two 10" active subwoofers. David L.
Smith, Snell's engineer and president,
designed the speaker. After stints with
McIntosh, JBL, KEF, and Meridian,
among others, he joined Snell after the
company's previous loudspeaker designer, Kevin Voccks, moved to Revel,
and owner Peter Lingdorf sold the company to Boston Acoustics.
While it still has the company's signature rear-facing second tweeter, to help

equalize the speaker's HF power
ment of tweeter and subwoofer levels,
response, the XA9Ops features new techand Smith's proprietary "Expanding
nology not seen in previous Snell mod- Array" driver configuration. He demonstrated all these features during avisit to
my listening room, when he delivered
"Instead of
the XA9Ops speakers for review.
Expanding Array (XA) refers to the
concentrating on the
five symmetrically arranged drivers that
complete polar curve,"
sit just above the twin subwoofers.
When he was at McIntosh, Smith develwrote Smith,
oped methods for improving the polar
performance and frequency invariance
"improvements to
of vertical speaker arrays.2 "Instead of
concentrating on the complete polar
the forward beam
curve," wrote Smith, "improvements to
the forward beam of the array would
of the array would
best benefit the user." For the design of
best benefit the user."
the XA9Ops, he used computer modelels, including adual-driver active subwoofer with its own built-in parametric
equalizer, wireless remote-control adjust-

2See Smith's "Discrete-Element Line Arrays
Modeling and Optimization.' JABS, VoL45 No.11,
pp.949-964 (1997)

Four resonant modes can be seen, the
lowest at 280Hz, but these are quite low
in level and might not contribute to the
speaker's perceived character.
The nearfield responses of the ports,
woofers, and lower- and upper-midrange units are all shown in fig3. The
port output is the bandpass curve centered on 33Hz. The acoustic crossover
between the powered woofers and the
lower-midrange units appears to be
around 90Hz, and around 350Hz
between the lower- and upper-midrange
units—both alittle lower than specified.
The XA9Ops' overall response, averaged across a30° lateral window on the
tweeter axis and spliced to the complex
sum of all the lower-frequency nearfield
responses, is shown in figA. The pow-

ered subwoofer rolls off very steeply
below 32Hz. As LG commented, the
upper midrange is balanced to be alittle
forward — an alternative interpretation
of the graph is that the mid and high treble are plateau'd down by 2-3dB —but
the big Snell's response is otherwise
smooth and flat. This graph was taken
with the HF switch set to its lower level.
Switching it with the remote to the boost
setting increased the level of the range
between 71cHz and 20kHz by amaximum of 1.6dB (top trace, fig. 4), which
will add compensatory high-treble energy in dead or overdamped rooms.
The Snell's lateral dispersion, referenced and normalized to the tweeteraxis response, is shown in fig.5. It is
superbly well controlled across the en-

Measurements

T

he Snell's estimated sensitivity was
to specification at 90dB(B)/
2.83V/m, which is higher than average.
The worst-case impedance (fig.1) was
with the boundary control switched to
normal and the rear tweeter on. The
magnitude varies between 3ohms and
5ohms throughout the midrange and
low treble, which will mandate agood 4
ohm-rated amplifier be used, particularly as the electrical phase angle becomes increasingly capacitive in the
upper bass due to the passive high-pass
crossover filter that splits off the upperrange array from the powered subwoofers. Turning off the rear tweeter
raises the impedance to an average 7
ohms above 3kHz, while switching in
the boundary compensation adds about
half an ohm in the low midrange.
Fig2 shows acumulative spectraldecay plot calculated form the output of
aplastic-tape accelerometer fastened to
the center of the cabinet side panel.
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1101

Snell XA9Ops, electrical impedance (solid)
and phase (dashed). (2 ohms/vertical div.)
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Fig.2 Snell XA9Ops, cumulative spectral-decay plot of accelerometer output fastened to center of side
wall. (MLS driving voltage to speaker, 7.55V; measurement bandwidth, 2kHz.)
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Snell
mg to reach the goal of only 1dB variation through ±15° in the vertical direction. Beyond that narrow zone, the
array's vertical polar pattern drops off
"by 4-5dB at 40° up and down," Smith
added. "This reduces the energy that
bounces off the floor or ceiling and
reduces the contribution of the room."
The resulting pattern produces abroad
vertical lobe that is smoother over a
wider window, "giving amuch improved response smoothness for any listening height."
Smith constructed this array with a
central 1" aluminum-dome tweeter
flanked by two 2.5" upper-midrange
units, these in turn bracketed by two
6.5" midbass drivers. The addition of
these midbass drivers - set at double
the distance between the midrangetweeter-midrange (MTM) units extends the XA9Ops' smooth response

tire range; all other things being equal,
this will endow the speaker with accurate, stable stereo imaging, particularly
in light of the superb pair matching. In
the vertical plane (fig.6), the dispersion
was astonishingly wide, proving the efficacy of David Smith's "Expanding
Array" concept. The Snell's balance
hardly changes over a±15° window

down to 100Hz. A computer program
specified the exact spacing between
drivers and electromechanical drivercrossover interactions to create the optimized vertical polar pattern. Most critical was the relative spacing among the
MTM units, the crossover frequencies,
the rolloff slopes, and overlap. Smith
notes that although the units are not
time-aligned, "the relative phase response of the tweeter vs the upper
midranges is critical."
The XA9Ops is aslim tower 4.5' tall,
11" wide, and 19.5" deep. The bottom
section houses two forward-firing, longthrow custom 10" subwoofer drivers
with cylindrical housings and circular
perforated metal grilles. The subwoofer
drivers consist of mica- and carbonfilled copolymer domes, dual spiders to
stabilize the lengthy excursion, and a
front-mounted heatsink to draw heat

XA9Ops

away from the voice-coils.3The woofers
are reflex-aligned, with four flared port
openings - two for each woofer - on
the enclosure's upper section just below
the rear tweeter. The internal 300W
power amplifier has been optimized for
use below 200Hz.
Besides the four reflex ports and the
second tweeter, the rear panel features
four speaker terminals for biwiring, a
midbass compensation control, and a
parametric equalizer for the subwoofers
that includes continuously variable Q
(bandwidth) and fully adjustable cutoff
frequency. In addition to the usual controls for bass level and crossover frequency, the back panel has ajack for the
3This 10" drive-unit was given afull-page picture in the
Table of Contents of the March/April 1998 (Vol.4
No3) Stenvphile Guide to Home Theater, referring to Wes
Phillips' review in that issue of the Snell PS.10 compact
subwoofer.
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Fig.3 Snell XA9Ops, (L-R) nearfield responses of
port, woofers, lower-midrange units, uppermidrange units.
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Fig.4 Snell XA9Ops, anechoic response on tweeter
axis at 50", averaged across 30° horizontal
window and corrected for microphone
response, with the complex sum of the nearfield midrange, woofer, and port responses
plotted below 300Hz Top response above
kHz is with HF control set to "+:'
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above HF axis, reference response, differences in response 5.-Hr below HF axis.
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remote-control umbilical interconnect
that runs between the XA9Ops speakers. This allows the remote to control
both XA9Opses, even when its signal is
picked up by only one speaker's infrared
receiver. Smith claims that the parametric subwoofer and the lower-midrange
level controls can be set once during
installation, then left alone. The owner
then uses the wireless remote to set bass
and tweeter levels, depending on the
program material.
The crossovers have been designed as
second-order electrical and fourthorder acoustical slopes, with a"Linkwitz-Reilly or Butterworth squared philosophy," notes Smith. He juggled the
midbass drivers' mass and enclosure volumes and the values of the crossover
series capacitance to get athird-order
corner for the 100Hz high-pass subwoofer crossover. The midbass drivers

cross over at 400Hz to the upper
midrange drivers, which in turn cross
over to the tweeter at 3kHz. The rear
tweeter has afirst-order climbing response from 2kHz to 9kHz, and flattens
between 9kHz and 20kHz.
The XA9Ops's fien'finish is very good.
The quality of the review samples' cherry veneer equals or surpasses finishes on
previous Snell loudspeakers, including
the Reference Type A system, which
costs several times as much. Hardware,
switches, rotary controls, and connections are sturdy and easily accessible.
Setup
Working with Smith, it took me less
than an hour to set up the XA9Opses
and trim their many rear-panel controls.
'This pleasant task also included comparative far-field (16.5') and nearfield (9')
listening, low-frequency signal-genera-

Measurements
centered on the tweeter axis.
In the time domain, individual
inspection of the drive-unit step
responses indicates that the tweeter
and lower-midrange units are connected in positive acoustic polarity, the
upper-midrange units and powered
woofers in inverted acoustic polarity.

Twne ems

Fig.7 Snell XA9Ops, step response on tweeter
axis at 50" (5ms time window, 30kHz
bandwidth).

This can be seen in the XA9Ops' overall step response (fig.7), in which each
drive-unit smoothly hands over to the
next lower in frequency range. The
Snell's waterfall plot (fig.8) is extremely clean throughout the middle and
high trebles, but a resonant mode
noticeable just below 31cHz might add
too much of abite on some kinds of
music, while increasing the speaker's
sense of transparency to recorded
detail on other kinds.
Iwas alittle bothered by this and by
the slightly shelved-down highs, which
will make the Snell sound rather polite
in all but small rooms. Otherwise, the
XA9Ops is avery respectable design,
and offers superb speaker engineering
for what is avery competitive price,
considering its full-range nature and
high dynamic range.
—John Atkinson
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tor sweeps, phase checks, "sit-down,
stand-up" pink-noise listening, setting
all of the speakers' back-panel options,
and fine-tuning their subwoofer parametric equalizers. Smith used apcRTA
1
/
3-octave analyzer to set the loudspeakers' built-in parametric equalizers for
flat response (25Hz-10kHz, ±2.5dB)
from the nearfield ("front seat") listening position. (Snell dealers should offer
this setup to XA9Ops purchasers.) The
right speaker's parametric controls were
set to acenter frequency of 34Hz and a
0.5-octave bandwidth. Smith compensated for the damping effect of my listening room's sloping, semi-cathedral
ceiling on the left speaker's 20-100Hz
response by setting the parametric controls to acenter frequency of 65Hz and
a1.2-octave bandwidth. (Fig 1. on the
next page shows the 1
/
3-octave in-room
responses of both speakers before equalization; fig2 after.)
Smith then returned to the factory to
modify the crossover to improve the
tweeter's response. He did this by lowering the tweeter's output by 2dB at the
crossover point and gradually increasing
the drop by —3dB at 20kHz. He returned to my listening room two
months later to install this modification
by replacing each speaker's front MTM
drivers and rear internal crossover
boards. Using aPhillips screwdriver, he
detached the rear-panel service plate
holding the speaker wire terminals,
removed the original crossover pcb, and
installed anew board by transferring the
multiple colored leads from the one
rear-panel and five front-baffle drivers
to the new crossover's barrier strip.
Smith pointed out that the crossover's
adjustable slider resistors and air-core
inductors are trimmed and adjusted by
Snell technicians to match each XA9Ops
to areference standard.
When he screwed the service panels
back on and fired up the amplifiers, the
modified XA9Ops loudspeakers worked
perfectly. 'This was convincing evidence
of the speaker's serviceability — especially if the field technician is also the designer! He then rechecked the equalizer settings with the pcRTA analyzer, but no
adjustments of the XA9Opses' parametric
equalizer controls were necessary.
For all listening sessions, the Snell
XA9Ops loudspeakers were placed in
my preferred speaker locations: 62"
from the rear wall and 45" from the side
walls, on acircular area rug. Playing
Stereophile's Test CD 3for channel identification and phasing, Iadjusted the
speaker positions until Icould hear the
in-phase pink-noise signal as atightly
Stereophile, July 1999
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Fig.1

Snell XA9Ops, in-room, '1,-octave response in LG's listening room
before equalization (5dB/vertical div., red trace left, blue trace right).
Note the superb pair match in the upper midrange and treble, even
without equalization.

focused patch of pink noise equidistant
between the speakers. Imaging and
soundstaging were optimized when
speakers and listening seat formed the
apices of an isosceles triangle measuring
91.5" wide between the speakers and
108" from each speaker's tweeter centers
to the sweet spot. The XA9Ops' tonal
balance did not change when Istood up
and sat down at this seated position.
The Snells faced the full length of my
listening room, which is 26' long, 13'
wide, and 12' high, with the lower part
of the semi-cathedral ceiling above the
left loudspeaker. The back of the room
opens into a25' by 15' kitchen through
an 8' by 4' doorway. This large listening
area — over 5000ft3— often causes twoway speakers to strain when pushed, but
the Snell XA9Ops produced high output
without apparent distortion. Its stated
voltage sensitivity of 90dB/2.83V/m is
higher than the range of speakers usually reviewed by this magazine, allowing
medium-powered solid-state amplifiers
such as the 100Wpc Mark Levinson
No331 to generate high SPLs without
clipping. Iused the higher-powered
Bryston 7B-ST monoblocks (954W
into 4ohms) for this review because of
their wider soundstage, superior bass
control, and easily visible front-panel
clipping indicators.
Even though Smith had adjusted the
subwoofer's parametric equalizer, Iused
both pink noise and JGH's voice on
Stereophile's Test CD I (STPH002-2,
track 5, index 10, Neumann TLM 170
microphone) to trim the XA9Ops'
midrange and tweeters. Turning on the
XA9Ops' rear tweeter caused his voice
to harden, so Ileft it off. Ialso preferred
the midbass driver's Normal setting to
its Boundary setting.
The remaining adjustments were
made using the wireless hand-held
remote. Front-tweeter Boost and Cut
adjustments were subtle, but Ipreferred
Stereophile, July 1999
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Fig.2 Snell XA9Ops, in-room, 1
A-octave response in LG's listening room after
equalization (5dB/vertical div., red trace left, blue trace right). Now the
excellent pair match extends through the low bass.

wrenching ballad "Sunday Afternoon,"
from Paul Simon's Songs from The Capeman (Warner Bros. 46814-2). And
Emmylou Harris' birdlike voice stood
out clearly above the cauldron of sinister, throbbing, churning bass synthesizer
notes in the opening of the apocalyptic
"Deeper Well" (Spyboy, EM25001-2).
The Snell XA9Ops'
The XA9Ops' handheld remote further improved vocal recordings by
upper-midrange and
allowing me to trim overemphasized
bass from my listening chair. The backtreble clarity were
up bass on Natalie Merchant's title song
associated with
from the soundtrack to One Fine Day
(Columbia CK 69716) was excessive on
good reproduction
the large Snell Type A Reference system. Switching to the XA9Ops, Iselectof orchestral timbre
ed the -2dB bass level setting on its
remote. The resulting balance was terand color. Good timbre
rific, allowing the XA90s to disappear,
leaving Merchant's three-dimensional,
was also evident
Eartha Kitt-like voice right in the room.
listening to FM music.
The XA9Ops' upper-midrange and
treble clarity were associated with good
reproduction of orchestral timbre and
color. At the same NYP concert at
Sound
The XA9Ops' sonic profile was evenly which Iheard Boléro, Muta conducted
balanced, matching the relatively flat fre- Busoni's Turandot Suite. Listening to the
CD he recorded with the NYP (Sony
quency response Smith obtained by
Classical SK 53280) over the XA9Opses,
adjusting the internal parametric equalizer. This gave the overall system a Iheard that same soundstage depth and
orchestral timbre. In particular, Ienslightly bright characteristic in my listening room — clear highs, dynamic mid- joyed the XA9Opses' reproduction of
the ghostly high notes from the timpani
range, and powerful, solid bass response
duet at the beginning of Tnealdino, and
down to 23Hz —with no audible traces
of second-harmonic distortion.
the "brassy blattiness"4of the brass quintet at the beginning of Nocturnal Waltz
The resulting upper-midrange emGood orchestral timbre also was eviphasis favored female vocalists. Suzanne
dent listening to FM music. Ibecame
Vega's acappella rendition of "Tom's
completely involved in a late-night
Diner," from her Solitude Standing album
broadcast of the late Georg Solti con(A&M CD 5136), sounded startlingly
ducting the Chicago Symphony in
realistic. She was right in the room,
standing between the two speakers. Beethoven's Symphony 6(London 421
Comparing Revel's Salon (which Ireviewed in March) with the XA9Ops, I
favored the XA9Ops for getting Ednita 4Cf. John Adcinson's liner notes for his recording of
Elgar's The Dream of Gerontius, referring to aterm used
Nazario's voice closest to my memory
by JGH. (Test C
D 2 booklet, p.18, Stereophile
of her live performance of the heart- STPH004-2.)

the Cut position. As for the bass adjustments, Ipreferred the "0" position. As a
result, Ileft the rear tweeter off, the front
tweeter set to Cut, and the midbass control set to Normal. Remote-control settings varied with program material.
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Snell
773-2). My notes from that night indicate that the XA9Ops performed very
well, giving the music "an infectious,
slow dance rhythm, making me envision dancers making their slow, precise
rotations and spins. The Snell XA9Ops
captured the massed chords of the string
bass, which sounded full and rich, and
the timpani notes were solid and well
formed. The air around the instruments
was well delineated."
Even though its sonic balance favored
the upper midrange, the XA9Ops produced ample amounts of deep, taut bass.
The twin 10" woofers provided afull
room lock, playing the sustained synthesizer chords at the very end of "Assault on
Ryan's House," from the Patriot Games
soundtrack (RCA 66051-2). And the
Snells played with authority and power
the huge bass-drum whacks at the opening of La Resta Mexicana, from Resta (Reference Recordings RR-38CD); the deep,
raspy throb of David Hudson's didgeridoo on "Rainforest Wonder" (Didgeridoo
Spirit, Indigenous Australia IA2003 D);
Joel Goodman's subterranean synth
chords on "Silk Road" (0J-the Marsh and
the Moon, Chesky W0144); and Glen
Moore's pulsating string bass on "The
Silence of a Candle," from Oregon's
Beyond Words (CheskyJD130). The Snell
also had plenty of pace'n'rhythm — as
heard listening to the Billy Drummond's
drum solo on "Followthrough," from
Jerome Harris' Rendezvous (Stereophile
STPH013-2); or on Emmylou Harris'
driving, locomotivelike "Tulsa Queen,"
from Spyboy. Even so, the XA9Ops' subwoofers did not have the Revel Salon's
timbrai accuracy or pitch definition in
the deep bass.
All audio products have their areas of
strength and weakness — even one as
well designed as the Snell XA9Ops. To
better evaluate the XA9Ops, Iused avari-

ety of loudspeakers, some much more
expensive — such as the older Snell
Acoustics Reference Type A ($19,0001
pair) and the Revel Salon ($15,000/
pair). After lengthy listening sessions
with these products, which cost twice or

The Snell XA9Ops
is definitely
recommended —
as is atrip to
your local orchestra.
thrice as much as the Snells, Icould
detect differences —only on some program material — in soundstage depth,
transparency, and freedom from compression. The $7000/pair Snell is obviously ahigh-flying performer.
The Snell XA9Opses' image specificity was very good, particularly for their
ability to display soundstage width. Playing the Jerome Harris Quintet's recording of "The Mooche" on Rendezvous, the
XA9Ops spread the group out —vibes
far stage left to stage center, trombone
just right of center, sax far right, bass guitar and kick drum center, drums spread
across the full stage width —in an exact
match with JA's detailed liner notes on
how he miked the session. In the same
way, the XA9Opses' imaging of the
choral group on "Lord Make Me an
Instrument of Your Peace," from John
Rutter's Requiem (Reference RR57CD), spread them across ashallow,
somewhat distant stage. Switching to
the Revel Salons or the Snell Reference
Type As gave me the illusion of having
been moved into the chorus, and of
added depth — Icould detect ranks of

Associated Equipment
Analog sources: Linn Sondek LP12
turntable with Lingo power supply
and Ittok tonearm, Spectral movingcoil cartridge. Tuners: Day-Sequerra
FM Reference Classic, Rotel RH-10,
Fanfare FM-1, Magnum Dynalab
MD-108. Sleuth 205 RF amplifier.
Digital source: Krell MD-1 CD
transport, Adcom GDA-700 D/A
processor.
Preamplifiers: Mark Levinson ML7A, Duntech MX-10 head amplifier.
Power amplifiers: Mark Levinson
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No331, Bryston 7B-ST monoblocks.
Reference Loudspeakers: Snell
Type A Reference system, Revel
Salon, Acoustic Research AR-1.
Cables: Interconnects: 75 ohm Silver
Starlight digital coax, Madrigal CZ
Gel-1, Krell Cogelco Yellow balanced, Bryston Balanced, Mark Levinson HFC (with Camac connectors)
single-ended. Speaker Cables: QED
Qudos Profile 8 biwires, Levinson
HFC-10, PSC Pristine.
—Larry Greenhill

XA9Ops

singers on the deeper stage.
Even though the XA9Ops had an
extended, open treble, the Revel Salon
and Snell Type A Reference sounded
slightly more transparent on some recordings. This was most evident when the
Type As were playing "Prayer in Open
D" from Spyboy. Emmylou Harris' voice
became more open and translucent on
the Type A, the accompanying guitar
chords more crystalline and airy. On the
very next cut, an acappella version of
"Calling My Children Home," the
Salon reproduced Harris' voice with a
transparency and adark, rich, slightly
nasal timbre not heard on any of the
other loudspeakers. The AR-1 that I
reviewed in June was also more transparent on this recording.
What about Boléro? In order to use
my audio system's full dynamic range, I
turned down the volume control at the
beginning so Icould barely hear the
snare drum. By the end of the "17minute crescendo," and even though
the Bryston 7B-STs were not clipping,
the XA9Opses had been pushed past
their limit —there were signs of compression and distortion. While none of
the loudspeakers cleared the piece's
final notes without signs of distress, the
Salon and Type A Reference played the
final E-major chord the clearest and
loudest. Ithen realized that the final fortissimo at the live performance must
have been very, very loud —providing a
final release of Boléro's lengthy tension,
and making us jump to our feet in spontaneous ovation.
Conclusions
The Snell XA9Ops is, at $7000/pair, an
expensive loudspeaker, though there
are many others considerably more
expensive. Yes speakers costing two to
three times its price could better its
sonics, but only on certain recordings.
The XA9Ops' features — internally
powered subwoofer, parametric equalizer, remote control adjustment — all
worked quite well, making it one of the
best-conceived loudspeaker systems
I've auditioned. Indeed, this speaker's
wireless remote became quite addictive; now, having moved on to other
speakers, Imiss it.
The Snell XA9Ops is definitely recommended—as is atrip to your local orchestra. Although no loudspeaker system can
completely capture the dynamic range of
alive performance of Ravel's Boléro, sitting in the concert hall will definitely
enhance your appreciation of the music
you listen to at home. It has for me.
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Aerial Acoustics Model 7B loudspeaker

A

large bass enclosure, the 7B looks pretty
conventional: aslim tower with twin 7"
woofers, a5" midrange, and a1" tweeter. Nice enough looking, but not a
major statement in industrial design.
However, examine the 7B more closely
and you'll notice ways in which it stands
out from the competition.
For its size, this must be one of the
heaviest speakers around — nearly 100
lbs each. The weight comes from 2"thick walls, constrained-layer damping
blocks, extensive bracing, and woofers
with cast frames and large magnets. The
midrange unit, custom-made for Aerial
in Denmark, is an unshielded version of
Aerial's CC3 center-channel driver, and
has its own wool-filled chamber within
the enclosure. The tweeter, amultivented, titanium metal-dome unit made
exclusively for Aerial in Germany, is the
same as the one in the 10T. The cabinet's joints are extremely tight, which
contributes to the rigidity of the enclosure. The wood veneer (rose walnut on
the review samples) has asymmetrical
pattern on every side. The rounded
edges are of inlaid wood that matches
the flat surfaces of the enclosure. The
finish is impeccable.
The 7B's crossover is built on two
glass-epoxy circuit boards, and allows for
biwiring. Crossover points and slopes are
not specified, but Michael Kelly admits
that the slopes are higher order and vary
from driver to driver. Wiring is the highest-purity copper, and connections are
Description, design, setup
made with silver solder. The crossover
Compared to Aerial's top-of-the line
10'T, with its separate molded mid- uses air-core coils and polypropylene
range/tweeter module sitting atop a capacitors. The speaker comes with plas-

lthough the component that
actually produces the sound is
obviously the loudspeaker, audiophiles know that everything in the
system — digital or analog source, preamplifier, amplifier, cables, room
acoustics — has an influence on sound
quality. No matter how good the speaker, its performance depends on the quality of the signal, the speaker's acoustical
environment, and how the speaker is set
up in that environment. I've heard
speakers that Iknew to be top-notch
performers sound dreadful at audio
shows and in dealers' listening rooms.
But not the speakers from Aerial
Acoustics. I've heard various models at
various times — usually at Stereophik
HI-FI Shows and CES, but afew times
at dealers — and 1have literally never
heard them sound bad. Sometimes the
sound was quite spectacular, at other
times it was just okay, but no Aerial
Acoustics speaker has ever made me
think of how soon Icould leave the
room without appearing to be rude.
There could be several reasons for this.
Aerial Acoustics designer Michael Kelly
borders on being obsessive when it comes
to speaker setup and selection of the right
associated equipment for his speakers. He
is also very careful in picking suitable
demo material. Or maybe it's luck.
Or maybe, just maybe, the speakers
are simply very good.

Description: Three-way,
reflexloaded, floorstanding, dynamic loudspeaker. Drive-units: 1" aluminumdome tweeter, 5" treated-fiber—cone
midrange, two 7" treated-fiber—cone
woofers. Frequency range: 35Hz22kHz, ±2dB (-6dB at 30Hz). Sensitivity: 86dB/W/m. Nominal impedance: 6 ohms, minimum 4 ohms.
Dimensions: 43" H by 8.5" W by 15"
D. Weight: 95 lbs.
Finishes: black ash, rose walnut,
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cherry, bird's-eye maple, rosewood.
Serial numbers of units reviewed:
072341, 072342.
Price: $4000—$5000, depending on
finish. Optional spiked stands cost
$400/pair. Approximate number of
dealers: 50.
Manufacturer: Aerial Acoustics, P.O.
Box 81248, Wellesley, MA 02481.
Tel./fax: (781) 235-7715. Web:
www.aerialacoustics.com
Aerial Acoustics 7B loudspeaker
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Aerial
tic feet that can be replaced with spikes,
or with the optional spiked stand
($400/pair), which provides greater stability and improves bass quality and focus.
The dedicated stand is particularly recommended for use on suspended wooden floors. That's what my listening room
has, so Iasked Aerial to include apair.
The stand is very heavy, and bolts on to
the speaker in an extremely rigid manner. Unlike many stands I've seen, this
one looks integral with the speaker, not
like an add-on. The grille that covers the
drivers is easily removed, which is what I
did for all my listening. (The speaker
looks just fine without the grille.)
By now, I've had enough floorstanding speakers in my listening room that I
have apretty good idea of where they're
likely to sound best, give or take afew
inches. Iplunked the speakers down in
approximately the same positions
where I've had Audio Physic Tempos,
Hales Revelation Threes and Transcendence Fives, as well as my reference

Dunlavy SC-IV/As. As per Michael
Kelly's recommendation, Itweaked
speaker position without the stands
being attached, which made moving the
speakers much easier. The final position
was on the long side of my 16' by 14' by

Acoustics

7B

single RoomLens placed near the middle of the back wall. The 4' by 5' area of
the wall behind the listening seat is covered with sound-absorbing material
(foam packing with ashag rug over it).
This setup gave me awide soundstage
with no hole in the middle.

Unlike many stands

Sound
Applied to music, the term "easy listening" is often used as aput-down. Perhaps as an extension of the "No pain, no
integral with the speaker,
gain" principle, it's assumed that if
not like an add-on.
music is easy to listen to, then it's probably not very good.
Some people think much the same
7.5' listening room, about 39" from the
back wall and 32" from the side walls way about loudspeakers. If aspeaker is
(measured from the center of the tweet- easy to listen to, if it doesn't continually
remind you of all the deficiencies of
er), forming about a70° angle from the
listening seat. The speakers were toed- recordings and associated equipment,
in alittle more than halfway between then it must not be atrue high-fidelity
straight-ahead and pointing-at-the-lis- device. If you want to call yourself areal
tener. Two sets of Argent RoomLenses, audiophile, you must be willing to suffer.
Well, if that's how you get your kicks,
placed as "wings," formed a45° angle
on the outside of each speaker, with a you're welcome to it. I'm interested in

I've seen, the 7B's looks

Measurements
he big Aerial's estimated sensitivity
was alittle lower than specified, at
T
84.4dB(B)/2.83V/m, probably due to a
lack of energy in the low treble. Its plot
of impedance magnitude and phase
aaaetteenteenance
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Fig.1

Aerial 78, electrical impedance (solid) and
phase (dashed). (2 ohms/vertical div.)

against frequency (fig.1) revealed the 7B
to be amoderately demanding load,
with anominal value in the midrange
and bass closer to 4ohms than the specified 6ohms. The speaker is basically an
8ohm design in the treble, however.
The saddle in the magnitude trace at
25Hz reveals the tuning frequency of
the 3"-diameter port.
Other than one at the tweeter's ultrasonic resonance frequency at 25kHz,
the impedance traces are free from
wrinkles due to the presence of resonances of various kinds. Examining the
panels' vibrational behavior with asimple plastic-tape accelerometer revealed
some modes, but these were pushed

high in frequency by the bracing. Fig2,
for example, shows awaterfall plot calculated from the accelerometer's output
when it was fastened to the cabinet sidewall 12" from the floor. A single mode
can be seen at 563Hz, and could be
found on all surfaces. However, the fact
that it is both high in frequency and low
in level means that its subjective effect
will be minimal.
Fig3 shows the acoustic crossover on
the tweeter axis, spliced to the nearfield
responses of the midrange unit, woofers,
and port. The port's output is centered as
expected on the 25Hz tuning frequency,
while the woofers hand over to the
midrange unit around 430Hz, with
steep crossover slopes. The overall response, averaged across a30° window on
the tweeter axis and spliced to the complex sum of the woofer and port

0.00
12.00
25.00

-12.0-

37.00
50.00

-18.0-

62.00 msec

-24.0-

HLSSA
Cueulal

ue

20.0
Spectral

Decay

-9.12 dB,

100.0
log Frequency
563 Hz

(144),

1000.0
- Hz

0.000
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100
(1)

Fig.2 Aerial 7B, cumulative spectral-decay plot of accelerometer output fastened to side wall 12"
from base (MLS driving voltage to speaker, 7.55V; measurement bandwidth, 2kHz.)
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Fig.3 Aerial 78, acoustic crossover on tweeter
axis at 50", corrected for microphone
response, with the nearfield and port
woofer responses plotted below 300Hz
and 700Hz, respectively.
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enjoying music, and that's just what the
Aerial 7B allowed me to do. In this
sense, I'd describe it as an "easy-listening" speaker. There seemed to be no
added harshness or edge, no annoying
mechanical/electronic overlay. With
every recording, Ihad the feeling that
anything grating in the sound was most
likely part of the recording itself.
The sound was so smooth, so grainfree that Ifound myself relaxing more,
letting the music just come to me. (Of
course, the rest of the equipment, especially the latest version of the Convergent Audio Technology SL-1 Ultimate
preamplifier, made amajor contribution
here.) Highs were sweet, with no hint of
added brightness or sizzle. The midrange sounded very neutral with both
amplifiers; the distinctive characters of
individual singing voices were well preserved, with aminimum of "hi-fi" artifacts. Transients were generally crisp
and clean, but just abit on the polite
side compared to the Hales Transcendence Five or the Dunlavy SC-IV/A.

No box speaker can escape having some
degree of boxiness in the sound, but the
right cabinet construction can reduce
this to alow level. The Aerial 7B's box
In

overall tonal balance,

the Aerial

7B was

on the

warm and laid-back
rather than the lean
and forward side.
resonances seemed extremely low — all
that attention paid to having arigid
enclosure and constrained-layer internal
damping has clearly paid off.
Calling the Aerial 7B an "easy-listening" speaker should not be taken to
mean that it's suitable only for Mantovani Plays Ferrante &Teicher's Greatest Hits.
It had no problem handling the thunderous dynamics of Frederick Fennell's
latest Dallas Wind Symphony release
(Marches I've Missed, Reference Record-

ings RR-85CD), played pretty loud.'
Just looking at the speaker, with its
modest size and less-than-giant
woofers, you might not think that
power handling would be one of its
virtues, but it is. And, unlike some
speakers that wake up only when
played loud, the 7B did not lose its
dynamic feel at the much lower levels
that comprise most of my own listening.
In overall tonal balance, the Aerial 7B
was on the warm and laid-back rather
than the lean and forward side. Detail
and transparency did not fully match
those of the Hales Transcendence Five
or Dunlavy SC-IV/A, but was certainly
creditable given the differences in price
(50% more for the Hales, 100% more
for the Dunlavy). Bass extension in my
room reached the mid-20s before
1During the first five seconds of track 8of Marches I've
Missed, the peak SPL measured at the listening seat with
the ItadioShack meter (C weighting, fast response) read
104dB. Given that this meter is known to underestimate the actual peak levels by several dB. I'd call that
pretty loud.

Measurements
responses, is shown in fig.4. The bass is
down 6dB at alow 23Hz, and the speaker's balance is superbly even and flat on
this axis. There is a slight negative
plateau in the low and mid-trebles compared with the midrange, which could
explain the slightly lower sensitivity, and
might also contribute to RD's feeling
that the speaker sounded alittle laidback. The tweeter's ultrasonic resonance
peak is 15dB high, but this is unlikely to
be excited using digital sources.
Fig.5 shows the speaker's lateral dispersion on the tweeter axis. (Just the
changes in response are shown, which is
why the tweeter-axis curve is astraight
line.) There is aslight flare in the bottom of the tweeter's passband, which
will work against the on-axis lack of
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Fig.5 Aerial 78, lateral response family at 50", normalized to response on tweeter axis, from back
to front: differences in response 90°-5° off-axis, reference response, differences in response
5*-90" off-axis.
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Fig.4 Aerial 78, anechoic response on tweeter
axis at 50", averaged across 30° horizontal
window and corrected for microphone
response, with the complex sum of the
nearfield woofer and port responses
plotted below 300Hz.
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Fig.6 Aerial 78, vertical response family at 50", from back to front: differences in response 15*--5°
above HF axis, reference response, differences in response 5*-10* below HF axis.
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Aerial
rolling off, which represents outstanding performance.
Other than a peak of 5-6dB at
around 50Hz — which I've observed
with other speakers in this room, so it
probably represents aroom mode — the
response was quite smooth from 200Hz
down.2The bottom end was better controlled by the Bryston 7B-ST (no relation!) than by the Sonic Frontiers Power
2. With both amplifiers, the bass was
subjectively somewhat on the generous
side and not ideally taut (the Dunlavy
SC-IV/A is much better in this respect),
but was not noticeably "slow"; bass
drumbeats did not lag behind the rest of
the music.
Aerial has an optional foam insert
available for the 7B's rear-firing port,
but these were not provided with the
review pair. 'When Iqueried Michael
Kelly about this, he told me that the
2With the Hales Transcendence Five in approximately
the same position, the 100Hz dip was absent —see the
June '99 Stenvphik

energy in the same region in all but
very large rooms, but the dispersion is
otherwise superbly well controlled.
This undoubtedly contributes to the
speaker's excellent imaging. In the ver-

Fig.7 Aerial 78, step response on tweeter axis at
50' (5ms time window, 30kHz bandwidth).

Analog source: fully updated Linn
LP12 turntable with Linn Wok tonearm and AudioQuest AQ-700Onsx
cartridge.
Digital source: PS Audio Lambda
II transport, Audio Alchemy
DTI•Pro 32 anti-jitter/resolutionenhancement device, Sonic Frontiers
Processor 3 D/A processor, Illuminati D-60/Orchid digital links.
Preamplifier: Convergent Audio
Technology SL-1 Ultimate.
Power amplifiers: Bryston 7B-ST,
Sonic Frontiers Power 2.
Cables: TARA Labs The Two inter-

insert is not recommended unless the
speaker is placed right against the wall
(also not recommended). Itried stuffing
arolled-up sock (100% wool, black) in
each speaker's port; this made the bass

tical plane (fig.6), the response doesn't
change significantly over quite awide
range of listener height, which is just as
well given the tweeter's 39" distance
from the floor, which is alittle on the
high side.
The step response (fig.7) indicates
that all the drive-units are connected
with positive acoustic polarity, while
the cumulative spectral-decay plot
(fig.8) is superbly clean, implying freedom from treble grain and hardness.
All things considered, these measurements indicate asuperbly wellengineered loudspeaker. It's no surprise that Bob Deutsch liked its sound
so much.
—John Atkinson
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Fig.8 Aerial 78, cumulative spectral-decay plot at 50" (0.15ms risetime).
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7B

Associated Equipment

18.0

400.0
1000.0
Cumulative Spectral Decay

Acoustics

mum

connects, Decade speaker cables (two
pairs) and power cables.
Room treatment: 5 Argent RoomLenses.
Accessories: Chang CLS-9600 ISO
power-line conditioner several AudioPrism QuietLine LF-1 Mk.II parallel
power-line filters, Shakti stones placed
on the Sonic Frontiers Processor 3and
DTI•Pro 32, Bright Star Little Rock
atop the CD transport, QR Design
Statmat MU! CD mat (fussy, but the
darn thing works), PolyCrystal amplifier stand and cones, Checkpoint P-770
laser alignment tool.
—Robert Deutsch

leaner but also slowed it down and
impaired extension. The socks were
promptly returned to their rightful
place (top drawer, right rear).
Ihave left till last discussion of one of
the Aerial 7Bs' major assets: soundstaging. With the speakers set up in my preferred "widescreen" mode, the soundstage extended from outside the side
walls and to way beyond the back wall.
The sound was open, airy, and quite
detached from the speakers. Closing my
eyes, Ifound it almost impossible to
localize the speakers as sources of
sound. The specificity of images within
the soundstage was not quite amatch
for the Dunlavy SC-IV/As, but the Aerial 7Bs' soundstage held up better for listeners outside the central sweet spot.
Conclusion
Based on my more extended experience
with the Aerial 7B, Ihave to say that the
hypothesis initially based on my informal observations has been confirmed:
Aerial Acoustics makes some very good
speakers. The 7B offers top-level engineering and craftsmanship at afair price.
While there are speakers with tighter
bass and even greater transparency and
detail, the 7B is always true to the music,
and its sonic personality would particularly complement systems that would
otherwise sound lean, cold, and clinical.
The 7B's $4000/pair list price (assuming you don't go for one of the exotic finishes) puts it right in the middle of a
price range that includes some superb
loudspeakers — like the Hales Revelation Three at the lower end, and the
Energy Veritas v2.8, Hales Transcendence Five, and Aerial's own Model 8at
the upper end. The Aerial 7B is adistinguished addition to this select group. CI
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Planar 25 Class C SSS ...S1275

GyroDec Mktg! Limited
GyroDec MKIII

. S2150
S1995

Gyro Spider
$1595
Mycro
$1495
The GyroDec is truly a breathtaking blend of art and precision engineering.

Planar 3 Class D SSS

S695

Planar 2 Class D

$499

"Scary how good this bargain
sounds. Get one and you'll be
hooked on vinyl." Borderline
Class B. -Stereophile Rec.

Pro-Ject 1.2 New Price.. ..S319
Includes Oyster Cartridge
Pro-Ject 6.1 New Price

.. .S595

Includes Oyster Cartridge
Perspective "New for 99". .S995
Clear Acrylic Base, Fully
Suspended
"Natural sound with good bass,
well-made excellent value. Hard to
beat at the price."-What Hi Fi UK

Comp. Class C SSS 4/99
Planar 25 Michael Fremer

SHURE

)GRADO

TD-190 plays 33/45/78 RPM
List Price
$571;
Sale Price
$449"
Thornes is the only manufacturer
that makes A 3-speed fully automatic turntable. Ortofon OMB-10
cartridge is included.

The Return Of A Legend

_At is among the finest
cartridges
I've ever heard
at any price-"
-Stereophile March 1999 p. 41
The Statement Michael Fremer
Reference
Reference Master
Reference Sonata
Reference Platinum

S1200
$800
$500
$300

V15VxMR -Audiophile

"The finest fixed-coil cartridge I've ever heard, and one of the finestsounding cartridges I've ever heard-especially in the midrange-regardless of design," said MF -Stereophile Rec. Comp. 4/99 Reference SSS
Class B. Sonata Class B, Platinum SSS Class C

Lehmann
audio

NITTY GRITTY'
RECORD CARE PRODUCTS

...S275

Stereophile Recommended
Comp. Class C SSS 10 /98 p. 83
"Cold out of the box, the V15 sounded warm." -Stereophile 7/97

LAY:
Stereophile

Rec. Comp.
4/99

X5-MC
X3-MC

$269"
$219"

X1-MC /MCP

$134"

..."a very good performer for the
money" -Stereophile Rec. Comp.
XI-MC Class D 4/99 MF
•••••

‘e)GRADC
LAsr
•••:«1

"Sweet sounding and communicative with a
pleasing full
tonal balance."

Black Cube

$695

MM /MC Phono Preamplifier
"You won't believe your ears."
-Stereophile Rec. Comp. Class
B SSS 4/99 Michael Fremer

Mini Pro Fully Automatic ...$649
1.5FI Semi Automatic
S449
1.5 Semi Automatic
S375

'1
'2
'3
'4

1.0 Manual Operation

'5 Stylast Preservative

$229

Power Cleaner
S28 /S152
Record Preservative $28 /S158
Record Cleaner S17/ RCM $50
Stylus Cleaner
S15

Record Master
$245
CD Master
S56
-Stereophile Rec. Comp. 4/99

'1 & '2 Combo Kit
'2 & '3 Combo Kit
'4 & '5 Combo Kit

Mini Pro 2, 2.5F1. 1.5FI, 1.0 SSS

Record or Stylus Brush .

S23
$49"
$40 534

-Hi-Fi Choice Sound 4 1/2
Value 4 10 /96 Grado Gold M.
Steward
Prestige Gold
Prestige Silver
Prestige Red

S180
S150
5110

Prestige Blue
Prestige Green

S80
$60

Prestige Black

$40
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Opal
$195 1meter pair
Extremely pure solid FPC-6 copper
(99.99997%). RCA plugs are weldAstronomical ed on using 8,000 amperes of curHighend Bargain! rent commingling the molecules.
'tenet Class B US

$795

actual
size

istronomical Value with Rega's
'tenet? -Stereophile Cover
rtory 2/98 p. 101 JA

-21 awg FPC-6 Copper
Air-Hyperlitz Insulation
Polypropylene Isolating
Polypropylene Jacket
- Foil/Mylar Foil Shield
Silver Plated Drainwire
PVC Jacket

-But at a whisker under $800,
is an astronomical highend
iargain."- Stereophile Rec.
romp. Class B SU 4/99 JA
alMee,

GRADO

?A-1 Headphone Amplifier ..$350
?eference RS 1Headphone $695
?eference RS 2 Headphone $495
'vestige SR 325 Headphone $295
'restige SR 225 Headphone $200
'restige SR125 Headphone .5150
'restige SR 80 Headphone ..$95
›restige SR 60 Headphone ..$69

THORM
TD-295
List $999"
Sale $799"

audiolechnica,
OC-9
List . .$400
Sale _5200

$880
$655
$660
$580

8 foot pair
5 foot pair
8 foot pair
5 foot pair

Monocle Loudspeaker Cables
The most intimate union of amplifier & loudspeaker.

realism.
We are proud to feature German made WBT connectors as standard equipment. WBT incorporates
uniquely functional designs and superior materials to
Topaz
$79 1meter pair produce the finest connectors the world has to offer.
WBT's new spade lug incorporates an elastomer
Extremely pure solid LGC copper
type damper for excellent contact and dramatic
(99.97%).
"...uncolored at an affordable price. reduction of vibration. The bimetal spade is fully
insulated and CE compliant. Sandwich spades offer the highest fidelity
Great value." -Stereophile Rec.
and are strongly recommended.
Comp. 4/99
actual
size
__- -22 awg LGC Drainwire
22 awg LGC Copper
—
Polypropylene Insulation
-Foil Shield
PP Filer
PVC Jacket

orrofon

8TC
4TC

$224 8 foot pair
$160 8 foot pair

A double run of 8 TC greatly improves the sound, feels DO. Excellent
bass. -Stereophile Rec. Comp 8TC $$$ & 4TC $$$ 10 /98 p. 135

MC 25 FL
List . .S450
Sale . .5225
,rices

XL
XL
X
X

Twenty years of avant-garde manufacturing and engineering enable
Kimber Kable to offer the most significant sensible loudspeaker cables in
High End audio.
Ruby
$125 1meter pair
This collection of loudspeaker cables features many technologies
Extremely pure solid FPC copper
developed during the Black Pearl" project. Now, we unite the perfor(99.997%). RCA plugs are welded
mance and ideals uncovered in that project with cost effective materials
on using 8,000 amperes of current and procedures without sacrificing quality. The new cables are astatecommingling the molecules.
ment of our relentless pursuit of performance, quality and value.
Monocle Series-designed specifically for standard loudspeakers.
actual
Technology, performance, sensibility. These words accurately describe
size
the new Monocle Series. Monocle brings an unprecedented price to performance ratio to the audio cable world. The level of engineering, tech--- Silver Plated Drainwire
nology and beauty this cable provides are without equal, especially
-- 22 awg FPC Copper
iPoleropylene Insulation considering its price. Monocle offers increased dynamic range with
_ Foil Shield
greater speed and acceleration. Timbre, space, detail, intimacy; the
_ PP Filer
Monocle delivers the musical nuances and color with emotion, truth and
PVC Jacket

440ML
List ...s219,
9
Sale . ..599"

DCC LPs

Monocle
Monocle
Monocle
Monocle

22'A

Turquoise
Jade

"You can rest assured of two facts: You can afford Kimber 8TC or 4TC.
And, if you do choose to buy Kimber, no one on the block will own any$45 1meter pair thing that beats it. Just go out and buy some!" -The Audio Observatory
$29 1meter pair Vol. 2# 10 Paul A. Cervantes

subject to change without notice Some pictures are representations of products.

When Victor Khomenko, the design genius behind
Balanced Audio Technology, told me he had anew
"super tube" he would be working with that was
like nothing else, it piqued my interest. We are the
southern California tube specialists, including tube
upgrades of the most exotic type, and we thought
we'd seen it all—until now.

ROIVIISING TECHNOLOGY...
At the Consumer Electronics Show BAI debuted
the VK-50SE, which uses the 6H30 Russian
Military Supertube. Why did it sound so good? Is
it the parts? The Supertube? The obsession of the
designer to make apre-amp that blows away the
cost-no-object products from other companies?
Idon't know. And frankly at that magic moment I
didn't care. My shoulders dropped and 20 years
melted away. Ihad that everything's gonna be
O.K. feeling. That intangible thing. God, 1love
this stuff.
If you would like to hear the new VK-50SE, or the
other new BAT products, remember.., we not only
display it, we actually stock it—so you can have it
today.
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UPSCALE
AUDIO

tube, • .ugheat fidelity

2504 Spring Terrace •Upland. CA 91784 •Voice (909) 931-9686

Fax (909) 985-6968 •www.upscaleaudio.com
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GIVE LIFE To THE MUSIC
VIBRAPODTM I
SOLATORS I
MPROVE
BASS DEFINITION AND DEPTH
DYNAMICS, DETAIL RESOLUTION
AMBIANCE, CLARITY
SOUNDSTAGING
VIDEO I
MAGES

Patent Pending
THE VIBRAPOD COMPANY
www.vibrapal.com

ORDE RS

2 1/
2"DIAMETER BY9/
16" HIGH

(800) 782-3472.

5 MODELS AVAILABLE

(765) 778-2715

AT$6.00 EACH AND A 30 DAY

100

FAX (765) 778-2669

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE...

1022 Rolling Barrell Road

You CAN'T Go WRONG!

Pendelton, IN 46064

Email: ElusDisc@aol'.c.om
WEB: www.elusivedise.com
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iven the current diminished g
state of rock/pop music, the §
chance of spotting momentum 1
building somewhere, anywhere can be ;
what makes listening in the Matchbox 6
20/Third Eye Blind/Backstreet Boys era È
worth the effort.
§
In the past few years aforce worth noting has been building in that hippie haven
of the deep south, Athens, Gee-Ay. It's
happened in Athens before. Twenty
years ago, aCalifornia art student and a
record-store clerk stitched together aesthetic limbs from the Byrds, Television,
and Big Star, electrified them with agood
Olivia Tremor Control (L to R): Eric Harris, John Fernandes, Will Cullen Hart, Pete Enchiclç Bill Doss
or boy rhythm section run by Mills and
actually sound like? Black Foliage consists
Records' label, Hidden Agenda.
Berry, and called their creation REM.
of four run-together movements, the
Two founding acts of E6 await recogThe musical vortex now in full swirl is
nition: Elf Power, whose latest album, A first of which begins with "Opening," an
Elephant 6, aloose collective of bands,
undulating keyboard drone, before movfriends, and tape traders— the core of Dream in Sound (Arena Rock 112), came
ing into abit of guitar-and-keyboard psyout this spring; and Olivia Tremor Conwhom grew up together in Ruston,
chedelia, "A Familiar Noise Called Train
trol, who released Black Foliage (FlyLouisiana — who transformed themDirector," with this chorus line: "Where
Daddy 027) in late March. If reviews and
selves into an indic record label and have
ajust-completed national tour are any we are /In the blink of an eye you get
since become amusical movement. The
several meanings." After abrief tumble
indication, Olt is breaking nationally.
Elephant 6 aesthetic, which results in
of sax and sound-effect skronk —back"We take sounds that are electronic
complex, multi-hued albums, is simple
ward loops of violin flourishes, organ'n'
and make them come to life, and we take
in theory: gorgeous, absurdly accessible
sax dirges, offbeat banging, post-bop alto
what comes from life and make it sound
pop melodies are radically deconstructed
sax fluttering, human breathing—we
electronic," says Will Cullen Hart, the
by the addition of every esoteric sound
glide effortlessly into "Hideaway," which
Ruston native who leads OTC. "It's coleffect, combination of instruments, and
could have been a track on one of
unhinged musical idea that happens to
lecting sounds. It's not trickery — it's total
George Harrison's early-'70s solo alemotion. What can't be expressed with
strike their creators' fancy. The trick is to
bums. It goes on from there, with lush,
words, we do with sound."
make the ensuing sonic chaos flow seammultitracked vocals popping in and out
Even more than their E6 compatriots,
lessly; the secret is boundless ambition
all of whom subscribe to some strain of of the album's four movements.
and a pervading sense of parody that
Best of all, Olivia Tremor Control is a
the home-recording ethic, OTC workeeps all this "art" from getting too seriquintet of multi-instrumental virtuosos
ships at the altar of four-track technoous. Finally, Elephant 6 records brim
who can actually play their eccentric
geekery, a religion founded by the
with ideas—a balm for gaping psychic
music live. For their hurly-burly, wildwounds in this age of Britney Spears and Beatles with Sgt. Pepper's famous backas-hell road show —which Hart hopes is
ward tape loops. Eight-track machines
Scary Spice.
appealing and funny in "more of acarniTwo years ago, Apples in Stereo, a have also begun to play apart in the
band's obsessive layering. Happily, OTC val way than an overblown rock concert
band fronted by singer-songwriter-guiway" — they travel with trombones,
never subscribed to the notion that DIY
tarist Robert Schneider, was the first
trumpets, saxes, guitars, basses, keymeans unlistenable lo-fi. Like their deElephant 6 band to become a cause
boards, drums, sousaphone, and even a
but, Dark at the Cubist Castle (FlyDaddy
célèbre, with Time Soul Evolution (Spin
Tibetan prayer bowl. It's incredible to
017-2), the new album, though not quite
Art/Sire 31013). Last year, another E6
up to audiophile standards, still evinces
see aband whose every member drums
band, Neutral Milk Hotel, crossed the
and sings in an entirely unique style.
radar screens of critics and funs alike with
very good to excellent sound.
The E6 brand of creative freedom,
As you might suspect, OTC's musical
Aertip/ane Over the &a (Merge 136CD).
which allows band members to play any
influences range from Fripp, Eno, and
Several spin-off and side-project groups
German art rock to dada-esque soundnumber of parts onstage and off, is what
have also made solid records: Belulah's
gives OTC and the entire movement
scapes with acartoonish, Raymond Scott
When lbw Heansnings Break (Sugar Free
its vitality.
012) is worth having, as is The Gerbils'
sense of playfulness and sticky-sweet
"Sometimes Ifeel like apainter, asound
Are You Sleepy (Al-IA! 006). In the fall, an pop melodies that Flo & Eddie would be
guy," Hart says. "On weeks when I'm
proud to warble as their own.
as-yet-unnamed tribute to the E6 bands
writing, Ifeel like asinger."
What does such experimentation
will be released on distributor Parasol
Stereophile, July 1999
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GROOVE NOTE RECORDS PRESENTS:

Ja enese
0201
0202
0203
0204
0206
0207
0046
0051
0043
0038
0039

"Best Album of HIFI 98 "A Blues classic is born!"
Jocintha/Here's To Ben
Roy Gaines/I Got The
GRV-1001
T-Bone Blues GRV-1002

1st ever release on CD'
Illinois Jacquet/Birthday
Party GRV-I003

These all-analogue, direct to 2-track albums, recorded on vintage
Neumann tube microphones are available as 180g 2 LP Sets
(1 LP cut at 45rpm) for $29.99 or as 24K/24Bit Gold CD's for $24.99
NW REU4SE:Kei Akagi Trio/New Smiles & Travelled Miles GRV-1004
Elusive Disc Exclusive North American Distributor /Dealer inquires invited

Vivants Productions 180g Import LP's

$89.99

VPLP0021.1. Cale /Naturally
This is Jis finest album. The "Blues-Master"
singer/songwriter at his best! Se/4mM« leetette: Call Me The Breeze, After Midnight,

Crying Eyes, River Runs Deep, Bringing It Back, Magnolia, Call The Doctor & more.

VPLP001 Al DiMeola, John McLaughin & PacoDeLucia /Friday Night In
San Francisco Live!
This audiophile classic features 3 legends on acoustic guitars taking you to new sonic and
musical heights! Finest Guitar LP ever! "Take your system & ears for the ride of their life"

El sive Disc Exclusive North American Distributor /Dealer inavires invited
LP SALE!! 1129.99

three blind

mice

OR 4 FOR S100

25th Ann,nero Celebration Numbered Ltd. Ed. 180 LP's
- IIIL11\1, 11 J17:I 1PR
TBM-6
Q: Horn section, piano, bass, arums, guitar 8. xylophone.
TBM.2
Nowl: Bluenote bebop at its best! Piano, boss, drums & sax
IBM-19
Morning Flight: Great standards! Piano trio + 2 trombones.
IBM-63
Block Orpheus: Classic piano trio playing great standards!
IBM-25
Blues World: Blues & standards! Guitar, organ, boss, drums
IBM-39
Green Caterpillar: Maseru Imado Trio + 2 (guitar & congas,
IBM-35
You Are My Sunshine: G. Otsuko Piano Trio plays standards
TBM-24
Blue City: Isao Suzuki Quartet + Kozumi Watonabe (guitar)
TBM-43
Conversation: Nakamura Duo. Standards (guitar & bass).
IBM-30
Misty: Yamamoto Trio. Late night piano trio lazz at its finest!
IBM-15
Blow Upl: Isoo Suzuki Quartet. Standards & originals will leove you breathless!
IBM-23
Midnight Sugar: Yamamoto Trio. An incredible mix of blues and standards. Wow'
IBM-1005 Scandanavion Suite: Big bond iozz hi, you ,rove ne,er heo'd befo,r ,

SONYMASTERSOUND GOLD CD'S
64413
66226
64368
52944
64426
64274

Jonis Joplin: Pearl
Carole King: Tapestry
Fronk Sinatra: The Voice
Robt. Johnson: King of the Delta Blues...
Roger Waters: Amused To Death $40.00
Duke Ellington: Black, Brown & Beige

64212
57206
64408
53814
64411
64425

23.99

Santana: Santana
CALL FOR
Willie Nelson: Stardust
COMPLETE
Dave Brubeck: Time Out
LIST
Billy Holiday: Lady In Satin
Bob Dylan: Blonde On Blonde
Stevie Ray Vaughn: Couldn't Stand We,..

PREMONITION RECORDS - CD's: $14.99 / LP's: $27.99
PREM-1919 Patricia Barber: Split (CD & 180g LP) (1ST ALBUM)
PREM-737
Patricia Barber: Cafe Blue (CD & 180g LP) STEREOPRILE R2D4
PREM-741
Patricia Barber: Modern Cool (CD & 180g) LP REIM!

audioquest
NALiBic
LP's: $17.99
CD's: $12.99
LIrs only available
up to 1043

1044
1045
1046
1051
1048
1049
1050

Terry Evans & Ry ooder: Camelot eRiver
Robert Lucas: Completely Blue
Doug McLeod: Unmarked Road
Bennie Wallace: Bennie Wallace
Mighty Sam McClain: Journey
Joe Beard: For Real
Sherman Robertson: Going Back

162/179 Livingston Taylor: Ink
24/96
165/175 Rebecca Pidgeon: Four Marys
166/176 John Faddis: Remembrances
164/174
NA /171
155/177
163/181

DVD's: $26.99 (14
CD's: 812.99

: ORDER TOLL FREE •
1-800-782-3472
1022 ROLLING BARREL RD.
PENDLETON, IN 46064

0045
0036
0047
0048
0049
0031
0050
0044
0052
0054
0055

Ernie Worts: The Long Road Home
The Bill Evans Trio: At Shelly Mann's Hole
Miles Davis Allstors:
Kenny Burrell & John Coltrane
Kenny Dorhom: Quiet Kenny
Ello Fitzgerald: Take Love Easy
Wynton Kelly: Kelly Blue
Tina Turner: Private Dancer
Hiroko Kokubu: Bridge
Ernie Watts: Classic Moods
Sonny Rollins Quintet: Ploys For Bird

Over 105 titles now available including 24 titles from the Three Blind Mice label,
35 Japanese imports and more on the way! Contact us for acomplete list.
LP
/Gold CO
1800 LP's & Gold CD's Now Only 022.99*

2059
2067
2056
2058
2066
2061
2060
2065
2062
2069

/ 1126
/ 1130
/ 1123
/ 1125
/ 1129
/ 1127
/NA.
/1128
/NA.
/1132

Jethro Tull: Original Masters'
Judy Collins: Best Of...
The Cors: Greatest Hits
Al Green: Greatest Hits
Van Halen: Von Nolen
Nat King Cole: Greatest Hits'
Paul Simon: Paul Simon
Linda Ronstodt: Greatest Hits Vol 2
Paul Simon: There Goes Rhymite Simon
Joni Mitchel: Blue
102/ 102 F. Sinatra: The Summit' •Dwue co. &Les ••••••ed

nl nl

The following DCC Gold CD. titles are now OUT-OF-PRINTIII $25.00
This is your lost chance to order these great titles at alow price! Order now!!!
GZS-1031
GZS-1056
GZS-1070

736
734
737
735
732
729
726
743
723
724
512
570
574
532

CCR: Cosmos Factory
Pot Benotor: In The Heat Of The...
CCR: Willie 8 The Poor Boys

GZS -1062
GZS-1064
GZS-1053

Blondie: Parallel Lines
CCR: Green River
Frank Sinatra: Duets

MOBILE FIDELITY Gold CD's:$22.99*

Joe Cocker: Mad Dogs & Englishman 739
Jethro Tull: Songs From The Woods
727
Moody Blues: Question Of Bolence
731
Tom Petty: Full Moon Fever
741
Simon & Garfunkel: Bookends
742
IOCC: The Original Soundtrack
745
James Taylor: Dad Loves His Work
728
Tony Bennett & Count Basic: In Person733
Stevie Roy Vaughn: The Sky Is Crying 730
Velvet Undergnd: White Light/White Heat

Squeeze: East Side Story
Jeff Beck: Blow By Blow
CAT STEVENS
Teaser Ar1 Th. Fhecat
John Coltrane: Ballads
John Hiatt: Slow Turning
B,S&T, Child Is The Father..
Jethro Tull: War Child
Don McLean: American Pie
Loggins & Messina: Full Sail
Tears For Fears: Songs From The Big Chair
744 Mahavishnu Orch: Inner Mounting Flame

11.

MFSL Out-Of-Print Gold CD Sole!!! $29.99
Moody Blues: Days Of Future Post
Joni Mitchell: Wild Things Run Fast
Aretha Franklin: INever Loved A ....
Rod Stewart: Every Picture Tells A Story

536
577
565
548

Elton John: Honky Chateau
Albert King: Born Under A Bad Sign
Tom Petty: Hard Promises
B.B. King: Live At The Regal

MFSL Out-Of-Print 200G LP Sole!!! $34.99

220
253
215

Eric Clopton. Eric Clopton
Moody Blues: To Our Childrens....
Mood Blues Threshold Of A Dream

218
249
217

Emerson, Lake & Palmer: Trilogy
Boston: Boston
Albert Collins, R.Cra
Showdown

•

A I01

DAD1024
DAD1021
DAD1004
DAD1023
DAD1006
DADI007
DAD1008
DAD1009
DADI025

Art •avis: A orne Remem r
Kenny Drew: Undercurrent
Prokofiev: Alexander Nevsky
Rachmaninoff: Symphonic Dances
Dr. John: Ploys Mac Rebennock
Zoot Sims & Al Cohn: Either Way
John Lee Hooker: Mr. Lucky
Glory: Original Soundtrack
Sam Phillips: Indescribable Wow
Ravel Works For Orchestra(2 Disc set)

046.99

A 1
DAD1012
DADI013
DAD1014
DAD1016
DAD1017
DAD1018
DADI019
DAD1020
DAD1022

Jo nLee Hoo et: Boom Boom
Earl Hines: Blues & Things
Sam Phillips: Cruel Inventions
Terry Evans: Blues For Thought
Hank Mobley: Roll Call
Dr, John: Brightest Smile in Town
Gershwin Collection:(2 Disc Set)
Freddie Hubbard: Open Sesame
Muddy Waters: Folk Singer
C. Adder! Somethin Else

('lassie Records LP Sale! $1 2.99ea or 10 for $100
Solti. Venice
Most Gold LSC2288 Prokofieff: Spin #7/Russian
Schuman: Carnival .
CD titles LSC2323 Tchaikovsky, Capriccio Italien...

LSC2313
LSC2450
LSC2500
LSC2285
LSC2489
1.3C2471
LSC2490
LSC2342
LSC2449
LSC2418
LSC2456
LSC2322
LSC2400
LSC2625
LSC2374
LSC2430
LSC2436
LSC2541

RE( RDS.

Dave's True Story: Sex Without Bodies
Super Audio Collection & Pro Test Drsc
Sara K: Hobo
156/178 John Basile: The Desmond Proiect
D.Chesky: 3 Psalms
160'180 BOlatundr Love Drum Talk

Imp orts now available!

XRCD2: Sampler
John Coltrane: Settin' The Pace
Modern Jazz Quartet: Concord
Sarah Vaughan: Crazy & Mixed Up
Basie & Peterson: The Time Keepers
Tiger Okoshi: Color Of Soil
Miles Davis: Bags Groove
Bill Evans Trio: Sunday At The Village...
Steve Miller: The Joker
Sarah Vaughan: How Long Has This...
Johnny Griffin: Little Giant

Strauss: Waltzes
LSC2336
Walton: Facade Suite also $12.99 LSC2364
Dvorak: Symphony #2
or /0 for
LSC2398
Stokowski: Rhapsodies
15C2405
Dvorak: Cello Concerto $100 Call LSC2419
Sibelius: Symphony #2
,or list!
LSC2423
Gounod: Ballet Music..
LSC1831
Elgar: Enigma Variations
LSC1900
Lalo: Symphony Espagnole
CD's LSC1901
5
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LSC1934
LSC2077
Milhaud: La Creation Du Monde
LSC2134
Bortok: Music For Strings, Percussion & ...
LSC2135
Rochmaninoff: Paganinni Variations...
LSC2150
Respighi: Pines of Rome, Fountains of R
LSC2183
Rochmoninoff: Piano Concerto 4 1
LSC2234

can be
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ORDER BY FAX (765) 778-2669
E-MAIL: ElusDisceaol.com
WEB: www.elusivedisc.com
FOR INFO :(765) 778-2715
"ALL In-Stock orders shipped in 24 hrs!"

Sibelius: Finlandia
Mohler: Symphony #4 in G
Kobolevsky: The Comedians...
Sibelius: Sym.#5/Karelia Suite
Dvorak: Slavonic Dances
Festival Reiner
Brahms: Piano Concerto #1
Berlioz: Symphonie Fantastique
Tchoikovsky: Symphony #6
Bortok: Cocerto For Orchestra
Strauss: Til Eulenspiegel....
Reiner: Overture! Overture!
Prokofiev: Cinderella Suites
Stravinsky:Lt. Ki¡e(Reiner/CSO)
The Reiner Sound
Saint Saves Piano Concerto2

1 50+poger" U.S.A. /$5" INTL.
..
CATALOG
FREE WITH ORDER!!

DOMESTIC SHIPPING:

UPS Ground/Priority Mail: 1-4 Items: $5 (odtl. items .50c ea .)
/3-Day Select: 1-3 Items $7 (adtl. Items S1 ea.) /
2nd Day Air, 1-3 Items $8 )adtl. Items SI 25 ea 1
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Recording of the Month
way imaginable.
Conductor René Jacobs, his cast, and the
engineers have opted for
genuine intimacy and
true ensemble work
here, and the result is
spectaculan Continuo is
'CONCERTO KÔLN
provided by avery audible and active pianoforte,
which ornaments approach of the great
priately and wittily. It's
Mozart/da Ponte
used not only during the
collaborations is
recitatives but during
comic in some ways and
most turns as well, unnot in others. While Don
derlining the action
Giovanni makes us laugh
throughout, and is most
with the Don's brazen
welcome. Every word
behavior,
Leporello's
and orchestral line is
clowning, and the opaudible, but one never
era's sheer swagger, it exgets any sense of an artifiamines the very essence
cial soundstage; the
of evil. Figaro, with its
effect, rather, is that this small but important story is hapelaborate tricks, disguises, frolicsome role-playing, and mispening within our earshot —we are overhearing the events
taken identities, also takes ahard look at the way the aristaking place. Dozens of other recordings of Cosi are availtocracy keeps the underclass down. Cosifan tutte, the last and
able, some very fine, and I'm familiar with them all —but
most complicated of the three, is also the most down-tounlike any of them, this one calls for our total involvement.
earth, dealing as it does with regular guys and their regular
Tempos, are, by and large, quick, with one or two glargals. But amid officers dressed as Albanians, maids disguised
ing exceptions — the quintet "Di scrivermi ogni giorno"
as doctors or notaries, and the curative powers of magnets,
is dragged out melodramatically, and it's outrageously
it deals with no less than the core of our emotive beings: the
funny. What Jacobs does is make the score swing — the
concepts of love and trust.
four-minute overture is practically danceable — and
The plot was supposed to have been suggested to Mozart by the Emperor himself, and was based on apiece of throughout the performance the rhythmic balances are
gossip floating around Vienna at the time: A couple of never off, neither within nor between the individual
numbers. Idon't know if this set was recorded following
wacky gentlemen decided to disguise themselves and woo
some live performances, but it certainly sounds as if it
one another's lady friends; presumably, mirth ensued. Or
was — it fairly reeks of the theater, as opposed to the
did it? No documentation of the actual event has come
recording studio.
down to us, but in the Mozart/da Ponte partnership, subBecause this is such aflawless ensemble reading, Ifeel a
titled The Schoolfor Lovers, everyone winds up wiser and alot
bit guilty singling out any performer over the others. But
sadder. There is nothing shallow or stage-bound about the
Gens and Fink are so good — in the Schwarzkopf and
plot of Cosi, and it is as far away from the posings of opera
Ludwig class, but far more "modern" (ie, "authentic") —
seria as opera can get. It takes place in the space of one day—
that they should be applauded. Another area in which this
and quite aday it is.
set shines is the terrific way the voices blend; say what one
The music, of course, matches and complements the
will about the superb 1962 Bólun reading, Schwarzkopf
narrative complexity. Never has satire been so lovely, and
and Kraus go together like oil and water. Jacobs' Concerto
only rarely do laughter and tears go so unerringly hand-inKiiln play like virtuosos, and they, like the singers, embellhand. Vocal lines mock convention and allow characters to
pose, instruments of the orchestra comment on the charish freely and naturally.
I'm not sure I'd ever want to get rid of the Bilm
acters' situations, and the music glows as psyches are
probed. Cosi is the ideal ensemble opera; in addition to a recording, or Karajan's from the '50s; but if pushed, this
new set is the one I'd take to adesert island. It made me
handful of arias, there are asextet, two quintets, aquartet,
hear the opera as brand new, with afreshness and afreefive trios, and six duets, not to mention two quarter-hour
dom that are priceless.
-Robert Levine
finales that mix and match voice combinations in every

MOZART: Cosi /on tune
Véronique Gens, Fiordiligi; Bernarda Fink, Dorabella; Werner
Güra, Ferrando; Marcel Boone,
Guglielmo; Pietro Spagnoli;
Graciela Oddone, Despina;
Külner Kammechor, Concerto
KdIn, René Jacobs
Harmonia Mundi 951663.65 (3
CDs). 1999. Barbara Valentin,
artistic dir.; Mark Hohn, eng.
DDD. TT: 3:03:02
Performance *****
Sonics *****
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May be auditioned through:
Galen Carol Audio
210-805-9927 USA

AUDIO NEXUS
BRYSTON Brand new at Audio Nexus, Bryston offers afull line of
power amps, preamps, and integrated amps, including their newest,
the 98 ST 5-channel model. Many are critically-acclaimed, and all
have an unmatched, 20 hear warranty.
BALANCED AUDIO TECHNOLOGY In record time, their tube
and solid state designs heve established BAT as aleader in high end
electronic design. Now their marvelous tube preamps are joined by four
brand new models: the solid state VK-20 and VK-40, and the tube
VK-30 and VK-50. Now you can have an all BAT system which is all tube
or all solid state.
ENLIGHTENED AUDIO DESIGN Their new line of three home
theater processors comes with Dolby AC-3, DTS, touch screen remote,
and that fabulous EAD sound, starting at the very competitive price of
$2995. What adeal!
JM LAB Audiophile performance from small decor conscious
enclosures? Absolutely! Only JM Lab delivers the full sound of much
larger designs.

STEREO COMPONENTS
THAT HONOR MUSIC
KIMBER KABLE Always known for great sounding cables at affordable
prices, now they have the best cables in the world at any price. Come
hear the new Kimber Select series, and prepare to be stunned!
MEADOWLARK Music flows from these sleek, attractive
speakers just as it does from abeautiful songbird. The Kestrel,
Shearwater, and Heron have now been joined by acenter channel,
small monitor, and the no-holds-barred Nightingale. Starting at
$995 per pair, the Meadowlark speakers sing sweetly and clearly.
ROTEL Great sounding components at prices you can afford.
Rotel has crafted an entire line of audio and home theater products,
including a$1199 receiver with Dolby AC-3 & DTS. (Sorry, no mail
order on Rotel)
VANDERSTEEN Legendary speakers with arich tonal balance
that presents music with stunning beauty. Now the long-awaited
Model 5engulfs you in abreathtaking musical experience. Doing
home theater? The VCC-1 center channel and VSM-1 surrounds
bring true quality to surround sound.

Arcici •Audioquest •Balanced Audio Technology •Basis •Benz •Black Diamond •Bryston •CAL •Cardas •Cary •Celeste •Chang Lightspeed
Conrad Johnson •EAD •Eminent Technology •Fanfare •Graham •Golden Tube •Grado Headphones •Jamo •Jeff Rowland Design •JM Lab •Johda
Kimber Kable •Lehman •Lyra •Magnum •Magnum-Dynalab •McCormack •Meadowlark •Melos •NAD •Nitty Gritty •Odyssey
PSB •Rotel •Runco •Salamander •SME •Stewart Screens •Tannoy •Target •Von Schweikert Research •Vandersteen •VPI

* Trade-ins Accepted * Consultations *
No dealer near you? Call for sales and expert advice!
http://www.audionexus.com

33 Union Place, Summit, NJ 07901
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We Ship Anywhere 908-277-0333
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who is having a recording Indian
Summer not unlike Gunther Wand's.
But while Wand always seems like a
Kapellmeister whose depth has evolved
simply from his having survived so long,
BRUCKNER
Tintner delivers something essential to
Symphony 4
Bruckner that I've never heard so consistently: a sense of musical narrative.
Nikolaus Harnoncourt, Royal Concertgebouw
Orchestra
While many conductors find great moTeldec 0630-17126-2 (CD). 1999. Helmut Mühle,
ments in Bruckner (some, like Eugen
prod.; Michael Brammann, eng. DDD. Tr: 64:57
Performance ***
Jochum, find more than that), none has
Sonics
such aconfident grasp of the transitional
Otto Klemperer, Concertgebouw Orchestra of
passages, or of what all of the thematic
Amsterdam
repetition means. Tmtner asks at each
Tahra 328 (CD). 1999. Prod., eng. not listed. ADD.
TT: 54:21
turn what is being said, why an idea is
Performance ****
being repeated, and why it's repeated the
Sonics **1/2
way it is, thereby giving apoint of view
Georg Tintner, Royal Scottish National Orchestra
to the music without remotely manhanNaxos 8.554128 (CD). 1999. Tim Handley, prod.,
eng. DDD. Tr: 73:08
dling it. He also maintains an extremely
Performance *****
integrated approach to Bruckner's laySonics
ered orchestra. While the first-movement brass can seem domineering to the
nton Bruckner has stubbornly
point of boorishness, recessed the way
resisted the historically-inyou would hear them in the concert hall,
formed-performance movehere they are tastefully one of many
ment that is shaking up perceived
choirs in the overall sound picture.
notions of 19th-century composers all
'Tinnier's hallmark in this perforaround him, from Brahms to Mahler.
mance, though, is his
While Roger Norrington dragged the
sense of rhythm. In the
relentlessly religious composer off his
S
CKNER
”^Phoo,
first-movement motif
knees in his EMI recording (CDC
•
he actually seems to be
56167) of Symphony 3with an engagdouble-dotting the rhyingly animated performance, it wasn't a
thm, as one would in
huge revelation, and Nikolaus HarnonHandel. Whether or not
coures new recording of Symphony 4
it's the correct thing to do,
with the Royal Concertgebouw is even
it gives the music asense
less consequential. Though one would Despite the Brucknerian
pose, Nikolaus Hamoncourt
of buoyancy and vitality
expect that the emotional and orchestral
can't match Tintner's sense
without actually rushing it.
extremes in Bruckner's huge orchestral of rhythm.
When Tintner found asimcanvases would bring out all sorts of
ilar eloquence with dotted
provocative things in the fearlessly unrhythms in the second movement, I
predictable Harnoncourt, it doesn't. If made by demystifying Bruckner.
Klemperer's performance, which sur- wondered if he had isolated a new
given ablindfold test with this recording, Imight've guessed the conductor to vives in good sound for its time, repre- motto motif for the symphony, though
be Kurt Masur. Tempos are moderate, sents Bruckner the pagan. The young this proves not to carry over so explicitthe playing is highly polished, but most Klemperer was said to be rather over- ly to the second half of the symphony.
of the excitement comes from hearing sexed, and from this recording, you can Never mind. One still senses the longthe piece work so well as an architectur- believe it. With Klemperer's virile, driv- delayed arrival of aBrucknerian perforing tempos, Bruckner's rhythmic thrust- mance outlook that takes the composer
al musical entity.
Usually, the recovery of alost perfor- ing becomes incredibly graphic, its for what he is, not what well-meaning
mance tradition from this period is aided obsessiveness dramatic. But as much as interpreters throughout the century
by pre-World War II historic recordings. this performance features a cut first have wanted him to be.
It's also agreat performance by the
But there are very few such recordings of movement, its character doesn't apoloBruckner, suggesting that there may not gize for Bruckner's long-windedness. Royal Scottish National Orchestra,
be aBruckner tradition to recover. One While never losing momentum, the which one wouldn't expect to play on a
forgets how marginalized Bruckner was second movement has asense of space, world-class level but which, for the
until recent decades; one just assumed with none of the ideas crowding each most part, does. Usually with Naxos
that Wagnerian performance traditions other and silences used eloquently. The releases, there's at least one element
applied equally. To judge from recordings Scherzo has so much life that it never that's not quite right. But the engineerof Hans ICnappertsbusch and Wilhelm seems repetitive, and the Finale is so ing is just dandy, with enough reverberFurtwângler that survive from the mid- wild you just have to hear it to believe it. ation from Glasgow's Henry Wood
Klemperer's is a very specific Hall to give the music the kind of space
1940s on, this approach was often
extremely effective — but two new discs view of Bruckner that reveals some it needs without ever losing detail. And
suggest the existence of amissing link, things and not others. Perhaps the most at Naxos' typical superbudget price,
and perhaps the long-awaited final all-inclusive interpretation yet to appear could we ask for anything more?
—David Patrick Stearns
arrival of something more specific to is that of Vienna-born Georg Tmtner,
Bruckner's musical personality.
Though Otto Klemperer was an active
and respected Brucknerian, the magisterial recordings from the 1950s and '60s
represent almost a 180° turn from his
younger self. There was atime when his
weighty sonority was accompanied by
swift tempos, often with devastating
effect, and one such performance recently surfaced from the Concertgebouw
Orchestra (the same as is heard in Harnoncourt's recording), taped live in 1947
Norrington was not the first to suggest
that there might be great music to be
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Come hear a$300 interconnect

Experienge the amazing
new Master aitrol Center
now at Higher Fidelity!

kick the

out of a$2000

interconnect- and visa versa!
At Higher Fidelity were proud to introduce Synergistic Research's new Active Shielding technology that works OUTSIDE.
THE-SIGNAL-PATH to deliver alevel of musical performance that will amaze you. While other cable companies roll out new
cable designs every couple of years- making their older designs obsolete, Synergistic Research has
developed an exciting new Active Technology that delivers aquantum leap* in
performance for both new A3L) older Synergistic cables!
*How big aleap in

c an no« fo r dete
mlls _
argotic .tf eart
raceh

performance? Let's just say a$300 Synergistic
Research interconnect connected to their Master Control Center outperforms their $2,000 interconnect NOT CONNECTED! Then listen to their state. of-the-art

Designers' Reference interconnect with the Master Control Center" create the most amazing sound you've ever
heard! Nothing can prepare you for the effects of Active Shielding"- NOTHING!
Higher Fidelity 3200 Sunset Drive Charlotte NC 28209 ea Phone 704-375-8246

Audipimm
Cónnection

•Consultations
•Installations
•Shipping Worldwide
•Turntable Specialists

(

•Cables
•Stands
•Tubes
•Preowned Equip

"BEST SOUND AT SHOW" FOR UNDER $50,000 - HI -FI -'96
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* Angstrom
* Arcam
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* Audiolab
* Audioquest
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* Basis
* Belles
* Benz-Micro
* Bryston
* Cardas
* Cary
* Chang Light Speed
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B&W
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* Creek
* Epos
* Grado
* Graham
* Jolida
* Kimber Kable
* Magnan
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* Magnepan
* Magnum Dynalab
* Morch
* Mordaunt-Short
* Music Reference
* Nordost
* ProAc

* PSB
* PSE
* Quicksilver
* Rega
* Rogue
* Roter •
* Sonic Frontiers
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* Tannoy
* Target
* Vandersteen
* VPI
* Wadia
* XL0
* YBA

••• Rote! & B&W -No Mail Order!

615 Bloomfield Avenue, Verona, N.J. 07044

(973) 239-1799 •Fax: (973) 239-1725 •http://www.audioconnect.com
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Record
CHOPIN
Piano Concerto I
With: Grande Valse Brillante in a, Variations on "La d
darem la mano" for Piano 8, Orchestra
Emanuel Ax, piano; Orchestra of the Age of
Enlightenment, Sir Charles Mackerras
Sony Classical SK 60771 (CD). 1998. Grace Row,
prod.; Charles Harbutt, eng. ODD. TT: 64:08
Performance ****
Sonics

*.*.
A

lmost everything Isaid about
the companion to this disc (the
same forces doing Concerto 2,
reviewed in November 1998) applies
here, and in equal strength. Ax plays
Chopin with an admirable balance of
poetry and virtuosity, in which unforced
naturalness and flow are preferred to
excessive showing off or the detailing of
every lovely nuance. He gives us Chopin of great sensitivity and beauty.
Of equal interest is Ax's instrument,
an 1851 Erard much like the instruments of Chopin's day. The treble is
clear and brilliant, if not well sustained,
while the bass is warm and round, not
incisive or heavy. It sounds like ablend
of afortepiano and amodern instrument, though its metal frame makes it a
closer relative of today's pianos. Ax
makes acompelling case for using ahistorical instrument, but the slightly
uneven regulation, which makes the
piano sound alittle out of tune, can be a
burr under the saddle. Mackerras' alert
accompaniments provide fine balance

1

Avintage plano plays an instrumental role in the
of Emanuel Ax's latest Chopin collection.
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to Ax's pianism. The orchestra sounds
much like the piano: clear and bright
rather than warm and opulent.
As fillers, Ax offers the melancholy
Waltz in A Minor and the showy, shallow variations on Mozart's duet from
Don Giovanni
Ax is areliable, musical pianist who
seems never to disappoint. Collectors
who value period instruments need
look no further.
—Paul L. Althouse
HAYDN & C.P.E.BACH
Piano Sonatas
Haydn: Piano Sonatas 32 in g, 33 in c, 53 in e, 8, 58
in C. C.P.E Hach: Allegro assai from Sonata Ill,
Cantabile emesto in gfrom Sonata II, Fantasia 2
in C.
Elizabeth Rich, piano
Connoisseur Society 4221 (CD). 1997. E. Alan Silver,
prod.; Patricia A. Duciaume, eng. ODD. Tr: 73:30
Performance **1/2
Sonics **1/2

T

he reason to listen to this disc is not
the well-trodden Haydn piano
sonatas, but the three selections by
C.P.E. Bach, the most talented composer/son of JS. Although Elizabeth Rich's
playing is mostly square, stifC and selfconsciously exact, we nevertheless can be
amazed at Bach's full embrace of the
romantic concept of "intimate expressiveness" that, in the next century, would
reach its full development in the works of
Chopin. Indeed, many passages here
clearly and uncannily foreshadow similar
expressions in the impromptus and nocturnes of the later
Polish master. When we hear
even these brief keyboard
pieces, we understand why
Emanuel Bach was regarded
with such reverence by both
Haydn and Mozart.
The three Haydn sonatas
are more familiar, yet still
project an astonishing expressive range that leads its
own way toward romanticism. Although Haydn —
and certainly C.P.E. Bach —
are for some reason relegated to second-tier status by
today's performers and audiences, we forget that they
were two of the 18th century's great and influential
innovators. While Rich may
not be their best advocate,
and the sound is abit close
and occasionally hardedged, her effort here is an
apt reminder of the rewards
that await those who pay
these works more attention.
simple beauty

—David Vernier
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SCHUBERT
Nachtgesang
Birgit Remmert, alto; Werner Gura, tenor; Scharoun
Ensemble, RIAS-Kammerchor, Marcus Creed
Harmonia Mundi HMC 901669 (CD). 1999. Helge
Isms, prod, eng,. ODD. Tr: 59:21
Performance ****
Sonia ****

E

ven casual music listeners are
familiar with the sound of 19thcentury popular German choral
music, the kind that was often arranged
for male choir and originally performed
by amateur groups in homes and informal settings. This readily identifiable
genre of choral music is today encountered mostly in the occasional movie or
World War II documentary, and rarely
on the concert stage or on recordings.
Its popular, occasional nature just doesn't command respect from the more
serious classical performers, and today's
music scene has little room for music so
strongly associated with this very specific period of German cultural life.
Schubert wrote more than 130 such
pieces for groups of friends, students,
and amateur societies. The fact that a
hefty percentage of this disc's liner notes
is spent trying to dispel past, unfavorable
critical assessments of these works —
including Schubert's own disdain for
them — attests to the music's continuing image problem. But like most
wholesale critical trashings, such judgments unfairly denigrate some fine
music, if only by association.
And several of these 11 occasional
pieces for male, female, and mixed
choirs — all of which have texts concerned with themes of night and darkness — are quite fine indeed. Anyone
with an ear for melody, skillful harmonic
writing and text-setting, and well-balanced, superior ensemble singing will
immediately appreciate such works as
"Grab und Mond" and "Die Nacht" for
male choir, and "Gott ist mein Flirt" for
female choir. Schubert's unsurpassed
songwriting genius apparently was not
limited to works for solo voice and piano.
The program's most charming and
immediately appealing song has to be
"Der Gondelfahrer," awonderful setting
for male chorus and piano of apoem
depicting aVenetian gondolier plying
the canals alone at night, the moon and
stars dancing "their fleeting ghostly
dance." One of the more ambitious and
effective works is the 10-minute "Gesang der Geister über den Wassern"
(Song of the Spirits above the Water).
The introduction, played by low strings,
recalls the harmonic context and mood
of "Death and the Maiden." The writing
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the group entering rehab (anything by albums have their obvious touchstones;
equally important, both albums are
any member of Guns'n'Roses).
worthy, eminently enjoyable vacations.
Which brings us, quite naturally, to
The easy way to scrutinize the Rosas
the exception that proves the rule. After
and Hidalgo projects is by comparison,
Los Lobos issued the critically acclaimed
aslightly unfair method that nevertheKiko in 1992, everyone's favorite band
less gives Houndog a marginal edge
from East L.A. toured exhaustively, then
went on an extended hiatus. That first despite its lo-fi, recorded-down-thehall ambiance. The low sonics rating
warning bell was soon followed by
warning bell #2, 1994's Latin Playboys, a above should serve as a warning to
audio purists. Houndog is an amalgam of
side project comprising Lobos members
blues-based styles that Hidalgo and
David Hidalgo and Louie Perez, plus the
Halby clearly love, culled from multiple
Kiko producer-engineer team of Mitlocales: soggy Mississippi swamp crosschell Froom and Tchad Blake. The
bred with northern Louisiana Cajun
Playboys were also hailed by the critics,
("No Chance"); bottom-of-the-bottle
their creaky brand of post-apocalyptic
moans cast in the unforgiving glare of
bathtub gin going down so unexpectedfor male voices is suitably dramatic,
the bright lights, big city ("I Brought
ly well (warning bell #3) that even the
demanding abroad expressive range and
Warner Bros. marketing department the Rain"); even East L.A. funk by way
precise phrasing from the singers. The
of New Orleans ("All Fired Up, All
other songs, three of which feature a was taken by surprise.
Shook Down"). The album's best cut,
Not to worry, fans were told. Sure
tenor or alto soloist and chorus, are vary"Down Time," stirs abit of everything
enough, 1996 saw the release of Los
ingly uninspired, overwrought, or too
into a rock'n'roll kettle, its shuffling
Lobos' excellent Colossal Head and
long —though serious fans of this reperbeat and slide guitar suggesting acollianother round of touring. Then, last
toire might well disagree.
sion of Little Feat's Sailin' Shoes and the
No one will argue that it's easy to sing year, word leaked out that not only was
Stones' Exile on Main Street. Significantly,
asecond Latin Playboys album in the
this music well, and no one will su!nest
that the 35-voice RIAS-ICammerchor is pipeline, but both Hidalgo and Cesar the lone cover is an old Junior Parker
anything but exceptional in its grasp of Rosas had solo projects
style and language, and in its technical planned. And even if all
and interpretive mastery. These are well- these warning bells were
beginning to sound like
prepared, first-rate singers, and their
the boy who cried wolf,
performances are captured in awarm,
complementary space with just the right one couldn't help but
speculate when three sepamount of resonance. These songs will
arate records from the
never be mistaken for great masterLobos camp emerged
pieces, but their inclusion on this
almost simultaneously.
recording does an invaluable service for
(The Playboys' Dose relisteners who want to visit afascinating
cently came out on Atand little-known corner of Schubert's
lantic; worth noting, too, is
creative world.
-David Vernier
that Hildalgo moonlighted
last year as part of the TexMex "supergroup" Los
Super Seven.)
The good news is...
well, for Lobos fans, it's all
LOS LOBOS
good news. On the one
Los Lobos Sings the Blues
hand, Rosas' Soul Disguise
encompasses the spangly
CESAR ROSAS: Soul Disguise
Rykodisc RCD 10459 (CD). 1999. Cesar Rosas, prod.,
pop and Latino rock that's
eng. AAD? TT: 4415
always dotted the parent
Performance ***
Sonics ***
band's repertoire. For his
part, Hidalgo, in collaboraHOUNDOG: Houndog
Columbia/Legacy CK 65861 (CD). 1999. David
tion with Mike Halby
Hidalgo, prod.; Mike Monroe, eng. MD? Tr: 39:28
(Canned
Heat, John
Performance ****
Sonics **
Mayall) under the name
Houndog, has distilled
111/ hen an otherwise successful
Lobos' Delta blues comband spawns solo or side prosqueezed
it
jects, some sort of dramatic ponent,
through aLatin Playboys
scenario is usually unfolding behind the
sieve, and arrived at a
scenes: a) a looming band split (Paul
woozy, hungover sound
McCartney's McCartney); b) petty
that is recognizable yet
squabbling among the songwriters in
A band that records apart stays together -- or at least that's the
decisively not of the
the wake of a creative slide (Mick
case when it comes to Cesar Rosas (above) and David Hidalgo of
the indefatigable Los Lobos.
trendy
"now."
Both
Jagger's She's the Boss; or c) someone in

î
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Record
number, "I'll Change My Style," trans- Eddie Baytos and Rudy Rosas on keyformed from asleek Memphis blues boards, and guests Flaco Jiménez, Larry
into adesolate country death-dirge so Taylo4 and Lynwood Slim.
In light of these two albums — and
terrifying it sounds like the tune's protagonist is not so much pledging his not forgetting the Latin Playboys' two
love as pleading anything that'll keep a releases — Los Lobos would appear to
very jealous lover from emptying a.38 be acollective that enjoys that all-toorare mixture of economy and democrainto his chest.
Throughout, the duo keeps aserious cy wherein egos are checked at the door
groove going as it ushers in fiddles, key- but creative temperaments are allowed
boards, odd percussion, and an array of full rein in whatever context arises.
acoustic and electric guitars. Halby then That, one must assume, is precisely how
-Fred Mills
adds the Houndog signature (Houndog these wolves will survive.
was Halby's teenage nickname) —
his impossibly ancient, implausibly
low vocals. How ancient? How low?
At times he recalls amore tuneful
Nowlin' Wolf on the verge of a
heart attack; at others, a90-year-old
alcoholic awaking from a weeklong binge and attempting to communicate through a phlegmy,
three-pack-a-day hack. All this, plus
the less than high fi, becomes, after
repeated listens, the record's charm,
gradually warming the ears in the
way ashot of potent Southern sippin' whiskey gradually warms the
tummy. Both are acquired tastes,
fé« but once you get used to 'em, it's
•
I
.N1 AN FP ,1' GOD KNOWS WHERE
hard to put either down.
Soul Design, Cesar Rosas' solo
debut, is amore straightforward pop
effort that, not surprisingly, channels
TOM RUSSELL
Los Lobos from the git-go — the urgently jangly guitars of "Little Heaven" recall
The Man from God Knows Where
Los Lobos' brilliant cover of the Grateful
Fiightone HCD8099 (CD) 1999. Erik Hillested, prod.,
Dead's "Bertha." From there, Rosas
eng. ADD? TT: 74:27
checks in with assorted rockin' blues (a Performance ****
Sonics ****
roadhouse cover of Ike Turner's "You've
ust when the Smithsonian/FolkGot To Lose" and a ZZ Top-styled
ways reissue of Harry Smith's
bump'n'grind original, "Tough to
Anthology ofAmerican Folk Music has
Handle"), traditional south-of-the-border Tex-Mex and conjunto ("Angelito," made folk music fashionable again,
"Adios Mi Vida"), and some sweet bal- along comes Tom Russell to upset the
ladry by turns wistful (an acoustic "Better apple cart. Russell has been one of
Way") and celebratory (the horns-punc- America's greatest songwriters during a
period in which his work, like that of
tuated, '50s-ish "El Los Ballad #13").
Like much of the Los Lobos oeuvre, the late, great Townes Van Zandt, has
and as his album's title might su K est, been resolutely anti-commercial. At a
Rosas often seems to be paying homage time when country music moved to
to the various styles that have influenced the suburbs and acoustic guitar players
and inspired him. Soul Disguise also has who didn't just pose with the inelements of classic urban funk, Memphis strument were distinctly not "Fabsoul, and Stones-styled hard rock. But it's ulous," that descriptive coin of the
not so much unfocused as simply diverse, realm to style-heads, there was Russell,
and hangs together on the strength of writing songs about the Happyland
Social Club fire in the south Bronx,
Rosas' swaggering vocals (which will be
instantly familiar to Los Lobos fans), his and desperado tales set between a
nimble and free-spirited fretboard skills, Brooklyn bodega and an Irish bar.
Now that fashion models are listenand his obvious talents as arranger/producer and bandleader. The album consis- ing to Woody Guthrie, Russell comes
tently sounds crisp and full-bodied, and out with asong cycle that's as close to a
Rosas marshals an array of talent: Victor Homeric treatment of American history
Bisetti and Aaron Ballesteros on drums, as we're ever likely to see. Fascinated by
Stereophile, July 1999
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the bits and pieces of his own family
story, which contains the usual immigrant's share of genealogical dead ends
and closeted skeletons, Russell attempted to reconstruct that story in songs,
tracing the journey back from California and the American southwest to
the small European towns that his forebears hailed from.
Russell follows this dimly viewed
trail back to Scandinavian farmers and
Irish adventurers thrown together by
the sense that something better lies
over the horizon. They don't find
what they think they're looking
for, but they discover themselves
along the way. Women whose
hardships strain comprehension
plant the roots for the noblest
aspects of American life, while
men who win and lose fortunes
on agambler's whim construct an
elaborate mindset that will one
day swindle the world.
Russell discovered that his
namesake had been hanged by the
side of the road during an Irish
uprising. He found resonance in
the Nordic musicians he met.
Using sparse arrangements and
the recurrent epic leitmotif of "the
man from God knows where,"
Russell ended up with astory so
packed with resonant myth that it
could stand as an American Ring cycle.
"I wanted the sound of the Hardanger
fiddle (a double-bridged Norwegian
string instrument) to meet the sound of
the Uillean pipe (an Irish elbowsqueezed bagpipe)," Russell says in the
accompanying book, but he got far more
than he bargained for. With only ahandful of supporting characters —including
his regular guitar partner Andrew Hardin, Iris DeMent, Dave Van Ronk, Eoin
O'Riabhaigh on Irish pipe and whisde,
and Norwegian musicians Anna Olson,
Annbjorg Lien, and Knut Riersrud —
Russell sketches ariveting, operatic tale.
He packs it all in without ever getting
didactic, delivering his narrative in his
classic cowboy deadpan.
Like so many truly great works, The
Man from God Knows Where doesn't try
to overwhelm you with its message. Its
stories are told slowly and deliberately,
gathering subtle force until the listener
is mesmerized. There are probably no
hit singles here; radio is sure to avoid it
like the plague. But when somebody is
looking for the equivalent of the Harry
Smith anthology in the middle of the
next century, The Man from God Knows
Where is what they'll discover.
—John Swenson
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Record

Jazz
TOM HARRELL,
EDDIE HENDERSON,
NICHOLAS PAYTON,
LEIN SOLOFF
Trumpet Legacy
Tom Harrell, Eddie Henderson, Nicholas Payton, Lew
Soloff, trumpets; Mulgrew Miller, piano; Peter
Washington, bass; Carl Allen, drums
Milestone MCD-9286 (CD). 1997. Makoto Kimata,
prod.; Troy Halderson, eng. DDD. Tr: 55:39
Performance ****
Sonics ****

sings "My Funny Valentine," backed
only by piano.
Throughout, Mulgrew Miller is simply superb. This under-recognized
piano marvel accompanies with notes
the size of atiger's paw, and steps just as
firm. With the equally gifted bassist
Peter Washington and the tasteful Carl
Allen, high-end support is assured. And
Miller gets the occasional solo spot. On
"Earl" and elsewhere, his lines are
inventive, tuneful, modern, and rhythmically graceful.
The sound is good, with crisp detail
and a iiveiv soundstage.

H

—Zan Stewart

CASSANDRA WILSON
ere's something abit different:
four distinctive and diverse
Traveling Miles
modern trumpet aces — who
Cassandra Wilson, vocals; Olu Dara, cornet; Steve
have collectively worked as leaders and
Coleman, alto sax; Vincent Henry, harmonica;
Regina Carter, violin; Pat Metheny, classical guitar;
with Herbie Hancock, Phil Woods, Gil
Doug Wamble, acoustic guitar; Marvin Sewell,
Evans, and Elvin Jones —engaging with
electric 8, classical guitar, bouzouki; Kevin Breit,
adynamite rhythm section to play claselectric guitar 8 mandolin; Eric Lewis, piano; Dave
Holland, Lonnie Plaxico, bass; Marcus Baylor, Perry
sic tunes written by or associated with
Wilson, Mino Cinelu, Jeffrey Haynes, drums 8 pertrumpet greats. You might expect brass
cussion; Cecilia Smith, marimba; Sefon Harris,
vibes; Angelique Kid jo, vocals
overkill, but producer &mate has abetNote 854123 2(CD). 1999. Cassandra Wilson,
ter idea: let the gents blow together, and Blue
prod.; Ed Gerrard, asst.. prod.; Ray Bardani, Danny
not that explosively, on two tunes, then
Kopelson, engs.; Ian Dalsemer, Doug Wynne, Scott
Gormley, Jacob Holland, Damien Shannon, Rob
break them down into smaller groupMurphy, asst. engs. MD? TT: 62:26
ings, with each artist getting atrack to Performance ***1/2
himself. The concept works well, Sonics ****
though the players could use a little
ow that Dame Cassandra,
who's transformed herself into
more room to stretch.
one of the biggest divas in jazz
Everybody gets apiece of "So What"
and Dizzy's not-often-heard "That's history (yes, that's a bad thing), has
Earl Brother," abebop-era piece written shocked and amazed us all with two
for Bud Powell. Payton kicks off "So undeniably fine discs, 1993's Blue Light
771 Dawn and 1995's New Moon
What" with fat-toned, adventuresome
lines that often jar with the given har- Daughter, it may finally be time for the
mony, followed by Harrell, who delivers blush to come off the rose.
Traveling Miles, her homage to Miles
less ardent phrases that suddenly startle
with small delights. Henderson is more Davis, is astrange hodgepodge in which
aggressive, packing in lots of double- she adds lyrics to three of Miles' more
times with asizzling sound. Soloff, his ordinary tunes; gets folky, almost
tone shining, uses sound as much as
notes to make his case. The players e
employ similar styles on "Earl," where
Soloff is more line-oriented.
Of the other group tunes, the brisk
"Jordu," for Clifford Brown, is astandout, with Soloff and Payton both splendidly fiery in their solos and when they
trade phrases. Lee Morgan's "Sidewinder" takes acouple minutes to get to
the improvs, but, once there, Harrell
intersperses pensive ideas with more
brazen ones and occasional silence; then
Soloff gets abit heated.
The solo tracks are uniformly fine.
Payton is tender on "There's No You,"
for Louis Armstrong; Henderson, with
Harmon mute, ignites aquiet fire on
Fats Navarro's "Nostalgia"; Harrell fairly crackles on Kenny Dorham's "Lotus
Blossom"; and Soloff's horn achingly The last train to Diva -ville: Cassandra Wilson's career

N

Reviews

swampy (with slide-guitar accompaniment) in "Right Here, Right Now";
takes astab at Cyndi Lauper's "Time
After Time," apop tune Miles once
essayed; and generally sounds more and
more like the late Betty Carter. That last
is a backhanded way of saying that
Wilson's extraordinary gifts in delivery
and pace do not fully catch fire here.
Her own original, "When the Sun
Goes Down," makes starkly apparent
one of the problems with Wilson's art, a
defect masked until now by the newness of her talent, her inspired choices in
material (her Robert Johnson interpretations are brilliant), and her slinky, sinuous stage presence. When she pleads
that she wants to see her lover "when
the sun goes down," her manner is
strangely devoid of warmth, let alone
sexual passion. This entire disc suffers
from adistinct lack of genuine emotion,
preferring artistic distance to any windows into the soul. Tunes like Wayne
Shorter's "Never Broken" (with lyrics
by Wilson) fail to provoke any strong
feelings of any sort.
On the other hand, this disc is still a
long way from being astiff The instrumental support—from the likes of old
Wilson friend Dave Holland, guitarist
Pat Metheny (who adds ashort, tasty solo
to "Sky and Sea"), and violinist Regina
Carter —is solid throughout. One Miles
composition with new Wilson lyrics,
"Seven Steps," is adelightful frolic. And
much of what's here might be punched
up and driven in different directions during live performances.
Still, after repeated hearings, it's striking how cool this disc feels — astrangely listless, emotionally disengaged tribute
to one ofjazz's most passionate masters.
— Robert Baird

e
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is no longer stronger than aspeeding locomotive.
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Manufacturers'
Cary on Two-Channel Audio
Editor:
We have all heard from numerous sources
that two-channel audio is dead. In fact,
some are proclaiming that "High-end
audio is on its way out.... "It never ceases to amaze me how industries and industry leaders can bring on aself-fulfilling
prophesy of gloom and doom. Ifurther
find it almost comical that the naysayers,
just about without exception, own or run
"stale," lifeless companies. It takes no talent to be acritic. It takes agreat deal of talent and courage and desire to keep acompany running at "move ahead" speeds.
All the verbiage being wasted on predictions of the demise of high-end audio will
eventually alienate the present market's
core enthusiasts. The enthusiasm shown
today by audiophiles will spread to others if
the participants feel they are participating in
aworthwhile hobby. Instead of embracing
our fellow enthusiasts, we are uttering
words of condolence! To continue this barrage of negativism about high-end audio
and the demise of two-channel audio is certainly the most expedient method of distorting the appetite for our products.
[Dan D'Agostino's] proclamation that the
"Generation X audiophile doesn't exist"
[April 1999, p.3] is misleading and outrageous! We can challenge just about any
other high-end specialty industry with the
same denunciation in regards to Generation
X. Have we become so naïve (or greedy)
that we believe Rolex, Mercedes, Armani,
or Cary Audio products, just to name afew,
would appeal to Generation X? The
Generation X folks who have not come to
the realities of this world want cheap computers, cheap (or used) baggy jeans, cheap
video games, cheap housing 've with parents), cheap jewelry, and
e anything!
These folks, bless their hearts, are not even
remotely prospective customers for highend anything, let alone audio. Oh yes, a
cheap boombox from Kmart.
The fact is, the majority of the hi-fi market is two-channel. With amajority of twochannel products being shipped and sold,
how in the world do these naysayers find
their predictions? Ican only assume they
look into what Icall stinkin'-thinkin', clouded, failing crystal balls.
Dennis J. Had
President, Cary Audio Design
Conrad-Johnson Premier 15
Editor:
Thank you for your careful review of the
Premier 15 phono preamplifier. We are
114

Comments

pleased with the thoughtful attention and
praise it received. Ibelieve it would be
fair to summarize your comments with
regard to the Premier 15 as making music
sound "larger than life" and "alive." That
also expresses our goal.
Bill Conrad
President, Conrad-Johnson Design

physical size, appearance, and wide frequency response, especially in the bass.
Regarding the bass, Mr. Deutsch noted
that the Model 7Bs had unusually deep bass
extension, wide dynamic capabilities, and
• Ile II bass timing, yet he preferred tighter
ass. Mr. Adcinson's measurements exceed
our own frequency-response claims, indi1Mlab Mezzo Utopia
cating smooth, well-extended bass that was
Editor:
notably free of delayed energy. It is worth
Thank you for adetailed and thoughtful
noting that aspeaker that goes lower will
review. We feel honored that Paul Mesusually sound "slower" — or, conversely, a
senger would choose the Mezzo Utopia
speaker that doesn't go as low will usually
for his inaugural review for Stereophile.
sound "faster."
The JMIab team has painstakingly deThe facts that the 7B does go surprisingsigned the Utopia series to offer stunning
ly low, is well controlled, and has ahigh
visual appeal as well as superb musical
overload margin are unusual and valuable,
enjoyment. Judging from Paul's kind comparticularly in aspeaker of this size. The
ments, it appears that they have done their
bass extension is especially nice for the
job well.
DanielJacques
purist music lover without a subwoofer.
Preçairt, Audio Plus Services
The bass dynamics and power handling are
very useful to the home-theater listener
Snell Acoustics XA9Ops
who wants to use arelatively small speaker
Editor:
in alarge space, crossing over at alow freOur grateful thanks to Larry Greenhill for
quency to al subwoofer (such as our
his generous review of our XA9Ops.
new SW12), arrallowing it to sonically disThe crescendo of alive performance of appear. For those who still prefer less bass
Ravel's Bolero is atough act to follow. I'll
and power handling, there is our Model 6,
just have to console myself with the vision
which is asmaller version of the 7B with a
of Bo Derek running down the beach.
single woofer.
Otherwise, we are pleased that Larry felt
Regarding our choice of anatural vs a
that the XA9Ops exhibited fine qualifies on
more forward treble balance, we prefer a
female vocals and orchestral recordings.
natural balance for several reasons. First is
We would like to reinforce Larry's possimply to be accurate, and to keep both the
itive impression of the system's adjustabilharmonics and fundamentals of anote in
ity, both via the rear-panel controls and
the same listening plane, just as they occur
the "addictive" remote. Our goal at Snell is
in life. Nature does not emphasize harto make systems that work for real-world
monics over fundamentals. For example,
customers in their home environments.
in aspeaker with good depth imaging like
Finally, can we comment that the subtle
the 7B, exaggerated treble will cause an
yet significant vertical directivity control of instrument's higher harmonics to seem to
the XA design is really fun when used in a float several feet in front of the instrumultichannel music system? David L Smith
ment's location, detached from the rest of
President &Chil Engineer the instrument's fundamental sound. We
Snell Acoustics prefer very detailed, airy treble without
artificial emphasis.
Aerial Acoustics 7B
Second, while exaggerated treble might
Editor:
initially be perceived as heightened detail,
Thank you to everyone at Stereophile for the
it is only emphasized treble, not more
review of our Model 7B. Special thanks to
detail. True detail resides in driver quality
Robert Deutsch for writing the review, and
and cabinet silence. Treble emphasis freto John Atkinson for his consistently thorquently masks midrange blur. Treble
ough and technically astute comments.
emphasis leads to early listening fatigue
Our field experience with the 7B has
and, with lesser recordings and equipbeen that its performance usually surprises
ment, can become unlistenable. We beand frequently exceeds the expectations of lieve amore natural treble balance leads to
both critical two-channel listeners and
a more accurate and believable presdemanding home-theater listeners. This is
entation, and ultimately to greater longdue to many factors, such as accuracy, transterm enjoyment.
Michael Kelly
parency, imaging, dynamic capabilities,
Aerial Design
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(602) 921-9961
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Wilson Audio Ltd.
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Bel Air
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(310) 440-5522
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The Newstand Company
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World Book and News
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All Systems Go
(310) 393-2800
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(310) 476-6363
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(707) 526-7555
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(707) 542-1311
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Home Theater Connection
(831) 438-5112
South San Francisco
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Hi-Q Audio/Video Systems
(805) 374-2771
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Torrance
Stereo Hi Fi Center
(310) 373-6796
Tustin
Digital Ear (The)
(714) 544-7903
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Audio Den
(818) 781-4700
Walnut Creek
Sound Distinction
(510) 944-4740
Stereo Unlimited
(510) 932-5835
Westminster
Audio Video Today
(714) 891-7575
Woodland Hills
Shelley's Stereo
(818) 716-8500
Yorba Linda
Laser DEntertainment
(7)4) 693-2882
COLORADO
Boulder
Listen Up
(303) 444-0479
Recycled Audio
(303) 449-0153
Colorado Springs
Electronic Essentials
(719) 548-9500
Listen Up
(719) 633-2600
Sound Shop
(719) 636-1684
Denver
Cherry Creek Audio
(303) 758-4434
Listen Up
(303) 778-0780
MoonDance Audio
(303) 777-4449
Durango
Northstar Leading The Way
(970) 259-6722
Englewood
Gold Sound
(303) 789-5310
Pueblo
Chorus Audio Video
(719) 542-1980
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Margate
Good Sounds
(954) 969-2550
Melbourne
Associated Telecom
(407) 724-4000
Miami
Audio by Caruso
(305) 253-4433
Palm Harbor
Audio Video Odyssey
(813) 784-1911
Pensacola
Audio Advice of Northwest
Florida
(850) 477-6821
Pinellas Park
Speakerworld
(813) 544-3819
Sarasota
Laser's Edge CD 8DVD
Exchange
(941) 377-4419
St. Petersburg
Sounds Terrific
(813) 521-3011
GEORGIA
Alpharetta
Laser Video Limited
(770) 640-1399
Dunwoody
Audio Solutions
(770) 804-8977
Lilburn
Audio Alternative
(770) 931-0606
Marietta
Audio Atlanta
(404) 499-0145
Bertek Systems
(770) 951-8834
Martinez
Stereo Shop (The)
(706) 863-9143
Rossville
Chattanooga Valley Audio
(706) 861-0282
Roswell
Atlanta Home Theater, LLC
(770) 642-5557
AVI Home Theatre Store
(770) 640-1120

Westminster
Westminster Newsland
(303) 428-0823

HAWAII
Honolulu
Audio Directions
(808) 941-6550

CONNECTICUT

Classic Audio 8, Video
(808) 732-9625

Bristol
Sound Unlimited
(860) 584-0131
Hartford
Stereo Shop (The)
(860) 523-7250
New Haven
Take 5Audio Group
(203) 787-9127
New London
Roberts
(860) 442-5314
DELAWARE
Wilmington
High Fidelity House
(302) 478-3575
Overture LLC
(302) 478-6050
FLORIDA
Coral Gables
Sound Components
(305) 665-4299
Hollywood
Hollywood Sound
(954) 921-1408
Jacksonville
House of Stereo
(904) 642-6677

IDAHO
Coeur d'Alene
Everything Stereo
(208) 772-3348

Franklin Park
Sound Unlimited
(847) 455-6166
Glenwood
Little Guys (The)
(708) 754-8844
Morton Grove
Abt Electronics
(847) 967-8830
Orland Park
Sound and Vision
(708) 403-2500
Rockford
Absolute Audio
(815) 395-1000
Woodridge
Holm Audio
(630) 663-1298
INDIANA
Angola
Premier Sound
(219) 665-7370
Bloomington
Sound Solutions
(812) 330-0390
Fort Wayne
Audio Video Lifestyles
(219) 436-4669
Three Rivers Audio
(219) 745-5460
Indianapolis
Audio Solution of Broad Ripple
(317) 255-4342
Tone Studio
(317) 257-0601
Lafayette
Sound Lab
(317) 449-4211
Portage
Who's Your Entertainment
(219) 762-7027
Terre Haute
Audio Connection
Stereo/Video
(812) 232-1663
IOWA
Bettendorf
Reference Audio Video
(319) 355-3200
Davenport
Planet Audio
(319) 344-8833
Des Moines
Audio Video Logic
(515) 255-2134
Fort Dodge
Archer TV
(515) 573-5737
Iowa City
Audio Odyssey
(319) 338-9505
Hawkeye Audio
(319) 337-4878

ILLINOIS
Arlington
Columbia Audio-Video
(847) 394-4770

KANSAS
Kansas City
Masterpiece Audio
(913) 321-2020

Belleville
Audio By Us
(618) 277-9500
Champaign
Champagne Audio
(217) 355-8828
Chicago
Music Direct
(312) 433-0200

Salina
Acoustics Sounds
(913) 825-8609
Shawnee Mission
Audioport Ltd.
(913) 341-2222
Wichita
Custom Sound
(316) 681-3555

Paul Heath Audio ltd.
(773) 549-8100

KENTUCKY

Superior Audio Systems
(312) 226-4848
Van L. Speakerworks
(312) 769-0773
Chicago Heights
Music in Motion
(708) 754-3770

Lexington
Barney Miller's
(606) 252-2216
LOUISIANA
Baton Rouge
Art Colleys Audio Specialties
(504) 926-0244

Metairie
Audio Resource
(504) 885-6988
New Orleans
Wilson Audio
(504) 866-3457
MAINE
Bangor
Summit Sound
(207) 947-4434
MARYLAND
Annapolis
Hi Tech Electronics
(410) 266-0818
Baltimore
Soundscape
(410) 889-1134
Bethesda
IS Audio
(301) 989-2500
Ellicott City
Gramophone Ltd.
(410) 465-5500
Kensington
Soundworks
(301) 929-8600
Laurel
Audio Video Solutions
(301) 953-7242
Silver Spring
Sounds So Good
(301) 585-8001
Timonium
Gramophone Ltd.
(410) 821-5600
Towson
Silver Screen 8Sound
(410) 296-0202
MASSACHUSETTS
Arlington
Cameras, Inc. Stereo 8Video
(781) 648-8111
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(617) 648-4434
Brookline
Audio Studio
(617) 277-0111
Cambridge
Audio Lab
(617) 864-1144
Chicopee
Essential Hi Fi
(413) 533-4700
Needham
You Do It Electronics
(617) 449-1005
North Attleboro
Audio Concepts
(508) 699-8819
Norwood
Megaplex Home Theater
Concepts
(617) 769-6400
Pittsfield
H.B.S. Stereo Systems
(413) 443-3434
Westport
Sound Images
(506) 636-3400
MICHIGAN
Allen Park
Babbage 8Sons
(313) 386-3909
Ann Arbor
Accutronics
(313) 741-4444
Audio Video Showcase
(734) 669-9600
Dearborn
Almas Hi -Fi Stereo
(313) 584-1860
East Lansing
Quantum Leap
(517) 337-8362
Femdale
Imagery
(248) 544-8370
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Flint
Front Row Audio Video
(810) 732-2220
Kalamazoo
Audio Kiosk (The)
(616) 384-5787
Portage
Ho me Entertainment Store
(616) 385-9888
Royal Oak
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(616) 947-4710
West Bloomfield
Soundquest Audio 8Video
(248) 737-0005
Superior Sight 8Sound
(248) 626-2780
MINNESOTA
Edina
Master Media
(612) 941-0474
Hopkins
Transportation Electronics
(612) 933-7357
Minneapolis
Needle Doctor
(800) 229-0644
Rochester
Amalgamated Audio
(507) 286-1328
MISSOURI
Sedalia
Creative Audio
(660) 826-8280
St. Louis
Flips Stereo Place
(314) 842-16130
MONTANA
Bozeman
Thirsty Ear Hi Fi
(406) 586-8578
Great Falls
Rocky Mountain Hi Fi
(406) 761-8683
Kalispell
Sound Decision
(406) 755-7800
NEBRASKA
Lincoln
Audio Systems 6Design
(402) 423-0363
NEVADA
Las Vegas
Image 8Sound
(702) 876-3401
Upper Ear (The)
(702) 878-8212

NEW HAMPSHIRE

Hanover
Dartmouth Bookstore
(603) 643-1233
Nashua
Ensemble
(603) 888-9777

NEW JERSEY

Dunellen
Home Theater Shop (The)
(908) 424-8680
Franklin Park
Sound System
(908) 821-7822
Freehold
Freehold Stereo Video
(732) 866-9500
Middletown
Stereo Dynamics
(908) 671-1559
Montclair
Cohen's
(201) 744-2399
Palisades Park
Angel Audio Tech.
(201) 313-5551
Ridgewood
Sounding Board (The)
(201) 445-5006
Upper Montclair
CSA Audio
(201) 744-0600
Verona
Audio Connection
(201) 239-1799
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West Caldwell
Woodbridge Stereo
(201) 575-8264
Westfield
SoundStage
(908) 233-6196
Woodbridge
Woodbridge Stereo Center
(732) 636-7777

NEW MEXICO
Albuquerque
Audio Designs
(505) 298-9185
Hudson's Audio Center
(505) 296-6978
Sound Consultant
(505) 821-9626
Sound Ideas
(505) 292-1188
Santa Fe
ASound Look
(505) 983-5509
Candyman (The)
(505) 988-8933
NEW YORK
Binghamton
IS
Audio Video
(607) 722-3551
Brooklyn
Ubiquity Distributors
(718) 875-5491
Clifton Park
Edie's CD's
(518) 373-9089
Flushing
Ultra Hi -Fi
(718) 461-4848
Upgrade ATV Center
(718) 886-1700
Ithaca
Hi-Way Hi -Fi
(607) 272-7155
Kingston
Burt sElectronics
(914) 331-5011
Lake Grove
Audio Den
(516) 585-5600
Liverpool
Audio Excellence NY
(315) 451-2707
Lynbrook
American Audiophile Trading
(516) 887-7530
Manhasset
Audio Video Creations
(516) 365-4434
New York
Coliseum Books
(212) 757-8381
Dina Magazines
(212) 674-6595
Lyric Hi-Fi
(212) 439-1900
Magazine Store (The)
(212) 246-4766
Park Avenue Audio
(212) 685-8101
Sound by Singer
(212) 924-8600
Stereo Exchange
(212) 505-1111
Union Square Magazine Shop
(212) 246-4766
Queens
T.D. Electronics
(718) 528-4956
Rochester
Fairport Soundworks
(716) 264-0410
Sound Concept (The)
(716) 442-6050
Syracuse
Clark Music
(315) 446-7020
West Babylon
Audio Visions
(516) 661-3355
White Plains
Toys From The Attic
(914) 421-0069
NORTH CAROLINA
Cary
Advanced Audio
(919) 481-3880
Charlotte
Cannon Associates
(704) 375-8246

Premier Audio Video
(704) 554-8300
Greenville
Home Systems
(252) 353-8091
Morrisville
Audio Broker
(919) 467-6806
Mt. Holly
Television Video Sales 8Service
(704) 827-0301
Raleigh
Audio Advice
(919) 881-2005

OHIO

Boardman
Sound Shop
(330) 629-8191
Canton
Belden Audio
(330) 493-7727
Centerville
Look and Listen
(937) 438-4330
Cleveland
Hi-Tech Hi-Fi and Video
(216) 449-4434
Columbus
Progressive Audio
(614) 299-0565
Dublin
Audio Encounters
(614) 766-4434
Gahanna
Genesis Audio Ltd.
(614) 939-0802
Lakewood
Play It Again Sam
(216) 228-7330
Marion
Exotica Car Audio
(740) 383-2559
Mayfield Heights
Hoffman's Audio Video
(216) 461-3707
Toledo
lamieson's
(419) 882-2571
Paragon Sound
(419) 882-1010

OKLAHOMA

Bartlesville
Sound Station (The)
(918) 336-2240
Tulsa
Phonograph
(918) 252-5300

OREGON

Beaverton
Art of Audio (the)
(503) 643-5754
Eugene
Bradford's Hi Fidelity
(541) 344-9117
Ronny's Stereo
(541) 344-2454
Portland
Echo Audio
(503) 223-2292
Fred's Sound of Music
(503) 234-5341
Salem
Hear No Evil Home 8Car
(503) 363-3633

PENNSYLVANIA
Ardmore
Danby Radio
(610) 649-7002
Chambersburg
Squires Electronics
(717) 263-4960
Erie
Custom Audio
(814) 833-8383
Hatfield
Worldwide Stereo
(215) 368-8343
Levittown
Contemporary Audio Video
(215) 702-3600
Philadelphia
David Lewis Audio
(215) 725-1177
Jazzman
(215) 735-7444
Pittsburgh
Audio Gallery (The)
(412) 521-9500
Listening Post
(412) 681-8433

Northern Audio Exchange
(412) 366-5055
Triangle Radio 8Television
(412) 561-1115
Selinsgrove
Village TV 8Stereo Shop
(717) 374-9220
Shillington
Elements Audio Video
(610) 775-9325
Shippensburg
Squires Electronics
(717) 532-7373
Williamsport
Stereo Shoppe
(717) 323-9014
Willow Grove
Sourdes
(215) 659-8815
SOUTH CAROLINA
Greenwood
Delta Electronics
(864) 229-3949

TENNESSEE
Franklin
Audio Video Environments
(615) 771-1141
Johnson City
Soundroom (The)
(423) 928-9233
Nashville
Nicholson's Stereo
(615) 327-4312

TEXAS
Addison
Top Communications Services
(972) 267-0000
Austin
Audio by Design
(512) 458-1667
High Fidelity
(512) 454-5833
Bedford
Classic Home Audio
(817) 267-6502
Conroe
lobe Systems
(409) 441-1112
Dallas
Images
(972) 980-2560
Krystal Clear Audio
(214) 520-7156
El Paso
Soundquest
(915) 779-5421
Houston
Acoustic Design
(713) 630-0707
Dynamic Audio Visual
(713) 266-4555
Lubbock
Sound Wave (The)
(806) 792-7299
Plano
Audio Home
(972) 429-1541
UTAH
Orem
Reference Audio Video
(801) 221-9804
Park City
Lifestyle Electronics
(435) 615-1515
Salt Lake City
Audio Design
(801) 486-5511
Audition Audio
(801) 467-5918

VERMONT
Essex Junction
Butternut Audio
(802) 879-3900
VIRGINIA
Abingdon
Alpine Audio
(540) 628-3177
Centreville
Gifted Listener Audio
(703) 818-8000
Fairfax
Audio Buys
(703) 385-4464
Falls Church
High Tech Electronic Services
(703) 534-1733
Gordonsville
Audio Visions
(804) 975-4434

Moneta
Hi Fi Farm
(540) 721-4434

New Westminster
Royal Book Mart
600 Agnes St.

Richmond
Audio Visions
(804) 346-0876
Roanoke
Sound Decision
(540) 343-6993

Richmond
(look Warehouse
6340-9 No.3 Rd.
Vancouver
Book Warehouse
632 W.Broadway
1150 Robson St.
2388 W.Fourth Ave.
674 Granville St 4th Floor

Virginia Beach

Audio Video Installation
(757) 363-7139
Digital Sound
(757) 424-5850

WASHINGTON
Bellevue
Definitive Audio
(206) 524-5198
Kennewick
Quick Silver Audio
(509) 783-7047
Kirkland
Acoustical Magic
(425) 825-8806
Olympia
Desco Audio 8Video
(360) 943-1393
Puyallup
Premier Audio 8Home Theater
(253) 445-5414
Seattle
Bulldog News
(206) 632-6397
Hawthorne Stereo
(206) 522-9609
Madison Audio
(206) 292-9262
University Bookstore
(206) 545-4387

WEST VIRGINIA
South Charleston

Absolute Sound
(304) 768-7874

WISCONSIN
Appleton
Disc-Go-Round
(413) 733-1094

Suess Electronics
(414) 733-6464
Glendale
Sound Investments
(414) 438-1818
Greenfield
Greenfield News and Hobby
(414) 281-1800
Madison
University Audio
(608) 284-0001
Mequon
Sound Designs
(414) 242-5599
Wisconsin Rapids
Salon One
(715) 421-5910

WYOMING

NOVA SCOTIA
Halifax
Atlantic News
5560 Morris St.
ONTARIO
Concord
Audio One
3200 Steeles Ave. W.
Downsview
Home Theatre Shop
2899 Steeles Ave. W.. Unit 026
Kingston
Just Hi-Ft
239 Princess St.
London
London Audio
716 York St.
Ottawa
Distinctive Audio
903 Carling Ave.
Rexdale
Audio Empire
1003 Albion Rd.
Thornhill
Brack Electronics North
7616 Yonge St.
Toronto
Brack Electronics
69 Front St. E.
Windsor
Live Wire Audio Ltd.
11505 Tecumseh Rd. E.

QUEBEC
Quebec
C.O.R.A.
131-18 Rue E.

ARGENTINA

Notional Distributor
RI Martinez
Tel/Fas (54) 1585 1413

AUSTRALIA

Notional Distributor
Queensland
Caxton Street Audio
Tel. (617) 3368 3566
Fan (617) 3368 3813

BENELUX

National Distributor
Durob Audio BV
Dept DC Publishing
Tel 31 (0) 73 511 2555
Fax 31 (0) 73 511 7583

Jackson
Custom Electronics
(307) 733-1680

De Hifiwinkel
Tel. 31 (0) 40 211 3388
Fax 31(0) 40 211 7734

PUERTO RICO
Caguas

The Hifishop
Tel. 31 (0) 13 544 3444
Fax 31 (0) 13 580 1529

Video Laser
(787) 745-7805

Rio Piedras
Stardust DOD Distributors
(787) 274-0146
Rio Piedras Heights
Speaker Warehouse
(809) 274-0927
San Juan
Nova Electronics
(809) 781-3870
CANADA
ALBERTA
Calgary
KMAI Audio
1424 Fourth St SW
Sounds of Music
220 Seventh Ave SW
Edmonton
Audio 51
10326-63 Ave
Audio Plus
9934 82nd Ave
BRITISH COLUMBIA
Burnaby
Book Warehouse
4820 Kingsway #M163

De Hifistudio
Tel. 31 (0) 591 61 1111
Fax 31 (0) 591 61 2345
De Hiftwinkel
Tel. 31 (0) 24 684 2091
Fax 31 (0) 24 684 2602
BRUNEI
Jalan Gadong
Auvisual Haven
Tel. (673) 244 8840
Fax (673) 244 884)

BULGARIA
Sofia

Audio Consult
Tel/Fax (359) 255 4069

COSTA RICA
Curridiabat

Parlatek
Tel/Fax (506) 225 8231

CROATIA

National Distributor
Split
Media Audio
Tel (388) 21 343 213
Fax (385) 21 40 376
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DENMARK
Norager

Hifi Klubben
Tel. (45) 353 64960
Fax (45) 353 68 385

FINLAND
Turku

SOUTH AFRICA

National Distributor
Alberton
Hifi Excellence
Tel. (27) II 907 9092
Fax (27) 11 907 8399

SPAIN

FRANCE

National Distributor
Valencia
Sane Audio Elite
Tel. (349) 6351 0798
Fax (349) 6351 5254

Quincy-Voisin
Renaissance Sad
Tel./Fax (331) 6004 6066

National Distributor

Hifi Mesta Oy
Tel (358) 22504 888
Fax (358) 22504 808

GERMANY

National Distributor

Frankfurt

Eclectic Audio
Tel. (49) 6722 8060
Fax (49) 6722 8067

HONG KONG

SWEDEN

Stockholm

Hdi Art
Tel. (46) 86616 300
Fax (46) 86602 207

SWITZERLAND
G
Hifi Portier
Tel. (41) 22 784 0050
Fax (41 22 784 2904

National Distributor
Central
YK Audio Ltd.
Tel. (852) 2524 8775
Fax (852) 2845 0746

THAILAND

Kowloon Branch
Tel (852) 2392 6368
Fax (852) 2392 6328

Music World Co Ltd.
Tel (662) 276 5190
Fax (662) 276 2456

ITALY

TRINIDAD

National Distributor
Lucca
Sound and Music
Tel. (39) 583 55 301
Fax (39) 583 66 790

INDIA
Mumbai
Nova Audio Systems (P) Ltd.
Tel (91) 22 495 4260
Fax (91) 22 496 3465

NEW ZEALAND

National Distributor

Wellington

DR Britton Ud.
Tel (64) 45688 066
Fax (64) 45688 065

NORWAY

National Distributor
Eidsvaagneset
Audio Media
Tel./Fax (47) 55 25 62 14

PHILIPPINES

National Distributor

Bangkok

Curepe
Sandi Eledronix
Tel (868) 663 1384
Fax (868) 645 2205

TURKEY
Istanbul

RKD Muzik
Tel. (90) 212 241 3411
Fax (90) 212 231 9673

UNITED KINGDOM

Newsstand Distributor
COMAG Magazine Mktg.
Tel. 01895 433 800
Fax 01895 433 801
Dealer Distributor
National Distributor
Wollaton Audio
Tel 0115 928 4147
Fax 0115 928 0625
Ipswich
Sevenoaks Hifi
Tel. 01473 286 977
Kamla Hifi
TeL 0171 323 2747

PORTUGAL

Audio Insight Technosounds
Tel. 01908 604 949
Nottingham
Castle Sound and Vision
Tel. 0115 958 4404

National Distributor
Ajasom
Tel. (351) 1474 8709
Fax (351) 1475 1367

REPUBIJC OF CHINA
Taiwan
Taipei
Tang Hill Intl. Ud.
Tel. (886) 22581 3605
Fax (886) 22564 2918

REPUBLIC OF IRELAND

Dublin
Cloney Audio
Tel. (353) 1288 8477
Fax (353) I283 4887

REPUBLIC OF
MACEDONIA
Skopje

TP Kodi
Tel./Fax (389) 91 11 83 66

RUSSIA
Moscow

RG Sound, Inc
Tel (095) 256 5091
Fax (095) 259 2742
Too Kst
Tel (095) 007 286 5474
Fax (095) 007 150 8324

SAUDI ARABIA

Audio Video Centre
Tel. (966) 1416 2230
Fax (966) 1416 2308

SINGAPORE

National Distributor
Stereophile Audio
Tel./Fax (65) 33 66 790
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MARK L
EVINSON 33 H
MONAURAL AMPLIFIER
Vertical Amplification.
Virtual Reference.
The No. 3311 combined with
the efficient Wilson, B&W and
Thiel loudspeakers offers
Mark Levinson Reference
performance virtues.
Powerful. Refined. Resolved.
Subtle. Transparent.
.5°33!iMonauralAmplifier

o

Ilerragrn

London

National Distributor
Quezon city
Upscale Audio
Tel. (63) 2931 37 42
Fax (63) 2741 2B 93

Amadora

MAGICAL
MARK
LEVINSON

V32

Musical Images
Tel. 0171 497 1346

Milton Keynes

Oxford

Oxford Audio Consultants
TeL 01865 790879

Reading
Audio T
TeL 01189 585 463
Scotland
Edinburgh
Music Mill
TeL 0131 555 3963
Tonbridge Wells
Sounds of Music
Tel. 01892 547 003
West -Thurrock
Rayleigh Hifi
Tel 01708 680 551

MARK L
EVINSON 32 REFERENCE PREAMPLIFIER
The Mark Levinson Nil 32 Reference Preamplifier is atwo chassis, remote
controlled system which separates the audio circuits from the power supply
and control devices. Input and setup options allow unprecedented system
optimization. The No. 32 sorts out musical complexity with an ease and
grace that is tnily amazing.

AUDITION THE MARK L
EVINSON RANGE OF MUSIC SYSTEM COMPONENTS AT I
NNOVATIVE
Arcam, Balanced Audio, B&W*, B&W Nautilus 80(r, Black Diamond, Creek, Denon,
Direct TV Satellite, Faroudja, Grado, Jeff Rowland, Lexicon, Linn Products, Loewe Digital TV,
Mark Levinson, Mark Levinson Reference, Meadowlark, McIntosh', MIT Reference, Nakamichi,
NAIM, Nordost, Pioneer Elite, Proceed, Rega, REL, Rotel', Sennheiser, Sonus Faber, SONY Video,
SONY Multiscan Projectors, Spectral, Spectral Reference, Stewart FilmScreen, Thiel, VAC, Wadia,
Wilson Audio, Zoethecus and more.

VIETNAM

•1.1.thle in stir° No. Fork mils

INNOVATIVE

Ho Chi Minh City
Audio Choice Show Room
Tel. (381) 11-222 4322
Fax (381) 11-140 689

YUGOSLAVIA
Belgrade

Radix Audio
Tel. (381) 36 11 Ill
Fax (381) 36 10 333

Reference Preamplifier

AUDIO VIDEO SHOWROOMS

Manhattan

212-634-4444 150

East 58 Street, New York 10155

718-596-0888

77 Clinton Street, Brooklyn 11201

Brook4 n Heights

www.innovaudio.com
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GENE RUBIN AUDIO, VENTURA, California —
Franchised dealer for Naim, Pink Triangle, Quad,
Spendor, Roksan, Creek, Rep, Epos, ReVoit, JPW,
Dynaco, 0C-9, Goldring, Meadowlark, Target Sound
Organisation, and more. Always lots of used gear.
Established way back in 1979! (805) 658-8311.

WE'RE HERE AND YOU'RE NOT! So, call! Tube
audio specialists. New/NOS tubes. Alón, Anthem,
Audio Research, CAL Cary, Diapason, JMIab, Manley,
MS, ProAc, Quicksilver, Ultech, Wilson-Benesch,
Wireworld, more! Ask about our Bass Notch Filter!
Arizona Tube Audio, (602) 921-9961, www.tubeaudio.com.

SELECTED CABASSE SPEAKERS and Jadis
Orchestra series available direct with authorized US
warranty. Certain rules apply. Ask about our 7-day trial
money-back guarantee offer. Call Northstar Direa, (970)
247-8877 fax (970) 259-6727. www.nortlutardireacom, email: nonlistreiontieenet.

AUDIOPHILE & SCHOLAR—University Audio
Shop, Madison, Wisconsin —Acurus, Aragon, Audio
Research, B&1C, CAL, Cambridge, EAD, Golden Tube,
JoLida, Krell, Lexicon, Martin-Logan, Paradigm, Rega,
TARA, Thiel, Totem, YBA. (608) 284-0001.

HIGH-END COMPONENTS AT DISCOUNT
prices — Aerial, B8t0, B&W. Bryston, Cinepro, Classé,
Dynaudio, EAD, EgglestonWorks, Hales, Lexicon,
Martin-Logan, Meridian, Revel, Thiel, Totem, Krell,
and other exclusive audio products. Helm Music
Company, (888) 519-9800.

SILTECH LS-80/G3 8./pair speaker cables, list $1740.
Three (3) pairs Siltech ST-38/G3 interconnects, 1m,
RCAs, list $725 each. Selling all cables for 50% off retail
plus shipping. (203) 866-7722.

"SOUND YOU CAN TOUCH," featuring Audio
Research, CAL, Classé Audio, Zoethecus, Grado, Jeff
Rowland, Kuzma, Magnum Dynalab, Martin-Logan,
Mirage, MIT, Oracle, PowerWedge, ProAc, Theta, van
den Hul, Vandersteen, JF Woodworks. Audio Excellence,
Liverpool, NY (315) 451-2707 Visa/ MC/AmEe Discover.
ATTENTION QUAD, KORA, ROKSAN, Spendor
owners! Factory-authorized sales and/or service for
Quad, Kora, Roksan, Spendor, and Gradient New ESL
panels, new and rebuilt ESL-63 panels, updates, stands,
and subwoofers available! Contact Randy or Mike
QS&D, (540) 372-3711, fax (540) 372-3713. E-mail:
qsandd@aoLcom.
wunalsandd.com.
WE ALWAYS PAY BETTER! Don't let go of your
ARC, Aragon, Cello, Krell, Mark Levinson, MIT
Spectral, Theta, Threshold, or Wadia without calling
us. Showroom in West LA. Call Superet Products, Inc,
(310) 826-3686, (310) 826-4356 fax, Sennie
FANFARE FM TUNER on the Internet. Visit our
wcbsite at wwwfanfarecom. See the latest FM antennas
(the new APS-14), plus tips on improving FM reception. Download our product literature. Not on the
Net? Call for our Stan,Pilot newsletter at (800) 2688637, also (716)683-5451, orfax to (716)683-5421. E-mail
to info@finriare.com, or write to Fanfare FM, Box 455, Buffalo,
NY 14225-0455.
BUY FACTORY-DIRECT. Now you can afford
incredible state-of-the-art audio cables. Better performance than cables 10 times the cost! Selected demos
available at extra savings. Call or write for information
and reviews. 30-day money-back guarantee. 1ics..-ludus
Products, tel. (561) 575-7577, fax (561) 575-0302,
urww.ticeaudio.com.
WHAT YOU DON'T KNOW does hurt you! Free
paper on RFI! Noise-fighting accessories ($0.50 up),
power-line conditioners ($85 up). Alternative to the
Shakti Stone, $30. Write for catalog! Virtual Mode, 1Old
Coram Rd, Shelton, CT 06484. (203) 929-0876.
PLACETTE AUDIO: Audiophiles around the world
have learned that our remote-controlled 126-step matrixtype line-level volume controls and preamps are the most
transparent and accurate available today. Uses only costly
Vishay S-102 premium resistors in all signal paths.
Transforms CI) sound. $1000. Also, 3-input remote-controlled passive and full-featured class-A discrete-component buffered line stage. Any of these units will turn your
good system into something very special. No-risk 30-day
trial. Once you hear the sparkling clarity of Vishay resistors, you won't have anything less! (208)342-6141 or (208)
863-1089, Placittruudiacont
AUDIO ART, EST 1976 —Edge-of-the-art audio
components dedicated to serving music. Avalon,
Martin-Logan, Vandcrsteen, Cardas, Jeff Rowland,
Classé, Theta, Basis-Benz, Aerial. Richmond, VA.
Voice/flu (804) 358-5300.
INFINITY IRS EPSILON SPEAKERS, 2years old,
warranty, pristine condition, $7500. (323) 656-9296.
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PREMIUM-GRADE PARTS! Absolutely the best
selection of audiophile-grade parts at fair prices!
InfiniCaps, Hovland, MIT MultiCaps, SCR, Black
Gate, Elisa, Nichicon, Vishay, Caddock, Holco, Mills,
Kiwame, etc., capacitors, resistors. All types of connectors, chassis wires, cabling, Alps, Noble, TICD, Hextred
diodes, copper-foil inductors, tubes, vibration damping
sheets, isolators, Deflex Panels, hospital-grade AC connectors, tools, accessories, free catalog! Michael Perry, Box
526, bareness, CA 94937 (415)669-7181, (415)669-7558
fax, mpercy@svnnet.
HI-F1 EXCHANGE —large selection of quality used
high-end components at huge discounts. We buy, sell, and
trade. Call for inventory list. (718) 423-0400, or visit our
showrooms at 251-11 NNIIIMI Blvd, Little Neck, NY 11363.
REFERENCE LINE SILVER SIGNATURE amp,
under warranty, ($7895) $2995; Versalab Wood Block,
($165) $75; Versalab Red Rollers, ($115) $55; Illuminati
AES/EBU digital interconnect, ($395) $95. Call (615)
532-6732 days, (615) 650-3418 evenings.
OREGON'S UNIQUE HI-FI STORE: Quicksilver,
BEL, Audio Physic, EAD, Immedia, Audio Refinement, Lyra, Wireworld, PSE, Castle, Mesa Engineering, VansEvcrs, Benz-Micro, 'Clyne, Sound Anchors,
RPM, Sumiko, ART, Yamamura, Townshend, XL0,
Gallo, Audio-Technica, REL, Vibrapod, Sanus, LAST,
VPI, Bybee Technologies, Needle Nectar, ASC, Nitty
Gritty, and more. Used and demos available. Trade-ins
welcome. Corner Audio, (503) 643-7512. E-mail: fiveber@corneraudio.umr, www.conteraudio.com.
CE .C. TL 1transport, BNC, AT&T, RCA, ($4950)
$2100; Timbre Technology TT2000 DAC, XLR,
AT&T, RCA, ($4500) $1750. Both excellent Offers.
Bob, (810) 254-6671.

RATES: Private, $125 per word; Commercial,
$4.15 per word, $166 minimum on all commercial ads. (A word is defined as one or more
characters with aspace, dash, or slash on either
side.) PAYMENT: All classified ads must be
prepaid with order, either by check or credit
card: MasterCard or Visa. MAIL TO: Stereophile, Classified Ad Department, P.O. Box 5529,
Santa Fe, NM 87502-5529. FAX: (505) 9836327. ONLINE: cLissifieds@stereophile.com.
DEADLINE: Ads are due on the first working
day of the month, two months in advance of the
issue in which your ad will appear.. For example,
if you want your ad to run in the September
1999 Sterrophile, you must submit it by July 1,
1999. Please Note: Phone-in ads are not
accepted. Please plan on faxing or mailing in
your ads on the form provided at the end of the
section. No refunds.

SOUNDWAVE GRAND SOLILOQUY speakers,
($3500) $1400; PS Audio 5.6 preamp and Delta 250
monoblocks, ($2800) $1400. (734) 525-8485,
johng49@aotcons.
CABASSE Baltic & Stromboli, 4woofers, $7000; Jadis
JF3 crossover for Cabasse speakers, $5000; Jadis JA30
amps, $4000; Jadis Defy-7 Mk.4, ICT90, $4500; Jadis
JPS2, $6500 OBO. (414) 352-9236.
STORAGE FURNITURE for media and equipment:
The Radcit' Systems. Modular stadtable oak record
racks, component racks, and drawer units for CDs,
tapes, and more! Free mail-order brochure; please
mention Stereophills "AudioMart." Call (800) 821-4883
or visit us at www.rackittm.com.
JMLAB UTOPIA SPEAKERS, 4months old, SN 98103, 104, used less than 50 hours, original crates,
($30,000) $16,500 plus shipping. Call (860) 675-4429.
AUDIO RESEARCH LS22R with remote, ($4500)
$2100; Sonic Frontiers CD-1, ($3750) $2600; Krell
MA-300S, ($9500) $4600; Krell KRC, ($6900) $3200;
Infinity IRS Beta, $5000. (417) 948-0208.
AUDIOQUEST LAPIS, lm, unbalanced, $195; Tice
Power Block Series II, $500; Musical Fidelity X10-D,
$90. (920) 235-0693.
MARK LEVINSON: two (2) Model No29 amplifiers,
($3500 each) $1800 each; Model No28 preamplifier,
($4000) $1800; Proceed PCD 3 CD playe& ($3000)
$800; Bell'Ogeni Model 880 rack, ($500) $400;
Magnepan Magneplartar Model 33R, ($3400) MOO;
MIT and Monster Cable speaker wire, all balanced XLR
cables. Will not separate, package price $8800. Contact
Kurt, (248) 645-0597
KRELL A+V STANDARD, UTS, S7500; B&W 801,
S3 with stands, ($6000) $3800; Krell ICAV-500 3-channel, $2200; Krell KAV-300 CD players, $2200. Call
Dennis, (352) 854-9545 work, (352) 861-9569 home
CUSTOM-DESIGNED HOME STEREO loudspeakers. Created one at atime, built to exacting specifications. (906) 789-0516, e-mail: dvdesign@hotmail.com.
VPI TNT JR. TURNTABLE with JMW IT tonearrn.
"Mint condition" does not describe. Beautiful! $2400 fine&
mzolnowski@thethinkercom or call (732)679-5241.
APT HOLMAN PREAMPLIFIER and 100Wpc
amplifies; mint condition, $1200 for both. Call (978)
392-9184 or e-mailrjbaezga@ma.ultranetzom.
CAT SIGNATURE Mk.I1 with phono, $2575; Blue
Circle preamplifier, $2250; Genesis 900 subwoofer,
$1175; Siltech FTM4 Signature interconnect, lm, $675;
Goertz Sapphire, 5m, $475; Goertz Quartz, 1m, $90;
RoomTune Deluxe, $75. (606) 581-3763.
COUNTERPOINT UPGRADES. Convect SA20/
220 into completely new amp! Choke input filter,
6SN7 triodes. Fantastic sound! Remote-control volume for any Counterpoint preamp! Custom shop.
Counterpoint's designer, Michael Elliott, repairs,
upgrades Counterpoint components. (760) 945-0356.
See www.rutimes.net/ -audio for all details!
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HARMAN/KAR1)ON 70 Prearnp, $2000; Audio
Alchemy 1>igital Decoding Engine v1.1 with Power
Station 2, $500. (419)624-1354.
AUDIO NOTE CONQUERER 30013 SET amp,
($3500) $2100; Audio Note CD2, ($2000) $1200;
Mclos MA-333 prcamp, ($3300) $1980; Ultimate
Technologies Aries II speakers, ($3900) $2300. All
mint! (847) 309-9246.
CLASSIC KRELL, KSA-100, 1988 model, one careful
owner, 5900. E-mail: dleldnian@usoratiecom.
TWO PAIRS MIT 3Proline, balanced, 2m, ($400 each)
$200; AudioQuest Emerald, Ins, balanced, $150; MIT
750 biwire, 12', ($1200) $600. Call Dennis, (352) 854-9545.
WILSON WATT 3/PUPPY 2, black, excellent condition, crates, $6300. (910) 799-4910.
SUMO THEOREM D/A CONVERTER and
Sumo Axiom CD transport, mint condition, $550.
(973) 484-2138.
MUSICAL CONCEPTS, misted and respected for
quality modifications. We've been making the best better
since 1979. Products modified this year include Audio
Research, Boulder, Levinson, Krell, vintage McIntosh
and Marante tubes, Spectral, Rowland, Counterpoint,
Wadia, Cirek, Magnum Dynalab, and many more. Of
course, we have specialized mods for Hailer. 1)yna,
Adcom, 13&K, Pioneer CI), and others. New, greatsounding DVD players! Get our newsletter! Musical
Conapii, 49,/asen 014 Sc Charle, MO 63304, (314) 447,
0040 e-mail: jltilliteprionaryma.

CARY 300SELX20, $4150; 300SEILX20, $2850; 805C
latest, $5900; 300SE Signature, Western tubes, $3200;
2A3 Signature, latest, $2700. Pass demos: Aleph 12, Aleph
Premote, Aleph 5; !Comoro 845SE, $3900; Nordost and
Goertz Alpha-Core demo cables. (801) 226-1018.
BAT VK-500 BatPak, mint, $3795 OBO; CAL CL-15,
balanced, ($2200) $1375 0130. (319) 332-6228,
fidr@netexpres.net.
MARK LEVINSON No.380s preamplifien as new, still
under warranty. (303) 793-3210 days, e-mail: nnartny@
ibm.com.
B&K AVR-202 RECEIVER, 7 months old, perfect
condition, $1650. (954) 433-2727
TNT4 WITH GRAHAM armboard, custom black
towers, low use, ($6000 + $250) $2900; Pentagon
CD70 integrated CD player, rosewood/gold, ($4900)
$2200; Omega Planar III speaker cables with newest
wave, batteries and biwire jumpers, 8', ($1600 + $250)
$675; Black Diamond "Source" for TNT, ($1300) $650.
All firm plus shipping. Trade TNT for Basis 1400/11B
plus S. (815) 337-4542, CST
SONIC FRONTIERS POWER TWO amplifier, 1
year old, like new, $2900; Audio Research phono preamp, model PH2, balanced only, $950; I/AC Meitner
Bidat with remote, $900; 16' MBS Super Serpent interconnect RCA, can be balanced, $850. All with boxes
and manuals. (718) 639-0013, NY

WARNING !!!

(713) 782-3750

Source HRS, Ruark, and many more. (301) 565-4011 or
(877) 777-4434, 1310 Apple Avenue, Silver Sprite, MD
20904. Visit our website at intnitsounduageaudio.com.

Be careful with mail-order dealers
who insist on cosh/personal check.
or who offer alarge discount on the saine basis.
Be secure—pay by credit card.

Audio
SOLUTIONS

AUDIO GALLERY

when the 171111ic pleases your ears
your soul will dance

Audible Illusions

AUDIO REFINEMENT
GRAAF'
ATMA-SPHERE'
AIR TIGHT'
MCCORMACK
PASS LABS
AUDIOCRAFT•
DISC DOCTOR
ACCUPHASE•
VERITY AUDIO'
SOUND LAB
CONRAD-JOHNSON
SONUS FABER
GALLO ACOUSTICS'*
KOETSU*
NORDOST FLATLINE”
E.A.R.
MEADOWLARK AUDIO**

MASSACHUSETTS
HIGH-END CHOICE

Audio Research

Aerial

Mark Levinson

ProAc
Avalon

Theta Digital

Paradigm

Pass Labs
Proceed

Paradigm Reference

ree9
.4 Pezécnoteuice
Sauer% ceqeome "74eatre
Atlanta,Georgia 30338

(77Th

-8977

http://www.audiosolutions.corn

ROGERS*
SOUND IMAGES CABLES'
MESA ENGINEERING
TOTEM
MONITOR AUDIO'
BEDINI
J.A.MICHELL"
ACROTEC CABLES'
SPECTRO
'
GRADO
ART AUDI
ODEO

u

FURNITURE SY:
CONTOURS. OSAR'. AND SALAMANDER

MANY MORE PLEASE CAI,1
TRADE-INS ACCEPTED
PRE-OWNED EQUIPMENT AVAILABLE
'NEW ENGLAND'S EXCLUSIVE DEALER
** MASSACHUSETTS EXCLUSIVE DEALER
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Revel

5576 Chamblee Dunwoody Rd.

IN BEAUTIFUL PICTURESQUE WE
1100 MAIN ROAD
WESTPORT, MA 02790
TEL. (508) 636-3400
FAX (508)

AUDIO RESEARCH Reference Ipreamp, ($8995)
$3995; Rowland Research Model 7 power amps,
($11200) $4800. (330) 645-1750.
TUBES, NOS AND CURRENT! Dramatic improvement with super premium select grade preamp and
power tubes. Super low noise, matched. Expert consultation and service. Better and lower cost than original
parts! Call when ready to retobe. ATSI Advante Tube
Services, 5S. Pine Island Road, 41,107, Plantation, FL 33324,
(954) 916-9981, jay (954) 916-3429, WWW.111111011(M.COM.
Major credit cards tweed.
SONIC FRONTIERS: SFS-80 amplifier. SFL-1 Signature preamplifier, SFD-1 Mk.II digital processor.
SFT-1 transport, two Velodyne F series subwoofers.
$2500 for system. Call (406) 547-3494.
THE CONCORDANCE LABEL for CDs that sound
like analog master tapes? See unvw.coneorda.cone.
ART AUI)10 MAESTRO mono amps, latest, S/N
714-715, as new, switchable 90W pentode, 50W triode.
$3750; !Clyne 73.3 linestage, $1850; latest Bybee interconnect filter, UM/pair. (708) 757-0995.
MARK LEVINSON No334, two months old, list
$5800, sell $4395 OBO; Theta DS PRO Basic IIIa
DAC, list $2900, sell $795 0130. (407)740-8784.
AIR TIGHT M-101 SE amplifier, list $2100, sell
$1450; BEL 1001 Mk.I1 amplifier, list 13095. sell
$1200; Western Electric 300Bs, matched pair with
W.E. box, used less than 10 hours, list $900, sell $600.
(718)739-9172.

McCORMACK DAC-1 D/A converter, mint, $395.
SOUNDSTAGE AUDIO: Authorized dealer for
Plinius, Cary, Nordost, Electrocompaniet, Totem,
Wireworld, AudioPrism, Newcastle, Harmonic Tech,

Mart

VPI

Pioneer Elite

Grado

Salamander

Belles

Vidikron

Sumiko

Marantz

Graham

Lexicon

Tara Labs

Stewart

Zoethecus

Aragon

Benz-Micro

Acurus

Kimber Kable

Adcom

Kimber Select

Draper

Magnum Dynalab

SME

SILTECH SPEAKER CABLES, (G3)-LS-80, 8', silvergold with WBT, list $1740, sell $890; 3 pairs ST-38(G3), silver-gold, RCA, 1m, WBT list $725, sell $365.
Call (203) 866-7722.
KR ENTERPRISE VT800, 50wpc single-ended vacuum transistor amplifiers, $14,000. (213) 482-7672.
COUNTERPOINT NPS-200A Mk.II amplifier.
new, $1650. Nick, (773) 774-0806.

Order High-End
Audio Online!
Hundreds of hard-to-find high-end audio
components, cables, racks and accessories are
now available through the intemet! Check out:
Nsww.audioadvisor.com/sf.
The site features images, descriptions, and
review quotations on over 1,000 high-end
audio products. Check out our weekly specials
and visit our close-out sections for terrific
deals on demos, "B" stock, and other discounted products.
Secure on-line ordering is available, or call us
at (8001942-0220 for ordering and product
information.
Our web site is updated daily.
Established in 1981, Audio Advisor
is the largest direct mail and
online reseller of high-end
audio gear in the world.
World-wide
delivery available.

Audio Advisor, Inc.

47I7A Broadmoor SE •Kentwood. MI 49512
Phone: 616-975-6100 •FAX: 16161 975-6111
teww.itudittiolei›or.com/4
A M. AUDIO ADVISOR and design are revalued Dal:lawns ol Audio Adana, Inc
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Mart

CELLO SYSTEM. Serious buyers only. (516) 329-2412.
WWW.AUDIOGON.COM. High-end auctions—
over $10 million sold already. Recent steals: Genesis
300, $18,850; Krell KAV-300rd, $1823; Wilson
WATT/Puppy 5.1, $8000; BAT VK-60, $2450; ARC
Reference One, $5400; ProAc Response 2.5, $2200; Al
Modulus 3, $755. Over 2000 pieces listed. If it's high.
end, it's at www.audiogon.com.
SOLID SILVER CABLES FOR UNDER $100? Airdielectric silver interconnects starting at $95. Speaker
cables (with silver spades) starting at $225. Silver-plated copper versions for even less. Equipment isolation
accessories and custom cables also available. All genuinely hand-made, providing outstanding performance
and value. Stage III Corrupts, Inc. (212) 627-5628.
VAC UPGRADES! Stay at the cutting edge: PA90D,
CPAI/CLA1 Mk.III, Vintage Line Stage and Preamplifier Mk.III, PA160 Mk.I11, 20.2, 22.2, Renaissance
Mk.111, PA80/80 to 100/100. (919) 596-1107 wwtv.var
amps.com.
SONIC FRONTIERS IRIS 3 transport, ($7000)
$3350; Sonic Frontiers Processor 3 DAC, Stereophile
Class A (April'99), ($7000) $3300; mbl 101C, ($30,000)
$12200; Lexicon CP-3+, ProLogic/THX, ($3350)
$690; Cello Audio Palette, ($20,000) $9200; Genesis
900 subwoofer, rosewood, ($2800) $1800. Brian, (805)
527-9739, fax (805) 527-9808.
GUARANTEED-CONDITION AUDIO EQUIPMENT. Amplifiers, preamplifiers, processors, transports, players, home theater, speakers, and cables. Mint
Acurus A200X3, Adcom GFA-5503, EAD Ovation,
brand new Denon DVD-5000THX. Please contact
Trevor for questions and inventory list. Toll-free: (877)
274-9983, oalcs@voicenet.com.

CAT SL1 Mk.111 preamplifier, ($6000) $3500; Densen
DM-30 100W solid-state amplifier, ($2100) $1000;
Densen DM-20 preamplifier, ($2000) $1000; Reference
Line Premier 1preamplifier, ($1500) $500; Michael Yee
Audio digital converter, ($1000) $450; Totem Model 1
speakers, $900; Meadowlark Shearwater Hot Rod
spealtcr, ($2900) $1600; ESP Bohdran speaker, ($6000)
$4000; Arcam Alpha 6integrated amplifier, ($600) $250;
AudioPrism Mk.11 tube amplifier, ($2500) $1200;
AudoPrism Mantissa preamplifier, ($2000) $1100. (248)
681-8218
LEVINSON No33H monoblocks, $11,995; Classé
CA-150, $1295; Krell KRC-HR, $3595; Krell
Reference phono board, $750; BAT VK-40, $2495;
Classé CP-50, $1295; Sonic Frontiers Line 2, $1995;
Levinson No30.5, $5995; Levinson No31, $2995;
Classé CDP-1, $1595; Audio Alchemy DTI Pro32,
$595; Thiel 3.6, cherry, $2295; Genesis II (4 towers),
$11,995; Transparent Reference, speaker, $1895; 1
m,
balanced, $1595; 10', balanced, $1995; Basis Ikbut
Gold with Graham 1.5T, $3995; Mango power cords.
Offers, trades, credit cards. (914) 216-1497
WE OFFER PERFECT CONDITION with warranty: Audio Physic, B&W, Conrad-Johnson, Gcrshman
Acoustics, Krell, Levinson, mbl, NBS, Sonic Frontiers,
Transparent, Wadia, and many more high-end audio
and video components. Call for inventory list. Tel: (718)
961-8842. Ear (718) 886-9530. High End Audio.
GENESIS 300, ($30,000) $14,900, like new, perfect, in
crates, full 5-year factory warranty. Fantastic reviews.
E-maik gen300s@aol.corn, or phone (630) 377-6064.
KLIPSCHORNS, oak clear/cane cloth, 21
2 years old,
/
mint, $2750, split shipping. (978) 343-3128.

Audio Mart Order Form
RATES: Private, $1.25 per word; Commercial, $4.15 per word; $166 minimum on all conunercial ads. A word is defined as one or more characters with aspace, dash, or slash on either side. (Telephone
and fax numbers, e-mail and WWW addresses count as one word.) PAYMENT: All ads must be prepaid
with order. Visa/MC or checks are accepted. MAIL TO: Stereophile, Classified Ad Ikpartment, P.O. Box
5529, Santa Fe, NM 87502-5529, or FAX (505) 983-6327, or SUBMIT ONLINE: classifieds
@stereophile.com (Faxed and e-mailed ads are credit-card only.) DEADLINE: Ads are duc on the first
working day of the month, two months in advance of the issue in which your ad will appear. For example,
if you want your ad to run in the September 1999 Stertyphik you must submit it with payment by July 1,
1999. Ad material that reaches us after deadline will appear in the next available issue. No refunds. If you
have questions, call (505) 982-1411.
'..I Enclosed is payment in the amount of $

for

words.

J Iprefer to pay by check, made payable to Stetrophile.
J Iprefer to pay by Ul Visa U MasterCard
My card 4
,is

Exp. date

CDs, LPs, Tapes
PYRONIX SPECIALTY COMPACT DISCS —free
demo samples! Feed your Cl) player something different...test reference, bass demonstration, pink noise,
fresh drum/rhythm loops, high-quality audio samples,
unique CDs, entertainment, novelty gifts, and more.
Always open on the Internet! www.pyrosonix.com.
HIGHEST PRICES PAID for classical LPs and CDs.
Will travel. Only collections of 1000+. Call Lawrence
O'Toole, P.O. Box 138, Bearwille, NY 12409. Tel/fax: (914)
679-1054.
TOP DOLLAR PAIE) FOR CD and LP collections.
No collection too large! Classical, opera, jazz, rock,
alternative,
audiophiles
(SR/LSC/EMI-ASL)).
150,000 titles in stock. Free brochure! Princeton Record
Exchange, 20 Tulane St, Princeton, NJ 08542, USA. (609)
921-0881, www.prev.com.
FOR SALE —PRIVATE RECORD COLLECTION.
Mostly '60s-'90s rock, many original pressings. For list,
send SASE to Hendrickson, 3262 llontwood Drive, Bethel
Park, PA 15102.

Wanted
TUBE HI-FI AND SPEAKERS, tube theater amps,
corner speakers, horn drivers, coarrial/triaxial speakers,
crossovers, tubes. Altec, ElectroVoice, JBL, Jensen,
McIntosh, Quad, Dynaco, Scott, Lowther, Fisher,
Heath, Rico, RCA, Tammy, Leak, Marantz, Western
Electric, etc. Also high-end ARC, Conrad-Johnson,
Linn speakers, etc. Also old guitars and guitar amplifiers. Sonny Goldson, 1413 Magnolia Lane, Midwest City,
OK 73110. (405) 737-3312, fax (405) 737-3355.
CASH PAID FOR USED AUDIO/VIDEO equipment. Buy, sell, and trade by phone. Dealer for
AudioQuest, Hannan/Kardon, Marantz, NAD, NHT,
Paradigm, Paradigm Reference, Phase Technology,
Speakercraft, Sherwood/Newcastle, Toshiba. Stereo
Trading Outlet (Since 1984), 320 Old York Road,Jenkintown,
PA 19046. Call (215) 886-1650, fax (215) 886-2171.
Website catalog: www.tsw.com. E-mail: tsto@tuo.com.
COLLECTOR BUYING MONO/STEREO, all
tube Marantz, McIntosh; Quad, Tannoy, Duntech
speakers; Levinson, Krell amps; Tandbcrg 3001A, I4A,
CD players, D/A converters, etc. Sequerra FM-1, all
B&O including CD players, Audio Research SPIO, 11,
8, etc. Will travel to pick up. Call for first, also for last
offer, or just for information. (718) 387-7316, cell phone
(917) 991-0452.
NBS SIGNATURE, Master or King Serpent: 16' XLR
(balanced) interconnects, power cord, 10' speaker
cables. Call Vicente, (212) 586-6007
ONKYO INTEGRA TS-909011 FM tuner. Mark,
(734) 676-1680.
SONY SS-TL5 SPEAKERS (818) 843-6800
GOLDMUND MIMESIS 4 and SAE 8000 tuners.
Brian, (805) 527-9739, fax, (805) 527-9808.

Signature
Please run my ad in the following months:

Employment

Category heading:

SOUND CITY is seeking highly motivated individuals for full-time sales positions in Audio/Video and

U General

..1

CDs/LPs/Tapes

-1

Wanted

D Employment

Copy (Please type or print on aseparate sheet.)

Custom Home Theater. Outgoing person to sell wide
selection of mid-high-end specialty A/V products.
Excellent growth opportunity in direct-mail/catalog
sales or custom. North Jersey/NY arca. Fax réSUMé to
9"'
SOO) 888-5343 x300.

Business Opportunities

Name

Company

Street
State

120

City
Zip

Tel.

Fax

NOLOGICAL INNOVATION and the
excitemil it of the audio/video industry appeal to you —
Tice Audio would like to speak with you! As aTice
Audio partner you will be in astrategic position to
build your future with ours as we diversify into new
markets and continue our advancements in technological innovation. We have created alimited number of
opportunities for -hands-on" partners to share in our
future expansion. If you have marketing or audio/video
knowledge and the necessary financial backing (S1 million minimum), call us at (561) 575-7577, or visit our
websitc, www.ticeaudio.com, for more information.
Serious inquiries only.
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Advertiser
Advertising published in Stereophile is accepted on the premise
that the merchandise and services as offered are accurately
described, and are available to
customers at the advertised
price. Advertising that does not
conform to these standards, or
that is deceptive or misleading, à
never knowingly accepted. If
you encounter noncompliance
with these standards, please
write to John B. Gourlay,
Petersen Publishing Company, 110 Fifth Ave., New
York, NY 10011.
Acoustic Sciences
46
Acoustic Sounds
54
Alpha-Core
29
Alpha Sound 8t Vision
94
Ambrosia Audio
53
Analog Shop
76
Antique Sound USA
46
Arcam
18
Audio Advancements.. 110
Audio Advisor .. 48,69,119
Audio Connection .... 106
Audio Magic
40
Audio Nexus
104
Audio Outlet
80
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12
AudioQuest
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Audio Solutions
119
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AudioWaves
108
B&W Loudspeakers .... 21
Balanced Audio
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24
Brentworth Sound Lab .46
Brickwall
(Price-Wheeler)
46
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50
Cardas Audio
36
Cary Audio
16
Cisco Music
110
Classé Audio
32
CSA Audio
112
David Lewis Audio
84
Dunlavy Audio Labs.... 69
Dynaudio
26
Elusive Disc
61,64,100,102
Every CD
42
Fairport Soundworks .. 121
Goodwins High End . .90
HCM
56
82
HeadRoom
83
Hi-Fi Farm
11
Infinity
Innovative Audio
117
42
Joseph Audio
104
JPS Labs
112
JS Audio
22
Kimber Kable
LAT International
121
Mark Levinson
(Madrigal)
14

Index

McCormack
38
Music Direct
74
Myryad
44
Needle Doctor
98-99
NetFlix
45
New Age Audio
112
Nordost
15
Nova
38
Paradigm
8
Parasound
123
Parts Connection
110
Parts Express
121
Pass Laboratories
40
PS Audio
13
Reference Audio
Video
112
Rotel
2
Silver Audio
42
Sound by Singer. 52,62-63
Sound City
92
Soundex
60
Sound Images
119
Stereo Exchange
58
Synergistic Research .. 106
Tact Audio
28
TARA Labs
39
Thiel
30
Toys From the Attic ... 108
Tube Store
94
Upscale Audio
100
Verity Audio
34
Yakov Aronov Audio... 6-7
Z-Systems
36

AUDIO/VIDEO
CABLES
MORE
DON'T PAY
EXORBITANT PRICES
!FOR TOP QUALITY!
L A T International. Inc has years of
experience in wire manufacturing and
has equaled the high priced brands
Sonic equivalents of the high priced
brands at afraction of their price LA T
demystifyies wire technology Ask for
explanation literature
& MORE

COMPONENTS
CD players - solid state and tube
Pre-amplifiers -solid state and tube
Amplifiers solid - state and tube
Integrated amplifiers

Nigh End...
Not MO Price
Audioguest

Rega
Monitor Audio

Sonic Frontiers
Vandersteen

Totem
McCormack

Marantz

California Audio Labs
Cardas
- Creek
Golden Tube
Krell

Velodyne
B&K
Tice

Hales
Sumiko
Grado Reference
Anthem
Bryston
Cary Audio
Sharpvision
Tannoy

FREE CATALOG
If you like
1-000-338-0531
to "do-ityourself"
then the
Parts
Express
catalog is
for you!
It is packed
full of prod/e.
•==
ucts like
=e""
raw loudspeaker
drivers from Audax, Aura, Morel,
Dynaudio, Vita, and more. We stock
premium crossover parts, speaker
kits, cabinets, accessories, wire/
cable, and everything you need to
create your own high end speakers.
Build your own and save big!
4
1

•
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& MORE

HOME THEATER
Video 8. Audio wire and cable
Speakers -free standing
Speakers -in wall
Line conditioners
Component stands
& MORE

ACCESSORIES
Send for a free complete catalog of all

it

MORE

CALL TOLL FREE

1-800-338-0531
SOURCE CODE:

SPM

725 Pleasant Valley Dr..

116 264.0410

Phono Cartridges
Speakers

our
ELECTRONICS

MUM/tan
•.
•
•
MOU Monroe Ave. Rochester, New York
com

Line conditioners

Phone:

Springboro. OH

45066-1158

513/743-3000 •

FAX:

E-mail:

513/743-1677

sales@ parts-express.com

Audio ,video products that also

includes wire and cable demystifying
literature. or Phone 800 321 2108 24
hours per day Fax 609 428 1832
AUDIO VIDEO CABLES AND MORE
is A SUBSIDIARY OF

LATINTERNATIONAL ENTERPRISES, INC.
311 PROVINt.I IOWN P(>011

1111V

III I Ntl 011034

Web Site: www.parts-express.com
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Larry

Archibald

efore making an investment in
the retail sector said entrepreneur
Warren Buffett at arecent Berkshire Hathaway shareholders meeting, "I
would give alot of thought to what effect
[the retail sector] faces from the Internet."
That's precisely what alot of people
already in the retail sector were doing at
April's Professional Audio/Video Retailers Association (PARA) conference.
They have made their investments in the
bricks-and-mortar arena, and for most,
their entire net worth is at stake. The
Internet might represent the greatest
opportunity to expand their exposure to
new customers they'll ever see — but it
might also represent a future buying
pattern that puts specialty retailers out
of business.
Recently, one of Santa Fe's great specialty stores, Rare Bear, announced it is
going out of business —done in, according to its owner, by Internet retailing.
Rare Bear's specialty is oddball CDs:
exactly the area where Amazon and
CDnow excel. It's abit hard for me to
believe that Santa Fe is wired enough to
the Internet to be responsible by itself for
aspecialty-store death, but Internet music
CD retailers are selling amuch higher
percentage of back-catalog records than
are standard brick-and-mortar stores.
The specialty electronics and custominstall systems sold by PARA retailers
would appear to be adifferent kettle of
fish. Whether PARA-member stores
have high-end or predominantly mid-fi
product selections, they're all regarded
by the public as fairly expensive places
to shop. As agroup, they're remarkably
healthy financially, largely because of
their ability to focus product selection
and demonstrate just how great their
particular products are.
In addition, the recently increasing
complexity of the consumer-electronics
marketplace has enhanced the PARA
retailer's stock-in-trade: expertise. "Fast
floor" stores like Circuit City, where the
principal measurement standard is total
dollar volume, move their products
quickly — and their salespeople almost
as quickly. The chances of hearing an
accurate, helpful explanation from
someone who's been in the business
only three months are slight.
122
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This year, PARA's Board of Directors
put together a program that might
almost have been designed to maximally upset their constituency. Lest you
consider that irresponsible or unkind,
consider the problem. Most retailers,
like most everyone else, respond to a
problem when it begins to affect them
negatively. As Borders and Barnes &
Noble have discovered, when it comes
to Internet retailing, that's just too late.
The PARA program featured acompany called ICnowledgeLinks (with
whom I'm associated as an advisor,
though Iwasn't part of the PARA presentation). ICI-, as it's called, has put together abusiness plan featuring specialty
retailers, though that wasn't at all clear
from the conference presentation. The
idea KL wants to promote is an Internet
site that will design ahome-entertainment system for you, then send you to a
specific KL retailer-partner to purchase it.
KI.:s reason for making apresentation
at PARA, and PARRs reason for wanting
them, was that so-called "PARA Profile"
retailers fit KEs business plan perfectly.
They combine the expertise needed to
convert an Internet-lured customer into a
sale with the kind of salespeople who can
focus on this new specialty.
The response was electrifying, but
more like lightning than background
illumination. This was my tenth PARA
conference, and I've never seen one
more set on fire by asingle idea. Initially,
almost every retailer Italked to was dead
set against KL and, by implication,
almost any Internet retailing scheme.
But as the conference went on and questions were asked and answered, some
retailers began to warm up to the idea.
There was still huge skepticism,
much of which warmed my heart. As
retailers discussed how they might interact with an Internet customer, the
biggest question was, "How can Idemo
the systems Isell?" These are people
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who make their livings showing off
how great their stuff works.
In the end, you might even be able to
buy aKL-designed system from some of
these retailers. But the "you" who's reading this won't be likely to. Anything as
formulaic as adatabase-designed sound
system isn't going to appeal to aStereophile
reader, and isn't intended to. These are
specialty systems "mass-customized" (the
latest oxymoronic buzzword) to fit the
typical Circuit City or Best Buy customer. If the idea succeeds, this Internet
site will help the specialty retailer compete with the big boys. It's abig "if."
For me, every PARA conference raises the issue of why specialty retailers are
so necessary. What in the marketplace
demands the existence of an entire laborand expertise-intensive layer of the distribution chain? Computers started out
with this system, but the last decade has
seen most people buying their PCs from
mail-order companies like Dell.
Igot the answer to my question as I
traveled home by way of San Francisco to
see my daughter, Rachel. Before we left
on ahike we had scheduled, she had to
pick up some new walking shoes. We
went to On the Run, aspecialty shoe
store. The differences between it and
such mass-market competitors as Foot
Locker and Foot Action were dramatic: it
had alarge selection of shoes that fit,
brand names other than Nike, and enthusiastic salespeople who wanted to see
how Iwalked before they would recommend ashoe and took elaborate measures
to make sure Iwas happy. Iwent there to
accompany Rachel while she made apurchase and ended up buying acouple hundred dollars' worth of shoes for myself. It
was thrilling —the paradigm of the specialty shopping experience.
However they get their customers,
PARA retailers — and their high-end
counterparts who don't yet belong to the
organization — have the clearest niche in
the world. The consumer electronics of
now and the future are ahelluva lot
more complex than running shoes.
Making the shopping experience easy,
comprehensible, and exciting is their
clear recipe for success. We, as high-end
apprecionados, should respond with our
enthusiastic purchases.
Stereophiie, July 1999
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- make sure you reach for th eright remote. Namely, the one for our new AVC-2500 Audio Video Controller.
It's an elegant surround processor, dual-zone preamplifier, D to A converter, and tuner all wrapped up in one
very neat, very convenient package.
Everything about the AVC-2500 proclaims its preeminence in the world of home electronics. For starters,
we teamed up with a group of remarkably gifted engineers. In fact, they're the same experts who Lucasfilm
has hired to redesign and upgrade the electronics in THX theaters worldwide.
We realize all that advanced technology is meaningful only when you can figure out how to use it. That's
why our unique on-screen display gives you total access by balancing both breadth of control and case of use.
You can even customize each of the different sources, digital inputs, or even radio stations with names you
make up yourself or select from its comprehensive library of names.
For more information on our AVC-2500, visit our website. Or better yet, experience one at your
Parasound dealer. And see what it's like to be the master of your universe -or at least your home theater.
• Project guided by audio design legend Dr. Maui Otala

• Composite-video, S-video, and Component- video switching

• Full 24-bit processing using three Motorola 56009 processors

• Automatic digital audio and video input selection

• Dolby Digital, DTS, and Dolby Surround processing

• Digital inputs and surround modes are assignable to sources

• Home THX Ultra certification

• Discrete analog line drive stagesjour layer military-spec circuit boards

• Proprietary bass management eliminates smear and distortion

• Intelligent on -screen display and backlit learning remote control

• Independent dual zone control of audio and video systems

• Reference quality FM/AM stereo tuner with 20 presets

• 100% automatic calibration of channel levels and delay times,

• External analog 5.1 inputs assureforward compatibility

including sub channel; calibration mic included

• 10 .ear limited warranty

Parasound Products Inc •www.parasound.corn •950 Battery Street •San Francisco. CA 96111 •800-822-8802 •In Canada. call 604-988-2966
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